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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

Manila, January 10, 1916,

Sir: I have the honor to transmit herewith a manuscript entitled

"Commercial Woods of the Philippines : Their Preparation and Uses," by
E. E. Schneider, wood expert in this Bureau, and to recommend that it be

published as Bulletin No. 14 of the Bureau of Forestry.

The figures and plates are in all cases necessary for a proper under-

standing of the text.

Very respectfully, W. F. Sherfesee,

Director of Forestry,

The Honorable
the Secretary of the Interior,

Manila, P. I.
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INTRODUCTION.

The present bulletin, "Commercial Woods of the Philippines," has been

prepared primarily to furnish to wood users all over the world complete

and authentic information concerning the woods of the Philippine Archi-

pelago either now used in commercial quantities or which, if their qualities

were better known, would make such a place for themselves. The in-

formation the bulletin contains represents data collected during the fifteen

years which the present Bureau of Forestry has been in existence. As
even a cursory reading of the descriptions of the species will show, the

data are very voluminous and in many cases from their very nature more
or less tentative.

The rather full discussions concerning the qualities of woods in general,

and the detailed advice given for the seasoning, staining, and other

preparatory processes for Philippine woods in particular, have been in-

cluded in order to enable the user to obtain the best and most satisfac-

tory results even although skilled and experienced woodworkers are not

available. It is hoped that this feature of the bulletin will prove of

practical assistance.

In such a compilation as this it is very likely that many errors, large or

small, have crept in; and it may well be that information of importance

to the wood user has been omitted through oversight, despite the care which

has been exercised. Comments and suggestions are therefore particularly

requested, it being specially important that attention should be called to

all misstatements of fact.

All communications should be addressed to "The Director of Forestry,

Manila," and will be heartily appreciated and given full consideration

in order that each successive edition of the bulletin may be an improvement
over the last.

With few exceptions, all of the plates were originally published in

"Indo-Malayan Woods" by Dr. F. W. Foxworthy (issued by the Bureau
of Science, Manila) , or in "The Felling, Seasoning, and Sawing of Timber,"

by the author of the present bulletin and published in "The Philippine

Craftsman" by the Bureau of Education; and grateful recognition is here

made of the courtesy accorded this Bureau in permitting their republication.

W. F. Sherfesee,

Director of Forestry.
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PREFACE.

The present work is intended to take the place of Bulletin No. 11 of

the Bureau of Forestry, "The Uses of Philippine Woods," the supply of

which has been exhausted. It seemed desirable to extend considerably

the scope of the work, including much new material as well as a good
deal of material already published which, it is believed, would add to the

usefulness of the publication. Accordingly, the publications of this

Bureau and of the Bureau of Science have been freely drawn upon. The
principal publications which have been used are:

1. "The Forests of the Philippines," by Dr. H. N. Whitford, published

by this Bureau in 1911, as Bulletin No. 10.

2. "Philippine Woods" and "Indo-Malayan Woods," by Dr. F. W.
Foxworthy, published in the Philippine Journal of Science in 1907 and 1911.

3. "Mechanical Tests of Thirty-Four Philippine Woods," by R. Gardner,

published by this Bureau in 1906, as Bulletin No. 4. The tabular state-

ment of the tests was republished in Bulletin No. 10 and reprinted as

an ipsert to Bulletin No. 11.

4. "Apuntes para el Mejor Conocimiento, Clasificacion y Valoracion

de las Principales Especies Arboreo—Forestales de Filipinas," por Emilio

Maffei Puigdulles, Manila, 1895.

5. "Felling, Sawing, and Seasoning Timber," by the present writer,

published in "The Philippine Craftsman," March, 1913.

6. "A Manual of Indian Timbers," by J. S. Gamble, M. A., C. I. E.,

F. R. S., F. L. S., new and revised edition, London, 1902.

7. "Identification of the Economic Woods of the United States," by
Samuel J. Record, M. A., M. F., first edition, New York and London, 1912.

8. "The Mechanical Properties of Woods," by the same author, New
York and London, 1914.

9. "Lumber and Its Uses," by R. S. Kellogg, Chicago, 1914.

10. "The Principal Species of Wood; Their Characteristic Properties,"

by Charles Henry Snow, C. E., Sc. D., first edition. New York and
London, 1903.

11. "The Preservation of Structural Timber," by Howard F. Weiss,

New York and London, 1915.

12. "Wood Preservation in the United States," by W. F. Sherfesee,

Bulletin No. 78 of the U. S. Forest Service, Washington, 1909.

13. "Wood Finishing," by F. W. Cheney, in the "The Philippine Crafts-

man," February, 1913.

Beside these works, information regarding distribution, local names,
and sizes of trees was obtained from various botanical publications in

the Philippine Journal of Science and many statements regarding structure,

mechanical properties, and methods of conversion and seasoning from
various publications of the United States Forest Service.

The author wishes also to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr. E. D.

Merrill, botanist, Bureau of Scionce, for verifying the scientific names;

9
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to Dr. F. W. Foxworthy and many other colleagues for help in the prep-

aration of the manuscript; to Mr. T. C. Zchokke, forester, for help in

reading the proofs and preparing the indexes; and especially to his two
assistants, Rangers L. J. Reyes and J. M. Pascual, for the greater part of

the labor of collating the data regarding distribution and local names.

The great bulk of the local names of the trees in different regions as

cited in the descriptions have been taken from the labels of botanical

collections. In addition to these, there are included many local names
given on good authority with commercial lumber, or with wood specimens

collected by forest officers without botanical material. A few words as

to the spelling and pronunciation of the names would not be out of

place. As far as it was possible to ascertain the pronunciation of the

names, by consulting with Filipino rangers and other employees of the

Bureau of Forestry from many different provinces, this has been rep-

resented by a strictly phonetic and uniform spelling, except in the case

of names that have acquired a definite standing as trade names and those

that are listed in the four groups designated in the Forest Manual. The five

vowels have ordinarily the Latin or "continental" value; practically the

only exception to this is in the termination en common in northwestern

Luzon, in which e has a sound resembling German o, or u in English sun.

Au equals ou in cloud; oi as in coin; and ui as uey in gluey. The conson-

ants 6, d, /, h, j, k, I, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, Wy z have the same value as in

English. C is used, with the exception of a few words in which the

Spanish spelling is retained, only in the combination c/i, sounded as in

church, G is always hard as in get, never equal to Spanish j or to English

g in gin, Ng (rig) as in singer, Ngg (ngg) as ng in finger.

Only two marks are used to indicate pronunciation—the accent, wher-

ever it has been possible to ascertain the true accentuation of the name;
and the apostrophe, which indicates a sound called the glottal check or

throat stop, a sound not represented by any letter in European alphabets,

but well known in the common American colloquialism of ye* for yes.

There has been in past usage no attempt at any uniform spelling.

Both Spanish and American authors have been very careless about re-

producing the native names of the trees exactly, and, moreover, neither

the Spanish nor the English orthography is fitted to represent accurately

all the sounds of the Philippine languages. It was therefore thought
advisable, in the interest of uniformity and consistency, to reduce to the

above outlined system of spelling all the names cited, with the exceptions

above noted. There is the more justification for this in the fact that not

even all the English publications of the American regime are uniform, to

say nothing of the conflicts between these and the earlier Spanish authors.

All prices in this bulletin are stated in Philippine currency; Tl (one

peso) =100 centavos=$0.50 U. S. currency.

E. E. S.



COMMERCIAL WOODS OF THE PHILIPPINES.

PART I.—FORESTS, TIMBER SUPPLY, MARKETS.

EXTENT AND DISTRIBUTION OF FORESTS.

The virgin forests of the Philippines cover some 40,000 square miles

(considerably more than 100,000 square kilometers). In addition to

these, there are about 20,000 square miles of more or less scattering,

cut-over, and second-growth forests, part of which furnishes a present

supply of timber and firewood for local use and part will grow up to

increase the future supply of commercial timber. The commercial forests

are found in Luzon, Mindoro, Samar, Leyte, Negros, Mindanao, Palawan,

and numerous small islands; in fact, in all the principal islands of the

Archipelago, except Bohol and Cebu.

ACCESSIBILITY.

The territory is often rough, but no more so, and generally less, than

in some of the greatest lumbering regions of North America. There are

few large watercourses, but no point anywhere, even in the largest islands,

is more than 50 or 75 miles from tidewater and the character of the

country is rarely such as to present insuperable obstacles to the con.-

struction of railways.

COMPOSITION AND DENSITY.

Though the composition of the forests, from the botanist's point of

view, is very complex, it is less so from the point of view of the forester,

and still less from that of the lumberman. About three-fourths of the

total volume of the virgin forest is composed principally of trees of the

dipterocarp or lauan family, which furnish all of the very abundant
export timbers of the Islands. In these forests^ which contain stands

ranging from 10,000 up to 50,000 feet B. M. per acre, 75 to 90 per cent

of the total bulk belongs to a group of different botanical species that

enter the market under about half a dozen trade names.

LICENSES AND FOREST CHARGES.

The Government owns more than 99 per cent of all standing timber

in the Philippines. Licenses and concessions for the extraction of lumber
and minor forest products are obtainable on easy terms. The title to the

land remains in the Government, the forest charges being paid progres-

sively as the timber is extracted. The charges are low, being only about

^10 per 1,000 feet B. M. for the highest grade woods, such as narra and
ebony of the first group, and about M, 1?=4, and W respectively, for woods
of the second, third, and fourth groups. The great bulk of the export

timbers are of the comparatively light and soft and very abundant species

belonging to the third and fourth groups.

LUMBERINO METHODS AND LABOR.

The methods of lumbering in pre-American days were very primitive.

Lumbering on a large scale was unknown. Individual trees were selected,

felled, stripped of bark and sapwood, or else squared, and the resulting
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poles or logs hauled out with teams of carabao (water buffalo). The
hauling was done on crude carts or timber wheels, sledges or, perhaps

in a majority of cases, by dragging the log over the ground with no more
apparatus than an occasional skid or roller. The smaller operators still

use these methods with very few improvements. Logging engines and
railroads have been introduced only in the past ten years by a few of the

largest operators. At present, boss loggers, superintendents of logging

railways, sawyers and saw filers, and yard bosses are generally Americans.

Track layers, locomotive and stationary engineers, fellers, skidders and
loaders, setters, operators of edgers, trimmers, resaws, planers, and
matchers are all Filipinos, and they are beginning to learn such trades as

sawing and saw filing and otherwise to fit themselves for the more
exacting positions.

TRANSPORTATION.

Steamers specially fitted for carrying lumber are few and freight rates

high. Large operators should own their transportation from the mill to

Manila or to other points within the Islands and export stock should be

shipped direct from the mill in ocean-going steamers to prevent the

additional expenses of transshipping at Manila.

COST OF OPERATIONS.

The cost of operation will be lower than in most lumbering regions of

the Temperate Zone, or other forest regions of the tropics. The forest

charges (stumpage), as has been remarked above, are low, especially when
the quality and selling price of the woods are taken into consideration.

Logging and sawmill machinery, if imported from the United States, comes

in free of duty. From other countries the import duty is only 15 per cent.

Labor is cheap; common laborers can be gotten for =H).50 to ?1.50 per

day (the average being nearer the lower than the higher rate), while skilled

artisans get one-half, or less than one-half, the pay of imported European
or American workmen. Sawmill waste almost always supplies more than

enough fuel. The question of water supply must be carefully considered

before locating a mill, as water is not to be found in abundance every-

where. The problem is, however, generally easily solved if this matter

is given proper consideration in selecting a mill site. Logging locomotives

burn principally wood, with a small admixture of coal. Coal of fair quality

cost about F12 per ton in Manila.

MARKETS.

The following table shows the growth of the export trade in Philippine

lumber during the past nine and one-half years:

Fiscal year— Quantity. Value.

1906-7 . -.
Boardfeet.

252,000
925,000
694,000

1,376,000
1,677,750
1, 096, 560
4, 518, 144
4,281,552
8,509,632
11,745,312

HO, 072. 00
1907-8
1908-9
1909-10 --

1910-11 - - 142,802.00
1911-12 - 143,588.00
1912-13 - — 448,954.00
July to December, 1913 - 342,266.00
1914 681,272.00
1915 — 979,636.00
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By far the greater part of all of the lumber so far produced is consumed

in the Islands, only a very low percentage of the total output being

exported. Moreover, considerable amounts of timber have been imported,

principally railroad ties from Australia and redwood and Oregon pine

(Douglas fir) construction timber from the United States. For some

years past such imports have been steadily decreasing with the growth

of the local lumber industry. As the latter develops, a growing market

for export lumber will undoubtedly be developed in the United States,

where Philippine woods are already favorably known in certain industries.

On the Pacific coast, considerable quantities of tanguile, red lauan, lumba-

yao, and almon have already been used for inside finish in both office build-

ings and residences, as well as for both solid and veneered doors and for

furniture. The China market presents a promising field, where Philippine

hardwoods find little difficulty in competing successfully with Oregon pine

and with hardwoods from other countries. For ease of working, as well

as for beauty of finish, they have been highly praised by manufacturers,

architects, and others. Apitong has been used as flooring and given perfect

satisfaction, while yacal, though it has not been used commercially, is

sure to prove, on account of its density and hardness, a superior material,

on one hand, for skating rink and ballroom floors, where a hard, smooth

surface is required, and, on the other, for factory floors, where a high

degree of resistance to rough usage is demanded. For the highest grade

of interior finish and furniture such woods as acle, narra, tindalo and

banuyo have been introduced; these rank high among the cabinet woods

of the Tropics and, once seen in a well-finished job, need no further recom-

mendation. Though these, on account of their relative scarcity as compared
with woods of the lauan family, will never form as important an element

of the export trade from the Islands as do the latter, their unexcelled

beauty of grain and color will always assure them a place for the finest

grade of work.

In the Eastern States, also, tanguile and the lauans, as well as some of

the less abundant woods, have already acquired a good reputation, and this

not only on the coast, but far in the interior; about the end of 1913 one

firm at Grand Rapids, Michigan, purchased from New York 400,000 feet

of red lauan in a single order, while in and about New York this wood has

been put to all the uses, in finishing and ornament, of quartered oak and
the South American mahoganies. A former governor-general of the Islands

took back to the United States thousands of board feet of Philippine woods
for the interior finish of his residence, because he was convinced he could

find nothing more beautiful among either native or imported woods in

the States.

To Europe, China, India, and other countries of the Orient there have
been shipped only smaller quantities of woods for interior finish; but, on
the other hand, China has in past times taken from the Islands consider-

able quantities of durable woods for ship and wharf building, such as

aranga, yacal, dungon, and molave. This trade was badly interrupted,

first by the wars in the Islands, beginning with the revolution of 1896, and
afterwards by unsettled conditions in China, but seems in a fair way to

be revived now and to assume greater proportions than before. The
mausoleum of the late Emperor of China was constructed almost entirely

of two Philippine woods—^pagatpat and narra, which latter is practically

identical with the padauk of India. A great deal of medium-grade and
cheap furniture is made in Manila of white lauan stained in imitation of
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other woods, and there is no doubt that it would find a large field for

similar work in China and other oriental countries.

India has in recent years purchased railway ties and railway-car timber,

mostly of apitong, from the Philippines. As this is one of the most abund-

ant woods in the Islands, it is expected that this trade will increase with

those provinces of India where timber is not abundant and where apitong

and similar woods give good results.

Europe, on account of the great distance and high freight rates, has

taken only comparatively small quantities, as a rule of the finest cabinet

woods. Since the American occupation this trade has increased somewhat.

Especially the development of the modern veneer industry, for which high

freight rates on the raw material are not so great a disadvantage, gave

promise of demanding greater quantities of logs before the beginning

of the war, and will probably revive on a greater scale than before as

soon as the war is over.

In America and Europe, especially the former, there can be no doubt

that the use of Philippine woods will grow rapidly for all such uses as

house and office furniture, bank and office fixtures, and general interior

finish. The nearer markets, on the other hand, China, India, perhaps

Australia, and various other oriental countries, are more likely to call

for strong and durable construction timbers and for large quantities of

the cheap and plentiful woods used for the most ordinary light construction.

Beside all the above general categories, it is quite certain, from the

very great variety of woods found in the Islands, that certain species, on

account of their hardness, toughness, durability, or other qualities, will

in time be found to supply very definite wants in various special industries.

PRICES.

One of the most difficult matters in any discussion concerning timber

is to give a just estimate of prices. The price of a given wood, even when
lumber of the same dimensions and quality is in question, may vary in

accord with many external conditions. Broadly speaking, as in every

other business, supply and demand are the chief governing factors in the

long run. Periods of activity or depression in the business world in

general have their influence on supply and demand. When, in addition

to these general conditions, it is remembered that the same wood varies

in price greatly according to the dimensions and quality (or "grade," to

use the technical term of the lumber trade), it will be seen that any price

that is not a quotation for a given class of lumber, for a specific time

and place, can only be a broad approximation. The prices cited for the

various woods in Part V are such approximations, the maximum and
minimum being taken from a great many miscellaneous sources from
transactions that date from the years 1900 to 1915. The lowest prices

quoted are, in many cases, the prices of mill-run lumber, excluding, of

course, slabs and culls, at the mills in Manila or in the Provinces, while

the highest prices quoted are for selected lots of lumber of high grade
or special dimensions, etc.

These prices are included only for the purpose of giving a very general

idea as to what these woods have sold for in the past and should by no
means be used as a guide by the prospective purchaser as to what he will

have to pay for these woods at present. The fact that the qualities of

many of the woods are not yet well known makes a definite statement

as to prices unsafe, as the price of any particular wood is liable to increase
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or decrease considerably as its uses or suitability become better known,

or the supply becomes greater or less.

It must also be borne in mind that these general prices apply to local

use and do not apply to exported lumber. The natural factors of export

must be considered by the foreign buyer and taken into consideration when
looking over these figures. Such factors are freight, grade, seasoned

material, etc.

The Bureau of Forestry at Manila, P. I., keeps on hand at all times a

list of all the present lumber manufacturing exporters or those in a posi-

tion to export and it is advised that any one interested in purchasing

Philippine woods write to the Director of Forestry, stating his require-

ments. In this way the prospective buyer will be put in direct touch with

all exporting firms and can get definite prices on all classes of material

of whatever species he wishes to buy.

GRADING RTTLES.

To enable one not familiar with Philippine conditions to understand

both the entire absence of anything like grading rules up to very recent

times and the difficulties of establishing such rules for the local and
foreign markets, it is necessary to call attention to the salient points of

the lumber business in the Islands.

In the first place, there existed during the Spanish regime, and no

doubt centuries before that, a lumber industry which, though extensive,

was distributed among a large number of small operators, Filipinos and
Chinese, each of whom did, so to speak, a hand-to-mouth business over

a very limited area. More than this, the individual who desired to build

a house often employed his own men to fell, haul, and saw up his lumber,

years often passing before he began to build.^

To a small extent, logs of fancy cabinet woods and ship timbers had
already been obtained by Chinese merchants for export to China before

the Spanish conquest. During the Spanish regime, a few small water and
steam power mills were built, but they followed to a great extent the

old system of buying logs and sawing them only to order. Two or three

steam mills in Manila, the largest in the Islands, founded between ten and
twenty years before the American occupation, carried some stock of sawn
and even milled lumber, but their stock of logs was always very much
greater than that of lumber. The exportation of logs to China was also

greater than in pre-Spanish times, and occasional small shipments of

cabinet woods were made to Europe. Add to all these circumstances the

fact that even a small hand-power shop might have in stock logs of

several score different kinds and it is easily seen that under such conditions

grading rules were neither necessary nor even possible. Every sale of

lumber was an individual bargain, kind and quality of lumber, as well

as prices, varying with an infinity of local conditions. It was only some
time after the establishment (about the middle of the past decade) of

large mills operating in the heavy dipterocarp forests, that there began
to be put on the market large quantities of sawn lumber of a few abundant
species, such as red and white lauan, apitong, palosapis, guijo, and yacal.

The present situation is this: There are three fairly distinct classes of

operators— (1) the numerous hand-power shops, sawing a number of

^ The writer knows of one large house in a provincial capital, the owner of which gathered

and stored lumber for sixteen years before besrinninsr construction. This is by no means an
exceptional, but rather a typical, case.
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different woods, generally to order, and carrying no considerable stock

of sawn lumber; (2) the small water or steam power mills, working

along much the same lines, but carrying a stock of some thousands or

tens of thousands of feet of rough and milled lumber; and (3) a few
large mills, producing and carrying large stocks of a comparatively few
species. Shops of the first class are entirely in the hands of Filipinos

and Chinese, mostly with very little capital; those of the second class

are run by Spaniards, Filipinos, and Chinese, with a sprinkling of Euro-

pean or American operatives of the higher grades; while the large mills

are founded almost entirely by American or European capital and managed
by Americans; one large mill is owned and operated by Spaniards; one

(more recently started) by Chinese; and one by Filipinos and Spaniards.

Early in 1913, a lumbermen's association was founded by representatives

of all these elements in Manila, but it did not get so far as seriously

to consider the adoption of uniform grading rules, to say nothing of an
attempt actually to formulate them. A more recent and more promising

attempt has been made by the formation of the Philippine Lumber Man-
ufacturers Association organized in 1915.

In 1910, the Government of the Philippines found it desirable to es-

tablish a lumber depot of its own in order to be able promptly to supply

seasoned lumber for public projects, such as bridges, municipal and pro-

vincial government buildings, markets, and schoolhouses, etc. Both in

purchasing lumber and in supplying requisitions, the absence of any fixed

standard of quality was a serious inconvenience. Finally, in 1913, officials

of the Bureaus of Supply and Forestry decided to draw up a set of

rules to govern the business at least of the former Bureau. Such a set

of rules, based in their main outlines on the rules of the lumbermen's

associations of the United States, but in details adapted to local conditions

and to the different character of the woods, was drawn up and submitted

tentatively to lumbermen. Government departments interested in the use

of woods, etc. It was in no way intended that these rules should be

forced upon the lumber industry for any private business. At the

same time it was proposed that they should be adopted for all Government
purposes. While this latter intention has not so far been put into effect

by any formal enactment, the Bureau of Supply has largely followed the

rules both in purchases and in sales to other departments.

In 1914, the lumbermen of the Province of Zamboanga (where there

is a larger number of mills than in any other one province) formed an
organization, and early in 1915 they adopted, with slight modifications,

the above-mentioned rules.

The essential portions of the text of the rules are given in Appendix
No. 3.

One of the first acts of the newly organized Philippine Lumber Manufac-
turers Association, referred to above, was to appoint a committee on

grading rules. In fact, the formulation and general adoption of uniform

grading rules is cited as one of the principal objects of the establishment

of the association. At this writing, the committee has not had time to

submit definite rules for the approval of the association.



Part II.—PROPERTIES OF WOOD; METHODS OF CONVERSION;
WORKING AND FINISHING; PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT.

PROPEETIES or WOOD.

To understand the difficulties encountered in converting the trunk of a
tree into products that shall be serviceable and of pleasing appearance, it

is necessary to know something of the phenomena that take place during
the processes of cutting, drying, and otherwise preparing the raw material

;

and to understand the causes of the varied behavior of wood during these

processes, the user must be acquainted with the structure of wood and its

most essential qualities.

SOFTWOODS, HARDWOODS, PALMS, ETC.

The woods of coniferous trees (the pine family, or "softwoods")* are

nonporous, generally very straight-grained and of fine and even texture,

except for certain species that have very distinct alternate bands of softer

and harder wood in each growth ring. Those of broadleaf trees (deciduous,

or "hardwoods") are porous, frequently more or less cross-grained, in every

way of more complex structure and much more variable in color and texture

than the conifers. Palms, which do not increase in diameter by adding
successive layers of wood to the outside of the trunk, but start up froiri

youth of full diameter size and grow only at the tip, have a thin outer shell

of frequently very hard and heavy wood showing no rings at all and a large,

pithy core. Rattans, which are the climbing members of the palm family,

are of similar structure, but have a proportionately thinner outer shell and
are much more flexible than the rigid erect palms. Bamboos are giant

grasses, having hollow jointed stems, with walls ranging from less than
one-eighth to more than 1 inch in thickness. The wood of the walls is fairly

uniform except for having a very thin and extremely hard outer skin.

* The use of the words "hardwood" and "softwood" in a special sense has become so
universal in Engrlish that it cannot be avoided. The hardwoods are understood to be all those

of the broadleaf trees, the softwoods, of the needleleaf trees. No other more satisfactory terms
are available. Though broadly speaking, the distinction is not incorrect, for the latter are
really, on the average, lighter and softer than the former, yet the range of variation within
each of the two classes is so great that they overlap widely, and the hardest and heaviest

among the "softwoods" are considerably harder than the softest and lightest among the
"hardwoods." The average specific gravity of 26 North American softwoods is 0.89, that of
47 hardwoods 0.53, but over three-fourths of the former have a higher weight than the lightest

of the latter. Longleaf pine has a specific gravity of 0.53, yellow buckeye and black willow
only 0.33.

Other descriptive terms do not fit in all cases. Some of the pine family or "coniferous"
trees do not bear cones, nor does "needleleaf" satisfy all cases, for some species of the family
have quite broad, flat leaves.

In the Philippines, as in most other tropical countries, these terms are not only less

applicable to the true conditions than in North America, but there is little occasion for their
use. With the exception of two species of pine (Pinua inaularia and P. merkuaii) » almaciga
iAgathis alba, of the same family) , and a few species of the yew family, all Philippine timber
trees are of the "hardwood," or broadleaf class. Their range of hardness is even greater than
that of American softwoods and hardwoods combined. The terms "hardwood" and "softwood"
will, therefore, rarely be used in this work, but rather wood that is hard will be described as
"a hard wood" or one that is soft as "a soft wood," regardless of scientific or commercial
classifications.

140866 2 17
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STRUCTURE OP WOOD.

The palms, rattans, and bamboos do not furnish lumber in the ordinary

sense of that word. The following discussions of structural and mechan^
ical properties, therefore, refer only to those woods that furnish saw
timber—that is, the conifers and broadleaf trees.

Wood is made up principally of very numerous minute fibers and other

elongated elements lying, broadly speaking, parallel to the axis of the tree.

These constitute the chief bulk of the wood, and their thickness, arrange-

ment, color, etc., determine the general appearance of the grain and texture

of the wood, except insofar as it is also influenced by the pith rays. These
are very thin, flat bundles of cells lying at right angles to the axis, passing

radially from pith to bark between the vertical fibers. They are generally

much higher—that is, "wider" as seen on the face of a radial section—than
they are thick. Pith rays are not generally conspicuous except in a radial,

or nearly radial, section, where they form the familiar "flake" or "silver"

grain so well known in quarter-sawn oak. In a tangential section—that is,

parallel or nearly so to the growth rings and therefor at right angles to the

rays—they appear as short, narrow lines, or mere elongated dots, parallel

to the grain. In woods having very numerous pith rays, these may form
as much as one-fourth of the total bulk, but in most species they amount
to less than this. The large rays in oak represent only about one-hundredth
of the total number, the smaller ones being hardly or not at all visible to

the naked eye. Pith rays are most numerous in the conifers; over 15,000

have been counted in 1 square inch of a tangential section of pine.^

Microscopic study shows that there are several different kinds of fibers.

Descriptions of their most conspicuous differences will be found in Part IV,

"Methods of identification." It is sufficient to state here that they are all

hollow, that the walls are saturated with water, that water also forms over

90 per cent of the contents of the living cells in the young wood and more
or less completely fills the lifeless cells in the heartwood. It should be
understood wherever water is mentioned as being present in wood, that a
thin watery solution is meant, containing various organic and inorganic

substances.

DENSITY.

The varying weights of different woods when dry do not depend on the

quality of the wood substance itself, but on the relative thickness of the cell

walls and size of the cell cavities and pores. The weight of the wood
substance is nearly the same in all species, being about 1.5 to 1.6 times the

weight of water. If a dry piece of wood of any species could be subjected

to a pressure sufficient to squeeze all the air out of it, compacting it into

an absolutely solid mass, it would then have a weight of nearly 100 pounds
per cubic foot. Light woods float only because of the relatively large amount
of air contained in the various wood elements.

HEARTWOOD AND SAPWOOD.

All coniferous and broadleaf trees grow in diameter by adding successive

layers of wood to the outside of the trunk, just within the bark. This young
wood is less dense and contains a greater amount of sap (water carrying the

nourishing substances of the tree), and the walls of the cells are thinner,

than is the case with the more mature wood, in which the processes of

1 "Timber," by Filibert Roth, Bull. 10, U. S. Dept. of Agrr., Division of Forestry, Washingr-
ton, 1895.
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thickening of cell walls and of deposition of various mineral substances

have contributed to produce the ultimate dense, hard, deeply colored "heart-

wood" which we commonly consider as typical of the species. The wood of

very young trees is generally light colored and porous. In some trees, the

color changes little or not at all as the tree grows older, as for instance in

lanete (Wrightia spp.). Of such trees we say that they have no distinct

heartwood and sapwood. In the great majority of trees, however, there

begins at a certain age the formation of heartwood, which is caused by the

infiltration of various substances, such as oils, resins, pigments, mineral

substances, into the cell walls and, in some cases, also into the cell cavities

and pores. This process begins over a more or less large area about the

center and, once well started, keeps about even pace with the growth of the

tree, so that the surrounding layer of sapwood forms a belt .of nearly the

same thickness during future stages of growth. In young trees of rapid

growth, the formation of heartwood is slower and the thickness of the sap-

wood consequently greater; in old trees, the formation of heartwood is

proportionately more rapid while the growth of new wood is much slower

and the belt of sapwood is consequently proportionately thinner. The heart-

wood, as a general rule, is darker, heavier, harder, and stiffer (but sometimes

more brittle) than the sapwood. In trees possessing a special odor, white or

colored deposits in the pores, or other peculiarities, all such qualities are, as

a rule, more pronounced in the heartwood. Also, it is generally more
durable as regards both fungus and insect attacks. In trees having no

distinction of color between sapwood and heartwood, there is generally

little difference between these in strength and durability; where the coloring

of the heartwood merges gradually into that of the sapwood, the difference

in quality is not great; but in those species where there is a sharp line of

demarcation between dark heartwood and light sapwood, the latter is

generally very much inferior to the former, especially as regards resistance

to decay and insect attacks.

In certain tropical woods there is a further distinction which, though not

common nor of much importance as regards the appearance of the wood, is

yet probably of some influence as regards durability. It is often observed,

especially in species having a very dark heartwood, that there is first a

narrow belt of sapwood, followed by a more or less broad belt of uncolored

heartwood, which in turn incloses a core of colored heartwood. This is

especially notable in camagon and the other species of the genus Diospyros.

It seems that the processes involved in the thickening and hardening of the

cell walls during the conversion from sapwood to heartwood do not always
bring with them at once the deposition of coloring matter, but that this

latter takes place only some considerable time after the formation of the

heartwood. There is in such woods very little difference between the true

sapwood and the uncolored heartwood (except that the former seems, in

some cases, to be more liable to become discolored in drying) so that they

are generally classed together as sapwood. It is probable, however, reason-

ing from the general differences between heartwood and sapwood, that this

uncolored heartwood would be somewhat more durable that the sapwood,
though it may not be as good in this respect as the denser colored heart-

wood, impregnated as the latter is with preservatives injected by natural

processes. This seems to be confirmed by the fact that wood specimens from
very young trees are often completely riddled by beetles, while specimens
of the same species from trees much larger, yet containing no colored heart-

wood, are attacked either not at all or only in their outermost portion

—

that is, the true sapwood.
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DOTY HEART.

All the foregoing statements about heartwood and sapwood are only

broad general rules. There are exceptions to all of them. One notable

exception is so common that it needs mention here; it is often found that

the inner portion of the heartwood of large trees is distinctly softer than
the outer, younger part; this is common, for instance, in woods of such

widely different characteristics as red lauan and molave. It is due to the

fact that, when young, many trees grow very rapidly, producing large and
thin-walled cells which form light and soft wood, while later they grow
more slowly, consequently forming much denser wood. In such trees, when
fungi and insects gain access to the interior through wounds in the bark,

rotten knots, fire scars, etc., they naturally penetrate the soft inner wood
more rapidly than the hard shell that surrounds it. This is one of the

commonest causes of worm-eaten and **brash," 'Spunky," or "doty" heart

in overmature trees. However, when not attacked by insects or disease,

there is no difference to be observed except in the degree of density and
hardness, as well as sometimes a slight difference of color. Such soft, but

perfectly sound, heartwood is frequently found, for instance, in dita.

GROWTH rings; STRAIGHT AND CROSS GRAIN.

The successive layers of growth have considerable influence both on the

appearance and behavior of wood. Where the fibers in all layers are parallel

to the axis of the trunk, the wood is "straight grained" and is generally

easy to split and to plane either parallel to the growth rings or across

them—that is, in tangential or radial section. But often the fibers in

alternate layers, instead of being parallel, twist spirally around the trunk
in opposite directions. Such wood may split quite easily between the

rings—that is, tangentially—^but across the rings, or radially, it will split

in the manner shown in figure 1. As lumber is in most cases not split,

but sawn, this is of little importance in the sawmill, but two subsequent

difficulties arise from this peculiarity. Boards sawn radially from very

cross-grained woods have a tendency to warp in drying in the fashion shown
by figure 2,* which, in the first place, reduces their effective thickness and
causes additional work in surfacing, and, in the second place, makes such

pieces difficult to surface for, as the grain runs alternately "up" and "down,"
planing the wood in either direction leaves a series of alternate rough
and smooth strips. Once well surfaced, however, this feature gives the

much-admired "ribbon grain."

The growth rings also vary in color, hardness, and density. Generally,

where any noticeable differences exist, the inner part of each ring is softer,

* It must be understood that both this and fig. 8 are exaggerated both as to the depth and
the regularity of the corrugations.
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lighter colored, and more porous than the outer part. The difference in

hardness and density often causes radially sawn boards to shrink as shown

in figure 3, causing the same loss of material as in the previous case, except

that, where not also accompanied by cross grain, the surface will not be so

difficult to plane.

WATER CONTENT.

As remarked above, the wood cells contain water, both in the walls and
in the cavities. Soft, porous woods contain more than hard, dense kinds.

Almost without exception, there is more water in the sapwood than in the

heartwood. Very few accurate data are available on the moisture content

of Philippine woods, but there is probably no great difference in this

respect between woods of the Tropic and Temperate Zones. The following

extract ^ shows the variation in water content of different kinds, and of

sapwood and heartwood of the same kind, among American woods:

Water lost in drying 100 pounds of green wood in the kiln.

Sapwood. H^*;

Pines, cedars, etc
Poplar, Cottonwood, basswood
Oak, ash, beech, elm, maple, hickory, chestnut, walnut, sycamore .

Pounds.
45-65
60-65
40-50

Pounds.
16-25
40-60
80-40

The very low moisture content of the heartwood of pine is due to its

being almost completely filled with resin; except Benguet pine (Finns

insularis) and Tapulau (P. merkusii), there are no Philippine woods that

can well be compared with the heavy, resinous "hard pines" of America.

With the woods in the second line may be compared such Philippine woods
as calantas, white lauan, white nato, etc., and with those in the last line

such as tindalo, molave, acle, and others. The highest figure in the table,

65 pounds, is equivalent to a moisture content of 185.7 per cent of the weight
of the resulting dry wood; it is probable that some of the softest and most
porous Philipppine woods contain even more than this. The lowest figure

(excepting the special case of heartwood of pine) amounts to 42.8 per cent;

some of the densest Philippine woods, such as mancono and sasalit, very

probably contain less.

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

The mechanical properties of each wood are closely related to the

structural peculiarities of the species, in fact, are directly dependent on

them, except insofar as they are influenced by greater or less moisture

content. But this relation is not generally evident on superficial examina-
tion; careful anatomical study of the structure and exact mechanical tests

are required to demostrate it. Moreover, such tests must be made on many
pieces, for the mechanical properties of one and the same species vary
widely in different regions, in different trees from the same place, and
even in different parts of the one tree. The figures published in tables of

weights, hardness, strength, etc., must therefore never be taken as being

exact measures, but rather as close approximations. The more tests of

different specimens such figures are based on, the more nearly will they

represent reliable averages. While they cannot safely be applied to single

pieces, they do furnish safe guides as to the relative qualities of larger

lots of two or more different woods.

* From "Timber," by Filibert Roth, U. S. Dept. of Agr., Div. of Forestry, Bull 10, 1895.
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WEIGHT.

The weight of wood is the property which most directly and evidently

depends on its structure. Dense woods contain more fibers to a given area,

or thicker walled fibers, or both, than do less dense ones—that is, they

contain a larger amount of material to a unit of volume and so are heavier.

The presence of resin and other deposits in the cavities of the wood elements

may also considerably influence the weight.

The following table ^ gives the average weights ("oven dry") of Philip-

pine woods tested in Manila:

Name of wood.

Cupang
Palosapis*
Red Lauan b .

.

Calantas
White lauan..
Almon -_.

Tanguile
Banuyo__
Balacat
Narra
Lumbayao
Sacat
Acle
Palo Maria
Dao
Apitong:
Malugay
Mangachapuy

Specific
gravity
(oven
dry).

0.285
.399
.406
.443
.462
.464
.490
.525
.548
.553
.565
.589
.607
.623
.631
.632
.658
.658

Name of wood.

Amugis
Guijo
Liusin
Macaasim .

Supa
Molave
Ipil

Tindalo
Betis
Batitinan..
Agoho
Yacal
Bansalagin
Dungonc ..

Aranga
Sasalit
Alupag
Mancono...

Specific
gravity
(oven
dry).

0.685
.703
.710
.716
.762
.784
.784
.780
.792
.795
.833
.843
.850
.854
.859
.872
.961
1.236

* This is the wood described by Gardner and Foxworthy as "mayapis," which name is

now used for a lauan {Shorea squamata) . It should be noted that the specific gravity here
assigned to it is somewhat low, Gardner's test material having been from comparatively
small trees in a lowland hill region, while the palosapis now on the market comes from
large trees grown on the lower slopes of mountainous regions and is known to be denser
than the test material.

^ This figure is probably also slightly too low. Most other more recent data indicate that
red lauan is heavier than the other lauans (except tanguile) and than calantas. Red lauan
should probably lie between almon and tanguile in this table.

c The material tested as dungon was of three different lots. The third lot (see footnote,
Appendix 2,_ p. 218) was not true dungon. Though its botanical status has not yet been
ascertained, it is certain that it is of a different species and it is known to have a much
less dense texture than dungon. The specific gravity here given was, therefore, based on the
first two lots only.

In scientific work, weight is generally given as specific gravity—that is,

the ratio between the weight of a given volume of wood and the weight of

an equal volume of water. For example, if the specific gravity of acle is

given as 0.607, this means that a cubic meter of acle weights 607 kilos,

which, compared with the weight of a cubic meter of water, or 1,000 kilos,

gives the fraction 607/1000, or 0.607. Or, in English weights and measures,

it means that the weight of a cubic foot of wood equals 607/1000 of the

weight of a cubic foot of water—that is, 0.607x62.5 lbs.= 37.94 lbs.' Owing
to the great variability of the moisture content and of the shrinkage of

wood, no data as to specific gravity can be safely used for purposes of

1 Arranged from data of Bulletin No. 4, Bureau of Forestry, P. I., and from unpublished

data by Gardner and others.

^ As 1 cubic meter equals 35.314 cubic feet and 1 kilo equals 2.20462 pounds, hence

:

wt. per cu. m. in k.X2.20462, wt. per cu. m. in k.,
or ^^~wt. per cu. ft. in lb8.= -

35.314

which for ordinary purposes gives the simple and convenient divisor 16 for converting weight

per cubic meter in the metric system to weight per cubic foot in .the English system. Also,

as the specific gravity is the weight per cubic meter written as a fraction, to obtain the

weight in the English system, instead of multiplying the specific gravity by 62.5 we can
write the specific gravity as a whole number and divide by 16. In the example above given,

the operation would be simply 607-M6= 87.94 lbs.
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exact comparison unless they are based on the volume and weight in the

"oven-dry" condition. In commercial operations, the weight of air-dry, or,

as it often called, shipping-dry, wood is used and is generally given in

tables expressing the weight in pounds per 1,000 board feet. (See Table

of shipping weights, Appendix No. 2.)

While great weight is in itself more often an objectionable feature than

an advantage, it generally serves as a recommendation for a wood on

account of the fact that most of the other and more desirable qualities, such

as hardness, strength, toughness, and durability, are more or less intimately

related to it.

STRENGTH OF WOOD.

Cross bending,—One of the most conspicuous and valuable properties of

wood is that of resistance to breaking when subjected to a bending strain,

as is a beam when supported at the ends and itself supporting a load. It is

this property which fits wood to be used in construction in the form of long

beams where stone cannot be used on account of its brittleness, nor steel

on account of its great weight and cost. The strength of a beam is directly

proportional to its breadth—that is, length and depth being equal, a beam
twice as wide as another is twice as strong. It is directly proportional to

the square of the depth—that is, a beam twice as deep as another is four

times as strong. It is inversely proportional to the length (or span between

supports), a beam twice as long as another being one-half as strong.

In tests made by timber engineers, the breaking strength of beams is

expressed by a fixed formula from the dimensions of the beam (span, depth,

and width) and the breaking load. The breaking strength of 34 Philippine

woods under varying moisture conditions is given in Appendix 2, Table I,

column "Modulus of rupture."

Crushing parallel to grain.—This is the stress to which wood is subject

in pillars, struts, etc. In very short, thick pieces with the load or pressure

acting squarely on the ends, the resulting strains are very simple and act

equally on every unit of area in the cross section of the piece. In such

cases, the resistance of the wood to crushing is very closely related to hard-

ness. If loaded to the breaking point, the fibers ultimately yield either by
buckling clear across the area of the cross section, or by splitting in one or

more nearly longitudinal planes. In case of long columns, the piece yields

as a whole in the direction of its least stiffness, becoming concave on one

side and convex on the other, and finally fails much in the same way as a

beam under a transverse strain. In such cases, the ultimate strength of

the column depends more on the stiffness and toughness of the wood than

on its hardness. The figures in Appendix 2, Table II, are the results of

tests on short, thick pieces {Sh by Sh by 8 inches and 4 by 4 by 8 inches).

Crushing across the grain.—When a block of wood is compressed between

two surfaces of area equal to or larger than its own, the grain being

parallel to the crushing surfaces, the stress to which it is subjected is

simple crushing and the resistance of the wood to it will be very closely

related to its hardness. In practice, it is much more common to find a condi-

tion where the pressure acts only on part of the surface of the wood, as

where a rail rests on a tie, or the foot of a post on a horizontal structural

part. In such cases, part of the pressure exerted goes to compress the area

immediately subject to pressure and part to overcome the resistance to

bending and shearing of the fibers adjacent to the edges of the area of

compression. In addition to hardness, the toughness and stiffness of the

wood also influence the results in such a case. Over large areas and for

small degrees of compression (about 0.1 inch), the resistance to compression
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is generally considerably greater than that to shearing and bending along

the edge. On small areas, or when the load is sufficient to cause deeper

compression, the shearing strain often becomes much more important than

the compressive strain.

The following data are tabulated from stress sheets for 11 different

woods tested by Gardner, the loads corresponding to a compression of

0.1 inch.'

Strength of 11 Philippine woods in compression across the grain.

Name of wood.

White lauan
Apitong
Tanguile
Amugis
Guijo
Ipil

Supa ._-

Dungon
Aranga
Yacal
Molave

Tests.
Average
moisture.

Per cent.
35.5
36.0
36.7
15.9
35.4
43.6
27.1
25-35
25.6
28.6
42.1

Average
specific
gravity
(oven
dry).

Compres-
sion of
surface
(per sq.
inch).

0.441
.632
.531
.681
.692
.755
.716

(a)

.806

.850

.760

Pounds.
645
730
800

1,100
1,250
1,920
2,050
2,100
2,100
2,275
2,300

Shear
along

(per
linear
inch).

Pounds.
460
650
330
700
900

1.000
1,200
1.275
1,850
1,900
925

• Not determined.

Shear along grain.—Shearing along the grain takes place when a tenon

forces out the material at the edge of a mortise situated close to the end

of a piece, also when a loaded beam bends and, owing to compression at the

top and tension at the botton, splits horizontally. Conifers, owing to their

homogeneous structure and straight grain, shear off more easily than broad-

leaf woods and there is little difference between radial and tangential planes

in resistance to shearing. The hardwoods, as a rule, shear with more
difficulty in the tangential plane. In case of species having a pronounced
alternating spiral, or crossed, grain, the condition is reversed, such woods
shearing more easily in the tangential plane—that is, parallel to the growth
rings.' Results of tests of Philippine woods in shearing along the grain

will be found in Appendix 2, Table III. It should be remarked that these

tests were made without regard to the direction of the planes of cleavage,

but as most of the woods are of very homogeneous structure, having no

distinct growth rings, this is of less importance than in the case of many
American woods.

^ Mechanical Tests, etc., of Thirty-four Philippine Woods, by R. Gardner, Bulletin No. 4,

Bureau of Forestry.

2 These statements apply to wood in general, but it is possible that in one respect they

may have to be modified when a greater number of tropical woods have been studied and
tested. As has been mentioned before, cross or spiral grain seems to be more common and
more pronounced in tropical than in northern woods. This so much affects the shearing

and splitting strength that it is quite probable that the average tropical wood will shear

and split fully as easily and even more easily in a tangential than in a radial plane. Splitting

tests made by R. S. Troup, Indian Forest Service, in 1909, point strongly this way. He
gays :

"* * * of the 61 woods tested, the splitting was easier along the tangential plane

in 43 woods, and easier along the radial plane in 11 woods, while in the remaining 7 woods
the splitting force was identical in each plane. • Finally, if we take the average

splitting force for all the 61 woods, we find it to be 7.79 for radial and 2.92 for tangential

splitting. "
It should be remarked that the woods tested by Mr. Troup were of a character altogether

similar to that of Philippine woods, about a dozen being identical with and the majority

of the rest closely related to Philippine species.
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Shear across grain.—Shearing across the grain takes place when two
pieces joined by a wooden pin slide over each other, thus cutting off the

pin. The handle of an ax or hammer where it enters the eye, tenons where

they enter the mortise, and similar parts, are subject to shearing strains,

but in these there are generally present also bending and twisting strains.

Shear across the grain is so closely dependent on hardness, resistance to

transverse compression, and toughness that the fitness of a wood to resist

transverse shearing can be closely judged from these qualities. No data

exist of tests of this quality in Philippine woods.

Tensile strength.—The tensile strength of wood along the grain is very

great; in yellow pine it is about 17,000 pounds per square inch, a little

greater than that of cast iron and about one-fifth of that of a high-grade

of Bessemer steel; but steel weighs about twelve times as much as this

wood, so that, weight for weight, yellow pine has more than twice the

tensile strength of steel. In actual construction, wood is hardly ever torn

in two by a longitudinal pull, for the fastenings at the ends of a timber

almost invariably pull out through shearing or splitting long before the

tension is sufficient to overcome the tensile strength of the piece as a whole.

The following table of tensile strengths is taken from hitherto unpublished

tests by Gardner. Longleaf pine and hickory have been included as a matter
of comparison:

Tensile strength of Philippine woods along the grain.

Kind of wood.

Calantaa ._

Cupang
Balacat
Tindalo---
Supa
Nato
Ipil

Palosapis

.

Apitong- -_.

Liusin
Malacadios
Sasalit

Pounds
per

square
inch.

7.940
9,175
9.330

10, 250
11.800
12, 425
12, 670
12, 980
12, 980
14, 750
14,800
15, 580

Kind of wood.

Calumpit
Acle
Macaasim
Benguet pine.
Yacal
Longleaf pine
Alupag
Betis
Mangachapuy.
Agoho
Hickory

Founds
per

square
inch.

10,400
10, 720
11, 420
11, 640
16, 670
17,300
17,600
20,300
20, 630
21, 890
32,000

Across the grain, the tensile strength of wood is very low. It is this

fact which causes cross grain and knots to constitute a very serious source

of weakness in large timber. Especially is this the case when such defects

exist in the lower half of a horizontal beam, which is in tension when the

beam is loaded.

STIFFNESS.

Next to strength, stiffness is the most valuable property in a beam.
Stiffness is directly proportional to the breadth of a beam—that is, a beam
twice as broad as another is twice as stiff. It is proportional to the cube
of the depth; a beam twice as deep as another is eight times as stiff.

It is inversely proportional to the cube of the span; a beam twice as

long as another is only one-eighth as stiff. Stiffness is closely related to

elasticity, inasmuch as it is constant and measurable only within the

limit of elasticity. (See "Resilience and elasticity," p. 26.) The relative

stiffness of woods as determined by tests is therefore indicated by the

"modulus of elasticity," a figure calculated from the dimensions of the

beam under test and the load and deflection at the elastic limit. (See Ap-
pendix 2, Table I, "Modulus of elasticity.")
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TOUGHNESS AND FLEXIBILITY.

Toughness is a valuable quality easily recognized in working and using

woods, but difficult to define and measure exactly. The word "tough" is

often applied to woods that are difficult to split; but the terms are not

at all synonymous, as a tough but perfectly straight-grained wood may
be easier to split than a hard, brittle, and cross-grained one. A brittle

wood is one that breaks more or less suddenly and completely soon after

deformation beyond the elastic limit, so a tough wood may perhaps be

best described as one that resists complete rupture under deformations

considerably beyond this point. Accordingly, it is measured in one way
as the "work to maximum load," a figure calculated from the point of

complete failure of beams in bending tests, expressed in pounds per cubic

inch. Another measure of toughness is the resistance to breaking under
repeated blows of a hammer which is dropped on a beam from increasing

heights; the relative "resistance to impact" is expressed as the height in

inches through which a hammer of given weight must drop to cause

complete failure or a certain permanent deflection ("set") of the piece.

Probably the best measure of toughness is derived from torsion or twist-

ing tests. For torsion tests, a cylindrical specimen with square ends is

held in a lathelike machine, of which the headstock revolves, the sta-

tionary tailstock containing apparatus for measuring the force exerted

to produce complete rupture. Torsion involves transverse and longitudinal

shear, transverse compression, and longitudinal tension of the fibers; it

therefore is more representative of the complex stresses occuring in actual

practice than are other tests designed purposely to measure each one of

these separately. No tests have been made of Philippine woods as to

toughness. Relatively one to another, some indication of their toughness

may be gained from the figures given in Appendix 2, Table I, under the

headings of "Modulus of rupture" and "Modulus of elasticity." Taking into

account the facts that practically all woods are most plastic and flexible

when green and stiffest when dry, that the quality of toughness is there-

fore best demonstrated when the wood is dry, and that toughness is the

ability to be deformed without rupture when loaded beyond the elastic

limit, the best indication of this quality that can be derived from these

tables is by observing the relative difference between modulus of rupture

and modulus of elasticity in the last column, "Moisture under 20 per cent."

That is, a wood having a high factor of stiffness (modulus of elasticity)

and a low factor of strength (modulus of rupture) will, broadly speaking,

be less tough than one with a relatively lower factor of stiffness and
higher factor of strength.

RESILIENCE AND ELASTICITY.

Resilience or elasticity is the power of a body, when deformed by any
stress, of returning to its former shape when released. No substance is

perfectly elastic, but many are practically so up to a certain point, which

is called the elastic limit. Up to this limit, equal increases of load will

produce equal increases of deformation, but the body will return to its

original form when the load is removed; beyond the limit, an additional

unit of load will cause more than the proportionate increase of deformation

and the body, when the load is removed, will not return completely to its

original form. In very hard, brittle, and almost perfectly elastic sub-

stances, such as glass, the limit of elasticity almost coincides with the

maximum strength—that is, a glass rod, when bent a very little beyond
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the elastic limit, snaps off. In flexible, tough substances, such as rattan,

the elastic limit is low and the breaking limit very high. No wood is as
brittle as glass, though some, within small limits, are equally elastic, and
few or none are as tough and flexible as rattan. A given wood may be
very hard and tough and yet not elastic or **springy." A thin piece of

Dungon, for instance, which is very hard and tough, and heavier than any
American wood, can be bent almost like sole leather, but, like leather, it

stays bent instead of springing back to its original form.

PLASTICITY.

Plasticity is the opposite of stiffness and of elasticity or resilience. All

woods are more or less plastic when deformed beyond the elastic limit

—

that is, they acquire a permanent set when loaded beyond this point. Heat
and moisture increase plasticity greatly. For this reason steaming and
boiling are employed in the manufacture of bent-wood furniture, carriage
shafts, felloes, boat ribs, pressed imitations of carving, etc. Plasticity

is not the exact opposite of hardness, but hard woods are, as a rule, less

plastic than soft ones, for the greater amount of material per unit of

volume naturally resists deformation, whether by bending, stretching, or

compression, more than does the less dense material of softer woods.

HARDNESS.

Hardness is a property that is recognized and roughly compared even
more readily than toughness, but equally difficult to measure. It has been
defined as resistance to indentation and to abrasion or scratching. The
woodworker defines it as resistance to penetration by tools, which really

means either or both indentation and scratching, as well as cutting, accord-

ing to the kind of tool used. Hardness tests have been made by abrasion

with sandpaper or sand blasts, by indentation with tools of various forms,

and by scratching. The test used by the United States Forest Service

consists of measuring the load necessary to imbed a steel ball 0.444 inch

in diameter in the surface of the wood to half its diameter, trials being
made on end grain and on radial and tangential sections, the average of

the three being considered the measure of the hardness. Gardner^ used
the following method:

''Representative samples of the various species were selected, * * *

seasoned, and one surface of each carefully smoothed. Across the grain
of each smoothed surface a hardened steel point was drawn, with a pres-
sure of 3.3 pounds. The depth of the scratch produced was considered a
measure of hardness. On such woods as ebony and bansalagin, the steel
point had very little effect, while on California redwood and calantas it made
a ragged scratch one thirty-second of an inch or more in depth. * *

California redwood and Oregon pine are placed in the following list to
give an idea of the relative hardness of American and Philippine woods:"

Hardness of SO Philippine woods.

Very hard: Hard: Moderately hard: Soft:
Ebony. Guijo. Apitongr. Lumbayao.
Banssalagin. Tindalo. Malasantol. Balacat.
Sasalit. Yacal. Banuyo. Oregon pine.
Liusin. Molave. Tangruile. White lauan.
Betis. Batitinan. Sacat. Palosapis.
Dunoon. Macaasim. Narra. Very soft:
Arangra. Amugis. Calantas.

Palo Maria. California redwood.
Ipil.

Malugay.
Supa.
Acle.

^ Dullelin No. 4, Bureau of Forestry, Manila, 1907.
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EFFECTS OF MOISTURE ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.

All mechanical properties of wood are strongly influenced by the greater

or less moisture content of the wood.' In fact, it influences the strength

of timber more than does any structural peculiarity, excepting only de-

cided imperfections, such as large or numerous cracks, bad knots, etc.

That the presence of moisture in wood will increase its weight is self-

evident. That wet wood is softer, more flexible, and less resilient than

dry wood is a matter of common observation. Beside this, mechanical

tests show that wet wood is weaker in bending, crushing, and shearing tests.

Only in tension tests is the strength very little affected by the moisture

content.

All of these statements refer to the natural water content of the wood.

Air-dry wood may reabsorb moisture from the atmosphere or may even

be soaked until it contains as much water as in the green condition, with-

out becoming weaker than it was when green. Kiln-dry wood, on the other

hand, and wood that has been steamed, on being resoaked will become

even weaker than in the natural green condition. The higher the tem-

perature at which it has been dried, or the greater the steam pressure

to which it has been subjected, the more serious is this effect. Where
strength is of more importance than freedom from shrinking, as in struc-

tural timbers, wood should therefore be kiln-dried only to a point where

the moisture content will correspond to that of the thoroughly air-dry

condition, nor should it be subjected to steam at high pressures.

DRYING.

Wood begins to lose water as soon as the tree is felled, or girdled.' The

first to evaporate is the free water contained in the cells and pores, which

is by far the largest part. 'When this is gone, the water that saturates

the cell walls begins to evaporate. Tests of throughly air-dry timber,

both in America and in the Philippines, show that it still contains from

7 to 15 per cent of moisture, the average being between 11 and 12 per

cent. If air-dry lumber is heated in an oven to the boiling point of water

and weighed daily until no further loss of weight is observed, it is called

"oven-dry".^ If then again exposed to the air, oven-dry lumber reabsorbs

a certain amount of moisture, but not quite as much as it contained in the

air dry state.

Experiments made by the United States Forest Service* show that the

"fiber saturation point"—that is, the point at which the free water in

the cell cavities and pores is completely evaporated and the evaporation

of the water saturating the cell walls begins—corresponds to a moisture

^ For amount and distribution of water in wood, see p. 21.

2 When a tree is girdled, the loss of water is very rapid at first, as the leaves continue to

draw moisture from the trunk and to evaporate it until they die and fall off. The same effect

is obtained by leaving the trees intact for some days or weeks after felling, instead of trimming

them at once. Lumbermen in America, who have had trouble with logs sinking in the rivers

where they were carried from forest to mill, have found that by this method the proportion

of "sinkers" was very much decreased or even reduced to nothing.

It should be noted here that tropical trees are not always easily killed by girdling, for

various species have the faculty of completely healing a grirdling wound, unless the bark and

wood are cut away to an unusual width and depth.

8 This is the condition aimed at in scientific tests and on which are based the values of

the specific weights of "dry wood" obtained from such tests. Speaking absolutely, there is

no such thing as dry wood, for, if heated above the boiling point, more moisture is gradually

given off and finally chemical destruction begins before all the water is driven out.

* Effect of Moisture upon the Strength and Stiffness of Wood, by H. D. Tiemann, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Forest Service Bulletin No. 70, 1906.
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content ranging in various woods from 22.5 to 31 per cent.* Also, that

shrinkage begins at this point, no appreciable amount of shrinkage tak-

ing place in most woods during the evaporation of the water in the cell

cavities.

The rapidity of evaporation is influenced by many factors, some in-

herent in structural peculiarities of different woods, some due to various

methods of treatment. As a rule, light, soft woods dry out more rapidly

than dense, hard ones. Water evaporates twice as fast from a radial

section ("rift" or "quartered" face) and four times as fast from a cross

section as from a tangential section ("flat" or "slash" face). Thin boards

dry out rapidly and completely, soon reaching a state of equilibrium, after

which the only changes are the slight amounts of absorption or evapor-

ation that take place in consequence of changes in the surrounding at-

mosphere. In large timbers, many months or even years are required to

evaporate the moisture from the interior.^ Roth ^ state than "an 1-inch

board dries more than four times as fast as a 4-inch plank and more
than twenty times as fast as a 10-inch timber." Squares in which the

rings run diagonally season most evenly, though they generally shrink to

a diamond shape (see fig. 6) ; squares cut with the rings parallel to two
sides are deformed less, but are more liable to check on the two tangen-

tial faces. This is due, of course, to the fact above mentioned that shrink-

age is greater in the tangential than in the radial direction; the diagonal

grain squares have all four faces of the same character, midway between
radial and tangential, so that both evaporation and shrinkage take place

evenly on all of them.

Shrinkage.—When the process of drying reaches the fiber saturation

point, shrinkage begins. If wood were a homogeneous substance, this

would affect only its size and not its form. A pressed brick, made of

well-ground and evenly tempered clay, shrinks equally in all directions,

without any distortion. Wood not only shrinks to varying extents in

different directions, but shrinkage may be, and generally is, irregular

even in any one direction. Lengthwise, wood shrinks only about 0.1

per cent,* but across the grain, from 2 to 14 per cent. Moreover, the
transverse shrinkage is about two times as great tangentially (along

1 It is of interest in this connection to note that the lowest fiber saturation point ascertained
was that of the heartwood of loblolly pine, a phenomenon analogous to the very low water
content of heartwoed of pines in the table cited on p. 21.

2 An extreme illustration of the fact that large pieces of very dense wood do not dry
thoroughly even in years is the following: About 1909 the Bureau of Forestry obtained a
very large log of camagon which had been felled some thirty years before. The log measured
52 feet in length, 30 inches average diameter at the butt, and 20 inches at the top ; it weighed
14,168 pounds. The log was whipsawed (there was no mill in Manila that would take the
risk of sawing it by machinery) into boards ranging from 1 to 2 inches. No exact tests of
weight were made. One of the largest planks, IJ by 25 inches by 10 feet, was weighed on
two occasions and a very slight decrease in weight observed. What is equally good proof,
however, of loss of moisture and conseauent shrinkage, is that practically every piece checked
and warped more or less, one of the worst cases being that of a short piece 1 inch thick by
20 inches wide which warped nearly IJ inches.

* Timber, by Filibert Roth, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of Forestry, Bulletin

No. 10, 1895.

* "Timber : an Elementary Discussion of the Characteristics and Properties of Wood," by
Filibert Roth, Bull. 10, U. S. Dept. of Agr„ Div. of Forestry, Washington, 1895. Even within
this very small limit, there is a slight difference between sapwood, or young wood, and old
wood. This explains the frequently observed phenomenon of "spreading" on ripping in two
a board containing mature heartwood in the middle and younger wood or sapwood along the
edges and also the fact that logs, ties or other heavy timbers sometimes check at the ends,
the separate parts spreading like prongs until, in extreme cases, the timber splits through
its whole length.
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the rings) as it is radially (across the rings). This difference is due,

at least in great part, to the fact that in the radial direction the pith

rays act like thousands of little struts that resist being compressed longi-

tudinally. Sapwood and young wood generally shrink more than old

heartwood. Add to these the irregularities caused by crossed and curly

grain, by alternate hard and soft rings, and by the regional disturbances

from knots and other interruptions of the normal straight course of the

fibers, and it is easy to see that the probability of a given piece of timber
warping is at least as great as that of its drying straight.

The amount of shrinkage varies greatly in different woods. Very few
exact data are available for Philippine woods. Tests of about 35 woods
made by the U. S. Forest Service ^ show the following maxima and minima
of shrinkage from the green to the oven-dry condition:^

Shrinkage of American woods.

Maxi- Mini-
mum, mum.

Radial ... .

Per cent.

8.5
14.2
21.2

Per cent.
2.1

Tangfential . _ . 4 9
Volume 7

It is a common, but erroneous, belief that all soft woods shrink more than
do the harder ones. This impression is probably due to the fact that

they dry out and shrink more rapidly, so that the shrinkage is more easily

noticed, and also to their being often used very green for cheap and tem-
porary work, while the harder woods are generally at least partly seasoned
and so do not open up so much after finishing.

Figure 4 shows the effect on a round log of the excess of tangential

over radial shrinkage. From the same cause the boards on either side

of the heart of a log tend to warp outward as

shown in figure 5. In figure 6 are shown the

various ways in which squares cut from different

parts of the log will act. (The hollowing of

the faces is due prin-

cipally to another cause,

which is explained fur-

ther on.) The square

a will check on all four

faces; 6, which has the

growth rings running

IT/^ A, diagonally across it,

' J*
*

will be distorted into a
diamond; c, which has

them at right angles to its faces, will not be distorted, but will become
narrower one way than the other, and d, which is part sapwood and
part heartwood, will shrink more in the outer than in the inner half.'

%; $.

^ Forest Service Circular No. 213.

2 A fresh-sawn 1-inch plank of guijo (a wood comparable to the oaks in weight and
hardness) donated to the working collection of the Philippine Bureau of Forestry in February,
1911, was exactly 48 inches wide; exposed to the air under an open shed, it shrunk to a little

over 45 inches by August, 1911 ; during the extraordinarily dry, hot spring of 1912, it went
down to exactly 46 inches, a total shrinkage in width of 6J per cent ; afterwards it reabsorbed

some moisture and in February, 1913, it measured 45i inches.
3 In some species, in accord with the general rule that hard woods shrink more than soft

ones, the hard heartwood shrinks even more than the softer sapwood ; in such cases, the square
d would become narrower in the inner, not the outer, portion.
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When a fresh-cut timber is exposed to the air or to artificial heat,

water naturally evaporates first from the surface. A thin outer layer

may be almost perfectly dry while the interior remains nearly green.

Let us suppose a heavy timber to be dried approximately as far as the

dotted line in figure 7. This outer shell cannot, of course, shrink except

within its own thickness, for to contract as a whole it would have to

compress the wet core. So, being partly dry, it hardens or *'sets" in the

form and size determined by its own shrinkage and by the size of the

core. This is called ''casehardening." Generally, the shell cracks more

^'> F7^. 7.

or less deeply from the surface inward (See fig. 6. Or-d.) Straight-

grained woods that split easily check deep and wide in a few places.

Cross-grained woods become covered with a network of fine "superficial

season checks." When the interior of the piece begins to dry out, it

shrinks in its turn and tries to pull the shell with it. If the wood is one

of a loose structure, that does not become very hard and stiff in drying,

the shell follows the core and the season checks close sometimes so

completely as to show only as fine lines."^ Since the four corners of the

shell are stiffer than the flat sides, they shrink less than the faces and
these become more or less hollow, as shown in figure 6. If, however, the

wood is one that sets very hard and stiff, the shell refuses to follow

the core and the latter, trying to shrink and restrained by the stiff

shell, has to split internally, as shown in figure 7. This is known as

"internal checking'* or "honeycombing.*' It occurs most easily in woods
having large pith rays, like the oaks, and in dimension timbers. It is

likely to be worse in flat-sawn than in quarter-sawn boards; in the

former the pith rays, running at right angles to the faces of the boards,

prevent these from following the shrinkage of the core, while in the

latter they present no obstruction to shrinking through the thickness of

the board. But severe honeycombing sometimes takes place in quarter-

sawn oak.

The more rapid the process of drying is in the beginning, the more
pronounced is the casehardening. It is worst when fresh-sawn wood
is exposed to the sun, or placed in a steam or fire heated dry-air kiln.

It is on this account that most of the earlier attempts to kiln-dry

refractory woods were unsuccessful. In kilns where hot moist air or

steam is admitted, casehardening is largely or entirely prevented. Most
woods dried in the open air, but not exposed to the sun, will not case-

harden enough to do any harm; but if a large timber is dried, even slowly,

and then sawn into boards, the outer boards will warp as shown in figure

8, on account of the fresh, soft surface so exposed shrinking more than

^ When a slightly checked surface of an insufficiently seasoned piece has been filled and
painted or varnished, this subsequent contraction often squeezes the filler and varnish out,

causinsr it to rise in narrow ridges above the surface.
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the old, hard one. This often happens even in 2-inch or thinner boards
that are resawn after partial or complete seasoning. A certain amount
of casehardening, though very little, probably takes place under almost
any circumstances. To this it is due that even seasoned boards, if re-

surfaced, again shrink a little. The hardened outer

surface being removed, the fresh exposed surface

perhaps loses a very small additional per cent of

moisture and, being released from the restraint

of a part of the "shell," shrinks a little more.^

Increase of strength.—So far there have been
considered in connection with the removal of

moisture from wood only the changes of size and
form that take place in drying. There are two

—. Q other important results of seasoning—wood becomes

'S' much stronger in the dry than in the wet state

and also much more durable.

Wood becomes stronger when dried, both absolutely—that is, in qual-

ity—and relatively—that is, in proportion to its dimensions. The dry
fibers in themselves are harder and stiffer than when wet and, moreover,

they cohere more strongly. Relatively to its size, a dry stick 1 inch

square is stronger than a wet one of the same size because, owing to the

shrinkage that takes place, there is a considerably larger number of

fibers per unit area in the dry stick. Roughly speaking, air-dry wood
containing 12 per cent moisture is from one and one-half to two times

as strong as when green; kiln-dried to 3.5 per cent moisture, it is two
to three and a half times as strong; and kiln-dried to 1 per cent of

moisture, a piece of spruce was found to be four times as strong as a

green stick of the same size.^ Keeping in mind, however, the fact that

kiln-dried lumber reabsorbs from the atmosphere an amount of moisture

almost or quite; equal to what it contained in the air-dry state, it is

evident that the ratio given for air-dry lumber is the one that has the

most practical value. Also, it must be understood that this applies to

selected pieces of moderate size; investigations of the U. S. Forest Service

show that, in clear pieces up to 2 by 2 inches, the strength invariably

increases as the moisture content is lowered, but that above this size, the

increase in strength is very irregular. In large pieces, due to internal

strains and both internal and superficial checks caused by irregular drying

and shrinkage, the proportional increase of strength is generally much less,

and in badly checked pieces there is often even an actual decrease from
the green to the dry state. An illustration of this may be seen in the

figures for various degrees of moisture content in molave, Appendix 2,

Table I. Molave is a wood peculiarly subject to checking in the course of

drying.

Decay.—Wood is more durable when thoroughly dried, because decay does

not take place without moisture. All forms of decay in wood are caused by
bacteria or by fungi, principally the latter. Fungi are plants whose soil

is vegetable or animal matter and, like other plants, they require oxygen,

water, and a certain degree of heat, though many of them require little

or no light. Deeply and permanently submerged in water, or buried

1 The fact is well known to woodworkers. A lumberman in Manila reports the case of a

very wide and rather thick molave table top which, on being replaned on both sides, shrunk

a few millimeters in width.
* Effect of Moisture on Strength and Stiffness of Wood, H. D. Tiemann.
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so deep as to prevent the access of air, wood does not rot, because the

fungi are deprived of oxygen; exposed to the air, but protected from

water, it does not rot because the fungi can obtain no moisture.

Different kinds of decay are popularly known as ^'bluing'* or **sap stain,*'

as "wet rot" and "dry rot." Bluing, which is common in the sapwood of

conifers, in cupang and other light-colored woods of the narra family,

in the almost invariably white woods of the lanete family, in white nato,

etc., is caused by certain fungi, or in some cases perhaps bacteria, which
apparently attack only the contents of the cells, but not the cell walls, so

that bluing affects the appearance of the wood, but has very little, if any,

effect on its strength.

Wet rot and dry rot.—Wet rot is the decay that takes place where the

presence of moisture is more or less evident to the eye. The fungi that cause

it grow through all the elements of the wood and more or less completely

destroy the cell walls, bringing about in time the entire disintegration of

the wood.

Dry rot is not essentially different from wet rot; the fungi that cause

it are such as can live and grow with only the small amount of moisture

present in apparently dry wood or supplied by the surrounding atmosphere.

From these! statements it will be seen that seasoning or drying wood,

provided it is done early and rapidly enough, not only absolutely prevents

decay (unless the wood be again subsequently subjected to moisture), but

that even incipient decay may be stopped by subsequent drying.

Weathering.—In addition to the forms of decay properly known as rot,

there is one other cause of the destruction of wood, namely "weathering."

This is probably a purely chemical process of oxidation, sometimes hastened

by the abrasive action of sand or dust laden winds, but it is merely super-

ficial and generally so slow as to be negligible' when compared with the

action of decay or of insects. Only in very dry and windy desert regions

is the abrasive action of sand an appreciable factor in the destruction of

timber.

Insects.—Dry wood is less liable to be attacked and destroyed by insect

enemies than is green or moist wood. This is probably due principally to

the fact that the green wood is softer and partly, also, to the nutritive

elements being easier of assimilation than those of dry wood. It is certain

that both various fungi and some insects work only in living trees, dying

or abandoning the wood, as the case may be, when the trees are felled or

when the wood is sawn up and seasoned.

Surfacing and finishing.—Finally, not only can dry wood, on account of

its greater hardness and density, be surfaced more perfectly and given a

smoother finish of paint or varnish, than can green wood, but the finish is

more intimately incorporated into it and so is less likely to peel off, crack,

or become dim as it so commonly does on unseasoned wood.

Benefits of drying,—To summarize the advantages of drying timber:

1. It decreases the weight, almost always an advantage, as great weight

is desirable in wood only for certain special uses.

2. By bringing about the maximum possible shrinkage, it lessens the

liability of future changes of form or size.

3. It increases the strength very largely, at least in selected clear pieces.

4. It prevents or arrests decay, unless the wood is subsequently subjected

to moisture; but even under the most severe conditions, a well-seasoned

piece begins to decay more slowly than a green one.

5. It lessens the liability to attacks by insects.

140866 3
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6. It increases the capability for receiving and retaining a fine and

permanent finish.

The methods of drying wood are discussed under "Seasoning,'* p. 39.

FELLING AND TRANSPORTATION OF LOGS.

Opinions vary widely on the influence of the time of year and other exter-

nal conditions on the processes of manufacture, especially as regards the

first step, the felling of the trees. Three points are' to be kept in mind
in discussing this matter: (1) The effects of natural moisture content and
of external influences on the log during the interval between felling and
sawing; (2) the greater or less difficulty in sawing logs under various con-

ditions; and (3) the effects of moisture content and of external conditions

(temperature and humidity) on the first steps in the process of seasoning.

Most producers and consumers state that timber seasons better during

certain months than in others, but as some connect this with the rainy or

dry seasons, others with the hotter or cooler seasons, and still others favor

certain months with no apparent regard to humidity and tempei-ature, it

is impossible to draw any conclusions from such conflicting testimony. It

would seem extremely probable that in regions having a long and pronounced
dry season, this must have more influence on the moisture content of a

tree than v/ould the temperature, and this belief is confirmed by the

following:^

"It is generally supposed that trees contain less water in winter than in
summer. * * * This is not always the case. Some trees contain as
much water in winter as in summer, if not more. The average weight of
iodgepole pine ties of the same size cut at Bozeman, Montana, in June,
1902, was 157 pounds; in July, 144 pounds; in August, 150 pounds; in

September, 157 pounds; in October, 164 pounds. It is probable that this
increase would keep up throughout the winter."

When it is remembered that the moisture content of a living tree may
be influenced by at least five factors, viz., characteristics of the species,

season of greatest growth, soil moisture, atmospheric humidity, and tem-

perature", it will be seen that it is impossible to lay down any general rule

as to the time of year when a log may be expected to contain the least

water, especially in a country where, as in the' Philippines, all the above
factors except that of temperature are extremely variable.

As regards transportation, whether by skidders and loaders, railways,

ships, or by rafting, it is an advantage, on account of the lessened weight,

to have the moisture content of logs as low as possible. For sawing, on the

other hand, there is probably no doubt that the greener the log, the better.

Especially with high-speed band mills, wet wood saws more easily than dry.

The influence of greater or less moisture content and of external con-

ditions on the first steps of seasoning are discussed in connection with

the subject of seasoning.

In one case certainly, namely, if logs must remain some time in the

forest, it is better to fell them at the beginning of the dry season, as the

rapid drying out of bark and sapwood, regardless of the slightly greater or

less moisture content of the interior, will make them less liable to fungus
and insect attacks. This, of course, is of no importance in species having
a large and very durable heartwood; in fact, it is an ancient and widely

known practice in the tropics to leave logs purposely in the forest until

fungi and insects have completely removed the sapwood.

^ Seasoning of Timber, by Hermann von Schrenck, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Bureau of

Forestry Bull. No. 41. 1903.
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PAINTING ENDS OF LOGS—S IRONS.

Another ancient practice which the haste of modern operations has, in

most parts of the world, caused to be forgotten or at least neglected, is that

of painting the ends of logs. This has two purposes—the prevention of end

checking, by retarding the excessively rapid evaporation of moisture from

the cross section, and the exclusion of the germs of decay. Liquid tar,

either hot or cold, or any very thick oil paint are the most efficient materials

for this. In the teak forests of the Orient, a thick paste of clay and

buffalo dung is often used. Now that there is a general tendency to com-

plete utilization instead of merely great production accompanied by equally

great waste, the practice of painting ends of logs is again being applied.

At least one firm in the United States, who own their forests and carry

out themselves every step from felling to seasoning, paint the ends of all

logs, regardless of species, immediately after felling and bucking. In this

case the object is not so much to prevent checking, as the logs do not remain

long either in the forest or in the yard, but to exclude the possibility of

bluing and other forms of decay.

End checking, followed by deep splitting, in logs and large timbers can be

very much lessened by the use of S irons and crimp irons. S irons are

thin strips of iron of narrow wedge-shaped cross section bent in the form
of the letter S. Crimp irons are similar strips bent into a continuous wavy
form by running them between cogwheels. When checks first begin to show
in the ends of logs, posts, ties, or other heavy timbers, these irons are driven

into them at right angles to the largest and longest checks. It is evident

that this cannot prevent checking, but it effects a more important end,

namely, to prevent the checks from opening and so extending deeper into

the piece. 8 irons are used very extensively on railroad ties in Europe, as

well as on bridge and other large structural timbers. Their use would be

of great value in the Philippines on export logs and flitches. As they extend

only an inch into the end of the log, the waste caused by digging them out,

or sawing off the end of the log, is negligible compared to that which
would be caused by deep splitting. Similarly, when it is considered ho\y

often railways ties have to be removed, not for decay or mechanical wear,

but on account of splitting, it is evident that the expenditure of from two
to four S irons on a tie that is seen to be checking while still in the tie

pile, to say nothing of large pieces such as bridge timbers and piling, is

a very cheap form of insurance against total loss.

SQUARING LOGS.

Since the first man split and hewed a single plank out of a trunk, the

practice of squaring logs before sawing has been almost universal in all

primitive lumbering operations. Where trees are abundant and the util-

ization limited, the waste was of no importance compared with the saving in

transportation and the convenience of sawing the log into a number of boards

of equal width. Where transportation has to be over great distances or is

for other reasons very expensive, this may justify the waste even under

modern conditions, especially in the case of woods having a large and very

poor sapwood; in fact, in such cases the waste in squaring is relatively

small. But close utilization, aided by modern methods of sawing and
seasoning, demands that the whole log be used with no waste but what
is unavoidable. How great the waste is in squaring can be seen from
the fact that, to square a perfect cylinder, four-elevenths of its volume
are removed. If a straight, round log be hewn on four faces so as to reduce
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it to a roughly octagonal shape, the' loss is much less ; but considering taper,

crooks, and other irregularities, it is easily seen that in squaring a log

the loss may approach or even exceed one-half the total volume. Moreover,

squaring brings with it other indirect causes of loss. A squared log is

most likely to check deeply in the middle of the hewn faces (see fig. 6,

a) just where the checks will do the most damage. Or, if it is of a

species frequently having large heart cracks (so common, for instance, in

ipil) and these are situate'd diagonally, every board they reach will be split,

whereas in the round log the sawing can often be done parallel to the

biggest crack, so that the defect will be confined to a few boards. Quartef-

sawing a squared log, except to a limited extent after the "cant resawing

method," is getierally out of the question, as the resulting waste would be

two or three times as great as in the original round log.

SEASONING IN THE LOG.

Practically all lumbermen are agreed that, with the exception of the

slight loss of weight, thefe is no advantage in long seasoning in the log.

The slight amount of drying that takes place in no way compensates for

the severe surface checking, splitting of ends, and damage done by insects

and fungi. This refers, of course, to logs lying in the forest or piled in

the mill yard. With logs rafted to their destination or dumped into a log

pond and left in the water until ready to be sawn, the case is different.

Logs wholly or almost wholly submerged in water suffer no damage from
insects and little or none from rot, while all manufacturers are agreed

that they saw more easily and that the lumber sawn from them seasons

more evenly and, it is claimed by many, even more rapidly. The more
quickly logs are taken from the stump to the water, and the less time passes

after their being taken from the water and before sawing, the less the

logs will deteriorate. Timbers known to stain badly in fresh water or salt,

and those known to be easily attacked by teredo in salt-water log ponds,

should, of course, remain in the water as short a time as possible.

SAWING.

Previous to the American occupation, there were in the Philippines only

a few small water power and steam sawmills. Probably 99 per cent of

all timber was whipsavm. In spite of the? fact that there are now a number

of large American steam sawmills, a very great amount of lumber is still

sawn by hand, not only in those inaccessible parts of the provinces that

machine-sawn lumber has not yet reached, but in Manila itself. The most

skillful sawyers, as a rule, are Chinese. That they are still able to com-

pefte with machinery is due to two causes : First, that they can easily supply

small lots of material in odd sizes for special jobs, and, second, the extremely

close utilization practiced by both sawyers and consumers. In the Filipino

and Chinese hand-power sawmills there is almost no waste except end

trimmings and sawdust. Extremely thin saws are! used* and slabs and

edgings utilized to such an extent that the average yard rarely has any

firewood for sale". An instance of close utilization by consumers is the

fact that the slabs from squared logs (which, of course, are flat, but have

one sawn and one rough hewn face) are used for tops, backs, and bottoms

of wardrobes and other furniture.

^ The writer found in Chinese lumber yards whipsaws that cut a kerf of only 0.075 (less

than 1/18) of an inch, whereas the kerf of various vertical prang saws, band saws, and circular

saws ranged from 0.14 to over 0.8 of an inch.
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In the powel' sawmills, on the other hand, there has been up to the
present little or no utilization of slabs, edgings, and other so-called ''waste."

In very larger part, of course, this is due to the fact that; the industry is

comparatively new and channels have not been developed through which
quantities of small-dimension stuff of special shapes and sizes can be
disposed of. There is no doubt that, as the uses of Philippine woods
become better known and as the lumbermen learn better to sort them out
in the mill, many species will be used more closely than at present, both as
to selection for special purposes and as to more complete' utilization of the
whole contents of the log.

QUARTER-SAWING.

It is easily seen from figures 5 and 6 that the boards least liable to warp
are? those sawn radially from the log; also, it is known from mechanical tests

that such pieces are generally stronger and stiffer than those sawn tan-

gentially; moreover, they season more rapidly, for water evaporates twice
as fast from a radial as from a tangential section; and, finally, such
boards have, in many woods, a more beautiful grain, such as the "silver

grain'' in the oaks and the "ribbon grain" in the cross-grained woods of the
mahogany and lauan families. Wood sawn radially is called "quarter-
sawn" and "rift-sawn;" that sawn tangentially, "flat," "bastard," or "slash-

sawn."

Many methods have been used to obtain the maximum amount of quarter-
sawn lumber from a given log. Three of these are shown in figure 9; from

^
*^!i1^

//>. 9.

the first of these, in which the log is first quartered and the quarters

sawn up diagonally, came the term "quarter-sawing." This method is the

one probably least used now; it involves much more handling and waste
in edging than does the second. Moreover, the second method, that of

cutting logs into large cants which are resawn on another machine, lends

itself to the production of large, sound pieces which can be shipp'ed to

other points and sawn, at or near the place of consumption, into boards
or veneers suited to the needs of the consumer.

Strictly speaking, of course, quarter-sawn lumber is only that in which
the growth rings run at right angles through the thickness of the piece'.

As only a small portion of the lumber from a given log can exactly fulfill

this condition and as pieces only approximating it have practically the same
appearance and mechanical properties as absolutely radial cuts, the general

practice is to admit as quarter-sawn all pieces in which the rings form any
angle from 90° to 45* with the face', those pieces in which the angle of

divergence is less than 45° being classed as slash or flat grain. These

conditions are shown in figure 10, (a) and (6) being rift and (c) flat grain.

This rule obtains in America especially in the case of hard pine flooring.

From the fact that the edge's of the growth rings form the face of the

board, such material is commonly known as "edge-grain flooring."
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In the Philippines the selection of rift-sawn boards from the mill-run has

been practised to some' extent by a few skilled woodworkers, Chinese, Fili-

pino, and American, who either knew that such pieces were less liable to

warp or else chose them merely for their beauty, but broadly speaking, no

distinction has been made until very recently between rift and slash sawn

E^^^
lumber. Within the last few years one firm has been selecting stock

for export from their mill-run, with a view partly to general freedom from

defects and partly to ^'ribbon grain," while another mill has been producing

quarter-sawn lumber by cutting cants and resawing.

QUARTER-SAWING PHILIPPINE WOODS.

Quartersawing has not become as general in the Tropics as in the

Temperate Zone. Where it is practised, it will probably be only in the

case of certain woods and for special purposes. In such woods, for instance,

as narra and tindalo, which shrink little and warp hardly at all if properly

seasoned and bring high prices even in small dimensions, it will probably

always be more profitable to get the largest possible amount of clear lumber

out of the log, regardless of the direction of the grain. Moreover, the ele-

ment of the appearance of the much-admired silver grain does not enter into

the question to the same extent as in America, as most Philippine woods

have only rather inconspicuous pith rays. In woods of very even grain and

color, theTe is little difference in appearance between rift and slash grain.

Such are: Alupag, amugis, anubing, aranga, bacauan, banaui, bangkal,

bansalagin, the baticulins, batino, dungon, ebony, lanete, malacadios, mo-

lave, nato, pagatpat, sasalit, and others. Ringporous woods and those that

have conspicuous regular or irregular rings of varying color generally show

a more wavy and florid figure when cut tangentially than radially. Among
these are: Acle, banaba, banuyo, batitinan, Benguet pine, bitaog, dao, ipil,

calantas, malambingan, manggis, narra, pahutan, supa, tindalo, toog, tu-

cangcalao, etc. A very few, such as the catmons and the oaks, have broad

pithrays forming a conspicuous flake grain when quarter-sawn. The

yacals, apitongs, and lauans—that is, practically all the abundant woods of

the lauan family—are of very homogeneous structure (except that they are

generally more or less cross-grained) and they have numerous but in-

conspicuous pithrays; consequently, they show little figure when slash-

sawn and, when rift-sawn, little or no flake, but a very pronounced ribbon.

It will be seen that taste sometimes conflicts with practical considera-

tions, many preferring the florid figure of slash-sawn to the regular ribbon

of rift-sawn stuff. There is no doubt, though, that for such purposes as

flooring, siding, ceiling, or broad, flat surfaces in furniture, the practical

side should be considered first and rift-sawn lumber selected for such uses.

For the export trade in lauans and similar woods, the best results will

certainly be attained by increasing as much as is practically and economic-

ally possible the amount of quarter-sawn lumber. Not only is it desirable

to protect export material as much as possible against the defect of warping

(for which there is no more certain means than the selection of rift-sawn

stuff), but also the trade, especially in America, demands the "ribbon

grain," which is shown only in the radial section.
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SEASONING.

Since the invention and development of kiln drying, it has sometimes

been stated that it is impossible to season wood naturally as well as it

can be done in the kiln. On the other hand, one of the largest firms man-
ufacturing dry kilns in the United States say in their prospectus that

kiln drying is only a rapid way of doing what nature does better, though

at the expense of more time. Both statements must be accepted with

some reserve. It is probably true that, in spite of all the most recent

improvements made in kilns, certain very refractory woods season better

if at least the first steps of drying take place by the slow natural process,

provided the lumber is meanwhile protected against the weather. Also,

as has been stated above, wood will, if given time enough, dry out so far

that it no longer swells and shrinks except to the slight extent caused by
changes of the atmosphere. But thorough kiln drying reduces even this

to a still slighter amount, because it lessens the capacity of the wood to

reabsorb atmospheric moisture. Woods much subject to fungus and insect

attacks are protected by being seasoned quickly in the kiln. And finally,

certain very refractory woods, which formerly had no market value what-

ever (witness the notable instance of red gum) have become available for

even fine cabinetwork solely through the agency of careful and thorough

kiln drying. So, taking into account the lessening of waste, the economy of

time and the improvement of the product, there can be no doubt that kiln

drying, on the whole, is the better process. This statement does not, how-

ever, take into account the process of steaming followed by air drying which

is described further on.

The choice between various methods depends in each case on many
different circumstances. In small operations, the construction of ex-

pensive sheds or of still more expensive dry kilns or steaming apparatus

may be economically impossible. Where a very large number of species

of wood are handled, kiln drying, though not impossible, is rendered dif-

ficult by the fact that woods of widely varying character do not respond

equally to the same treatment and the separation and increased handling

make the operations more expensive; while in large operations handling a

comparatively small number of woods, the saving of time in putting a

seasoned product on the market easily compensates for the outlay in

preparing it. On the other hand, the question of results attained may be

more important than that of expense. Broadly speaking, rapid drying

is liable to produce poorer lumber than slow, as it intensifies all the bad

results of rapid and uneven shrinkage. Yet, in the case of woods liable

to bluing, or to fungus and insect attacks, rapid drying is necessary,

while durable woods, not subject to these dangers, may be seasoned as

slowly as convenient. It is evident that no single method, or combination

of methods, can be unqualifiedly recommended for a given case without

carefully considering the circumstances of the case and the results required.

AIR-DRYING.

To dry sawn timber properly by natural means, only two things are

essential—protection against sun and rain and thorough ventilation; pro-

tection, because green lumber exposed to the sun warps and splits more than

it does under cover and alternate wetting and drying not only intensify these

defects, but also increase the danger of decay; ventilation, because lumber

in solid piles or in a closed storage place dries out slowly, or not at all,

and, unless of an extremely durable species, rots before it dries.
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The prime requisite, then, for storing fresh or partly seasoned timber

is a roof. This is probably even more important in the Tropics than in

the Temperate Zone. There is no doubt that the broadleaf woods suffer

more from exposure to weather while seasoning than do the conifers, and
almost all tropical woods are of the former class; in addition to this,

sun and rain in the Tropics contribute more to the mechanical destruction

of lumber than they do in cooler, drier climates, while the constant heat

and humidity also increase the loss by staining and decay. Second, the

lumber must not lie on the earth nor on the floor of the building. Stone,

concrete, or wooden cross sills should be provided to hold the pile at least

1 to 2 feet above the ground. Third (and this is by no means the least

important item), no two pieces should be piled one on top of another;

cross sticks of uniform thickness (the commonest and probably best prac-

tice is to use 1-inch squares) must be put between every two layers. The
sticks should be thoroughly dry, so as not to contribute to staining and decay

at the points where they touch the lumber. Also, if the sticks are made of

a species having poor sapwood, the latter should be excluded; for if the

sticks are easily attacked by fungi or insects, they are very likely in turn

to infect the lumber piled on them. Sticks for 1-inch lumber should not

be more than 3 feet apart; one of the most modern mills in the United

States places all cross sticks on 1-inch lumber at intervals of only 2 feet.

If the tops of the sills are more than 1 or 2 inches wide, a cross stick

should be put on each sill under the bottom layer of the pile. The sticks

must be carefully laid in vertical rows above the sills and the two end rows
should be placed at the very end of the lumber in the pile; the first pre-

caution is to prevent the boards from being bent, as they certainly will

be by the weight on the top of them if the sticks are not directly above

each other, and the second one prevents cupping of the ends and minimizes

splitting. If the sills are fixed in place and not so spaced as just to catch

the two ends of the lumber, a platform of heavy planks or dimension timber

of even thickness and as long or slightly longer than the lumber should be

placed on the sills and the cross sticks be placed on this platform to suit

the exact length of the boards. Except in extremely broad piles, sticks

should be long enough to go clear across, so that they will help to keep

the w^hole pile straight and level. In the case of very valuable lumber,

or of small lots for special purposes, cross sticks should be put on the top

of the pile and loaded with other lumber to prevent the uppermost boards

from warping. Too much care cannot be taken in the first piling of green

lumber, especially anything thinner than 2-inch planks. Careless piling

may cause green boards to take twists that no subsequent treatment can

ever straighten out.

Heavier timber, such as 2 or 3 inch plank, and large dimension stuff

may be laid on sills more than 3 feet apart, but no dimension stuff should

have less than three points of support, unless it be unusually short and

heavy.

Under sheds, lumber is generally piled level. In the open, both in the

United States and in the Philippines, the piles usually are inclined from

end to end, the idea being that in this way they will shed rain most thor-

oughly. While this last is true, there are two disadvantages involved in

sloping the pile longitudinally. First, any sawdust lying on the boards,

as well as other dust brought in by the wind, tends to roll down the slope

and accumulate at the edges of the cross sticks and to retain moisture

there, thus increasing the liability to staining and decay along the lines
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where the sticks lie across the lumber. Second, the spaces inclosed be-

tween each two courses or layers of lumber and any two sticks form
chimneys through which, however, there is no natural tendency for circu-

lation if they are level. A great improvement, therefore, is to slope the

piles from side to side. In this kind of a pile the dust, whether started

by any jarring of the pile, by rain water, or by wind, will tend to roll

across the boards and fall through the spaces between them, so gradually

working from top to bottom and falling below the pile. Moreover, the

'^chimneys'* mentioned above will have a slope from end to end and any
difference in humidity or temperature between the air within the pile and
that surrounding it will tend to set up a draft through each one of these

spaces from one side of the pile to the other. If it is desired to protect

such a pile from the weather, a roof can be put on of short lengths of old

boards laid across the top. In cases where still more thorough ventilation

is thought desirable, either in the open or in the kiln, further and larger

"chimneys," both horizontal and vertical, may be provided, the first by
inserting two-by-fours on edge instead of the regular 1-inch cross sticks,

say at about every 6 to 12 courses in the pile, and the latter by so arranging

the boards as to leave two or more vertical openings a few inches wide and
extending through the whole length and height of the pile.

End checking, especially in 2-inch and heavier timber, can be prevented

to a great extent by nailing a cover of boards against the end or even by

standing a sloping fence of boards against the end of the pile. This

lessens the rapid evaporation from the ends both by excluding the heat of

the sun and by lessening somewhat the free access of air.

In the Philippines practically all large mills, whether band or circular,

have a stream of water running onto the saw to lessen friction, binding,

and heating. Consequently, the lumber is often thickly covered with a

fine paste of sawdust and water. In large operations it would be im-

practicable to attempt to remove this and, besides, in case of lumber stacked

in the yard, most of the sawdust will be knocked off in handling or removed

by wind and rain. For special lots of valuable lumber, however, it is advis-

able to wash it off, provided a supply of water is convenient to the yard

or shed. The wood will dry more rapidly for having the pores on the

surface freed of the paste that clogs them and will be less liable to become

stained; it will be much easier to select the pieces later for special pur-

poses; and it is unnecessary to explain that planing a clean board requires

neither as much power nor as frequent whetting of the plane bit as does

planing a dirty one. There need be no fear of retarding the seasoning or

encouraging decay by once wetting green wood; the little water absorbed

by the lumber will, in ordinary weather, evaporate in a day.*

Whether in the open or in a shed with an earthen or other floor, the

ground around and under the piles must be kept clear of litter, such as

sawdust, chips, and bark, as all of these furnish food and breeding places

^ The rapidity with which wood absorbs water is often overestimated. The following extract

(Seasoning of Timber, by H. von Schrenk) shows this: "It was suggested that drying the

ties in the woods would be useless, since they were to be put in the flume afterwards, where
they would absorb as much water as they had lost. A test was therefore made to learn how
much water dry ties would absorb. A number of ties cut sixty days before, and fairly well

seasoned, showed an average weight of 116.61 pounds per tie. To float the 9 miles required

about forty-eight minutes. At the end of their journey the average weight was 117.41 pounds,

a total gain per tie of only 0.8 pound. Ties in the same seasoned state as these, after immer-
sion in a stream for one hour, showed a gain in weight of 2 per cent, but two hours after

they were taken from the water they had returned to their original weight.
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for insects and fungi; nor should weeds be allowed to grow up around the

piles, as they impede circulation of air and so retard the drying of the

lower courses.

CARE OF SPECIAL PIECES.

All the above remarks on drying are based on the assumption that large

numbers of pieces of ordinary dimensions are to be treated; it often

happens that trade schools and other crafts shops have to take care of

special pieces which must be kept for some time before they are fit for

working up. In such cases a little precaution and a small expenditure

of labor will often save serious deterioration of a piece or a considerable

amount of work in surfacing and finishing it.

It is a common practice to nail strips on the ends of fine planks to

prevent them from splitting in transportation or while seasoning. While
this is an excellent precaution for the first reason, there can be no greater

mistake than to leave such a strip on a green board for any length of

time. It must be remembered that green boards shrink from 2 to 14 per cent

in drying—that is, a board 3 feet wide will shrink at least three-fourths of

an inch and possibly as much as 5 inches in width. Even a board of wood
not naturally disposed to check is simply compelled to split in drying if it

is prevented from shrinking by sticks nailed to the ends. The proper thing

to do with such a piece, immediately on its arrival in the shop, is to put

on each end a clamp, as shown in figure 11, with a wedge or pair of wedges
at the edge of the board. While the board is still very green—that is,

for the first few weeks—the wedges should be inspected and tightened every

day or two. Later, a tap of the hammer once a week or so will keep them
tight; If the wood is one in which warping as well as checking is to be
feared, the clamps should be made double, with cleats across the ends as
in figure 12. Wedges can be used with these also. It is, of course, im-
possible absolutely to prevent a board from splitting at the ends, but to
a very large extent by these precautions the split ends can be prevented
from spreading and the split from becoming longer. If a board is still

perfectly fresh and little or not at all checked at the ends, a coat of any
thick oil paint or shellac will often largely prevent checking. If a partly
seasoned and badly split piece can be trimmed sufficiently to remove the
split ends, and the fresh-cut end is then painted immediately, it is often
possible to complete the seasoning with no splitting whatever.

Round table tops often warp badly after they are roughed out from the
buttress roots of which they are generally made. By putting on them
two or three clamps of the second kind not only can they be prevented
from warping, but a warped piece, if it is not already too dry, can even be
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partially straightened.^ For this purpose the clamps must be pretty heavy,

say 2 by 4 inches at least for a 5-foot table, and of a stiff wood, such as

guijo, yacal, or ipil.

Single-piece table tops and similar large pieces are generally more or less

casehardened when received at the shop. To make them season more evenly,

it is advisable to surface them roughly with adz and jack plane before put-

ting on the clamps. If a piece is much thicker than necessary, it is well to do

the dressing down in several stages at considerable intervals of time. In

this way the casehardening becomes less severe after each successive sur-

facing and the danger of deep checking is correspondingly lessened.

TIME REQUIRED FOR SEASONING.

The time required for thoroughly air drying lumber varies considerably

in different species and according to external circumstances. As a rule,

light, soft woods season much more rapidly than hard, dense ones, although

the latter generally contain much less water when green. Also the season

of the year has much to do with it, not so much as concerning the original

water content, but as influencing the temperature and humidity of the air.

A very large part of the moisture in fresh woods evaporates during

the first few weeks. Tests made by the U. S. Bureau of Forestry in

1902 show that green railroad ties of pine, piled in open piles out of

doors, lost moisture with great rapidity the first three to six weeks; then

came a period of a few weeks when the rate of drying diminished rapidly,

after which it again became steady, but extremely slow. A typical case is

the following: First three weeks, loss of weight over 30 per cent of green

wood; end of next two weeks, about 36 per cent; end of following six

weeks, nearly 40 per cent. These tests were made during the hottest and
dryest months—July to September. Now, the significant fact here is not

the rapidity of evaporation in the beginning, but its extreme slowness

during the last six weeks. Probably one-half or more of the original

weight of the ties was water (see table on p. 21), so that, having lost two-,

fifths only (40 per cent) of their weight in eleven weeks and the rate of

loss being but 4 per cent in six weeks, it is easy to see that it would take

many months to reduce them to an even approximately air-dry condition.

While there are few exact data on the seasoning of Philippine woods,

there is no reason to believe that, taking climatic differences into account,

it will not take place in essentially the same way.^

The time of year when lumber is sawn and the process of seasoning

begins may have a considerable influence not only on the first steps of

this process, but on the quality of the final product. It is hardly neces-

sary to say that, if sawn lumber is first exposed to the air during the hottest

and dryest months, it will begin to season much more rapidly than during

the height of the rainy season. To appreciate the final effect of this,

what was said above about rapid and slow seasoning must be remembered,

namely, that rapid seasoning most effectively prevents or at least minimizes

bluing and deterioration by decay and insects, but, on the other hand,

^ The 10-foot dao table in the collection of the Bureau of Forestry at Manila was badly

warped when received. By putting on three clamps of 6 by 8 inch timbers, wetting the piece

thoroughly morning and evening and driving wedges of hardwood under the clamps, the warp
was reduced by about 3 inches in the course of a few weeks.

* The shrinkage of the guijo plank mentioned above (footnote, p. 30) was over 1 inch

during the first month or so; after that it shrunk so slowly that sometimes scarcely any

difference was noticeable from week to week ; but it continued shrinking for considerably over

a year until the total shrinkage amounted to 8 inches.
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intensifies all the various defects caused by irregular shrinkage—that is,

warping, twisting, splitting, casehardening, and superficial and internal

checking. Soft, light, and perishable woods, therefore, would best be sawn
and piled at the beginning of the hot season, so as to get rid of the greatest

possible amount of moisture in the least possible time. Hard, dense, and
durable woods, and especially such as warp and caseharden badly, should

rather be sawn and piled at the beginning of the rainy season, so that the

first steps in drying may be as slow as possible.

For ordinary work, where only a fair degree of freedom from shrinking

and warping is required, 1-inch boards of such woods as calantas, tanguile,

the lauans, and softer grades of narra can be used when only a few months
old, but for good flooring or inside finish and for fine furniture and cabinet-

work, they should be air-dried (under roof and well ventilated) at the

very least for one year. Hard, dense woods, such as molave, tindalo, acle,

palo maria, and, above all, ebony and the camagons, require still longer

periods. One-piece table tops, which in the rough are generally upwards
of li inch thick, should never be made up until at least a year old and
then only after repeatedly dressing down as described above.

KILN DRYING.

The first attempts to season wood artificially on a commercial scale were

made by storing lumber in closed chambers with a circulation of air heated

by means of furnaces or of steam coils. If "seasoning" meant merely
drying, it could be said that these early kilns seasoned the wood; but

seasoning in a broader sense means reducing green wood to the dry state

with the least possible distortion and deterioration as to mechanical

properties. In this sense the dry-air kiln does not season most woods.

The coniferous woods, with their very homogenous structure and straight

grain, as a rule suffered the least from the process. Among the broadleaf

woods, certain light, porous species which season rapidly and evenly in the

open air were also little injured in the kiln. But a large proportion of

the latter and even some conifers suffered so much from warping, case-

hardening, and consequent superficial and internal checking that kiln drying

by many wood users was believed to be worse than useless, and it was
frequently stated that only thoroughly air-seasoned lumber was fit for the

most exacting purposes. The dry-air kiln is now practically obsolete.

When it was realized that the chief defect of the dry-air kiln was the

uncontrolled and excessively rapid evaporation from the surface, experi-

ments were with made moist air. Exhaust steam, live steam, and water jets

have been used to supply the proper degree of moisture. In certain types

of "progressive-process'' kilns, the moisture in the wood itself is largely

used. A progressive or continous process kiln is one in which the lumber

enters green at one end and is taken out dry at the other. In such kilns

the continuous supply of moisture from the green lumber is supposed to

be sufficient to prevent casehardening.

Though moist-air kilns were a distinct advance, the earlier ones failed

as a rule to provide one essential, namely, the heating of the timber through

its entire thickness and maintaining it at a sufficiently high temperature

throughout the whole process. Moreover, the manufacturers and users

did not take sufficient care exactly to ascertain and to maintain the neces-

sary amount of circulation and the proper degrees of heat and humidity.

The use of positive means of regulating these conditions, aided by thermom-
eters, hygrometers, etc., is doing much to improve results.
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Some of the most recent types of kilns employ live steam under pressure

to secure the complete penetration of heat to the interior of the wood. The

earliest experimenters along this line believed it to be sufficient to heat the

wood in this way for a certain period, ranging from a few hours to several

days, and then completely to shut off the steam. In this way, it was believed

that the expansion taking place on removing the pressure would be sufficient

to drive out and evaporate all the moisture in the wood. This theory failed

to take into account the fact that the heat in the interior of the timber was
absorbed by expansion and evaporation before all the water was driven out.

The result was that such timber, although apparently dry on the surface,

frequently came out of the kiln with a considerable amount of moisture

still remaining in the interior.

The use of steam at high pressure involves also the danger of weakening
the wood permanently. Experiments made by the U. S. Forest Service at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition with pine ties subjected for four hours

to steam pressures ranging from 10 pounds to 100 pounds showed that the

ties were weakened from 11 to 59 per cent.*

The most recent summing up of the results of experiments in kiln drying-

is given by H. D. Tiemann ^ as follows:

''The Forest Service has for a number of years made experiments in

drying lumber on a small scale and has reached what are believed to be
fundamental principles. To apply them effectively will require expert
knowledge until the proper constants of operation have been determined,
because no one detailed method of operation can be prescribed at the present
time. It is believed, however, that great improvements in methods of
drying can be securred by applying these conclusions. *!= * * The ex-
periments made by the Forest Service indicate that successful dry-kiln
operation requires the observance of the following points, which embody the
basic principles of the process:

"1. The timber should be heated through before drying begins.
''2. The air should be very humid at the beginning of the drying process

and should be made drier only gradually.
''3. The temperature of the lumber must be maintained uniformly

throughout the entire pile. For this an exceedingly large circulation of
air is essential.

"4. Control of the drying process at any given temperature must be
secured by controlling the relative humidity, not by decreasing the circu-
lation.

''5. In general, high temperatures permit more rapid drying than do low
ones. The higher the temperature of the lumber, the more efficient the
kiln. It is believed that temperatures as high as the boiling point of water
are not injurious to most woods, providing all the other fundamentally
important factors are taken care of. Some species, however, may not be
able to stand as high temperatures as others.

"6. The degree of dryness attained, where strength is the prime requisite,

should not exceed that at which the wood is to be used.''

The rules above quoted apply, of course, to the actual drying of lumber
in the kiln. Various processes of steaming have been tried which failed,

for the reason previously explained, to give satisfactory results—that is,

really to dry the lumber. Recently, however, steaming has again been

introduced, especially in the Kraetzer process, not to dry the timber, but

merely to prepare it for rapid air drying. The felling, transportation of

logs, and sawing are all carried on with the greatest possible rapidity so

that the timber may enter the steam cylinder as nearly as may be in the

^ Effect of Moisture on the Strength and Stiffness of Wood, by H. D. Tiemann. U. S. Dept.

of AgT., Forest Service Bull. 70, 1906.
^ Principles of Drying Lumber at Atmospheric Pressure and Humidity Diagram, U. S.

Dept. of Agri., Forest Service Bull. 104. 1912.
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green state. After steaming at a low pressure for a short time the lumber
is taken out and left to dry in the open. In addition to the central feature

of the process, great care is used in sorting the timber by species and sizes

and in stacking it very exactly. If the results are as good as claimed, both

as to saving of time and excellence of product, this is no doubt due not only

to the steaming process, but also in large measure to all these other pre-

cautions. In one regard, the process could still be improved or rather

augmented, namely, by drying the lumber under sheds. Especially would
this be the case in a country like the Philippines, where dry weather is the

rule for only a few months of the year, while the temperature remains
high even during the rainy season.

WORKING AND FINISHING.

It is not proposed to make this a treatise on woodworking, nor to give

any detailed directions for shaping and finishing. The following notes are
rather intended to point out certain broad principles to be followed, with
special reference to Philippine woods, and certain pitfalls to be avoided.

CHAEACTER OP WOODS.

As a general rule, the even and straight grained woods of the conifers

are easier to work and to finish than broadleaf woods. As remarked above,

the woods of the Philippines, as well as other tropical regions, are prac-

tically all of the latter class. It is a common but erroneous belief that the

great bulk of tropical woods are very hard and very heavy. Whatever may
be the case in other tropical countries, this is certainly not true in the

Philippines. The two most widely known tropical woods (with the possible

exception of ebony) are mahogany and teak. Neither of these is very
hard or very heavy. Teak is quite easy to work and mahogany much easier

than the hickories and the hardest oaks. Now, statistics of the total cut

in the Philippines from 1901 to 1914 show that about eight-seventeenths

consisted of woods softer and easier to work than the two above named and
nine-seventeenths of hard to very hard woods. Also, it is known that the

total cut of the softer woods is proportionately much less than the total

stand of these species in the forests, so that undoubtedly future production

will show a still larger proportion of the softer woods. Especially will

this be true in the case of export woods. The lauans and similar soft woods
are no harder to work than medium-grade pines, except that, on account

of their generally somewhat crossed grain, they are more difficult to surface.

A majority of the harder woods are of fine and even texture. Comparatively

few have the grain so crossed or curly as to make surfacing very difficult,

and only very few are notorious for dulling tools rapidly.

As regards, then, the "hard tropical woods," the situation in the Phil-

ippines is this:

1. The softer commercial woods of the Philippines are much easier to

work than the oaks and hickories.

2. They are more abundant, not in number of species, but in total bulk,

than the liard and heavy woods.

3. They are being exported in greater quantities than the very hard
woods.

4. The heavier woods are, as a rule, difficult to work only on account of

their hardness and not especially on account of other qualities, such as

toughness or crossed or curly grain.
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SHAPING AND SURFACING.

Regardless of all inherent properties of a given wood which make it

suitable for certain uses, the prime requisite in selecting and preparing

material for a job is that it be well seasoned. Perfection of finish and

lasting qualities of the product depend absolutely on this. Moreover, the

lumber for a given job should have been seasoned in sizes approximating

as nearly as possible the rough size of the pieces to be gotten out. Large
pieces, whether air-dried slowly for years, or kiln-dried by the most
perfect of modern processes, are likely to have the inner and outer portions

in different conditions of strain which may cause even thoroughly dry

wood to warp, twist, or shrink slightly when these strains are released

by cutting up a large piece into smaller dimensions.

In roughing out with the saw, the lines of the finished pattern should

be followed closely, as the often-mentioned cross grain in softer wood^,

or the hardness of the denser ones, make it more difficult to remove surplus

material with plane, scraper, and sandpaper than is the case with the

conifers, or with a soft and straight-grained wood like poplar. In planing,

whether by hand or machinery, the final cut must be very thin, as a

heavy cut will almost invariably lift the grain in spots or streaks. Phil-

ippine woods, especially the softer and more brittle ones, will rarely give

up long splinters in this way, as the pines frequently do, but will lift and
break at extremely short intervals, leaving a more or less deeply roughened
surface that is difficult to smooth with scraper and sandpaper. Frequently,

in pieces having a very pronounced and narrow ribbon, the easiest and
quickest way to surface is by planing across the grain, taking only a

very fine final cut lengthwise. This is a common practice among Chinese

and Filipino carpenters.

The worker in tropical woods will find more use for the scraper than

is common in woods of the Temperate Zone. On the finest grained and
hardest woods a scraper sharpened to a fine bevel edge often gives better

and longer service than the turned edge most commonly used by American
cabinet-makers. This depends partly, of course, on the temper of the

scraper.

Every woodworker knows that sandpaper is to be used only when
plane and scraper have done all they can to produce a level and smooth
surface. Nowhere is this truer than in the case of most Philippine woods.

Many of even the softer ones resist abrasion to a remarkable degree,

while in the hardest ones to try to work a surface down to the slight

depth of a slivered or chipped spot is a hopeless task. On the other hand,

Philippine woods are remarkably free from resinous and oily substances,

only apitong and pine being resinous enough to gum tools and sandpaper,

and one wood, batete, distinctly oily; on all others, even the finest grades
of sandpaper work freely and without gumming.

Machine sanders can use somewhat coarser grades of sandpaper and
take off deeper inequalities than the handworker can afford to, but even
for such work it pays to keep the planer in such shape that it will leave

as little as possible for the sander to do.

Steel wool is excellent for certain woods. On soft woods of coarse

texture and on such as have a broad, open grain (narra and batitinan,

for instance, which somewhat resemble ash in this respect) it cannot be
used, as it is liable to dig into the soft grain. On dense, hard woods of
very even texture, however, steel wool cuts more quickly and with as good
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or better results than sandpaper. Also it has been found very serviceable

in rubbing down raised grain after putting on a filler or a first coat of

shellac or other polish.

VENEERS.

The manufacture and use of veneers on a large scale is practically

unknown in the Philippines with one exception. This exception is the

manufacture of matches, in which, both for match sticks and for boxes,

the wood is cut on rotary veneer machines. Skilled cabinetworkers and
musical-instrument makers use small panels of veneer or overlays for

ornament; the entire bodies of guitars and similar instruments are made
of very thin stuif, but as they are not laid over a base of other wood,

it is only on account of their thinness and not as regards the manner of

using them that they could be classed as veneer. No American manufac-
turers have as yet installed any veneer machinery. Small quantities of

Philippine woods have been used for veneer by European firms and a

few experimental lots have been made by manufacturers in the States.

There is no doubt that many of the less abundant Philippine cabinet

woods could be used as veneer rather than solid to great advantage, both

as regards the appearance and durability of the product and as regards

economy. Very probably even the best flitches of tanguile and the lauans

could be so used more profitably than in the solid form. The special uses

of certain woods for veneering are further discussed in Part III, under
"Veneer.^^

JOINTING AND GLUING.

In all work involving jointing and gluing, the oft-repeated caution about

using only thoroughly seasoned material should be kept in mind. By
means of battens, cross banding, rim binding, etc., wood can be prevented

from swelling, if not entirely, at least sufficiently to prevent conspicuous

unsightly results. Moreover, such results of swelling as sticking of doors

or drawers are, as a rule, easily remedied. But no amount of battens,

screws, dowels, or gluing can prevent wet wood from shrinking when it

dries. If a piece is so firmly held that it cannot shrink as a whole, it must
split. In any case, gaping miters, open joints, or split panels can be

repaired only by complete rebuilding, or by the use of unsightly patches

or putty that betray the original poor work.

In addition to the danger of damage from shrinking there is another

important reason for using dry wood in all glued work, namely, that glue

takes a much better hold on dry wood than on wet. The reasons for this

are two: First, that the glue penetrates the surface and so incorporates

itself more thoroughly with the wood; and, second, that it dries and
hardens more thoroughly.

There is probably no department of woodworking where extreme care

and accuracy pay better in the form of good and lasting results than in

jointing and gluing.

FINISHING.

Paints.—Paints, and also varnishes, have two chief purposes—preserva-

tion and ornament. Broadly speaking, paint serves more frequently for

the former and varnish for the latter purpose.

A piece of sound wood, thoroughly seasoned, cannot decay as long as

it is kept covered with an unbroken coat of paint or varnish, for these

prevent the entrance, not only of fungus spores, but also of the moisture
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which is necessary for their germination and growth. It must be kept

in mind, though, that on unseasoned wood paint may be worse tlflan useless,

for if fungus infection already exists under the surface, the paint not

only does not destroy the fungus, but will even facilitate its growth by
retarding the evaporation of the water contained in the wood. Also, though

thorough painting will retard checking to some extent, it cannot prevent

it in large pieces of unseasoned timber, and as soon as the coating of

paint is broken by checking, an entrance is given to fungus spores. It is

often better, therefore, to leave unseasoned timber unpainted for a time

than to paint it prematurely.

The above statements apply practically to insect attacks also. Insects

will rarely bore through a coat of good paint. Even termites ("white ants")

prefer to make their attacks at points not covered by paint, such as cracks,

knot holes, or joints into which the paint has not penetrated.

To make paint best serve the purpose of preserving wood, then, the

following points must be observed:

1. The timber should be dry, not only to avoid the dangers above referred

to, but also to secure good adhesion of the paint.

2. All cracks, knot holes, or other openings must either be thoroughly

filled with paint or, if too large for this, carefully closed with a non-

shrinkable putty. Putty is generally best applied after the first and before

the second coat of paint, as it sticks better to painted than unpainted

surfaces. All places where two pieces of timber are in contact, and,

above all, where ends are joined or butted against other pieces, should be

given a heavy coat of paint before joining, and, if not close fitting, puttied

also. There is no place where dry rot starts in more frequently than at

covered, but unpainted, butt joints.

3. Cracks, knots, or joints opening later, especially if situated where
water is likely to run in, should be puttied and painted again, preferably

after a period of hot, dry weather. At such a time there is the least

danger of shutting up both fungus spores and water inside the timber and
also the cracks are less likely to open still wider and so loosen the putty.

4. Finally, it must be remembered that, as far as termites are concerned,

all these precautions are useless if there remains any part of the timber

unprotected and accessible to the termites, especially the buried portion of

posts.

Where paint, as on much interior work, is used chiefly for ornamental

purposes, all the above precautions are naturally equally advisable as a

matter of securing permanency.

Enamels.—Enamels are, so to speak, paints mixed with a varnish base

or vehicle instead of oil. They are superior to paints in giving a smoother,

harder, tougher, and, therefore, more durable surface. Also, they are

capable of being rubbed, like varnishes or polishes, to either a gloss or

matt finish. They are generally applied, for the best results, over one or

more coats of paint of the same color as the finish.

Stains.—Stains, in the strictest sense of the word, are solutions of

coloring matter in oil, alcohol, or water, intended to color the wood without
in any way covering or obscuring the natural texture. Many substances

are employed for staining which, while not conveying color in themselves,

cause changes in the color of the wood by chemical means. As far as

results are concerned, they have the same effect as colored stains proper

—

that is, they produce the desired color without obscuring the grain. Any
mixture containing a solid pigment, not in solution, but in suspension (as

140866 4
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are the pigments in paints and enamels), is not, properly speaking, a

stain, but approaches a paint or colored varnish. Stains should, as a

rule, be applied to the raw wood, before any filler or other first coat is

used, as only in this way the full coloring effect can be obtained. The
application of a stain frequently roughens the surface slightly, or '^raises

the grain," as woodworkers say. In such cases, the surface should be

gone over lightly with fine sandpaper or steel wool before applying a filler

or a first coat of polish. Chemical stains are not easily affected by any
subsequent application of varnish, but stains in the nature of colored

solutions are sometimes easily redissolved by the vehicles of fillers, var-

nishes, etc. When such have been used, therefore, the first coat of finish

should be applied rapidly and without much brushing or rubbing, so that

the alcohol or other vehicle of the first coat of finish will not soften and
carry away the stain.''

Fillers.—Fillers are more or less thin pastes made of powdered solids

mixed with a small amount of liquid and used (as the name indicates) to

fill the pores, or even fine superficial cracks and joints, to a firm and level

surface before applying the first coat of varnish or polish. They are made
of a great variety of mineral and vegetable substances, the commonest of

the latter being starch. They are colored with pigments, similar to those

used in paints, to suit the color of the wood on which they are used or

to match the stain applied to the wood. Sometimes striking effects are

produced by using dark fillers on open-grained woods like oak, causing the

broad open grain to form a conspicuous pattern on the lighter back ground
of the dense wood, where the filler does not take hold.

The commercial ''paste fillers" are generally intended to be "cut," or

thinned, with some solvent before applying. For this purpose alcohol and
turpentine are commonly used, but where gasoline can be had it is the

most convenient vehicle. Besides being cheaper than turpentine and, in

some places, even than denatured alcohol, it has very little effect on the

grain of the wood and dries more rapidly than any other solvent. The filler

should be mixed to the consistency of a thick paint and applied with waste

or a large stiff brush, rubbing it well in across the grain of the wood.

The time necessary to elapse between applying it and rubbing it down
depends so much on the character of the wood, the kind of filler used,

and the weather, that no fixed rule can be given for it. The filled surface

must be watched and frequently tried after application to see that it has

set enough to rub down without removing the filler from the pores and,

on the other hand, has not set so hard as to make difficult the removal

of the surplus from the surface. If a large amount of filler remains on

the surface, the bulk of this can be easily and conveniently removed with

a scraper, if care be taken to pass the scraper over very lightly. The
remainder should be rubbed down very thoroughly across the grain or

with a rotary motion with waste, rags, or soft shavings, and then left to

dry and harden before applying varnish or polish.

A common method of filling porous woods in the Philippines is to rub

^ An excellent stain for occasional bits of sapwood of nan-a (or for other white woods) is

made by soakingr sawdust, shavings, or planer chips, of vo-y red narra in alcohol (grain, wood,

or denatured). This gives a solution resembling a dark, but perfectly clear, red ink. One to

three coats will serve to give almost any white or light-colored wood a fine red color. It is

also used to darken light grades of narra or to make the color of very streaky stuff more even.

This tincture is sometimes used for making up shellac and other polishes, giving a clear red

polish of the same body as if made with pure alcohol.
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them down with powdered pumice stone and oil. This produces a hard

and smooth finish, the pores being filled very thoroughly with a mixture

of the powdered pumice and wood, but with the disadvantage of obscuring

somewhat the grain and, especially in brillantly colored woods, also the

color. The color effect of this process can be improved by mixing with

the pumice stone an appropriate mineral pigment, such as umber and sienna

for brown and red ochre or Turkey red for dark-red woods. The more
nearly the pigments are tempered to suit the color of the wood, the less

will the filler show after polishing.

Combination stains and fillers and combined stains and varnishes are

also prepared by paint and varnish manufacturers, but their number is

so great and applications so varied that they can not be discussed here.

The combination stains and varnishes are, as a rule, merely household

makeshifts for the amateur and are little used by professionals.

It should be' noted that the color effects of stains and fillers can rarely

be judged accurately before drying. For this reason, where a given effect

is desired, several samples of the' wood to be used should be surfaced,

stained or filled as the case may be, and then given a brush coat of

shellac or other varnish. Only in this way can the' final result be properly

judged. Also, the future behavior of the wood as to color should be kept

in mind. If a light filler be used on anubing, antipolo, nangka, or the

yacals and mangachapuys (all woods that are light yellow when fresh,

but turn more or less dark brown on exposure), the filler will later make
the pores show as light streaks on a dark surface. It should, therefore,

be made of a light-brown tint in the first place, so as not to contrast too

strongly with the wood when this darkens. If it is desired to prese'rve

light-colored woods in as near their natural tint as possible, the filler should

contain a minimum of oil, as practically all oils not only tend to darken wood
immediately on application, but cause it to darken slowly later. Many
commercial paste fillers contain more oil than is desirable for use on very

light-colored woods. This can be removed by stirring the filler up with

about an equal bulk of solvent (gasoline, turpentine, or alcohol) letting it

stand over night to settle and pouring off the liquid, when there will be

left a practically oil-free paste', which is then again to be diluted to the

proper consistency for use.

Wax finishes.—One of the oldest and most widely known methods of

polishing wood is by means of wax. Beeswax is the commonest material,

though various vegetable waxes have also been applied to the same use.

A wax finish has the advantage of serving at once as filler and polish and
can also, to a certain extent, be made to serve as a vehicle for colors,

so that in certain kinds of work the finishing, including staining, filling, and
polishing, can be done by one' or more applications of a single material,

instead of the successive application of stains, fillers, and polishes. How-
ever, better results are obtained, especially in very open-grained woods, by
using a good filler first. Pure beeswax, with sufficient rubbing, gives a
highly polished, but not hard and durable, surface, requiring very frequent

repolishing. The modern varnish industry, therefore, employs a variety
of substances to give a more resistant surface to the finish. Certain liquid

or semiliquid wax finishes, applied like paint with a brush, contain mineral

powders, resins, etc., which cause the' finish to dry with a hard surface.

Wax furniture and floor polishes, applied not with a brush, but by rubbing,

contain various vegetables waxes (many of which are harder than bees-

wax) or else a sufficient amount of resin to give them a harder surface.
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Wax finishes are among the easiest to apply with satisfactory results.

Whereas practically all varnishes and polishes require a certain amount of

skill to produce a smooth surface, a wax finish on a well-surfaced piece

of wood can be applied with no previous practice, the smoothness and
polish of the finish depending principally on the energy of the operator.

One caution must be observed regarding wax—it must not be used as a

filleT or undercoat on surfaces to be finished with paints, enamels, or

varnishes, as these are liable to remain tacky or else in time to scale off

when applied over wax. Even shellac varnish, which hardens better over

oily surfaces than do enamels and turpentine varnishes, is apt to crack or

scale when put on over wax. Neither should wax be' used to repolish

varnish, as it is liable to soften the varnish and make it tacky. Wax can

be used with perfect safety, however, over shellac. In fact, fine waxed
floors are now often finished by using first a filler (stained or not, as the

case may be), then one or more coats of shellac, and finally wax to

givei the smooth, softly shining finish characteristic of the latter material.

In purchasing floor wax, it should be noted that the best kinds remain
solid even in very hot weather. Any floor wax that becomes semiliquid

when the thermometer goes above 90° is to be distrusted, as it will probably

not give as resistant a finish as one with a higher melting point.

Varnishes.—Varnishes are compounded of many different kinds of resin,

generally combined with oils that dry quickly and completely, both dissolved

in turpentine as a vehicle. They differ from paints in that they are

transparent and that a varnish dries as a homogeneous mass which can be

rubbed down with sandpaper, steel wool, or powdered pumice stone to

any desired degree so as to remove all brush marks and other inequalities,

thus leaving a smooth surface of even texture. Turpentine varnishes can

be, and very frequently are, used over fillers, stains, and even oil paints,

but the undercoats must be entirely dry before the varnish is applied. The
first coat is generally very thoroughly "brushed out"—that is, rubbed in

and spread out with the brush—in order to incorporate it well with the

wood, or whatever undercoats may have been put on the wood. For further

coats, the varnish is diluted with a greater quantity of the solvent, or

vehicle, and is "flowed on"—that is, quickly and lightly spread with a
full brush—so that the liquid will spread out in a smooth sheet, without
showing brush marks. In all cases where a smooth finish is desired, every

undercoat of stain, filler, or varnish must be rubbed down lightly with very

fine sandpaper or steel wool to remove brush marks, raised grain, and other

slight inequalities. For very fine work, such as coach and piano finishing,

several coats are rubbed down, almost or quite to the' grain of the wood,
each with successively finer polishing materials. When a dull or matt
finish is desired, the last coat is rubbed with the finest grade of steel

wool, bolted pumice, or still finer polishing powders such as rotten stone.

These powdered substances are used on a pad of clean cotton waste or a

soft rag, with water or oil. Some of the finest cabinetwork is finished by
doing the last polishing with rotten stone and the palm of the hand.

"Flat varnishes'*—that is, varnishes that dry without a high gloss—are

often used where a dull finish is desired. Many of these contain a certain

amowit of wax and, therefore, should not be used where; it is probable

that the surface will be exposed to wear and so have to be refinished, for

neither varnish nor paint, as remarked above, will take a good hold on a

iinish containing wax.

Foliehing.—The following directions for polishing with varnish or with

spirit polish (shellac) are from an article on the subject by F. W. Cheney,
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Philippine School of Arts and Trades, in "The Philippine Craftsman" for

February, 1913:

*'Shellacking.—This part of the work is omitted in finishing cheap work
on softwoods. It is recommended in work on hardwoods, because it gives

a better surface for the varnish. Shellac dries very quickly and does not
sink into the surface and dissolve the oil in the filler.

**The first step is to see if the filler is perfectly dry. About the only
safe way is to give plenty of time to dry and then a little more—about
twelve hours more than is directed by the manufacturers, to allow for the
difference in climate between this country and the United States. A good
formula for shellac is as follows:

Alcohol 1 liter.

White shellac 100 grrams.

(Increase in proportion for larger quantities.)

"Dissolve the shellac in the alcohol and stir or shake often while
using, as the shellac will settle very quickly. If the alcohol is warmed,
the shellac will dissolve faster. This can be safely done by placing the can
or bottle in warm water. See that the surface to be shellacked is clean and
free from dust. Apply the shellac evenly with a soft, flat brush. Cover all

projecting parts, such as panels, first. Spread the shellac across the grain^
taking only a small amount on the brush at one time. Allow twenty-four
hours for drying and go over the work lightly with fine sandpaper (No*
00). It is now ready for varnishing.

'^Applying varnish,—The real problem in using varnish, under the or-
dinary conditions that obtain in our school shops, is that no room is

available that is 'dust proof.' The following plan is suggested as a make-
shift: Select the best room available; a classroom with tight windows and
doors will do. It must be well cleaned up perhaps on a Friday afternoon.
On Saturday morning have it swept with wet sawdust, which will pick
up most of the dust on the floor. With cloth, wipe off all articles of
furniture or parts of the woodwork that are likely to be disturbed or
touched by the workman. Dusting with a brush will not do. It only stirs
up the dust, which settles elsewhere. All windows should be closed before
the last dusting and not opened or disturbed until the varnish is dry. Wipe
off the surfaces to be varnished with a soft cloth slightly damp, not wet.
Allow enough time for drying and then apply the varnish. The varnish
will be dry enough by Monday morning so that the article can be moved
elsewhere for storage, but two or three days should be allowed to make
sure. The second coat of varnish can be applied on the following Saturday
in like manner.
"A book could be written on the subject of varnishing, and many have

been written. There are all kinds of right and wrong ways of doing it

and the workman can learn only by experience. A good painter can learn
very easily; but it is a matter of time and careful training to make a
good varnisher out of raw material. No amount of reading *book rules'
will give him what he must get by actual practice. It is a good plan to
practice on waste pieces until fairly good results are' obtained before this
work is attempted on valuable furniture.

**Rubbing and polishing.—After the varnishing, if thef work is of a high
class, it is finished by rubbing and polishing, the rubbing to reduce all

the unequal surfaces, the polishing to bring back the gloss to the varnish.
The process may be described about as follows: Test the varnish and be
sure that it is perfectly dry. This can be done by pressing it with the
thumb nail. If no impression can be made, it is dry enough. A pad for
rubbing is then used. This pad can be made by wrapping a small wad of
cotton waste in a piece of soft cotton cloth. The professional finisher uses
a felt pad, but this is difficult to obtain on short notice and the substitute
described may be used. The common practice is to dip the pad into oil

or water and then into powdered pumice stone. This can be repeated as •

often as moisture is necessary to pick up the pumice. The pumice is

rubbed with the grain of the wood, but care must be taken not to wear
off the corners. The rubbing should be continued until the surface presents
a uniform appearance. The finest grade of pumice is the best to use, as
it is not so likely to scratch the work.

"Polishing is the next step and is omitted if a dull finish is desired.
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After rubbing, the surface should at once be^ thoroughly cleaned. It is

usually done by sprinkling the work with damp, soft wood sawdust. The
sawdust is dampened to keep from scratching and is wiped off with a soft
cloth. Now take a mixture of coconut oil and alcohol in equal quantities
to dampen a rubbing pad, and then rub the surface of the wood with a
rotary motion until it is polished.

*^Fr€nch polishirig.—This method of finishing consists of gradually filling

up the pores of the wood with a solution of alcohol and shellac and bringing
the surface to a high polish by means of rubbing.

"As in varnishing, too much care cannot be given to a proper preparation
of the surface that is to be' polished. Every little defect must be removed,
and every scratch taken off, or the effect will only be to make them more
noticeable. About one-half of the entire process consists of the sandpa-
pering. Several grades of sandpaper are used, and when the surface is

ready for polishing it is as smooth as glass. Sometimes a filler is used as
in varnishing, but the usual way is to start from the raw surface, working
in the filler, and bringing the surface to a high polish by the same means.

**The process approved and in use in most of our shops is as follows:
After having smoothed the surface with sandpaper, give it a coat of coconut
oil. Now use the finest sandpaper, which has already been worn smooth, and
rub the surface until dry.

"Make a ball of cotton waste and wrap it in a piece of soft cotton cloth,
but be sure that there are no folds or wrinkles in its surface. Wet the
ball with alcohol, from the inside, so that the alcohol may soak through.
Sprinkle the surface of the wood with powdered pumice stone and rub
with a rotary motion until the ball becomes dry. Repeat until the pores
are filled. Prepare the shellac as already described under varnishing and
put it in a bottle with a tight cork. A small hole may be cut in the cork
so that a few drops of shellac can be shaken out at a time. Moisten the
inside of the ball with shellac and continue the rubbing until the surface
is polished. This will give what is called a natural polish to the wood, as
none of the materials used has any color that will affect it.

"The foregoing description gives about all that can be said in the way
of directions. In simply reading over the rules, it would appear to be
very easy to polish wood, but a practical trial will prove that it is quite
the reverse. A great deal of patience is required and the proportion of
material necessary has been well described as 5 per cent oil, alcohol,
pumice, and shellac, and 95 per cent 'elbow grease.*

"There are many objections to this kind of polishing, the principal one
of which is the' amount of time required. On the other hand, it is cheap
as far as materials are concerned and makes a fine polish. It can be used
under circumstances where varnishing is not possible and will be, for many
years, the' only practicable system we can use in our schools.

^^Staining.—Cheap work is often stained to look like something better,

and so a few suggestions along this line will not be out of place. In the
local markets the're are several kinds of stains which give satisfaction.

The directions for their use are usually printed on the container, and it is

not necessary to take up the details in the use' of any particular stain.

A few general rules that apply to all can be given.

"Stain should always be applied before the filler. It is the next thing in

the finishing work after sandpapering. Apply the stain carefully, going over

the surface thoroughly, but taking care not to double anywhere, as this

will produce streaks in the stain. Most of the common stains or wood dyes

are mixed with water, benzine, or alcohol, which 'raise' the grain. It is

necessary to allow plenty of time for drying; then the surface can be

gone over with fine sandpaper before the next step.

"Most of our stained work is made of lauan or tanguile. This wood,

if properly stained, will give a fair imitation of oak or mahogany. The
usual object of staining is to make the article match something else in

color, or to make the imitation product look like the real one; therefore,

a stain should always be selected with care and tested on a sample piece

of wood before using. If it is not the right shade it can be thinned to

make it lighter or mixed with a darker stain to increase its color. It is

not safe to expect that any stain will give quite as deep and rich a

color as is shown in the catalogue sent out by the manufacturer.

^'General suggestions.—In conclusion it is suggested that the filler,

varnish, stain, or wax be purchased already prepared whenever possible.
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The manufacturers of finishing materials have spent years in perfecting
their products and it is folly for an amateur workman to attempt to

make his own materials of this kind. Even though he secures the best
in the market and does as well as he can, he will not attain perfection.
What chance has he when he is using doubtful materials?

'^Another good piece of advice is: *Do not buy cheap material.' The
saving of ^1 in the finish may mean the loss of ?10 in the sale.

"Above all things, do not waste time in trying to polish inferior work.
A good polish will make a piece of furniture attractive, but it cannot
cover bad workmanship."

PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT.

In Europe and America the growing scarcity and constantly increas-

ing cost of durable timbers for piling, poles, bridge and wharf building,

railroad ties, and mine timbers has led to the adoption on a very large

scale of processes intended to prolong the life of the less durable species.

There can be no doubt that in the Philippines this will become necessary

very soon. In fact, it seems probable that for railroad ties it would
even now be profitable to use creosoted or otherwise treated ties of some
of the cheaper woods, as these would very probably give longer service

than untreated ties of dungon, ipil, molave, and yacal. No extensive

experiments have been made in the use of creosoted woods in the Phil-

ippines, but it seems certain that where destructive agencies are so much
greater than in a temperate climate the advantages of preservative

treatment would be correspondingly great. The advantage of using

inferior woods creosoted lies not so much in lesser first cost as in the

much longer service obtained. The following figures ^ from results obtained

by the French Eastern Railway illustrate this point: Untreated oak,

creosoted oak, and creosoted beech were used. At the end of twenty-

seven years, just 80 per cent of the untreated oak ties had been removed;
at twenty-four years, forty-two per cent of the creosoted oak; and at

twenty-seven years, only about twenty per cent of the creosoted beech.

Now in relative natural durability and first cost the difference between
European oak and beech may be compared roughly to that between yacal

and apitong or lauan, and the resemblance goes further, for yacal, like

oak, would undoubtedly absorb creosote and other preservatives with

difficulty, while apitong, possibly, and lauan, probably, would absorb them
very easily, thus securing the ideal condition—a deep, even, and thorough

penetration of the preservative.

The life of ties is estimated by the Manila Railroad Company as fol-

lows: Ipil and yacal with sapwood on edges, three and one-half to four

years; heartwood, eight to nine years. Molave ties are generally ren-

dered useless by reboring for resetting track to gauge; it is estimated

that if old holes were carefully plugged, they would probably last fifteen

years. It seems very probable that apitong, palosapis, and the lauans

would, if thoroughly creosoted, outlast untreated ipil and yacal when used
for ties. For uses such as sills, posts, poles, bridge and wharf building,

where the timbers are not subject to mechanical destruction, the difference

in favor of the cheaper softer woods would certainly be still greater.

PROTECTIVE PROCESSES.

All processes for protecting wood against decay, insects, and marine
borers fall into two broad classes—superficial and impregnation. Under
the first head come painting, varnishing, tarring, sheathing with copper,

^ From "Seasoning of Timber" by H. von Schrenk, U. S. Department of Agrriculture, Bureau
of Forestry. Bull. No. 41, 1903.
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or covering with a sheath of wire netting or metal lath plastered with

cement (a method that has been used to protect piling against marine

borers) ; sometimes poisonous substances, such as arsenical paints, car-

bolineum, and creosote are used. The efficacy of all superficial treatments

depends on having the wood at least partially seasoned and free from
incipient decay and on maintaining a perfect covering. If the wood is

moist and fungus spores have already obtained entrance to cracks or

knot holes, the fungi will grow under the paint or other covering; in fact,

the paint may, in such cases, actually do more harm than good by prevent-

ing the evaporation of moisture. If, on the other hand, the wood shrinks

and checks superficially, or swells and so splits the protective covering,

it is again exposed to the entrance of moisture, fungus spores, and insects

or marine borers, all of which carry on their destructive work as freely,

and sometimes it seems even more freely, under the protective covering

than in exposed timbers.

All liquid preservatives are more effective when applied by dipping

the wood into the liquid than by applying the liquid with a brush, as in

this way the preservative is much more certain to penetrate into all

cracks, knot holes, etc., so not only destroying any fungus spores that

may already have found lodgement there, but also preventing much more
effectively the future entrance of fungi or insects.

All applications of liquid preservatives are best applied to well-seasoned

wood, because they penetrate dry wood better than wet and because the

wood is not so liable to check subsequently and so expose the interior.

IMPREGNATION PROCESSES.

In impregnation processes, substances more or less poisonous to vegetable

and animal organisms are caused to penetrate deeply into the wood.
In **nonpressure processes," the capillary action of the wood, or atmospheric

pressure, or both, are depended on to introduce the liquid into the interior,

while in "pressure processes," the timber is subjected in air-tight steel

cylinders to heavy pressures (sometimes as high as 225 pounds per square
inch, or 15 atmospheres) to drive the preservatives in.

NONPRESSURB PROCESSES.

One of the oldest nonpressure processes is kyanizing (from J. H. Kyan,
who patented the process in England in 1840). In this process the timber
is merely soaked in a solution of bichloride of mercury in water. It is

evident that the penetration will be the deeper the more thoroughly the

wood is previously seasoned.

The principle of practically all other nonpressure processes is to drive

out by means of heat the water and air in the wood; as it cools, the air in

the wood contracts, forming a partial vacuum, and the pressure of the

atmosphere drives the preservative in. Three different methods are used

to secure this: (1) Heating the wood in a kiln or oven and transferring it

quickly into a bath of the liquid; (2) heating the wood in the bath until

ebullition ceases (the sign that at the temperature employed no more air

and water can be driven off) and letting the timber and bath cool together,

or else draining out the hot bath and filling the tank with a fresh supply
of cold liquid; (3) heating the timber as above, and then transferring it

quickly to a cold bath. The last method saves time even if applied to

separate charges and can be converted into a continuous process by carrying

the timber from the hot to the cold bath on chain conveyors.

These methods are most used for impregnation v/ith creosote or other

oily substances, but are also employed with solutions in water of zinc and
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sodium salts; copper and mercury salts are not used in iron or steel tanks

as they attack the iron, unless the tanks and all piping and fittings are

specially treated with tar, asphaltum, or similar acid-proof paints.

PRESSURE PROCESSES.

These vary widely both as to the nature of the preservatives used and the

methods employed for driving them into the wood. The following is a mere
outline of some of the most widely used processes.

Bethell process, or *'full-cell creosote process.**—The timber, if green,

is first subjected to a live-steam bath until the heat has penetrated to the

interior of the pieces. Then the steam and air are exhausted from the tank,

after which the creosote is run in and forced into the wood by heavy
pressure. If the timber is seasoned, the steam bath is not used. This is

one of the most effective processes on account of the deep and complete
penetration of oil secured by it, but for the same reason one of the most
expensive.

Burnett process.—The method of treatment is the same as in the

Bethell, but a water solution of zinc chloride is used. This gives excellent

results in situations where the timber is not much exposed to water.

The boiling process.—This process, which is extensively used in the

Pacific Coast States for impregnating Douglas fir (Oregon pine), differs

from the Bethell process in that the timber is boiled in the creosote to

drive out the sap, water, and air, after which the temperature is allowed

to fall and pressure applied to drive in the oil.

The Lowry process.—This is widely used in the United States for

impregnating ties. The object of the process is to obtain a deep penetration

with a smaller consumption of preservative. The ties are air seasoned.

After placing them in the tank, hot creosote is run in and subjected to

heavy pressure. After the wood has taken up the desired amount of

oil, a vacuum is drawn and, by the elasticity of the contained air, aided

to some extent, probably, by the vapors of the more volatile portions

of the creosote, the oil in the cells is driven out, leaving only a coating of

oil on the cell walls. This and similar processes are called "empty-cell

processes."

The Rueping process.—This is another "empty-cell process.'^ The timber
is subjected to a steam and vacuum bath to extract the water. Then air

pressure is applied until the cells are filled with compressed air and,

on top of this, the creosote is run in at a still higher pressure. When the

wood will take no more oil, a vacuum is again drawn and, between the

compressed air in the interior and the surrounding vacuum, a large part of

the creosote is driven out. This process consumes about half as much
creosote per given volume of wood as a full-cell process.

The Rutgers process.—This is much used in Germany for ties. A mixture
of about four parts zinc chloride solution and one part creosote is injected

by methods similar to those of the Bethell process. The zinc chloride is

much cheaper than creosote, but has almost equally good antiseptic

properties, while the admixture of creosote prevents the leaching out of the

water-soluble salt.

The Card process.—This is extensively used in the United States for

ties. The preservative used is practically the same as in the Rutgers
process, but the methods of mixing the solution and maintaining the mixture
during the various steps of the process are different.

The Wellhouse process.—The preliminary treatment is the same as in

burnettizing, zinc chloride being also the preservative employed. After
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draining off the zinc-chloride solution, other solutions of glue and tannin

are successively forced in, the tannin converting the glue into a leathery,

insoluble substance intended to plug the pores and prevent leaching out.

Though the process gave good results, it is less used than formerly, largely

on account of the complexity of the operations.

The Allardyce process.—The method is similar to the Wellhouse, but

creosote is used instead of the glue-tannin combination. The process is not

much used now.

The reader desiring more detailed information on the subject of preser-

vative processes is referred to the following works, from which the above

data were taken: "Wood Preserv^ation in the United States," by W. F.

Sherfesee, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Bull. No. 78,

Washington, 1909, and ''Preservation of Structural Timber," by Howard
F. Weiss, Director Forest Products Laboratory, U. S. Forest Service, New
York and London, 1915.



PART III.—USES.

Agricultural machinery and implements. {See also Handles, Vehicles,

Wooden Tools.)

For framework requiring considerable transverse strength, as well

as durability: Anubing, aranga, batitinan, Benguet pine (heartwood),

betis, dungon, dungon-late, ipil, lamog, the macaasims, malabayabas,

malacadios, malapinggan, malugay, narig, pagatpat, the palomarias,

sasalit, sudiang, tambulian, tanglin, tucang-calao and other Aglaias,

urung, the yacals.

For parts subject to severe wear: Agoho, alupag, aranga, the ba-

cauans, pototans and tangal, bansalagin, betis, binukau and other

Garcinias, sapwood of bolongeta, camagon, and other Diospyros spp.,

dungon, guijo, calamansanay, liusin, malabayabas, molave, narig, the

oaks, sasalit, sudiang, tambulian, the yacals.

For levers, connecting rods, long handles, all rather long or slender

working parts requiring straight grained, fairly tough and springy,

rather than very strong and very durable woods: Almaciga, banaui

and other Cyclostemons, batitinan, bayok, bitanhol, sapwood of bolong-

eta and other Diospyros, dalinas, dungon, guijo, lumbayao, malugay,

the mangachapuys, narig, the pines, sasalit, the yacals.

Altars. {See Sculpture and Carving.)

Athletic goods. {See SPORTING GOODS.)

Automobiles. {See Vehicles.)

Axles. {See VEHICLES.)

Backing (mirror and picture frames). {See Veneers.)

Balusters. {See Stairs.)

Bank fixtures. {See Fixtures.)

Barges. {See Shipbuilding.)

Barrels. {See COOPERAGE.)

Beams. {See House Construction and Bridge and Wharf Building.)

Bearings, bushings, brake shoes for vehicles, winches, etc., cogs and cogwheels,

pulleys, roller-skate wheels, saw-guide blocks, sheaves, etc.

The following have been used: Alupag (cogs), bansalagin (cogs,

bearings), dungon (cogs, brakeshoes), guijo, (brake shoes), mancono
(bearings, stern shaft bushings), tangal (cogs). The following are

recommended for trial: Agoho, sapwood of camagons (brake shoes,

saw guides, roller skates), malabayabas (all uses), narig (roller

skates), sasalit (bearings, bushings, brake shoes), sudiang (all uses),

tambulian (bearings, pulleys), yacal (brake shoes, cogs, rollerskates,

etc.).

Bent-wood articles.

Very little is practically known about Philippine woods for this

purpose. Lanutan vehicle shafts are bent by steaming in a crude

chest, the wood being used practically green. The Bureau of Prisons

has obtained very good results with guijo shafts by boiling them in

59
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Bent-wood articles—Continued.

a tank kept hot by admission of live steam. Gardner states that
malugay bends well after steaming. Other woods that would certainly
or very probably bend well are: Almaciga, banaui and the other Cy-
clostemons, bayabas, bayok, bitanhol, sapwood of the camagons, dungon
(extremely flexible and tough even when dry), kamingi, lumbayao,
mangachapuy, pagsahingin, and, where very sharp bends are not
required, probably all the lauans.

Billiard cues and tables. (See Sporting Goods.)

Blinds. (See House Construction.)

Boats. (See Shipbuilding.)

Bobbins, shuttles, spindles, spools.

Hard, tough, smooth-wearing woods: Bansalagin, sapwood of the
camagons, dungon, calamansanay, malabayabas, tangal.

Light, soft woods, for spools requiring smooth texture, but no great
strength: Almaciga, balinghasay (pinkish), bangkal (yellow), gubas,
the natos (red), malasantol (red), white nato, and all the white or
light-red lauans.

Bolsters. (See Vehicles.)

Book cases. (See Furniture.)

Boot and shoe findings.

Most of the lasts now used in small shops and all of those in the
large factories are imported. Lasts have been made on a small scale
of various native woods. The following are known to have been used,
and are still used, by Manila shoemakers, the first three being con-
sidered best in the order given : Bayabas, santol, duhat, manga, banaba,
ipil, kamuning, madre-cacao, molave. It is significant of the domestic
and very limited character of the industry that the first four are
probably the best-known and most widely distributed cultivated fruit

trees in the Islands, and one other, madre-cacao, is an introduced
species, so that these five are commonest about towns and plantations.

Other species that would furnish close-grained, hard, or moderately
hard woods probably well fitted for this purpose are : Agaru, alintatau,

aranga, banaui and other Cyclostemons, batino, bitanhol, sapwood of

bolong-eta and other Diospyros, gapasgapas, malasantol, malugay, sa-

blot, tabau, tandu, the white lanutans.

Wooden-shoe soles are extremely common in the Philippines in the
clogs called "bakya'^ and their manufacture is a considerable local

.
industry in Manila and other centers. The woods used are generally
whitish or light colored, rather soft and light, and of fairly straight
and even grain. Tuwi is by far the wood used most, at least in Manila,
followed by binunga (Macaranga spp.), cupang, santol, malasantol,
balinghasay, balacat, lanete, calantas, and, in Laguna Province, ana-
biong (Trema amboinensis)

,

The "corcho" (cork) is a flat-soled, velvet-trimmed slipper with a
cork lining about 1 to 1.5 centimeters thick. Its use seems to have
been introduced here from Spain, but an excellent substitute for the
expensive cork has been found in a sole made of narrow slips of daluru
(the air roots or *'knees" of pagatpat), pinned together with fine

bamboo or hardwood splints and further held together by a thin leather
undersole and a cloth insole.

Bowling balls. (See Sporting Goods.)
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Bows. (See Sporting Goods.)

Boxes.

Cigarhoxes.—For high-grade cigars, only calantas and some im-

ported Spanish cedar are used; for cheaper grades, the lighter colored

red lauans, the natos, and sometimes balinghasay and duguan, Mala-

santol would be equally good, being soft, red or reddish, and posses-

sing a faint pleasant odor not unlike that of calantas.

Clothes chests.—The favorite for both plain and carved chests is

narra. No other one wood is used so extensively. For other woods
of fine quality, see the lists under **Furniture and Cabinetwork." For
the cheap chests that in the Philippines take the place of the ordinary

trunk, all the lauans and all the cheap, soft woods commonly found

in "miscellaneous lumber" are used, generally stained bright red or

yellow and some grained with brown on a yellow ground.

Dry measures.—Dry measures in Manila are made almost exclusively

in the form of cubical boxes, ranging from 1 deciliter to 75 liters.

All but the two largest sizes are made chiefly of red lauan, but also

all other kinds of lauan, palosapis, occasionally apitong, the natos, and
any cheap, soft wood the manufacturers happen to find in "miscellane-

ous lots.*' The 25-liter and 75-liter measures are almost invariably

made of narra of the cheaper grades. These are the only ones having

handles, which are usually of apitong, guijo, or yacal and are bolted

to the sides.

Jewel boxes.—See Sculpture and carving.

Packing cases.—Principally the apitongs and lauans, also some palo-

sapis and (in Zamboanga) very commonly lumbayao, which, while

comparatively cheap, is tough and difficult to split. The cigar and

cigarette factories use large quantities of packing cases, not only for

export, but for provincial shipments. At least one of these factories

has a mill at which logs purchased from private loggers are sawn into

thin boards for packing cases. They use every kind of cheap, soft

wood, excepting some of the excessively soft, brashy kinds, such as dita,

kalumpang and other Sterculias, taluto, etc.

Packing boxes of a somewhat better grade are made of harder and

tougher woods. The Treasury uses, for shipments of coin to provin-

cial treasuries, boxes made of palosapis, apitong, and guijo.

Aside from the tobacco industry, there is no industry consuming

any quantity of native lumber for boxes. A very large part of the

miscellaneous packing cases used for provincial shipments by Manila

commercial houses are remade from American, European, Chinese, and

Japanese box lumber in small Chinese and Filipino shops devoted ex-

clusively to this trade.

For packing boxes requiring a light-colored, smooth, tasteless, and

odorless wood, easy to work and to nail, the following would be useful

:

Almaciga, almon, antipole, bagtican, balacat, dita, gapasgapas, gubas,

kalunti, mayapis, pahutan (sapwood), palosapis, putian, white lauan,

white nato.

Trunks.—Trunks proper (as distinguished from simple wooden

chests) are made only by a few American and Spanish houses in

Manila. For the thin boards and slats used in trunks (and in the

frames of valises), practically only white lauan has been used; several

of the woods named in the preceding paragraph would be just as good.

Crates andweneer fruit packages.—For all purposes not requiring

a solid box, crates and baskets of split bamboo and of rattan or other
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climbers are so abundant and cheap that there is little or no demand
for light wooden packages of this kind.

Brake beams. (See Vehicles.)

Brake shoes. {See Bearings.)

Bridge and wharf building.

Piles {saltwater).—Agoho, anubing, aranga, the bacauans, bansa-

lagin, batitinan, betis, dungon, liusin (painted or impregnated above

tidewater) , the macaasims, malabayabas, malacadios, mancono, molave,

the pototans, sasalit, sudiang, taba, tabau, tambulian, tiga, urung.

Piles {fy^esh-ivater) .—All the above and agaru, acleng-parang, alu-

pag, alupag-amo, binukau and other Garcinias, bitanhol, dugkatan,

guyungguyung and other Cratoxylons, ipil, the calamansanays, the cat-

mons, kayatau, lamog, malacadios, malapinggan, narig, the oaks, pa-

gatpat, tamayuan, tucang-calao and the other Aglaias, the yacals.

Piles {submerged foundation)

.

—All kinds straight enough and

strong enough to stand driving.

Beams.—Practically all of the above. Liusin should be excluded as

being too liable to dry-rot; mancono, on account of its weight and
excessive difficulty of working: molave, as being too brittle for long

beams; and a few others as being too small or irregular to furnish

large-sized saw timber. Where durability is not so necessary or where

woodwork is to be creosoted or at least very thoroughly painted or

tarred, the following may be used: The apitongs, banaui and other

Cyclostemons, batete, bayok, binggas, talisay and other Terminalias,

guijo, the lauans, lumbayao, mangachapuy, the natos, pagsahingin,

palosapis, tuai.

Floors.—Where frequent traffic makes mechanical destruction of the

planks more rapid than decay, the less durable woods in the last-

preceding paragraph may be used or, for greater durability, the same

species as for beams.

Broom and brush handles. {See Handles.)

Brush backs. {See Novelties.)

Buckets. {See Cooperage.)

Buoys and floats.

Of the very light woods a number are cut occasionally for floating

rafts of heavier logs, the floaters being sold for any price they will

bring; the best known of these are: Banilad and other SterculiaSj

binuang, dita, gubas, cupang, loktob, lumbang, white nato; some of

them, if brought to Manila in rafts, can be sold to the match factory,

which is probably more profitable than sawing them into lumber. Fre-

quently logs of the heavier woods are rafted with logs of the various

lauans and natos; this is more profitable, as lauan and nato bring

better prices in the market than the woods above named.

For fishnet and fishline floats and buoys for marking fish traps, dap-

dap {Erythrina indica) and dita are most commonly used; also, in

regions where large daluru (pagatpat knees) are found, these are used

and are perhaps the best material for the purpose in the Islands.

There is no doubt the latter would make an excellent material for life

preservers, especially if some means were used to waterproof them, as

dipping into paraffin, for example. Also, daluru is recommended as a

substitute for cork for lining bottoms of entomological specimen cases

and for the small slabs of cork used for thumb tack mounts.
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Bushings. (See Bearings.)

Butcher blocks.

Tropical hardwoods are so often subject to heart checks in large

pieces that very few species can be depended upon to furnish sound

one-piece blocks. The best blocks now in use in Manila are made of

pieces of molave about 15 to 20 centimeters square, held toi^ether by
two iron bands passing around the outside and bolts passing entirely

through from side to side.

Other hard, close-grained, not highly absorbent, and light-colored

woods fitted for this purpose are: Agaru, aranga, banaui, sapwood of

bolongeta, calamansanay, liusin, malugay, sampalok, yacal.

Cabinetwork. (See Furniture.)

Canes, umbrella handles, whipstocks.

The prime favorites for canes in the Philippines are undoubtedly

ebony and camagon. Next to these probably comes narra. Sticks used

rather as weapons of offense and defense than as mere ornament are

made of the very hard, heavy, and tough palm woods generally known
as ^'palma brava," or of dungon and similar heavy and strong woods.

Canes of a very black camagon, completely covered with a delicate

lacelike carved pattern of lines and scrolls, are made in considerable

numbers in some of the northern provinces of Luzon, especially in Vi-

gan and other towns of Ilocos Sur. Lanete is also used for variously

carved canes. Bamboo canes are much less used than in other oriental

countries, partly due to the comparative scarcity of small-sized bamboos
in the Philippines and partly to the fact that the smaller bamboos
seem to be much more subject to attacks of borers than those of Japan
and China.

Other woods rather frequently or occasionally used for canes are:

Agoho, bansalagin, the baticulin family, batitinan, dalinas, ipil, cala-

mansanay, kamuning (highly appreciated), kuyuskuyus, lanutan, man-
cono, molave, nangka, narra, tamayuan (white, peeled seejdlings or

sprouts), tindalo.

Practically all of these, as well as a large number of other beautifully

colored woods, are available in what, for such small articles as canes,

umbrella handles, and riding crops, would be large quantities.

Whipstocks in Manila and the provinces are almost invariably made
of rattan, though some wood is used for this purpose also.

Cant hooks. (See Levers.)

Capstan bars. (See Levers.)

Cars, electric and railway.

The Manila Electric Railroad and Light Company has used yacal,

guijo, and pagatpat for heavy structural parts of cars; pagatpat for

outside sheathing; and narra for inside finish and seats. The Manila
Railway Company uses chiefly yacal and ipil for framing, as well as

for floors, roofs, and siding. The interior finish of their passenger cars

is principally Oregon pine.

For interior finish of railway cars in the United States, narra has
been used in small quantities and more recently red lauan (imported
as *' Philippine mahogany"). The following woods are recommended
for such work: Acle, apitong, guijo, lumbayao, malugay, mangachapuy,
pagatpat, supa, tindalo, toog, and the various lauans.

Carving. (See SCULPTURE AND Carving.)
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Casings. (See House Construction.)

Ceilings. (See House Construction.)

Cigar boxes. {See Boxes.)

Clubs, police.

Camagon has been used, but proven to be dangerously hard and heavy.

The sapwood of camagon and other Diospyros, which is lighter, more
resilient, and tougher than the heart, would make an excellent club.

Other woods recommended are: Agaru, alintatau, amugis, aranga, the

bacauans, banaui, batitinan, bayabas, Benguet pine (heartwood), bing-

gas, binukau and other Garcinias, dungon, guijo, ipil, calamansanay,

kamuning, kuyuskuyus, malapinggan, malatumbaga and other Aglaias,

malugay, miao, the oaks, palomaria, the pototans, sampalok, supa,

tangal, tindalo, urung, yacal.

Coffins.

There is practically no choice exercised in the manufacture of or-

dinary cofRns in either Manila or the provinces, except that only cheap

and easily worked woods are used. As all ordinary coffins are either

covered with cloth or painted (in Manila very often grained), the ap-

pearance of the wood is of no consequence. The comparatively few
finely finished coffins used by the wealthier classes are made of red

narra and highly polished.

Cogs. (See Bearings.)

Combs. (See Novelties.)

Concrete forms.

For large pieces of work where considerable quantities of lumber of

uniform sizes is necessary, the lauans are used; on smaller jobs, cheap

miscellaneous lumber of all the softer kinds.

Cooperage.

Buckets, pails, and small tubs are made chiefly of coniferous lumber
froni American and European packing cases. Large vats for use in

distilleries and by wholesale liquor and alcohol dealers are made
almost entirely of guijo. In the provinces, where as a rule, the differ-

ence of price between higher and lower grade woods is not so great as in

Manila, tindalo has been much used for such vats, but in Manila its

price is prohibitive. Bilge barrels for liquids are not manufactured.

The San Miguel Brewery uses guijo for heading and staves in repairing

their imported barrels, the staves being not bent, but shaped. The re-

cently established cement factory is using various lauans for cement
barrels.

Corkwoods. (See Buoys.)

Counters. (See Fixtures.)

Crates. (See Boxes.)

Croquet sets. (See Sporting Goods.)

Doors. (See House Construction.)

Dowels. (See Moldings and Sticker Work.)

Draftsmen's implements.

Practically all such materials are imported. For T-squares, triangles,

rulers, curves, etc., an excellent material is the grayish or light reddish

sapwood of the camagons, being hard, tough, flexible, and of fine

texture. Other woods well fitted for similar work are: Agaru, al-
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maciga, alupag, banaui, bansalagin, calamansanay, kayatau, lanutan,
malacadios, narig, pagatpat, piagao, supa, tabau, tabigi, tamayuan,
tandu, the white lanutans.

For drawing boards, calantas is commonly used; dita is said to have
been used for this purpose, but no modern instance is known to the
writer; various lauans are also used, of which kalunti and tiaong
are the softest; tiaong is of smoother and more homogeneous texture
than kalunti. Very similar to tiaong and of even softer texture is

the wood of young trees of red lauan.

For triangular and flat scales a dense, light-colored and fairly tough
wood is required. The nearest to boxwood among Philippine woods
is kamuning, but the brownish mottled color of the heartwood would
be objectionable for scales with very fine divisions. Others of almost
equally fine and hard texture, but lighter in color are: Agaru, banaui,
binukau and other Garcinias (those species having little or no red
heartwood), kayatau, miao, nangka, the white lanutans.

Scale sticks for lumber scalers, made of almaciga, have recently
been put into use. The wood is not as tough and hard as hickory, but
it is flexible, light and of very even texture and color.

Meter sticks are made in Manila of narra and guijo, principally the

latter, as being comparatively cheap and always to be obtained in every
lumber yard.

Dumb-bells. (See Sporting Goods.)

Engraving blocks. (See Printing Materials.)

Farm implements. (See Agricultural Machinery, Handles, Vehicles.)

Felloes. (See Vehicles.)

Fixtures (bank, office, drug-store, etc.).

For all such work, as for other interior finish and furniture, narra
is the prime favorite, the first wood that both the average purchaser
and the average contractor think of. However, a number of the other

high-grade furniture woods are also frequently used. Among these

are: Acle (counters, shelves, show cases, tables, etc.), banuyo (coun-

ters, shelves, show cases, tables, etc.) , the baticulins (panels and backs
of show cases), the camagons (small cases, moldings, various orna-

mental applications), ipil (counters, tables, show cases), calantas (show
cases, paneling, shelves), lanete (small show cases, panels, moldings,

various ornamental applications), maranggo (counters, show cases,

tables), molave (show cases, counters, tables in drug stores and restau-

rants), palomaria (show cases, stools, and chairs), supa (counters,

tables), tindalo (show cases, tables, chairs, stools).

For medium-grade work the following are much used: Apitong,

Benguet pine (only in Mountain Province), guijo, calumpit and other

Terminalias, the macaasims, mangachapuy, palosapis (often ignor-

antly or purposely substituted for the higher priced and finer mang-
achapuy). On account of its abundance, large size, and rich red

color, the most-used wood is red lauan. Tanguile is perhaps preferred

to red lauan, but is at present much scarcer. Lumbayao is used for

about the same grade of work. It is of better quality than red lauan,

costs but very little more, but is not so abundant.

For the cheapest grades of store fixtures all sorts of light colored

140866 5
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lauans and miscellaneous soft woods are used, very^ frequently stained

red. When obtainable in sufficient quantity, the natos are preferred

to most other soft, light woods for shelving, show cases, etc., owing

to their comparative freedom from attacks of borers.

Frames (mirror and picture). (See Moldings.)

Furniture and cabinetwork.

In the choice of woods for furniture so many elements enter—dur-

ability, strength, grain and color, and, last but not least, the matter

of price—that it is impossible to make a categorical classification. A
rough classification is therefore given under the following heads:

1. Durable and handsome woods, not necessarily abundant, but widely

and well known and commonly used: Acle, banuyo, baticulin (pa-

neling, carved and other ornamental work), bolongeta, camagon and

other Diospyros (molding and borders, turned and carved pillars and

table legs, inlaying), ebony (molding and borders, turned and carved

pillars and table legs, inlaying), ipil, calantas (panels, lining and
p

shelving for bookcases, wardrobes, map and other filing cases, carved i^

ornamental parts), lanete (panels, moldings, carved and turned pillars, i

table legs, benches, and stools), narra (all purposes), palomaria (a
|

special favorite for both large and ordinary chairs), supa (tables, I

sideboards, bookcases), tindalo (all uses, but scarcer than narra and f

more difficult to work). }

2. Woods of same character as above, but scarcer and less known, i

or else less highly esteemed on account of their less brilliant color, so li

only used occasionally or rarely: Agaru, acleng-parang (sometimes sub-

stituted ignorantly or purposely for acle), alintatau, alupag (scarce

and very difficult to work), amugis, banaba, bansalagin, batete (when
used, often under name of palomaria), batitinan, binggas, bitanhol

(when used, generally under name of palomaria, from which it is

difficult to distinguish), calamansanay (scarce and difficult to work),

kamatog (very similar to tindalo and sametimes substituted for it),

catmon, kayatau, lamog, the macaasims (excellent woods, but incon-

spicuous in grain and color), malacadios, malatapai (rare and small),

malugay, maranggo (equal to calantas, except as to lasting odor),

nangka (scarce and small; moldings, inlays, ornaments), pagatpat (only

introduced in Manila market in recent years, an excellent and beauti-

ful wood, but not yet widely known), piagao, sudiang, tabigi, tama-
yuan (scarce, hardly found in Manila market, but used locally),

tanglin (unknown in Manila), tucang-calao and all other species of

Aglaia (all scarce, only tucang-calao found occasionally in Manila
market) ,

yacal (abundant, but difficult to work and not of a popular

color)

.

3. Woods of lesser strength and hardness, but abundant, of large

size, comparatively cheap, easy to work, and of the most popular color,

red; these are practically only three—lumbayao, red lauan, and tan-

guile, under the latter two names being included all the known and
probably some still unknown species of Shorea that furnish soft, red

woods. The manufacturers of furniture in the popular "mahogany
finish" on any considerable scale are practically dependent on these,

as the other red woods, such as narra, tindalo, tucang-calao, and
many others are either too high-priced or at present too scarce to
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furnish a large factory with a regular supply. Red lauan, by far

the most abundant of the three, is also the wood that has been exported

in greatest quantities to the States under the trade name of "Philippine

mahogany.''

4. Woods of medium price, of fair or good quality, abundant, or at

least common, but little esteemed on account of lack of fine grain or

color; used for medium-grade furniture, especially for backs, bottoms,

shelves, linings, etc., but also for visible parts, frequently stained to

various tints of orange or red: Apitong, balinghasay, the bayoks, Ben-

guet pine (all purposes, but only in Mountain Province), dalinsi, guijo,

calumpit, mangachapuy, the natos, sacat, talisay, toog, tuai.

5. Cheap, soft, easily worked woods, used for most ordinary kind of

furniture; All the light-colored lauans and the lower grades (slash

sawn, small sized, wormy, stained, etc.) of the various red lauans,

and all of the soft miscellaneous woods commonly or occasionally

found in the market, such as: Balacat, banilad and other Sterculias,

kaliwas, cheap grades of mangachapuy, cheap grades of nato, the

pagsahingins, pahutan, cheapest grades of palosapis, tambalau, white

nato.

6. A very peculiar specialty in furniture are the one-piece round

and rectangular table tops made of the buttress roots of certain trees.

By far the largest part of these are of narra; in fact, this is the

only species regularly - cut for this purpose. The buttress roots of

many other species are used for bateas (large, shallow, washbowls,
that take the place of the American and European washtub) and
for the solid cart wheels formerly used everywhere in the Islands,

and occasionally one of these is made into a table top. The writer

has seen table tops of guijo, red lauan, mangachapuy, yacal, dao, dun-

gon and cupang, but these are all rare. Dungon and cupang, though
formerly much used for wheels, were very rarely made into tables,

the former on account of the difficulty of working and surfacing, the

later on account of the poor quality of the wood. The largest

finished table known to the writer is one of dao, 10 ft. 3 in. (3.12 m.)

diameter, belonging to the Philippine Bureau of Forestry.

Golf clubs. (See Sporting Goods.)

Gymnasium apparatus. (See Sporting Goods.)

Gun stocks. (See Sporting Goods.)

Handles. (See also Levers and Wooden Tools.)

Handles for adzes, axes, hammers, hatchets, mallets: Agoho (ex-

tremely hard, but not springy), banaui and other Cyclostemons (hard,

smooth, not specially tough), bansalagin (very hard, fairly tough),

batitinan (hard, fairly tough), bayabas (hard, fine texture, tough),

bitanhol (moderately hard and heavy, tough, difficult to split), sapwood
of bolong-eta and camagon (fine, hard, smooth, tough), dalinas (smooth,

tough, springy), dungon (fine, hard, extremely tough), guijo (moder-
ately hard to hard, tough, difficult to split), ipil (hard, very stiff),

calamansanay (fine, very smooth, difficult to split), lanutan (tough,

flexible), malabayabas (very hard, stiff), malugay (moderately heavy,

hard, flexible and tough), the pototans (fine, hard, stiff), sasalit

(very hard and stiff, but easily split), tanglin (very like ipil), yacal

(harder and tougher than guijo).
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Handles for mattocks, mauls, picks, etc.; The same list as above.

Handles for brooms, mops, rakes, hoes, and similar tools, requiring

a not too heavy, straight-grained, and fairly tough wood: Almaciga,

ata-ata and other Diospyros having white sapwood, the bayoks, bitanhol,

kamingi, lumbayao, malugay, mangachapuy, palosapis, the white

lanutans.

Handles for bolos, knives, wrenches, surgical and other professional

instruments, handles and butt plates for braces and drills, hollow

handle tools, etc., requiring, as a rule, hard, fine-grained woods, dif-

ficult to split, but not necessarily tough and flexible: Agaru, agoho,

alintatau, alupag, aranga, banaba, banaui, bansalagin, batitinan, baya-

bas, betis, binggas, binukau and other Garcinias, bolong-eta and all

other Diospyros (both sap and hearthwood), dungon, ebony, ipil, cala-

mansanay, kamuning (the prime favorite for hilts of fighting bolos),

kayatau, kuling-manuk and all other Aglaias, kuyuskuyus (very sim-

ilar to kamuning), madre-cacao, malabayabas, malatapai, mancono,

miao, molave, nangka, narig, narra, the oaks, pagatpat, pahutan, palo-

maria, salakin, sasalit, sibucao, sudiang, supa, tamayuan, tangal, tin-

dalo, urung, yacal.

Handles of chisels require a wood that is hard, tough, and especially

difficult to split. If provided with a ring at the butt, practically any

wood in the above list will make a good chisel handle. For a plain

chisel handle, the best of the well-known and common woods is yacal;

others are: Batitinan, dungon (better than yacal), calamansanay,

palomaria.

Handrails. (See Stair Work.)

Hat blocks.

Practically only one wood is used by hatters, namely, santol. It

is common in and about towns, light, soft, easy to work, not attacked

by mold or insects, and not liable to check. A number of other soft

woods would serve equally well. As in the case of sculpture, the

closest substitute for santol would be malasantol.

House Construction.

1. Foundation sills, posts, stumps.^—Agaru, acle, acleng-parang, ago-

ho, alupag, anubing, aranga, banaba, bansalagin, batino, batitinan, betis,

binukau and other Garcinias, dugkatan, dungon, ipil, calamansanay, the

katmons, kayatau, lamog, the macaasims, malabayabas, malacadios,

malapinggan, malasaging and all other Aglaias, mancono, molave,

narig, pagatpat, sasalit, sudiang, taba, tabau, tamayuan, tambulian,

tiga, tindalo, urung, the yacals.

2. Posts above stumps.—Amugis, antipolo, apitong, banaui and all

other Cyclostemons, batete, the bayoks, Benguet pine, binggas, bitanhol,

bolong-eta and other Diospyros, guijo, calumpit, kamingi, lago, liusin,

malugay, the mangachapuys, the natos, the oaks, the pagsahingins, pa-

hutan, palosapis, the pototans, sacat, talisay, tanglin, toog, tuai, unik,

the white lanutans.

3. Beams, joists, rafters, studding, etc.—Where considerable strength

and especially great durability are required, the woods used for sills

and posts should be employed; for situations thoroughly protected

1 A common practice is to put in the ground short "stumps" or stubs of durable woods, to

which, a meter or two above the ground, are spliced posts of cheaper and lees durable woods.
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from weather and at a sufficient distance from the ground, the woods
specified for "Posts above Stumps" may be used; and, finally, for

light or temporary work, all the lauans and the following: Almaciga,

balacat, binuang, kaliwas, kalumpang, and other StercuUas, cupang,

loktob, malakalumpang, cheap grades of nato, tambalau, white nato.

4. Flooring.—For high-grade work, requiring durability, beauty of

color and grain, and capacity for taking and retaining a fine finish:

Agaru, acle, acleng-parang, amugis, aranga, bacauan, banaba, banuyo,

batitinan, ipil, calamansanay, kamatog, the catmons, lamog, malaca-

dios, malugay, the harder grades of mangachapuy, manggis, molave,

narig, narra, the oaks, pagatpat, palomaria, sudiang, supa, tanglin,

tindalo, tucang-calao and other Aglaias, the yacals.

Cheaper woods or less well-known woods capable of taking and
retaining a good finish: Apitong, banaui and all other CyclostemonSf

batete, bayok, binggas, dao, guijo, guijo-blanco, the catmons, kato,

lumbayao, miao, palosapis, the pototans, talisay, and the other Termi-

natias, tandu, the hardest grades of tanguile, tuai.

For floors subject to heavy and rough usage, yacal is undoubtedly

the best of the abundant woods; next to this, guijo and the hardest

grades of apitong; the bacauans, from their hardness, density, and

durability would, if properly sawn and seasoned, make a superior

flooring for stores and public buildings

5. Siding.—Where exposed to the weather or near the ground and
unpainted, the following may be used: Agaru, alintatau, anubing,

aranga, banaba, batino, batitinan, betis, binukau and other Garcinias,

ipil, calamansanay, the catmons, lamog, the macaasims, malacadios,

molave, narig, narra, pagatpat,^ sudiang, tabau, tamayuan, tambulian,

tanglin, tindalo, tucang-calao and all other Aglaias, the yacals.

Where protected, or well painted, the following : Almaciga, amamanit,
apitong, balinghasay, banaui and other Cyclostemons, bangkal, batete,

bayok, Benguet pine, binggas, binuang, gapasgapas, guijo, calumpit,

cupang, all the lauans, lumbayao, malasantol, malugay, the manga-
chapuys, the natos, the oaks, the pagsahingins, palosapis, sacat, saling-

kugi, talisay, tandu, tuai, unik, the white lanutans.

6. Sheathing, ceiling, paneling.—The chief requisite of a good wood
for this purpose, aside from beauty of grain and color, is freedom
from attacks of borers; also comparatively light, soft woods are natur-

ally preferred, especially where a large part of the preparation is

handwork. For these reasons the following are favorites: Antipole,

bangkal, banuyo, the baticulins, calantas, lumbayao, malasantol, manga-
chapuy, maranggo, the natos, santol; the lauans are also much used,

but they are not so free from insect attacks as most of the above. For
high-grade sheathing and paneling, narra is the prime favorite, the

following being also used: Acle, amugis, aranga, batitinan, ipil, mala-
cadios, molave, pagatpat, sudiang, supa, tindalo. Other beautiful woods
of excellent quality, but rarely used on account of their relative scarcity

or very limited distribution, are: Agaru, acleng-parang, alintatau,

banaba, batino, cafiafistula, calamansanay, kamatog, the catmons,

malambingan, malugay, manggis, palomaria, piagau, tabigi, tamayuan,
tanglin, tucang-calao, and all other Aglaias.

^ Pasratpat siding exposed to weather must be fastened with wooden pins, copper nails, or,
at least, with large steel nails, as it will rust out small steel nails very rapidly.
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7. Window sills
.^—The favorite and best-known woods for this

purpose are: Aranga, bansalagin, batitinan, ipil, calamansanay, macaa-
sim, molave, yacal. Others of equally good quality, but scarcer, are:

Agoho, alupag, banaba, binukau and other Garcinias, madre-cacao,
malabayabas, narig, pagatpat, sasalit, sudiang, taba, tamayuan, tiga,

tucang-calao and all other Aglaias, urung. For cheaper work the

apitongs and guijo are most used, being fairly hard and tough and
also somewhat more durable than the lauans and other soft woods.

8. Windows,—Among the durable woods, by far the most widely
used for this purpose are molave and yacal; in high-class work, narra
is also often used; locally, the most durable woods known in any given

region are used; the amount of wood necessary for this use being
small, scarcity is not so great a bar as for other purposes, a log or

two being enough to furnish all the windows for an average house.

Practically all the durable woods above listed under "Window sills"

are occasionally used for windows. For cheaper work, the apitongs,

guijo, palosapis, and even the lauans are used, all of these, of course,

requiring thorough painting if they are to last more than a few years.

9. Blinds.—Outside blinds or shutters are practically unknown in

the Philippines, except as removable boards to close shop doors and
windows; but inside blinds, sliding like the windows on the sill, are

an almost universal feature of all but the cheapest houses. Sometimes
they have solid panels, but much more commonly they are made with
louvre slats. For both frame and slats, narra is the commonest mate-
rial for high-class work. Sometimes the frame is made of molave or

yacal, with slats of narra or other ornamental woods. Beside those

named, practically every wood used for any kind of interior finish

is used also for blinds, the choice depending on the taste and means
of the owner.

10. Doors.—Acle, molave, narra, and tindalo are used more than
any other woods for high-grade work; less commonly amugis, banuyo,
batete, ipil, malacadios, pagatpat, sudiang, and supa; cheaper, but
very substantial and handsome, doors are made of apitong, guijo,

lumbayao, palosapis, and tanguile, while the best grades of red lauan
have also been used recently for finely finished work.

Household implements.

Bowls.—From the huge shallow "bateas" used as washtubs down
to various fiat or round bottomed dishes used in the house, the majority
are made from buttress roots; narra, cupang, dao, and several different

lauans usually furnish these roots. Many of the smaller bowls, dishes,

and plates (up to 40 or 50 centimeters in diameter) are made of

blocks sawn or split from the trunk itself. For this purpose the

natos are favorites; but for small bowls not subject to rough usage
even so soft a wood as dita is sometimes used. Small bowls of narra,
tindalo, and other pretty woods are often purchased by Americans
and other foreigners and polished for use as card trays, etc.

i The window sill, in Philippine construction, is not a mere adjunct or piece of trim, but is

an essential structural part of the house framing, running from comer post to corner post, sup-
porting the whole weight of the heavy sliding windows, that often occupy more than three-
fourths of the side of a room, and itself supported by studding, turned pillars, or by vertical
siding running from window sill to floor level. For these reasons it requires woods that are
stronir and resistant both to the weather and mechanical abrasion.
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Ladles and spoons.—The favorite material for such articles is

lanete. Occasionally salad forks and spoons of kamuning are seen,

and molave is also so used.

Mortars and pestles.—The rice mortar with from one to three holes

is indispensable in every house outside the towns, the rice in the country

being stored in the hull and the daily ration hulled by pounding in

a mortar. Molave, on account of its hardness, durability, and com-
parative ease of working, is naturally a favorite for this purpose;

other woods known to be used are alintatau, alupag, anislag, baling-

hasay, banaba, banaui and other Cyclostemons, bayok, duhat, guijo,

calamansanay, kamingi, the macaasims, malapinggan, the oaks, palo-

maria, sampalok, sasalit. Beside these, the lauans and many other

soft woods are used. For the small mortars used for pounding betel-

nut paste, etc., sapwood of camagon and other Diospyros and similar

very dense, hard woods are often used.

For pestles, the following are known to be used: Alupag, aranga,

the bacauans, bansalagin, sapwood of bolong-eta and other Diospyros,

hambabalud, calamansanay, tamayuan, the oaks, the pototans, tangal,

tiga.

Rice mills.—For the framework of the domestic rice mill (for blanch-

ing or polishing the rice) bamboo and various soft, easily worked
woods are used. In only one part is a special wood required, namely,
the burrs, which are made of narrow strips of wood set in a cement
on the surface of a disk, so as to form a pattern like that of the
burrs in a millstone. For this, one of the best-known woods is alupag,

but palma brava is also extensively used. No doubt many other woods
are used in various regions. A list of the woods fitted for such work
is given under ^'Bearings."

Hubs. (See Vehicles.)

Indian clubs. (See Sporting Goods.)

Interior finish. (See House Construction.)

Joists. (See House Construction.)

Kitchen ware. (See HOUSEHOLD Implements.)

ladders.

Very few ladders are made of wood in the Philippines, where bamboo
is almost universally available. Temporary ladders on building jobs

are knocked together of any fairly light material that may be handy.
For sides, the following are recommended; Almaciga, almon, bagtican,

bayok, guijo (rather heavy, but very strong), lumbayao, malugay
(rather heavy, but very strong), mangachapuy, pine, red lauan, tan-

guile, the white lanutans, white lauan. Most of these, if exposed to

weather, should be thoroughly painted. For flat rungs, the same woods
may be used ; for round rungs requiring a stronger wood, the following

:

Aranga, the bacauans, bansalagin (very hard, strong, and durable),

batitinan, bayabas, binukau and other Garcinias, bitanhol, sapwood
of bolong-eta and other Diospyros, dungon (probably the best wood
in the Islands for this purpose), guijo, ipil, lanutan, malabayabas,
malugay, narig, the oaks, sasalit, tangal, yacal.

I-evers.

Under this head may be conveniently grouped cant hooks and
peavies, capstan bars, handspikes, and similar large and heavy tools
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or handles requiring hard and tough woods. The woods most commonly
used for such purposes are; Alupag, the bacauans, bansalagin, bayabas

(rarely large and straight enough for large pieces, but a favorite

for small levers), bitanhol, sapwood of bolong-eta and other Diospyros,

dungon, guijo, ipil, narig, yacal. Others equally good, but less well

known, are: Banaui and other Cyclostemons, dalinas, lamog, malaba-

yabas, malugay, sasalit, sudiang, taba, tiga.

Life preservers. (See BuOYS AND FLOATS.)

Lighters. (See Shipbuilding.)

Masts. (See Shipbuilding.)

Matches.

The woods most used at present, both for match sticks and for

boxes, are gubas, malapapaya, and taluto. Pinkapinkahan has been

used, but is small and scarce ; white lauan has also been cut occasionally,

but is not as good as the above named. For some time lumbang was
used to a considerable extent, but the supply came chiefly from old

plantations and was soon exhausted. White nato, as far as known,
has not been used, but is recommended for trial. If the prejudice

against dark woods could be overcome, a large supply of the softer

grades of the natos and of tiaong would be available. The latter is

the finest and straightest grained of the lauans.

Measures. (See Boxes.)

Mine timbers. (See Ties and Mine Timbers.)

Mirror backs (hand). (See Novelties.)

Mirror backing. (See Veneers.)

Mirror frames. (See Moldings.)

Moldings and sticker work.

No manufacture of moldings as a separate industry exists in Manila.

The larger furniture factories and planing mills use machinery to

supply their own needs and to fill special orders; the smaller shops

buy from these or work out small lots by hand for each individual

job. In interior finish very few moldings, and these of very simple

design, are used. For such, the same woods are naturally employed as

for the remaining inside finish. (See House Construction; Sheathing;

Ceiling; and Paneling.)

Picture and mirror frames.—These are made mostly of imported

gilt or otherwise finished moldings. The native industry in frames
tends much more to variety of outline and carved ornament than to

the use of straight line moldings. (See Sculpture and Carving.)

The flat moldings used for electrical wiring are almost always of

white lauan or almon, variously stained and painted to harmonize
with the interior finish.

Dowels for doors, windows, and furniture are most commonly
made of guijo, which is tough and difficult to split. Where used for

construction to be exposed to the weather, they should be made of ipil

or yacal.

Rolling porch and window screens are made of strips about 0.5 by
2 centimeters of white lauan, both the wood strips and the cords with

which they are tied being heavily painted. Probably no other equally

light wood is as well fitted for this purpose.
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Mortars. (See Household Implements.)

Mudguards. (See Vehicles.)

Musical instruments.

At least 95 per cent of the musical instruments made in the Philip-

pines are guitars, mandolins, and bandurias. Beside these, a few
harps are made in Manila and one firm manufactured piano cases

for some years.

The, thin lumber for the instruments of the guitar family is sawn
by hand from boards or small logs. As a general rule, the back and
sides of an instrument are made of the same wood, the back being

almost invariably made of two adjacent leaves of veneer opened out

and jointed so that the grain makes a symetrical figure. The following

are the woods used for the various parts.

Backs and sides.—Most commonly banuyo, the camagons, calantas,

lanutan, malatinta, nangka, narra; less commonly acle, amugis, an-

tipolo, balinghasay, balu, banaba, banalo (rare) , bitanhol, dao, catmon,
lamio, lanete, pagatpat.

Sounding boards.—Almost invariably of American or European
coniferous box lumber. In Ilocos Sur, Benguet pine is sometimes
used.

Necks.—Lanete for the great majority; more rarely amugis, api-

tong, balinghasay, lago, various lauans, palosapis, santol.

Heads.—The head is not, as in a violin, carved in one piece with
the neck, but made of a separate piece (generally of the same wood
as the neck) attached at an angle by a lapped or dovetailed joint;

over this is glued a piece of the same thickness as the upper end of

the fingerboard and almost always of the same wood as the back and
sides.

Finger boards.—Bolong-eta, camagon, ebony, or malatinta are the
most used; less commonly dao, dungon, ipil, supa.

Keys, tailpieces.—Camagon, ebony; less commonly, dungon, narra.
Trimmings.—The very narrow strip inlaid around the edges is

almost invariably of lanete, though sometimes rattan is used. Inlaid
ornaments on back or sounding board are generally of the various
camagons, ebony, or red narra; tortoise shell, mother of pearl, and
metals are also used for inlays.

Interior re'enforcement.—The cross battens of the back are generally
of coniferous box lumber or lanete; very narrow strips of rattan are
glued along the joints as reenforcement.

Harps are made only in very small numbers and to order, but the
woods used are very uniform.

Base.—Not built up, but shaped of a solid block, generally apitong
or some similar cheap, fairly hard wood. Duhat is also used.

Back and sides of body.—Banuyo, nangka, lauan, palosapis, the
latter two generally stained red.

Sound board.—Coniferous box lumber.
Pi//ar.—Apitong (black finish), narra (natural finish).

Wrest plate.—Amugis, dungon, narra.
In the piano cases manufactured in Manila only calantas was used,

both for the outside, the sounding board, and all the inside fittings,

such as pedal rods, etc. The manufacture has been discontinued,
as the product could not compete in price with imported pianos. In
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repair work, local shops use chiefly acle, antipolo, banuyo, dungon,

calantas, narra, and tindalo—all being woods not attacked by borers.

In Europe and America small quantities of acle, lumbayao, narra, and

tindalo have been used for piano cases. All of the following are woods
of good quality and of great beauty that could be obtained in fair or

large quantities: acle, banuyo, batete, batitinan, ipil, calamansanay,

calantas, lumbayao, malugay, maranggo, narra, pagatpat, red lauan,

supa, tanguile, tiaong, tindalo.

Newels. (See Stair Work.)

Novelties.

Desk supplies, such as paper weights, inkstands, pen and pin

trays, etc., for which hard, heavy, and dense woods of striking color

are in demand: Agaru, acle, agoho, alupag, aranga, bacauan, bansa-

lagin, bolong-eta, camagon and other Diospyros^ ebony, calamansanay,

kamuning, catmon, lamog, malabayabas, malasaging and all other

Aglaias, malatapai, mancono, molave, narra, pagatpat, pahutan, palo-

maria, sasalit,. sibucao, sudiang, tamayuan, tangal, tindalo.

For mirror and brush backs and similar toilet articles, most of the

above would make fine material. In this connection, it may be remarked

that both the streaky heartwood and the red sapwood of bolong-eta and

camagon take black stains very well, the latter having, moreover, the

advantage over the black or streaky heartwoods of the ebony family

of being tougher and less liable to check.

Combs.—The commonest form of comb made in the Islands is a

segment of a circle, somewhat less than a centimeter thick in the middle

of the curved back and tapering to a thin edge. The teeth are cut with

a fine saw and the edges scraped smooth. For these combs the

favorite material is camagon; both heartwood and sapwood are used;

other woods are only used very occasionally, alupag being one of the

best.

Toothpicks.—These, handmade of course, are generally made of

bayabas and gumamela {Hibiscus rosa-sinensis) . An excellent mate-

rial for machine-made toothpicks would be almaciga. Bamboo is much
used in Manila.

Oars. (See Shipbuilding.)

Office fixtures. (See Fixtures.)

Paddles. (See Shipbuilding.)

Paving blocks.

The following have been the most used and with the best results:

Molave, dungon, ipil, agoho, aranga, pagatpat, yacal. The following

would make good blocks without treatment: anubing, betis, binukau

and other Garcinias, the macaasims, sudiang, urung. The following

are recommended for treated blocks: Apitong, bacauan, banaui and

other Cyclostemons, guijo, catmon, liusin, malugay, the oaks, the

pagsahingins, palosapis, the pototans, tandu, tuai. Where the traffic is

not excessively severe, the lauans, lumbayao, and the natos could be

used, especially as they would probably all absorb preservatives very

well.

Piling. {See Bridge and Wharf Building.)

Poles. {See Vehicles.)
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Poles, telephone and trolley.

Practically the only wood that has been used very extensively for

this purpose in Manila is ipil. The following would also make good

poles (those marked s should be free of sapwood; the others may be

used with sapwood): Acleng-parang (s), agoho, alupag, anubing (s),

aranga, batitinan (s) binukau and other GarciniaSy dungon and dungon-

late (s), calamansanay, lamog, the macaasims (s), malabayabas,

malapinggan, narig (s), pagatpat, sudyang,.taba, tabau, tamayuan (s),

tambulian, tiga, tucang-calao and all other AglaiaSy urung, the yacals.

Posts. {See House Construction.)

Posts, fence.

All the woods listed under 'Toles" and also the following, which,

though rarely tall and straight enough to furnish poles, are strong

and durable: Agaru, anislag, antipolo, banaba, bansalagin, batino,

betis, cana-fistula, dugkatan, guyungguyung and other Cratoxylons,

the catmons, kayatau, kulasi, madre-cacao, malacadios, the oaks, sasalit,

tangal.

For creosoted fence posts : Api-api, apitong, balacat, banaui and the

other Cyclostemons, batete, the bayoks, Benguet pine, guijo, kaliwas,

calumpit, kamingi, cupang, lago, lamio, all lauans, liusin, lumbayao,

malacalumpit, malanangka, malasantol, malugay, the natos, the pagsa-

hingins, palosapis, sacat, talisay, tambalau, tandu, toog, tuai, the white

lanutans, white nato.

Printer's materials.

Engraving blocks.—The wood most closely resembling boxwood is

kamuning. It is probably little, if at all, inferior to boxwood for this

purpose. Like boxwood, it requires very slow and careful seasoning

to produce blocks absolutely free from checks. Molave has also been

used; though not so tough, dense, and hard as kamuning, it is of very

fine texture and works beautifully with fine, sharp tools. Calamansanay
is of as fine or even finer texture than molave and is tougher and

denser. Bayabas, a fine grained, tough wood, is said also to have been

used for engraving. Other hard, dense, tough, and light colored woods

recommended for trial are: Agaru, ata-ata (sapwood), banaui and the

other Cyclostemons, bolong-eta and camagon (sapwood), narig, sasalit.

For wooden type, as the process of engraving is much simpler, light

color is not so necessary as for fine engravings, so that for this purpose,

beside the above, a number of other very hard, dense woods are

available, such as: Agoho, alupag, the bacauans, bansalagin, betis,

dungon, malabayabas, sudiang, supa, taba, tangal, tiga, the yacals.

For electrotype blocks a wood is required that is not liable to shrink,

swell, or warp when thoroughly seasoned, soft enough to take small

nails easily, but not liable to check or to sliver around the edges.

Such are: Almaciga, balinghasay, bangkal, bayok, kayatau, malacadios,

malasantol, malugay, mangachapuy, the natos, pagatpat, piagao, tabau,

tabigi, tandu, tanguile.

Quoins require wood smooth, hard, tough, and difficult to split.

Such are: Agoho, sapwood of bolong-eta and camagon, dungon, cala-

mansanay, malabayabas, sampalok, sudiang, the yacals.

I*yrography.

For this the chief requirements are homogeneous texture and even,

light color. The following are recommended: Almaciga, banaibanai,

baticulin, batino, gapasgapas, gubas, lanete, miao, putian, white nato.
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Rafters. {See House Construction.)

Reaches. (See Vehicles.)

Risers. {See Stair Work.)

Saw-guide blocks. {See Bearings.)

Screws. (See Wooden Tools.)

Sculpture, carving, and inlaying.

By far the most important single feature of sculpture in the Philip-

pines is the making of sacred images. The favorite woods for these

are the yellow baticulins produced by various trees of the family

Lauraceae. (See Part V, p. 107.) Where this is not available, santol

or lanete are used, the choice between these two depending on the local

supply, prices, or the prejudices of the sculptor and the purchaser.

Calanfas is used occasionally; like all of the foregoing, it is easy to

work and insect proof, but is less liked on account of its irregular

open grain. For cheaper work, marang and other white baticulins

are used and occasionally manggasinoro, red lauan, and tanguile.

For statues to be permanently set up outdoors, molave is the first

choice and ipil second. Baticulin and other soft woods are sometimes

used, but these need to be painted annually to preserve them for any

length of time.

Pedestals and the platforms (Sp. "andas") on which statues of

saints are carried in processions are made of banuyo, narra, acle, or, for

cheaper work, of red or white lauan. Baticulin and santol are also

used and, for stationary pedestals in which weight is not an objection,

molave. For moldings, carved ornaments, raised plain or carved panels,

etc., the same woods are used.

Both statues and pedestals or platforms are, as a rule, painted more

or less artistically, but pedestals for permanent indoor installation are

often varnished in natural colors, in which case different woods are used

to produce varied color effects.

Altars and other ornamental or ornamented fixtures in churches are

generally of the best and most beautiful wood. Narra, acle, and tindalo

are favorites. Carved and turned ornaments, especially where subject

to wear, are often of molave, but, where strength is not essential,

baticulin, lanete, and santol are favorites. In some regions, bangkal

is used as a substitute for these; it is soft, works very smoothly, and

is rarely attacked by insects.

For benches and for posts and handrails of partition railings in

churches, all articles subject to much handling and wear, often more

or less ornamented with carvings, tindalo and molave are favorites.

Chests and jewel boxes.—A special industry in certain regions is the

manufacture of chests ornamented with a flat design executed by the

method of chip carving (German, "Kerbschnitzerei") ; all four sides

and the top are completely covered, except a narrow plain border,

with the carving. In the larger sizes these are made invariably of

narra, smaller ones of narra or lanete. The chief seat of this industry

is in Ilocos Sur. In the same region are made also very beautiful jewel

boxes of a specially dark camagon, completely covered with a very

fine, lacelike design of scrolls and arabesques. Canes carved in the same

style are also made there.

Picture frames.—These are made in the Manila sculptor's shops in

probably greater numbers than any one other article. A very large

proportion of them are of banuyo, a very pretty, durable, and easily
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worked wood. Other woods commonly used are: Acle, bolong-eta,

camagon and other Diospyroa (the strongly contrasting heartwood and
sapwood sometimes used to produce very striking effects), tindalo,

molave, and the ubiquitous narra. Other woods occasionally used are

amugis, the yellow baticulins, calantas, lanete, lanutan, and tanguile;

and for very ordinary work, apitong, the lauans, and palosapis, the

latter generally called mangachapuy.
The favorite designs have outlines reminding one of the bold curves

and arabesques used in outlines of poster designs. Additional orna-

mentation is of two distinct kinds; Incised carving of scrolls, ara-

besques, basket weave patterns, and leaves, flowers, etc., or ornaments
carved in low or high relief and glued onto the flat surface of the frame.

These ornaments are generally made of wood contrasting as strongly

as possible with that of the frame. Lanete is the favorite, but the

baticulins, molave, and santol are also used, and sometimes dark-

colored woods, such as red narra and acle.

The sculptor's shops do a great deal of job work for other trades,

such as carved feet, panels, pillars, finials, etc., for furniture; carved

capitals for pillars of harps; carved letters and ornaments for makers
of showcases and signs. For such work all the above woods are used,

as well as many others, the choice often depending on the caprice of

the owner of the work, who sometimes furnishes the wood himself.

Inlaying.—Small tables, cabinets, china closets, desks, wardrobes,

etc., are often elaborately inlaid with woods of various colors. Favorites

for such work are: Whitish or yellowish—alintatau, the baticulins,

kamuning, lanete, molave, nangka; red—calantas, malasaging and other

Aglaias, narra, sibucao, tindalo; brown—banuyo, catmon, acle; black

—

bolong-eta, camagon, ebony.

Shafts. (See Vehicles.)

Shades, porch and window. (See Moldings and Sticker Work.)

Sheaves. {See Bearings.)

Shipbuilding.

Cabin work,—For the highest grade work narra, and sometimes

tindalo, are used. Equally good, but less often used, are acle, amugis,

banuyo, batitinan, ipil, calantas (ceilings and panelings), malugay,

pagatpat, palomaria. Where qheaper wood of good quality, but with

less beauty of grain and color, is required, guijo and mangachapuy are

used. Still cheaper, not quite so hard, but durable and of better

appearance, is lumbayao. A good grade of red lauan is almost equally

good. For the cheapest work, all the lauans, sometimes nato, and
miscellaneous soft woods are used.

Keels.—The following are most commonly used: Dungon, guijo, mo-
lave (small vessels), the yacals; less commonly, anubing, aranga, ban-

salagin, batitinan, betis, pagatpat, palomaria. Liusin and tambulian

are recommended on account of their resistance to teredo.

Knees and ribs.—The following are known to be used: Dungon,
molave, palomaria, tangal. Knees are either made of natural crooks

or sawn out of planks. In the latter case, curved logs, especially of

molave, are often sawn into thick planks parallel to the plane of

curvature and the ribs then sawn out approximately along the curva-

ture of the grain.

Masts and spars.—Bitanhol and mangachapuy are the best-known
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woods for this purpose. Both are tough and springy, durable when
not in contact with the ground, and not excessively heavy. For small

spars, guijo and various lauans are used, also slender saplings of the

bacauan family. Lumbayao and malugay are tough, straight woods

that would make good material for masts or small spars, but are rather

heavy for large spars. Probably the best wood in the Islands for

spars would be almaciga, though it is not kown to have been used,

probably on account of its inaccessibility.

Planking.—Commonly used for both decks and hulls—guijo, manga-
chapuy, the yacals; well known, but less used—batitinan, bitanhol,

pagatpat; specially recommended for decking on account of their

hardness and durability—narig, tambulian, the yacals; much used for

cheaper work—apitong, the lauans, palosapis; used for small sailing

vessels—lumbayao (in Mindanao), malugay (in Mindoro).

Treenails.—Bacauan, bansalagin, sibucao", and tangal are favorites,

on account of their straight grain, smooth texture, hardness, and
durability. Other hard, durable, and straight-grained woods are narig,

sasalit, and tamayuan. In Manila, guijo and yacal are used; being

cross-grained, they must be sawn into small squares and then rounded

by hand or run through a sticker. Other excellent woods that would

have to be shaped in this way are: Agoho, batitinan, dungon, ipil,

kalamansanay, malabayabas, oak, sudiang, tambulian.

Ship's wheels.—The favorite woods are bansalagin and dungon, the

former being preferred for its smooth wearing quality.

Dugouts or bancas.—The lauans, being large, light, and easy to work,

are naturally most used for this purpose. Calantas, where available,

is highly appreciated on account of its durability. Other woods used

in various localities are: Antipolo, binuang, dao, cupang, loktob, lum-

bayao, malabog, marang, nato, tanguile.

Barges f lighters y scows.—Yacal and guijo are the woods most com-

monly used for keels, ribs, gunnels, and other heavy parts, and guijo

for bottoms and sides. Where economy is the first consideration,

palosapis, white lauan, and other lauans are used for planking.

Oars and paddles.—For paddles every easily worked wood from white

lauan to molave is used, the former representing the minimum of

weight combined with least requirements of strength and durability

in an oar and the latter the maximum convenient weight with the

greatest durability. For ship's boat oars, guijo and mangachapuy are

used. Malugay would undoubtedly make an excellent oar. For light

sculls, spoon oars, and canoe paddles, almaciga would be equal, if not

superior, to spruce.

Shoe lasts. {See Boot and Shoe Findings.)

Shoe soles. {See Boot and Shoe Findings.)

Show cases. {See Fixtures.)

Shuttles. {See Bobbins.)

Siding. {See House Construction.)

Sills. {See House Construction.)

Singletrees. ,{See VEHICLES.)

Spars. {See Shipbuilding.)

Spindles. {See Bobbins, Etc)

Spokes. {See Vehicles.)
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spools. {See Bobbins, Etc.)

Sporting and athletic goods.

Bars, horizontal, parallel, trapeze, etc.—Requiring tough, smooth
woods: Agoho, bitanhol, bansalagin, batitinan, bayabas, sapwood of

bolong-eta and camagon, dalinas, dungon, malabayabas, malugay, narig,

sasalit, the white lanutans, the yacals.

Billiard cues.—Excellent shafts for billiard cues have been made of

guijo and palosapis, with butts of narra, camagon, and tindalo. Other
straight-grained woods recommended for shafts are: Agaru, almaciga,

aranga, sapwood of ata-ata, bolong-eta, camagon and other Diospyros,

banaui, batitinan, bayok, bitanhol, lanutan, lumbayao, malugay, manga-
chapuy, pagatpat, supa, the white lanutans.

Billiard tables.—High-grade billiard tables made in Manila are

practically all of narra, the cheaper ones of red lauan and tanguile.

The writer knows of one beautifully finished table of batete. For other

woods suited for the purpose, see '^Fixtures and Furniture."

Bowling alleys.—The few bowling alleys in Manila, in provincial

capitals, and at military posts are all imported. The following would
make excellent material for this purpose, being hard, tough, fine-

grained, and of light color: Aranga, banaui, binukau, sapwood of

bolong-eta and camagon, calamansanay, malugay, and yacal.

Bowling balls.—Dungon and mancono have been used. Mancono is

practically equal to lignum-vitae. Dungon is even tougher and more
difficult to split than mancono, but is not as heavy.

Bows.—The best material for bows in the Islands is palm wood
(Span., ^'palma brava") ; it is very hard and tough and much more
resilient than any of the other hard and tough timbers. It is the

favorite material for this purpose of all the primitive hill folk.

Croquet sets.—There is practically no dou^bt that for conibined

weight, hardness, and toughness, dungon is the best material for both

mallets and balls. For the balls alone, mancono would be superior to

dungon. Other woods, less heavy, but otherwise fit for croquet balls

and mallets, are: Agoho, betis, sapwood of the camagons, calamansa-

nay, malabayabas, malasaging and other Aglaias, palomaria, sampalok,

yacal.

Dumb-bells.—Approximately in the order of their weights, the follow-

ing, all hard, heavy, woods capable of taking a fine polish: Mancono,
camagon, alupag, sasalit, aranga, dungon, bansalagin, narig, yakal,

agoho, malabayabas, calamansanay, tindalo, ipil, molave. Lighter

woods suitable for the purpose are: Almaciga, bangkal, bitaog, guijo,

lumbayao, malugay, nato, palosapis, tanguile, tucang-calao, tuwi, and
white lauan.

Fishing rods.—For this, as for bows, the best known material is

palm wood.

Golf clubs.—The sapwood of the camagons is practically identical

with persimmon, which in America is used more than any other one

wood for golf-club heads; other woods that are heavy, tough, and
difficult to split are: Dungon, guijo, calamansanay, malugay, palomaria,

sampalok, the yacals. For the shafts, dungon, lanutan, and malugay
are recommended; if it does not prove too heavy, palm wood would
make an excellent shaft.

Gunstocks.—Acle, camagon, lanutan, and narra are used by gun-

smiths in Manila. Acle, acleng-parang, and pahutan are the woods
that most closely resemble black walnut in color and texture. Guijo
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has been tried also; it undoubtedly makes an excellent stock, but on

account of its insignificant grain and color is not likely to become a

favorite. Other good woods for this purpose are apitong, banaba,

banuyo, batitinan, binukau and other Garcinias, bitanhol, calamansa-

nay, lumbayao, malugay, palomaria, piagao, sampalok, sudiang, supa,

tucang-calao and all other Aglaias.

Guijo has been used with satisfactory results by the military author-

ities for the wooden guns used for bayonet-fighting practice.

Indian clubs.—For this purpose lighter woods are generally used than

for dumb-bells. For very light clubs, baticulin, calantas, and the

lauans would make good material. Somewhat heavier woods are : Amu-
gis,- apitong, banaba, banaui, banuyo, batete, bayok, bitanhol, guijo,

lumbayao, narra, the natos, pagatpat, palosapis.

Tenpins.—White lauan, tanguile, and lumbayao are recommended,
being not too heavy, fairly tough, and difficult to split. Palomaria has

been used in Borneo with excellent results.

Vaulting poles.—Almaciga is recomended for trial as having a very

fine, smooth, straight grain. Bamboo, however, is evei'y\vhere replacing

wood for this use.

Stair work.

Balusters and handrails.—Acle, alintatau, amugis, aranga, banuyo,

batete, batitinan, bitanhol, guijo, ipil, calamansanay, lumbayao, malu-
gay, mangachapuy, molave, narra, pagatpat, tindalo, tucang-calao. A
great deal of apitong is used for medium-grade work, and for the

cheapest work all the lauans and much "miscellaneous lumber."

Risers and treads.—Molave and tindalo are the favorites for this

purpose on account of their hardness and enduring color, the smooth,

pale yellow of molave and the rich red of tindalo both becoming the

more conspicuous the more they are scrubbed. Practically all the

woods used for balustrades and many others are used also for treads

and risers and, for medium-grade and cheap work, apitong and the

lauans.

Paneling and other trim about stairs is naturally made, as a rule,

of the same woods as the surrounding interior finish.

Staves. (See Cooperage.)

Tenpins. (See Spouting Goods.)

Ties and mine timbers.

The following are accepted as first-class railway ties by the Manila
Railroad Company: Agaru, aclo, acleng-parang, alupag, anubing, aran-

ga, banaba, bansalagin, batitinan, betis, binukau, bolong-eta, bunog,

camagon, dungon, dungon-late, ipil, kubi, malabayabas, malaca-

dios, molave, narig, narra, palomaria, sasalit, sudiang, taba, tabau,

tamayuan, tambulian, tiga, tindalo, tucang-calao and all other Aglaias,

urung, the yacals.

The following are accepted as second-class ties: Agoho, amugis, an-

tipolo, batino, binggas, bitanhol, guyungguyung, calamansanay, catmon,

lamog, the macaasims, pagatpat.

A very large number of other species would make excellent ties if

creosoted. As impregnation is effected with best results when large

quantities of wood of one kind are treated and not mixed lots of various

species, those woods obtainable in large, uniform lots would be the

best for this purpose and practically the only woods that can be de-
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Ties and mine timbers—Continued.

pended on for a large and continuous supply are the dipterocarps, of

which the apitongs, the lauans, and palosapis are the most abundant.

Next to these in quantity, and superior to the dipterocarps in hard-

ness, are the woods of the mangrove family, the bacauans and pototans.

Tongues. {See Vehicles.)

Tool handles. (See Handles.)

Tools, wooden. (See WoODEN TOOLS.)

Toothpicks. (See Novelties.)

Treenails. (See Shipbuilding.)

Type. (See Printers' Material.)

Vehicles.

The vehicle manufacturers of Manila (and the industry in Manila

is typical of that of the whole Archipelago) fall rather sharply into

four classes:

1. Large carriage shops, manufacturing carriages of various styles,

as well as the best grades of the various two-wheeled vehicles knovm
as the carromata, calesa, quilez, etc.; these shops have taken up also

the repair and even entire construction of automobile bodies. There

are about 15 such in Manila and probably a greater number scattered

through the provinces. The latter are naturally not as well equipped

as the best shops in Manila.

2. Smaller shops, manufacturing almost only carromatas and car-

retelas.^ A few of these also make bull carts. Of this class and the

next together there are over 25 in Manila.

3. Shops of size and capacity about the same as the above, but

making almost exclusively bull carts.

4. Manufacturers of heavy horse-drawn carts and wagons. There

is no organized native industry along this line. The small size of

the native horses, the scarcity of good roads, and the universal use

of the carabao and cart all contributed to prevent the use of large

wagons. The American Army brought mules and draft horses, as

well as heavy wagons of various styles. Later, both the Civil Gov-

ernment and some private firms imported American or x\ustralian

draft horses. Practically, the use of heavy horse-drawn vehicles

is confined to governmental departments and their manufacture to

two institutions, the land transportation shops of the Quartermaster's

Department and Bilibid Prison, the latter being the Insular peniten-

tiary located in Manila. The former makes all wagons used by the

Army, and the latter the dump carts and heavy wagons used by the

Government of the Philippines, by the city of Manila, and the various

provincial governments.

The one wood used for practically all parts of all kinds of vehicles

is guijo. Except for steel axles and iron hubs, many heavy wagons
are built of guijo throughout. Shafts for light vehicles are bent by
boiling them in a wooden tank heated by live steam and clamping
them in forms until cool. They are reported to hold very well the

curve so given them.

^ The carretela is a two wheeled cart with a light bed, a railing about 30 cm. high, two or
three movable seats supported on the railing, and a flat top supported on four stanchions ; it

18 at once the "poor man's carriage" and the universal delivery wagon for light loads.

140866 6
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Vehicles—Continued.

The following are used for the different parts of various vehicles:

Hvbs.—Palomaria and bitanhol (mostly for light vehicles) ; dungon,

ipil, and yacal (carts and heavy vehicles)
;
guijo (all classes).

Spokes and felloes.—Dungon, yacal, guijo, apitong; in the cheap-

est carromatas and carretelas unscrupulous workmen sometimes use

red lauan.

Axles.—Dungon, guijo, ipil, yacal.

Shafts.—Lanutan is the favorite among the smaller shops for light

vehicles. The carriage shops use hickory and ash (the latter from
Europe). Cart shafts are almost always of guijo. The wagon shops

at Bilibid Prison also use guijo for steamed bent shafts. Cheap car-

retelas sometimes have shafts made of a small but very thick-walled

bamboo called bayog.

Poles.—Dungon, ipil, guijo, bitanhol. Of these, guijo is used most.

Singletrees.—Guijo and, rarely, yacal; dungon is also used in pro-

vincial factories.,

Beds.—Carts generally have a flat frame of guijo, the boards for

filling in the bed being of apitong or lauan. Occasionally a frame
is made of yacal; on the other hand, apitong and lauan are also used

for the cheapest grade of frame. Wagon beds are generally made
of guijo throughout.

Frametoork of automobile and carriage bodies.—Most commonly
guijo; dungon, mangachapuy, and yacal are sometimes used on special

orders.

Floors of carriages^ carromatas, etc.—Guijo and, for cheaper work,

lauan.

Panels.—Banuyo, guijo, tanguile, and various lauans.

Dashboards.—For high-grade work in natural finish, banuyo and
narra; for cheaper grades, guijo, palosapis, mangachapuy, and various

lauans.

Calantas is used for mud guards for carriages and automobiles.

Veneers.

There is no veneer industry as such in the Philippines. The
Philippine Match Factory uses rotary veneer cutters for making
both boxes and match sticks. This is the only veneer machinery in

the Islands. Picture and mirror frame shops use white lauan and

other cheap, soft woods sawn to about 3 millimeters thick for backing.

Most of this material is sawn to order from logs or flitches in local

mills, generally under supervision of the owner of the wood. Musical-

instrument makers saw even thinner stuff by hand. Machine-sawn

veneer would serve this purpose, but rotary cut veneer could not,

of course, be used by them on account of the distortion and loosening

of the fibers to which the process subjects the wood. No other material

thin enough to be called veneer is used, except very rarely a bit

of ornamental overlay on special jobs of cabinetwork.

For high-grade ornamental work in veneer the following are rec-

ommended: Agaru, acle, acleng-parang, bacauan-gubat, banaba, bang-

kal, banuyo, batete, batitinan, bitanhol, bolong-eta, camagon, dao,

ebony, himbaba-o, calamansanay, calantas, kamatog, catmon, lago,

lamog, lanete, lanutan, malacadios, malambingan, malasaging, and all

other Aglaias, malatinta, manggis, maranggo, molave, narra, pagat-

pat, palomaria, piagao, sibucao, supa, tabigi, talisay, tindalo, toog.
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Veneers—Continued.

For the heavy veneers used for drawer bottoms, partitions, and
interior paneling in desks and other furniture, and similar uses, the

lauans and the natos would furnish excellent material. Being light,

fairly tough, and difficult to split, the lauans would be equally good
for light crates, fruit packages, wooden dishes, and similar articles

made of cheap veneers.

Wharf building. {See BRIDGE AND Wharf Building.)

Whipstocks. (See Canes.)

Windows. (See House Construction.)

Window sills. (See House Construction.)

Wooden tools. (See also Handles and Leivers.)

The number of woods used for wooden tools by carpenters and
sawyers in Manila is very limited. The three chief classes of tools

for which wood is used (exclusive of chisel handles) are planes,

saw frames, and try-squares, straightedges, scratch gauges, etc.

Planes are almost invariably of molave. This is hard, fine, and smooth,

but chips easily at corners and edges and wears rapidly on the sole.

Other woods used, but very rarely, are batitinan, camagon, calaman-
sanay, mancono, and sampalok. The following would make good

plane stocks: Agoho, aranga, banaui, bansalagin, sapwood of bolong-

eta and camagon, dungon, lamog, malasaging and other Aglaias,

narig, sudiang, supa, tamayuan, tangal.

Handsaws were little known and less used before the American
occupation and even now more than ninfe-tenths of all saws used

by Filipino and Chinese carpenters are frame saws with blades rang-

ing from 1/2 to 3 centimeters in width. For the frames mangacha-
puy, narra, and yacal are commonly used. For the long whipsaws
used in sawing logs, guijo and yacal are much used; occasionally, a

frame is seen with the central strut of Oregon pine, but the Chinese

sawyers sometimes use such very heavy woods as bansalagin and
dungon.

For try-squares (both stock and blade), straightedges, gauges, etc.,

narra is the favorite; camagon, molave, and yacal are also used. Un-
doubtedly one of the best materials for this purpose is the sapwood
of camagon and other species of Diospyros.

Mallets are comparatively little used. By far the best material, for

weight, toughness, and difficulty of splitting, is dungon. Still heavier,

but not as tough, are the camagon s and mancono. Ship caulkers use

a wood called mapilik, which they obtain from certain ship's officers

sailing to the south, but the source has not been ascertained. It is

very probably mapilig, a very hard, heavy, rare, and little-known

wood related to mancono, known only from Camarines and Albay,

and there said to be used for hammers.



Part IV.—METHODS OF IDENTIFICATION.

In the species descriptions in Part V, there has been given for each wood
not only its distribution and various local names, as well as the general

appearance and mechanical properties, but also a short description of the

minute structure, for the only positive means of identifying most woods is

the structure as revealed in a clean, smooth cross section. It must not

be supposed that such identification requires, in the great majority of

cases, a laboratory full of scientific apparatus. On the contrary, the more
conspicuous features in the structure of a given wood can, as a rule, be

seen with no more elaborate apparatus than a good pocket knife, a fine

whetstone, and a lens magnifying four or five diameters. No elements

requiring the use of a microscope have been used in this work. Neither

is it necessary to learn a vocabulary of new scientific terms, as almost all

the various component elements (excepting those generally visible only

under the microscope) can be grouped under a few comprehensive terms.

These terms, which include all the elements whose relative abundance and

arrangement need to be observed for our purposes, are as follows:

1. Hard and soft tissue.—The hard tissue constitutes, so to speak, the

background of the picture in the cross section of most woods. It is

generally more abundant than any other element and almost invariably

appears darker, more compact, and smoother than the soft tissue. In the

hardwoods, or broadleaved tree's, the hard tissue is made up largely of

the true wood fibers, which are long, thin cells, closed at both ends, whose

main purpose is to provide mechanical support to the tree*, the thickness of

their walls as compared to the size of the internal cavity being the chief

elem^t determining the density and hardness of the wood. In the hard-

woods, the vessels, or pores, attend to the business of conducting water and

sap. In the softwoods, or conifers, there are neither wood cells nor pores,

their place being taken (and functions performed) by the tracheids, a

different kind of cells, which compose practically the whole bulk of the

wood. For our purposes, however, no distinction need be made (nor, indeed,

can any essential difference be observed with a hand lens) between tracheids

and wood fibers. Moreover, but three softwoods are enumerated, namely,

almaciga and the two pines.

The soft tissue is almost invariably lighter in color and of a more

spongy appearance than the hard tissue. In practically all hardwoods, it

forms narrow or broad rings, or else irregular patches, around the pores.

Frequently these patches run together, forming more or less regular patterns

of either continuous and parallel, or else broken, wavy, branching, or

diagonal lines. In some woods the soft tissue takes the shape of regular

patterns that are not related to the position of the pores. As a rule, very

dense, hard woods contain little, and very soft woods, a great deal, of soft

tissue. There are, however, many exceptions to this. Some woods contain

conspicuous amounts of soft tissue, yet are very heavy, duel to having very

thick-walled wood fibers, while others, containing very little soft tissue,

are light because their wood fibers are thin walled.

2. Pith rays,—These are groups of cells that run radially from pith

84
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to bark at right angles to the grain. In the cross section they are visible

to the naked eye in most woods and under the lens in all. They are

composed of cells similar to those of the longitudinal masses of soft tissue

and in the cross section are generally of nearly the same color as the latter.

In longitudinal sections they are' not generally conspicuous except when the

section is nearly or quite radial. In such sections they form, in woods
like oak and catmon, the "silver^' or "flake'^ grain so familiar in quarter-

sawn oak furniture. In tangential sections they form elongated dots or

narrow lines which often appear darker than the neighboring wood fibers.

Their relative thickness and width (or height, when considered in the

natural position in the trunk of the tree?) and their frequency are

important aids to identification.

3. Pores.—Pores, or vessels, are tubelike elements lying between the

wood fibers and quite distinct from them. Their length is undetermined;

that is—being made up of a large number of cells placed end to end and
communicating continuously—they are not limited, like the lumen or internal

cavity of a wood fiber, to the length of a single cell. Strictly speaking,

a vessel is one of these tubes, including in the term the opening and its

wall, but for the purposes of our descriptions, the word pore will be used

to mean only the lumen, or opening, while the annular wall is included in

the term soft tissue, as with a hand lens no distinction is to be seen

between the tissue of the vessel walls and the masses of soft tissue that

either surround the vessels or form other patterns independent of them.

The arrangement, shape, and size of the pores form the most conspicuous

feature in the cross section of most woods. In some species they are

arranged in more or less distinct concentric rows following the growth
rings; such woods are called "ring porous." These are much rarer in

the Tropics than in the Temperate Zone. In ring-porous woods, the

largest pores are most numerous in the inner or early part of each

ring, becoming either gradually or abruptly smaller and fewer toward the

outer, or later, part of the ring. Woods in which the pores are more or

less scattered are called "diffuse porous." Some have the pores arranged
in longer or shorter, straight or oblique, radial rows, others in more or less

wavy, often branching tangential lines (often with a tendency to form
irregular, "herringbone" patterns) and a great many, finally, have them
more or less evenly scattered without any regular arrangement. The
largest pores are about like pinholes, while the smallest are barely, if at

all, visible under a hand lens. In many woods, the pores are fairly uniform
in size, in others very variable, while in some cases they are quite dis-

tinctly of two sizes. Sometimes all the pores are open, sometimes part or

even all of them are filled with colored deposits, which latter are generally

also plainly visible in longitudinal sections; in some woods, they are more or
less completely filled with tyloses (see below), which sometimes appear as

numerous thin cross partitions; such partitions, in the cross section, give

the pores the appearance of being filled with soft tissue, while in longi-

tudinal sections they give a dotted line effect.

4. Tyloses,—In many woods, as the sapwood cells die and are gradually

converted into he'artwood, there are deposited in them (most conspicuously

in the pores) various colored substances which often completely fill the

pores. Instances are: The sulphur-yellow deposits in ipil (Intsia spp.),

white in dungon (Tarrietia sylvatica)^ and black in the ebony family (in

which they not only fill the pores, but completely permeate all the elements
of the wood) . These are merely homogeneous masses of organic or mineral

matter—that is, deposits in the strict sense of the word. Tyloses, on the
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other hand, are growths—that is, they are cells which grow from the soft

tissue surrounding the vessel into the internal cavity. When few and thin,

they are frequently iridescent, glistening like tiny soap bubbles. When
somewhat thicker, they frequently present the appearance of numerous

cross partitions referred to above; this is characteristic, for instance, of

many woods of the alupag family (Sapindaceae) . When still more massive

and crowded, they often give the pores the appearance of being completely

choked with soft tissue (which, in fact, they are) and in such cases the

contents of the pore, its wall, and the surrounding soft tissue often appear

under the lens as one uniform light colored patch.

5. Resin canals.—These are found only in the pines and the lauan

family (Dipterocarpaceae) . In the pines they are found scattered singly

or in very small groups. In the lauan family they are either scattered

or arranged in conspicuous concentric lines which form the most striking

characteristic of the family. Unlike growth rings these lines occur at

very irregular intervals from the^ heart outward and, moreover, they are

incomplete—that is, they very rarely form complete circles (See PL VI,

fig. 48.)

6. Growth rings.—These are the concentric belts formed by the addition

of material to the outside of the trunk during growth. Like ring porous-

ness, they are rarer and, as a rule less distinct in Tropical than in Temperate
Zone woods. The ring-porous charactei: has already been described. In

diffuse porous woods, however, the pores are often slightly more numerous
in the inner part of the ring—that is, the^ line of distinction between the

ring-porous and the diffuse-porous character cannot always be quite sharply

drawn. Growth rings are marked by various other features. In some
woods the outer portion is darker than the inner, in some denser, and
often these two conditions go together, the darker look being really only

a result of the denser texture. Often the dense tissue forms only a narrow
belt at the end of the ring. On the other hand, the inner edge, or

beginning of the? ring, is often marked by a distinct, narrow line of loose-

textured soft tissue. Sometimes the rings are very regular as to thickness

and distinctness of color and texture, and from this condition there is

found every gradation of irregularity and indistinctness down to total

absence of rings.

7. Ripple marks.—Beside the above characteristics to be observed in the

cross section, there is one feature in the longitudinal sections that is often

of value for determining a species, namely, ripple marks. These are ex-

tremely fine, transverse, parallel, slightly wavy lines (about 5 to the

millimeter in narra) resembling the marks made by ripples on a smooth

beach. They are most common in tangential sections, but in some woods

are found in all longitudinal sections. Generally they are plainly to be

seen (often bettef on split than on planed surfaces) with the naked eye;

in fact, they are frequently more distinct to the naked eye than under the

lefns. Ripple marks are found in very many woods, but in certain cases

they serve to distinguish woods that might otherwise be confused, for

instance, narra almost always has them and tindalo never.

The descriptions in Part V of the structure and other properties of the

woods are invariably taken from the specimens in the working collections

of the Bureau of Forestry. These are wood specimens collected by forest

officers, together with botanical material taken in each case from the same
tree as the wood and, therefore, absolutely authentic. When peculiarities

of color or other properties occurring in commercial lumber, as distinct from

these specimens, are described, this is generally specifically stated.



Part v.—SPECIES DESCRIPTIONS.

DTTRABILITT CLASSES.

The woods described below are divided into four durability clases. These

indicate:

1. Very durable, for example, anubing, ipil, mancono, molave. Such woods
are probably rarely attacked by insects, except after they have been softened

by de'cay—^that is, by attacks of fungi after long exposure to exceptionally

severe conditions. They resist exposure to the weather or contact with

the ground for long periods. All timbers in this class are believed to be

at least equal to the most durable American woods and many of them
surpass in durability any commercial timber of the temperate zone.

2. Durable, for example, calamansanay, palomaria, tindalo, tucang-calao.

These woods are very rarely attacked by any insects and will last many
years even in contact with the ground or exposed to the weather,

3. Fairly durable, for example, apitong, guijo, calumpit, catmon. Woods
of this class are' not commonly or severely attacked by insects. They resist

the weather fairly we'll and last several years even in the ground. Most
of the woods in this class would it is believed, compare with the woods of

average durability in the North Temperate Zone.

4. Not durable. These woods although not termite proof are not specially

subject to attacks of other insects—that is to say, they are not invariably

attacked as are certain other woods; but the sapwood is often poor in this

respect and woods of this class unprotected by paint or preservatives should

not be exposed to conditions of constant moisture or of constant alter-

nation between moisture and dryness. Thus, they are not recommended
for use in the ground or for exposure to the weather, when woods of the

other classes are available. There is included in this class no wood
believed to be inferior to the medium-grade construction timbers of the

United States and the classification has been made with special reference

to Oregon pine and California redwood, which are the woods most com-

monly imported into the Philippines. The various lauans, which form the

great bulk of the timber of this class, are mechanically stronger than red-

wood and Oregon pine. Redwood is by no means immune to the attacks

of termites, while Oregon pine is known to be destroyed by them in a

comparatively short time.

Certain woods which are known to be less resistant than the lauans to

decay and insects, have their degree of durability designated, not by
numbers, but by such phrases as "durability poor," "often attacked by
beetles," etc.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS.

The following abbreviations are used of names of islands or island

groups, provinces, subprovinces, and language's:

Agus. Agusan Province, Ant. Antique Province.

Ala. Alabat Island. Bab. Babuyan group.

Alb. Albay Province. Bal. Balabac Island.

Amb. Amburayan Subprovince. Bas. Basilan Island.
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Malamaui Island.

Manila.

Marinduque Island.

Masbate Island.

Mindoro Island.

Misamls Province.

Mountain Province.

Nueva Ecija Province.

Nueva Vizcaya Province.

Negros Island.

Occidental Negros Prov-

ince.

Olutanga Island.

Oriental Negros Province.

Palawan Island.

Pampanga Province.

Pangasinan Province.

Rizal Province.

Romblon Island.

Samar Island.

Sibuyan Island.

Siquijor Island.

Sorsogon Province.

Surigao Province.

Tablas Island.

Tagalog language.

Tarlac Province.

Tawitawi group.

Tayabas Province.

Ticao Island.

Union Province.

Zambales Province.

Zamboanga Province.

The term "miscellaneous lumber" so often used in the following descrip-

tions, though self-explanatory, perhaps needs a few words of comment. The
smaller operators, broadly speaking, select for felling those trees that
they know to be more or less fitted for their purposes, or that they can
sell to the mills (whether steam or hand power) under the local names,
or with no name at all; the local name used in a given case may or may
not be the official and current commercial name of the species, but as long
as the consumer takes the wood, this makes no difference. The larger
operators, especially those who have their mills on the cutting area, as
almost all the larger operators have them now, cut everything regardless
of name or lack of name. Their operatives are, in large part, not woods-
men native to the locality, so that they are not familiar with names
of those species which, for their small size, rarity, inferior quality, or
other reasons, are not well known. The result is that only those woods
which are well known on account of their abundance or superior qualities

are sorted out in the mill and the yard, the rest going into the "miscella-
neous piles." In some yards this is roughly divided into hard and soft."

* It must always be kept in mind that in the Philippine lumber trade these terms must be
*

taken literally and have nothing to do with the American use of "softwoods" for conifers and
"hardwoods" for broadleaved trees.

Bat. Bataan Province. Mai.

Batg. Batangas Province. Man.
Bats. Batanes Group. Mar.
Beng. Benguet Subprovince. Mas.

Bil. Biliran Island. Min.

Bkl. Bikol language. Mis.

Bis. Bisaya language. Mtn.
Boh. Bohol Island. N.E.
Bon. Bontok Subprovince. N.V.
Buk. Bukidnon Subprovince. Neg.
Bui. Bulacan Province. Occ. Neg,
Bur. Burias Island.

Bus. Busuanga Island. Olu.

C. Central. Or. Neg.
Cag. Cagayan Province. Pal.

Cam. Camarines Province. Pamp.
Cap. Capiz Province. Pang.
Cat. Catanduanes Island. Riz.

Cota. Cotabato Province. Rom.
Cul. Culion Island. Sam.
Dav. Davao Province. Sib.

Din. Dinagat Island. Siq.

Guim. Guimaras Island. Sor.

LN. Ilocos Norte Province. Sur.

I.S. Ilocos Sur Province. Tab.
Ilk. Iloko Language. Tag.
Ilo. Iloilo Province. Tar.
Lag. Laguna Province. Taw.
Lan. Lanao Province. Tay.
Ley. Leyte Island. Tic.

Lep. Lepanto Subprovince. Un.
Lub. Lubang Island. Zam.
Luz. Luzon Island. Zambo.
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In the Manila yards, the "soft miscellaneous/' if fairly sound and clear,

sells at an average of about ^40 per M., and "hard miscellaneous" at ^50

to f^60 or upward.

As regards the prices cited, the comments on this subject in Part I,

p. 14, should be kept in mind.

DESCRIPTIONS.

PINACEAE.

[Pine family.]

This family is represented in the Philippines by only three species,

none of which are of any great importance in the lumber trade. Alma-

ciga, though found in almost every island, occurs as a rule in the higher

mountains and so has never been cut to any extent, while the two pines

are found only in very limited regions.

Genus AGATHIS.
A. alba Foxw. (Plate I, fig. 1.) AlmAciga.'

One of the largest trees of the Philippines, reaching 200 centimeters

^or more in diameter; reported from: Gag., Isa., Abra, Beng., Lep., N. E.,

Bui., Zam., Bat., Riz., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Neg., Mis., Mindanao

(almost all provinces). Pal.

Local names.—Adiangau, dadiangau or ladiangau (Tay., Cam., Alb.,

Sor.) ; aninga (Beng.) ; anteng (N. E.) ; badiangau (Neg.) ; baltik (Pal.)
;

bunsog (Beng.) ; makau (Mis.) ; olensago (Beng.) ; salang, saleng (Cag.) ;

salong (Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor.); titau (Abra); uli (Zam.).

Wood moderately hard, flexible, and tough, though not resilient; moder-

ately heavy; sapwood small, scarcely distinct from heartwood; heartwood

pale yellow, sometimes with faint pinkish or brownish tinge, generally

turning to an even, very pale brown in drying; grain very straight; tex-

ture very fine and smooth; seasons well; very easy to work. Durability

under severe conditions not well known, but excellent in dry situations;

rarely or never attacked by beetles, but not termite proof.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine to moderately thick, indistinct;

individual cells (tracheids, see p. 84) with a good hand lens plainly

visible in a very smooth cross section, arranged in perfectly regular radial

rows; growth rings marked by a fine, indistinct, light-colored line.

Uses.—Has only recently come into the market in small quantities with

miscellaneous lumber; little or nothing known of local uses; would be a

very pretty wood for carving and pyrography panels and is recommended
for trial in sounding boards of musical instruments; as sold with mis-

cellaneous lumber, is put to all the most ordinary uses; has been used

with good results for lumber scale sticks; would be a good wood for similar

articles, such as meter sticks, draftman's triangles, curves, etc.

Supply.—Very limited at present; but, as larger operators work further

into the mountains, will undoubtedly increase somewhat.

Prices.—Sold so far only with cheap or medium grade miscellaneous

lumber at about ?40 per M.

* The Spanish equivalent of "mastic ;" the resin of the tree, which is practically identical

"^ith the Kauri gum of Australia and has always been collected both for local use and for

pxport in considerable quantities, is much better known than the wood, being exported as

"manila copal" to Europe and America, where it is used for the manufacture of high-grade

^rnishes. The native names salang, saleng, salong also mean "resin," but the Spanish name
is almost everywhere known.
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Genus PINUS.

Two species, one found in the Mountain Province, the other in the in-

terior of Mindoro, while small quantities of both are found near the coast

of Zambales.

P. insularis Endl. (Plate I, fig. 2.) Saleng or Benguet Pine.

A moderately tall, straight tree, up to 140 centimeters in diameter;

reported from: I. S., Abra, Bont., Beng., N. E., Pang., Zam.
Local names.—Bel-bel, boo-boo, bul-bul, ol-ol (Beng.); parina' (I. S.)

;

sahing (N. E.) ; saleng (I. S., Bont., Beng.); salit (Zam.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; moderately heavy to very heavy, resin-

ous heartwood very much heavier than sapwood, thoroughly air-dry speci-

mens of former sometimes heavier than water; sapwood merging gradually

into heartwood, except in large old trees, where the very resinous heart-

wood and the less resinous sapwood are quite sharply distinguished; color

ranging from pale yellow to rich orange brown; old heartwood almost

completely impregnated with resin; grain straight or slightly crossed;

texture fine and smooth; seasons well; easy to work, except for gumming
tools. Durability of sapwood not very good; resinous heartwood, excellent;

rarely if ever attacked by insects, even termites avoiding the heart and

resinous knots.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine to very fine; individual cells finer

than in almaciga, regular radial arrangement barely visible under hand
lens; single resin canals widely scattered; growth rings very distinct, the

softer, lighter-colored inner part of the rings occupying much less than

half, and the dense, resinous outer part of the rings much over half, of

the total area.

Uses.—In those parts of the Mountain Province where pine is very

abundant, the supply of other woods is practically nil and pine is put to

all uses where wood can or must be used; where pine occurs mixed with

other woods, it is very little used. It is never brought to the Manila

market.

Supply.—Abundant through a long narrow belt in northwestern Luzon;

comparatively scarce on Zambales coast.

Prices.—About ^^70 per M. in Baguio.

P. TYierkusii Jungh. & de Vr. Tapulau or Mindoro Pine.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Zambales

and Mindoro, with local names Tapulau (Zam.) and agoo or aguu (Min.).

Wood in all respects like above, but apparently even more resinous.

GRAMINEAE.

[Grass or bamboo family,^]

The only members of this family that furnish material of large size

in great quantities for construction (with the exception of various grasses

used for thatching), or for the manufacture of furniture and implements,

are the bamboos. The erect bamboos are the most abundant and useful,

but some of the climbing bamboos are also used to a lesser extent.

All bamboos have cylindrical, hollow, jointed, stems, with walls ranging
from less than one-half centimeter to 4 or 5 centimeters in thickness. In

^ For the notes on this family and the following the writer is lai-gely indebted to an un-

published MS. loaned him by Mr. E. D. Merrill, Botanist, Bureau of Science. Bulletin No. 49

of the Bureau of Education, "Industrial Fiber Plants of the Philippines," by Theodore Muller,

Manila, 1913, was also consulted for uses, local names, and distribution.
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all species, the walls are thickest at the butt and become gradually thinner

toward the tip. In some species, the wall of the first few joints above the

rootstock is so thick that the stems are almost or quite solid, the central

hollow being reduced to a small hole of the diameter of a pencil, or less.

The erect bamboos have, as a rule, perfectly straight stems, while the

climbing bamboos grow almost always in a zigzag fashion, the stem changing
its direction sharply at every joint.

The following lists, though far from complete, give an idea of the im-

mense variety of uses to which bamboos are put:

House construction,—Posts, girders, joists, studding, laths, rafters, pur-

lins, door and window frames, doors and shutters, flooring, roofing (split

and laid like tile; rare), sauali ' (siding, ceiling, doors, shutters, and even
floors), eave troughs, and down spouts (occasional).

Furniture and household implements.—Beside benches, chairs, tables,

beds, bookshelves, and similar larger furniture, bamboo is used for minor
articles too numerous to mention.

General structural work.—Scaffolding and staging of all kinds, tem-
porary bridges and docks, centering for masonry culverts and arches, tem-
porary derricks and *'jim poles," temporary pipe lines for water, fences,

fish weirs, shade frames for nursery beds, trellises, bean poles; also a

favorite for town and barrio school flagpoles.

Navigation.—Masts and spars for boats, praus, lighters, and sampans,
oar shafts, boat poles, seats and false bottoms, bailing dippers, rafts, floats

for heavy timber, movable roofs of lighters, stanchions, and ribs for boat
awnings.

Land trayisportation.—Sledges, yokes, vehicle shafts, cart and carretela-

bottoms, ribs of vehicle tops; the very thick-walled and strong lower parts

of the heavier species are used as rollers in transporting heavy objects;

next to palma brava (see palm family), bamboo is also the most widely
used material for carrying poles.

Beside the uses above enumerated, bamboos are also used, split into

splints ranging from the fineness of a panama hat fiber to broad pieces

of the full natural thickness of the wall, for a great variety of textile

purposes in the manufacture of hats, mats, baskets, screens, fruit crates,

poultry cages and crates, plaited barrel hoops, plaited or twisted cables, etc.

The bamboos of the Philippines belong to about 40 known species, rep-

resenting 8 genera; the following are the best known and most important
species.

Genus BAMBUSA.

A genus of about five species in the Philippines, of which the first species

described below is the most important bamboo in this country.

B. hlumeana Schultes f. Spiny Bamboo.

A tall, straight bamboo, stems ordinarily from 10 to 12 centimeters in

diameter, and about 20 meters high, the lower part of the stems surrounded
by a dense thicket of spiny branches. Found in all settled areas at low
and medium altitudes, apparently always planted, and undoubtedly in-

troduced from the Malay Archipelago in prehistoric times.

Local navies.—Aonoo (Bis.); batakan (Sur.) ; baugin (Pamp.) ; bayog

^ Sauali is a matting made, generally in a diagonal basket weave, of split, flattened, bamboo
splints. Where made locally, it is often woven in pieces of approximately the shape and size

required for the purpose in view ; as a commercial article it is woven in sheets about 2.5 meters
wide and 10 to 15 meters long.
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or bayiig (N. V., Zam.) ; cana-espina (Span.); dugian, kabugauan (Bkl.);

kawayan (Tag., Bkl., Bis., Ilk., Pamp.) ; kawayan-ged (Bis.) ; kawayan
figa bulilau (Occ. Neg.) ; kawayan-siitan (I. S., Un.) ; kawayan-tinik or

k.-matinik (Tag., spiny bamboo) ; kawayan-totoo (Tag., Bkl.) ; marurugi,

rugian (Bkl.); pasingan (Cag.).

Uses,—The best structural bamboo in the Philippines; house construc-

tion, temporary bridges and wharfs, fish weirs, heavy sauali, all purposes

where the strongest and most durable bamboo is required; also furnishes

some of the best material for various finer hat, mat, and basket work.

Supply,—Probably in few regions equal to the demand; complaints are

frequent in Manila that the supply brought to the market is of full-grown,

but not yet thoroughly mature, stems. This is probably not so commonly
the case in smaller markets.

Prices.—One of the highest-priced bamboos in the Islands, due partly

to its superior qualities and partly to its being more difficult to harvest

and to transport. At points in provinces where there is a steady supply,

sells as low as 1?=10 per 100. In Manila, prices range from about ^12 to

^15 for the most ordinary grades to ^50 for selected lots of the longest

and straightest stems; for large lots of average size and quality, about ^30.

B, vulgaris Schrad. KAWAYAN-KiLfNG.

A tall, straight bamboo reaching about the same dimensions as the pre-

ceding. It has not the spiny branches of B, blumeana, the stems are

smoother, with less projecting nodes and slightly thinner walls.

Local names.—Bulinau (Ilk.) ; burirau (Ant.) ; botong or butung (Cam.,

Alb., Cap.) ; kaboloan (Alb.) ; kawayan-bayugin (N. E.) ; kawayan hobero

(Lag.) ; Kawayan-Kiling (N. V., N. E., Tar., Un., Zam., Bui., Riz., Man.)

;

kawayan figa dalusa (Occ. Neg.) ; kawayan sa China (Cebu) ; lunas (Ley.,

Boh.); sinabang (Cebu); taiwanak (Cav.) ; tewanak (Lag.).

Uses.—Wherever abundant, put to practically all uses known for bamboo.

Spiny bamboo is preferred for heavy work on account of its greater strength

and durability, but for furniture, floors, door and window frames, water

containers, and similar uses kawayan-kiling is very generally preferred

because of its smoother exterior.

Supply and prices.—In the Manila market the supply is much less abund-

ant and regular than that of spiny bamboo and prices probably on the

average somewhat lower. In one region, at least, the Province of Cama-
rines, prices are regularly somewhat lower, probably due not so much
to lesser demand as to the greater ease of extraction and transportation.

Genus DENDROCALAMUS.

A genus of three or four species, of which botong is the best known.

D, latiflorus Munro Bot6ng.

A tall, very smooth and rather thin walled bamboo reaching nearly or

quite the same dimensions as the Bambusas.
Local names.—Bolong-sina (Cam.) ; Bot6ng (Cam., Alb., Cebu) ; butun

(Cebu); kaboloan (Alb., Sor.) ; kawayan-sina (Tag.); paton (Sor., Sur.).

Uses.—Much the same as kawayan-kiling.

Supply and prices.—Less widely distributed and less abundant than

kawayan-kiling; little or not at all known in Manila market; no prices

recorded, but the writer remembers one sale of several hundreds in Cama-
rines at MO per 100.
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Genus DINOCHLOA.

A genus of four or five species, all thick walled, scandent forms, of

which zigzag bamboo is the most widely distributed and best known.

D. scandens (Bl.) 0. Ktze. Zigzag Bamboo.

A climbing plant, with stems 2 to 3 centimeters in diameter, more or

less sharply bent at each node, the internodes 20 to 45 centimeters long.

Local names.—Bia (Pal.) ; balukaui (Min., Cebu) ; bukau (Bas.) ; bu-

kaui (Bal.) ; timak, usiu (Min.).

Uses.—No special uses are recorded, but said to be more or less utilized

for general purposes. Probably adapted to all same uses as the Bikals

(climbing species of Schizostachyum)

.

Genus GIGANTHOCHLOA.

Only one species known in the Philippines.

G. levis (Blco.) Merr. Bol6.

A tall, smooth, straight bamboo very similar to botong (Bambusa vul-

garis) and often known by the same names.

Local names.—Boko, Bolo (Cap.) ; botong (Cap., Boh.) ; kawayan-sina
(Bui.).

Supply and prices.—Not abundant, little if at all known in Manila
market, and no prices recorded.

Genus SCHIZOSTACHYUM.

The most numerous in species of the genera of bamboos in the Philip-

pines, containing several widely distributed and well-known species, of

which the following are the best known.

S. dielsianum Merr. Bikal-Babui.

A climbing bamboo, with very thick walled, zigzag stems, similar to

Dinochloa scandens.

Local names.—Bikal (Cag., Un.) ; the name is also common in the Bikol

provinces and many other regions, but whether applied to this or to other

species is not in all cases recorded) ; bikal-babi (Pamp.) ; BfKAL-BABUl

(Zam.) ; bikal-machin (Pamp.); loob (Boh.); usiu (Cav., Lag.); the local

names of this and the following seem to be applied to both almost in-

differently.

Uses.—Beside being used locally for general purposes, the stems are

reported as being used for chairmaking in Cagayan and Cavite.

Supply and prices.—Very abundant in many regions, but nowhere a
regular article of commerce.

iS. diffusum Merr. {S. acutiflorum Munro). BiKAL.

Practically identical with the preceding.

Local names.—Baliaro, balikau (Ilo.) ; BiKAL (I. S., Abra, Pang., Pamp.;
see remark after ^'bikal" under preceding species) ; bongbong (Cebu, Boh.) ;

gimak (Bat.); hindi, indi, inri (Alb., Sor.) ; lilit (Pamp.); and names of

preceding.

Uses, supply, and prices.—As for preceding; also reported by Bureau
of Education as a favorite for basket work.

-S. lumampao (Blco.) Merr. (S, mucronatum Hack.) BuHO.

An erect, thin-walled bamboo reaching a maximum diameter of 8 to 10
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centimeters and a height of 10 to 12 meters. Gregarious and often cover-

ing large areas to the almost entire exclusion of trees and shrubs.

Local names,—Bagakai (Alb., Sor., Ley., Cap., Ilo., Boh.) ; BtJHO (Tag.)
;

cana-bojo or caiia-boho (Span.-Fil., derived from preceding) ; bokaue,

lumampau (Tag.); kawayan-sungsung (Lag.); oras (Alb.).

Uses.—Put to all uses of other bamboos except where considerable

strength and durability is required. Used in greater quantities than any
other species in the manufacture of sauali. (See footnote, p. 91.) It

makes an excellent paper pulp and on account of its great abundance, high

yield of cellulose and ease of manufacture, is one of the most promising

materials in the Islands for this purpose.

Supply and prices.—Buho is brought into the Manila market as a reg-

ular article of traffic, but also in the form of floaters for rafts of heavy
timber. The quantities brought in are much less than of the structural

bamboos. According to size and quality they sell at prices ranging from
^2 to ^5 per 100.

PALMAE.'

[Palm family.]

A large and important family which, although not supplying timber

in the usual sense of that word, supplies material for a very great variety

of structural and other industrial uses.

The inner part of practically all palms is a soft, pithy mass, not durable

as regards resistance either to decay or to insects, but many species among
the erect palms possess a hard outer shell ranging in different kinds from

less than 1 centimeter to 4 or 5 centimeters in thickness. This shell is

generally very hard, heavy, very strong and stiff, very resilient, and resists

decay and insect attacks as well as some of the best woods. It is the

wood of this outer shell that is commonly known as palma brava (Spanish

for "wild palm,'' as distinguished from the cultivated coconut and betelnut

palms). The name palma brava has no specific significance, being applied

in different regions to any species that furnishes a wood large enough

and strong enough for structural purposes, bows, carrying poles, etc. The
climbing palms, or rattans, possess only a very thin, tough, and flexible

outer shell. It is this shell which, split into strips of even width, forms

the almost universal tying and lashing material in the Philippines and

also the familiar "cane" used for seats and backs of chairs. When split

by hand, the core is wasted, but prepared by machinery, the round, rather

rough core constitutes the "reed" used in making so-called reed furniture.

The following lists, though far from exhaustive, indicate some of the

chief uses to which the palms are put.

Whole stems of erect palms.—House posts, rural telephone and telegraph

poles, piles, porch and interior columns, cylinders for blacksmith's bellows;

some of the very small species are occasionally used for canes, clubs,

spear shafts, etc.

Split stems of erect palms.—Joists, rafters, flooring, vehicle shafts

(rare), carrying poles, spear shafts, bows, spear and arrow heads, parts

of fish and game traps, rake and harrow teeth, parts of other agricultural

and of household implements, canes and clubs, fishing-rods, scabbards, all

kinds of tree nails, pegs and dowels, handles for axes, hammers, chisels,

etc.; occasionally used for parts of small pieces of furniture and cabinet

work and for inlaying.

' See footnote on Gramineae, p. 90.
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Whole rattans.—Framing of chairs, settees, light tables, hatracks, etc'

logging, rafting, ferry and suspension bridge cables; standing rigging of

boats and praus; frames for heavy baskets, crates, pack saddles, pack
baskets; spear shafts, canes, whipstocks; a peculiar and in some regions

very common use of some of the smallest kinds is for clotheslines.

Split rattans.—Ties and lashings in construction of houses, bridges,

landings, jfish weirs, fences, scaffoldings, ladders, bamboo centering for

culverts and arches, sledges and other vehicles, agricultural and household

implements, furniture, boats, rafts, etc.; bale ties for abaca, tobacco, sugar
etc.; plaited hoops for cooperage; wicker covering of demijohns; caning

and winding of rattan, bamboo, and wooden furniture.

In addition to these uses of the trunks or stems, the leaves and petioles

are utilized for numerous industrial purposes, such as the manufacture
of mats, bags, hats, baskets, and other textile uses, as well as for thatching,

for which last use various palms furnish the almost universal material

throughout the Archipelago.

The following are among the most important genera and species of palms

and rattans:

Genus ARECA.

A genus of three or four native species and the betelnut palm, the latter

introduced in prehistoric times and very widely cultivated for its nut.

A. catechol L. BuNGA or Betelnut Palm.

An erect palm with a smooth straight trunk, about 15 to 20 centimeters

in diameter. Used occasionally for temporary construction; if exposed

to weather or in contact with ground, is destroyed by decay and insects

inside a year, but as flooring in bamboo houses lasts several years.

Genus ARENGA.

A genus of three or four species, of which only one is of any importance.

A. saccharifera Labill. Kaong or Sugar Palm.

A tall palm reaching a diameter of 40 centimeters or more. In some

regions small quantities of a starch are obtained from the pith. More
commonly, the trees are tapped for palm cider, from which sometimes sugar

is made, and sometimes alcoholic drinks and vinegar. The leaves are said

to make very durable thatching material. The wood is very rarely used,

being of poor quality as regards strength and durability.

Genus CALAMUS.

This is the largest genus of the family in the Philippines, containing

nearly 40 known species. They are all climbers, their stems being the

rattans of commerce. These range from less than half a centimeter to

about 5 centimeters in diameter and occasionally reach a length of 200

meters.

Very little is known of what species produce either the best qualities

or the greatest quantities of rattan. The numerous local names seem to

be very loosely applied to many different species and, except in a few

1 This industry has become of considerable importance in the last few years, especially in

Bulacan Province; the furniture is modeled chiefly after the familiar Vienna bentwood ware

and in one respect is decidedly superior to the latter ; the Vienna furniture is very frequently

attacked and destroyed by boring beetles, while rattan seems to be rarely or never touched by

them. A very large proportion of moving picture theaters, restaurants and other public places

in Manila are now furnished almost entirely with these chairs.
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cases, it is impossible to compare those used for a given species in one

region with those used in any other region. The most widely known names
appear to be such as have only a generic meaning, equivalent to the Spanish

bejuco and English rattan.

Genus COCOS.

Beside a recently introduced ornamental palm (Cocos plumosa Hook.),

there is found in the Philippines only one species, the coconut.

C. nucifera L. Coconut Palm.

Cultivated in almost every island and province. According to an es-

timate by a member of the Bureau of Agriculture, there are 45,000,000

trees in the Archipelago.

The trunk has a hard outer shell from 2.5 to 5 centimeters thick. The
wood is lighter in weight and color and not quite so hard and durable as

that the Livistonas. It is not infrequently used locally for temporary

bridges, for piling along waterfronts and wharfs, etc. It seems to be not

quickly destroyed by teredo and, in the water or in very wet situations,

lasts much better than where exposed to alternate drouth and humidity.

Also used occasionally for flooring and parts of household and agricultural

implements.

Genus DAEMONOROPS.

A genus of seven known species, all climbing palms like Calamus. The
stems are put to practically the same uses as the rattans of the latter

genus, but, though little is known of the qualities of the individual species,

it is believed that the rattans furnished by Daemonorops are all inferior

at least to the better kinds furnished by Calamus. It is not known whether

any quantity of Daemonorops is found among export rattans.

Genus KORTHALSIA.

A genus of two or three known species of rattans. No special uses

are known for any of them, but they are undoubtedly used locally for

the same purposes as the other rattans and it is possible that they furnish

some part of the commercial export material.

Genus LIVISTONA.

A genus of seven known species, tall palms with trunks of the shape

and size of the coconut palm, but with fanshaped leaves. The species of

this genus are among the most widely distributed in the Islands and furnish

a very large part of the **palma brava" wood. The best known species

of the genus is

L. rotundifolia Mart. Anahau.

Local names.—Anahau (Tag., Bkl., Bis.) ; abiang (Pamp.) ; labid, labig,

anaau (Ilk., Pamp.) ; anau, labik, ballang, sarau, tarau (Cag.) ; bagsang
(Bis.) ; bahi' (Bkl., Bis.) ; balak (Moro) ; bulno (Bkl.) ; luyong (Zam.,

Bat.); palma brava (Span.-Fil).; pllig (Pol.); tikal (Tag.); tikis (Zam.).

Wood hard, heavy, tough, flexible and very resilient; dark brown, turn-

ing nearly black with age and exposure; rather easily split into long

narrow strips in a radial direction, but will not split straight tangen-

tially; fairly easy to work and takes a beautiful polish.

Uses.—Piling (said to last several years, even where exposed to teredo)

;

posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; sometimes used (split into strips

as for flooring) for sheathing under galvanized iron roofs as a protec-

tion against heat; the favorite material in the hills for bows and spear
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shafts and in towns for carrying poles; on account of its resiliency, makes
a superior material for fishing rods.

Supply and prices.—Widely distributed, but nowhere abundant and,

with one exception, hardly ever a regular article of trade; this exception

is formed by the pinggas (carrying poles), oval strips about 3 to 4 centi-

meters thick, 6 to 8 centimeters wide, and about two meters long, which
are brought to Manila from Bulacan, Rizal, Laguna and other neigh-

boring provinces and are sold at from f*^3 to ^5 each.

L. sp. Tarau.

This is the only large palm found truly gregarious in the Philippines;

groves of hundreds or thousands of trees occur in the Cagayan Valley.

The wood is identical with that of anahau and has been used rather ex-

tensively for wharfs in the ports at the mouth of the Cagayan River, as

well as for the other uses above enumerated. The polished palm-wood
columns used in all the Philippine exhibits at the Panama-Pacific Inter-

national Exposition were of this species.

Beside the above, the stems of the lumbia or sago palm (Metroxylon

rumphii Mart.) and of anibong {Oncosperma filamentosiim BL), both

rather common in parts of the Bisaya Islands and Mindanao, are locally

used for spear shafts, bows and flooring.

CASUARINACEAE.

[A^oho family.]

A family containing but one genus, of which the best known species,

agoho, the cassowary tree of India and she-oak of Australia, is common
on sandy shores of the Australian and eastern Indo-Malayan regions and

conspicuous on account of its resemblance to the conifers.

Genus CASUARINA.

C. equisetifolia Forst. (Plate I, fig. 3.) Ag6ho.

A medium-sized tree, up to 90 centimeters in diameter, with a straight,

tapering bole, generally deeply fluted at the base; found in practically

every coast province and on sandy flood plains of large rivers.

Local names.—Ago (Cag.) ; Agoho or agoo (Bab., Abra, I. S., Tar.,

Zam., Pang., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Tic, Rom., Dav., Pal.) ; agoso

(Zam., Bat., Pamp., N. E.) ; aroho or aroo (I. N., I. S., Abra, Cag.)

;

karamutan (Moro) ; malabohok, marabohok (Bis.).

Wood very hard ; heavy to very heavy, specific gravity 0.704 to 0.942

(Foxworthy) ; sapwood pale brown, sometimes merging gradually into

heartwood, sometimes very sharply distinguished from it; heartwood light

to dark reddish brown, with irregular belts of light and dark color; grain

straight as a whole, but often with a very regular short wave; texture

fairly fine; very diflficult to work and surface. Durability at least II; even

sapwood rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine and very broad, the broad ones widely

scattered; pores medium sized, in irregular radial or diagonal strings,

often filled with yellowish deposits; soft tissue forming thin rings about

pores and very numerous, fine, wavy, often branching concentric lines

similar to those in oak; no growth rings.

Uses.—Piling; ties; poles; paving blocks; house posts, bridge and wharf

construction; beams, joists, rafters; window sills; handles; firewood;

charcoal.

140866 7
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Supply.—Widely distributed on sandy seacoasts and river valleys, but

not abundant.

Prices.—About ^100 per M., but not now found in Manila market.

Casuariana jmmphiana Miq., Mountain Ag6ho, C, sumatrana Miq.,

the latter found only in Palawan, Agusan and Zamboanga, and several

other species are found on lowlands, except sandy beaches, and frequently

in the mountains; they rarely come into the market with miscellaneous

lumber. They can be distinguished from agoho by their very numerous
broad pith rays, rather regularly spaced among still more numerous very

fine ones; otherwise, they seem to have the same structure and general

properties as agoho.

FAGACEAE.

[Katabang or oak family.]

Genus QUERCUS.

Between 85 and 40 oaks occur in the Archipelago, generally in the more
mountainous regions, though in some places they occur only one or two
hundred feet above sea level. Most of them appear to be of very limited

distribution, only about half a dozen having been reported from more than
three or four localities each. Many are small trees or even shrubs, but the

largest species are tall trees reaching diameters of from 40 to 100

centimeters.

The following names are on record for the genus, regardless of species:

babaisakan (Tay.) ; baiukan (Riz.) ; bakalau (Zam.) ; banggai (Ley.)
;

barusang (Bui.) ; basakan (Tay., Cam.) ; bultok (Abra) ; dalutan (I. S.)

;

diraan (Pan.) ; ihip (Zam.) ; iklik (Beng.) ; KatAbang (Zam., Bat, Lag.)

;

Katiluk (Beng.) ; Kilog (Beng.) ; laian (Agus.) ; makulab (Cag.) ; Mana-
ring (Isa., N. V.) ; MANGGASiRfKi (Bui.) ; manloab (Riz.) ; natileg (Beng.)

;

palaien (Abra, Bont., Beng.) ; palonapoi (Zam.) ; panganan or Pangnan
(Bat.)

;
puso-puso (Bat., Mar.) ; olaian or Ulaian (Cag., Lag., Batg.,

Mis., Dav., Lan.) ; sitaldag (Beng.); takalpi (Min.) ; tiakdog (Beng.);

tikalod (Alb.); tiklik (Beng.).

Though varying somewhat in color and texture, the woods of the oaks

are practically all of one type; wood moderately hard to hard; heavy to

very heavy, specific gravity 0.921 (Puigdulles) ; sapwood 2 to 5 centimeters

thick, pale yellowish brown, not quite sharply marked off from heartwood;
heartwood light to dark brown; grain straight, pith rays forming long,

straight brown lines on slash-sawn, and an extremely broad, showy silver

grain on quarter-sawn face; texture fine, dense, smooth in most specimens,

somewhat porous in others; seasons well if carefully stacked, otherwise

liable to split and warp considerably. Durability probably III ; not attacked

by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays distinctly of two kinds, numerous very fine ones

(from 8 or 10 to 40 or 50) between every two large ones; pores small

to medium, open (i. e., with few or no tyloses), forming irregular, wavy,
broken and branching radial lines between pith rays; soft tissue forming
numerous (3 to 10 to the millimeter of radius) wavy, fine but distinct,

concentric lines, and indistinct, irregular patches about groups of pores;

growth rings sometimes marked by a narrow, indistinct belt of darker
tissue. (Plate I, fig. 4.)

Uses.—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; tool handles; flooring; if found
to absorb preservatives well, would make superior railroad ties and paving
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blocks. Puigdulles says: "* * * is as excellent for construction as

its congeners of the Spanish Peninsula, but little used on account of the

difficulty of extraction."

Supply and Prices,—Rarely marketed, except in small quantities mixed
with miscellaneous lumber, though small lots of good boards may bring

as high as ^120 to M50 per M.
The following are the largest and best known species of Quercus:

Q, bennettii Miq. PangnAn.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., N. E.,

Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Lag., Batg., Tay., Sam., Dav.

Q, caudatifolia Merr. KatAbang.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., I. S.^

Beng., Pang., Bat., Riz., Cam., Neg., Dav.

Q. jordanae Lag. KATiLtJK.

A tree up to 65 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Beng., Abra^
Lep., PaL

Q, llanosii A. DC. UlAian.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., N. E.,

Zam., Bat., Riz.

Q. luzoniensis Merr. Kil6g.

A tree up to 60 centimeter in diameter; reported from: Cag., Abra,
Lep., Beng., Zam.

Q. OValis Blco. MANGGASIRfKI.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: L S., N. V.,

Bui., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Tay., Cam.

Q. soleriana Vid. (Plate I, fig. 4.) ManAring.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Isa.,

Beng., Bui., Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Cap., Sur., Agus., Mis.

ULMACEAE.

[Malaikmo family.]

A family represented in the Philippines by only one genus of timber

trees, Celtis, to which belongs also the American hackberry.

Genus CELTIS.

A genus of four or five species, of which only two are widely distributed

and well known, the others being smaller and much rarer trees; the same
local names are applied almost indifferently to all species and their woods

are practically identical.

Local names.—Abuyo or habiiyo (Zambo.) ; diladilaan (Riz.) ; diladila-asu

(Pamp.) ; lunas-batu (Riz.) ; kayongkong (Cebu) ; Magabuyo or magha-

buyo (Mas., Tic.) ; malagibuyo (Min., Cap.) ; malaigmo (N. E., Cam.)

;

Malaikmo (Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Min.) ; malasamat (Pamp., Bat.)

;

malingaggok (Cag.); mangongkong (Neg.); manikbubuyo (Ho.); mara-

gaued (Cag., N. V., Pang.) ; oratan, uratan (L N., Abra) ;
pay-apa (Bat.)

;

tabau (Neg.); uao, udayu (Sur.); ulalo (Cap.); ularog (Cat.), urarog

(Cam.).

Wood moderately hard to hard; tough and somewhat difficult to split;
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moderately heavy; sapwood and heartwood not distinct, light yellowish

gray, in large trees inner part of heartwood with irregular ashy grayish or

brownish streaks; grain somewhat crossed; texture variable, in some
specimens rather coarse in appearance, but dense, in others fine and even

glossy; seasons well; fairly easy to work. Durability III; not commonly
attacked by insects.

Structure,—Pith rays moderately thick, distinct, in colored heartwood

often filled with whitish deposits; pores small, scattered, sometimes with

whitish deposits; soft tissue in very thin rings about pores and in fine

concentric lines, mostly very irregular and interrupted, but at irregular

intervals uniting into long continuous lines; growth rings indistinct,

marked by ill-defined narrow belts of denser tissue.

Uses.—Used locally for beams, joists, rafters, etc.; not well known in

Manila market, where it is found only among miscellaneous lumber; used

for cheap and temporary construction, cheap furniture, box lumber, etc.

Supply.—Scarce, except for occasional stands in very limited regions.

Prices.—Sold in Manila only with miscellaneous stuff of a quality

a little better than the cheapest lauans and other softer woods, about

WO per M.
The following are the only large and well-known species of Celtis:

C. luzonica Warb. MAGABtJYO.

A tree up to 110 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., N. V.,

Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam., Cat., Min., Mas., Sam., Ilo., Cebu, Neg., Cota.,

Zambo.

C. philippinensis Blco. Malaikm6

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from I. N., Abra,

N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Tic,

Ley., Neg., Dav., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

MORACEAE.

[Antipolo family.]

A very large family, but containing few important timber trees. The
best known are malambingan, . antipolo, anubing and nangka. The woods

of the family are quite variable in color and mechanical properties. Most

of them have rather conspicuous, often whitish, pith rays, and medium
to large scattered pores. The woods of the genus Ficus (the **baletes" or

wild figs) have generally conspicuous concentric bands of very loose-textured

soft tissue.

Genus ALLAEANTHUS. _
A. glaber Warb. Malambingan.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., N. E.,

N. v.. Pang., Mas., Mis., Dav., Bas.

Local names.—Alibabai (Cag.) ; alitagtag or balitagtag (Cam.) ; alokon,

baeg, boiTgon (Pang.) ; karud (Mis.) ; liba (Dav.) ; malakadios (Mas.)
;

MALAMBfNGAN (BaS.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy; sapwood

whitish, rather sharply marked off from heartwood, newer heartwood bright

red, older olive gray, but some logs are found almost all red, some almost

all gray, and some irregularly streaked throughout; grain crossed in

rather broad belts, making a distinct ribbon when quarter-sawn; texture

rather coarse, but with a glossy appearance when surfaced with sharp

tools; seasons very well; easy to work. Durability probably III, though
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heartwood seems to be very rarely attacked by beetles; sapwood is very
poor.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to moderately broad, distinct; pores medium
to large, evenly scattered, some with glistening deposits; soft tissue only

in very thin rings about pores; no growth rings.

Uses.—Interior finish; doors; furniture and cabinetwork; musical

instruments.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—About n20 per M.

A. luzonicus Vid. Himbaba-6.

A tree up to 45 centimeters diameter; reported from: Pamp. to Cam.,

Mas., Cota.

Local names.—Anabo (Mas.); babaian (Zam., Bat.); Himbaba-6 (Pamp.,

Riz., Man., Lag., Batg.) ; lanete (Lag., Tay.). Wood practically identical

with malambingan.
Genus ARTOCARPUS.

A genus of about 20 species, all timber trees, though not all equally

common or large. The heartwood of all, though varying widely in me-
chanical properties, is bright yellow, darkening pronouncedly with age.

Many species are widely distributed and well known, and nangka (the jak-

fruit tree), besides being very occasionally found wild, is cultivated in

almost every province. The breadfruits, known as kamansi, rimas, ugob,

etc., are cultivated varieties of antipolo. The woods fall rather distinctly

into a harder and a softer class, which in commerce are known, respectively,

as anubing and antipolo.

A. communis Forst. Antip6lo.

A tree up to 90 centimeters diameter; reported from: L S., Cag., Isa.,

Mtn., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Min., Ley., Neg., Cebu, Guim., Bas., Pal.

Local names.—Antipolo (Bat., Riz., Man., Min., Pal.) ; kamansi (Ley.)

;

pakak (I. S., Cag.; Un., Zam.); tipolo (Cam., Neg.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light, specific gravity 0.473 (Puigdulles)

;

sapwood large (up to 6 or 8 centimeters), whitish, perishable; heartwood,

when fresh, light yellow, turning yellowish brown; grain straight or some-

what crossed; texture rather coarse and rough; seasons well; not difficult

to work, but dulls tools rapidly. Durability III; heartwood not attacked

by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to moderately thick; often wavy, irregularly

spaced, distinct; pores small to medium sized, irregularly scattered singly

or in small clusters; soft tissue in irregular rings, or small, ill-defined

patches about pores; growth rings none or very indistinct.

Uses.—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; ship building; flooring; ceiling;

sheathing; doors; often substituted by musical instrument makers for

nangka.

Supply.—Limited; rarely comes into Manila market.

Prices.—Generally sold mixed with cheap miscellaneous lumber sellingt

at about WO to f=50 per M.

A. cumingiana Tree. (Plate I, fig. 5.) ANUBfNG.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., Cag.,

Isa., Mtn., N. E., Tar., Un., Zam., Riz., Lag., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas.,

Tic, Neg., Ilo., Sib., Sur.

Local Tiames.—ANUBfNG (N. E., Tar., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Sib.)

;

anubling or kanubling (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ; bayuko (Neg., Ilo.) ; indang
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(Lag., Riz.) ; is-is (Neg.) ; kalauahan (Bont.) ; kamandag (Cag.)

;

koliung (Abra) ; kubi (Tay., Min., Mas., Tic, Neg., Sur.) ; ubien (I. S.,

Cag., Isa., Mtn.).

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.861 (Puigdulles) ; sapwood 3 to 5

centimeters thick, whitish, perishable; heartwood yellow when fresh, turning
to dark brown or, when exposed, to greenish black; grain somewhat crossed;

texture dense, but rough; slight disagreeable odor when fresh; checks
little, but is liable to warp if not carefully seasoned; difficult to work,
dulling tools very rapidly. Durability I; rarely attacked even by termites.

Structure.—Much like antipolo, but with more abundant whitish deposits

in pores and pith rays, and growth rings generally bounded by a narrow
belt of denser and darker tissue.

Uses.—Piling; ship, wharf, and bridge building; poles; posts; beams,
joists, rafters; mine timbers; ties; paving blocks.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—One hundred and eighty pesos to ^185 per M.

A. integrifolia L. f. NangkA.
A tree up to 45 centimeters or more in diameter, the bole often short

and irregular; widely distributed and commonly cultivated; both wild and
cultivated forms always known as Nangka or langka.

Wood denser and of smoother texture than antipolo, but not so hard
nor so difficult to work as anubing and does not dull tools so rapidly.

Structure.—Similar to antipolo, but with conspicuous, irregularly spaced,
narrow, concentric bands of soft tissue.

Uses.—A favorite for musical instruments; furniture and cabinet work;
saw frames and tool handles; inlaying.

Supply.—Very limited.

Prices.—^Rarely, if ever, comes to market as saw timber; cabinet workers
and musical-instrument makers acquire logs or short bolts by bartering
musical instruments for them, or buy them at prices not exceeding about
P^IS per cubic meter.

A, lamellosa Blco. Kubi.*

A tree up to 65 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Pang.,
Bat., Cav., Tay., Cam., Min., Tab.

Local names.—Anubing (Bat., Cav.) ; hamigi (Cam.) ; kalulot (Min.)

;

KtJBi (Tay., Min., Tab.); lanusi (Cag.); sulipa (Bat.); ubien (Pang.).
Wood in all respects like anubing, except that it is, on the average, a

little lighter and softer. No doubt part of the commercial anubing is

furnished by this species.

A. lanceolata Tree.

A tree up to 95 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Bataan and
Sorsogon, with local name kubi in latter province. Wood like anubing.

A. ovatifolia Merr.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from Laguna and
Camarines, with local name tipolo in latter province. Wood like antipolo.

A. rubrovenia Warb.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Cag.,
Isa., Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor., Min., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Anubing (Bat., Lag., Tay.) ; anabling, anobiling, anu-

1 This must not be confused with malacadios, which is also known as kubi in parts of
Mindanao and the Bisaya Islands.
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bling, etc. (Riz., Cam.) ; bunga (Cag.) ; hamigi, kalulot, (Min.) ; kiibi

(Sor., Min.) ; tumulubo (Isa.) ; ubien (Pang.). Wood of the anubing type.

A, subrotundifolia Elm.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Tay., Sor., Sam.,

Ley., Agus.

Local names,—Buragit (Agus.) ; kiibi (Tay., Sam., Ley.) ; lukoan (Sor.).

Wood of anubing type.

A. superba Becc.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Zamboanga
and Basilan; local name pikpik-uag (Bas.).

No wood specimens have been collected, but Foxworthy (Indo-Malayan

woods, p. 447) states that the wood of this species is of the anubing type,

and the writer has seen large logs of a very hard, heavy kind of anubing

in Zamboanga mills.

A. treculiana Elm.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bab., Bats.,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Guim.
Local names.—Antipolo (Tay., Min.)

;
pakak (Bab.) ; tipolo (Cam.,

Guim.); tipuho (Bats.).

No wood specimens are known, but the local names permit little doubt

that it is of the antipolo type.

Genus FICUS.

More than 160 species of this genus (the wild figs) are reported from
all the islands and provinces in the Archipelago, A very large proportion

of them have the "balete" habit; that is, they start from seed dropped

on other trees, whence they send down roots to the ground, finally entrapping

and often killing the host. Others, however, grow directly from the

ground, forming tall, straight trunks. The wood of practically all species

is soft, light and very perishable, being equally subject to attacks of fungi

and of insects. The structure of the woods of the genus is characterized

most frequently by very regular and conspicuous, broad concentric bands of

very loose-textured, soft tissue. They are used only for the most ordinary

purposes and are marketed only mixed with the cheapest miscellaneous

lumber.

Genus GYMNARTOCARPUS.
G. woodii Merr. MalanangkX.

A tree up to 85 centimeter in diameter; reported from: Cag., Zam.,

Bat., Lag., Cam., Min., Ley., Sam.
Local names,—Anubing-kadios, anubing na nangka' (Lag.) ; bayuko*

(Cam.); biga (Sam.); buratu (Cag.); malabokbok (Zam.) ; MalanangkA'
(Bat., Lag.); pangi (Zam.); sulipa (Bat.); tabuli (Cam.).

Wood very much like that of many species of Ficiis; yellowish white
when fresh, but almost always staining to bluish gray; light; soft; very
perishable ; found in the market only mixed with cheap miscellaneous lumber.

Genus TAXOTROPHIS.
T. ilicifolia Vid. (Plate I, fig. 6.) KuyusktJyus.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Lag., Tay.,

Cam., Min., Neg., Cebu, Mis., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Local names,—Dagpit (Occ. Neg.) ; dayap-amo' (Pal.) ; giilus (Min.)

;
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kuliskulis (Pal.) ; kuruskurus (Cam.) ; Kuyuskuyus (Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Min.) ; malalimon (Zambo.) ; suting-gimba (Bas.) ; talingaan (Cebu).

Wood very hard; very heavy; sapwood clear pale yellow; heartwood

very irregular in outline and capriciously mottled with brown, greenish

and blackish streaks, sometimes with numerous, small, irregularly scattered

blackish spots; grain straight; texture very fine and dense, glossy; seasons

very slowly, without much splitting or warping; hard to saw, but not dif-

ficult to surface, taking a glossy finish under sharp tools. Durability

II; sapwood apparently little, if at all, inferior to heartwood; even wood
from small trees not attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine, but distinct, often wavy; pores

few, small, scattered, inconspicuous, in heartwood with whitish deposits;

soft tissue the most conspicuous feature, in numerous (5 to 8 to the

millimeter) wavy, often branching, concentric lines of variable thickness,

on the whole occupying nearly half the total area; growth rings absent

or very irregular and indistinct.

Uses.—Tool handles; cabinetwork and inlaying; musical instruments;

a favorite for canes; would probably be good for bobbins and shuttles.

Supply.—Very limited.

Prices.—Probably never comes into market as saw timber; provincial

cabinetmakers acquire logs or bolts by barter for occasional jobs; musical-

instrument makers in Manila would pay not to exceed W5 to MO per

cubic meter.

OLACACEAE

[Tamayuan family.]

A family containing, in the Philippines, only a single timber tree, ta-

mayuan.
Genus STROMBOSIA.

S. philippinensis Rolfe (Plate I, fig. 7.) TAMAYUAN.

A medium-sized tree, up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from:
I. N., Cag., Isa., Bui., Batg., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Sam.,

Ley., Neg., Lan., Zambo., Bas.

With exception of larak (Isa.), local name everywhere Tamayuan,
kamayuan, or similar forms.

Wood hard but brittle; heavy; sapwood 5 to 7 centimeters thick, whitish,

not durable, generally sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood
pinkish brown to dark reddish brown, sometimes with ill-defined and
rather irregular lighter and darker bands; grain straight or slightly

crossed; texture very fine, dense and smooth; seasons with little warping,

but subject to internal checking in logs or large pieces; easy to work,
taking a very smooth, silky surface under a sharp plane. Durability at

least II; rarely, if ever, attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, very fine, straight and regular; pores

numerous, very small, evenly scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, sur-

rounding pores and forming extremely fine, irregular, transverse lines

between pith rays; growth rings, if present, marked only by a belt of

slightly denser, darker tissue; all elements of unusually uniform color.

Uses.—Poles; piles, posts; beams, joists, rafters, and studs; ties; mine
timbers; ax handles; chisel and similar tool handles; canes; flooring;

window sills; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Scarce; rare as saw timber; probably more tamayuan has
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has been brought to the Manila market in recent years in hewn ties than

in any other form.

Prices.—Ties PI.25 to 1*1.50 each; saw timber has no established price,

but occasional lots of boards or dimension stuff would brinif at least P'lOO

per M.
ANONACEAE.

[Ilang-ilang family.]

A family containing no important timber trees, but noted for the ilang-

ilang tree, the source of the famous perfume, and furnishing, besides,

a number of small to medium-sized trees, whose wood is frequently used

locally and is easily recognized by its very characteristic structure. The
pith rays are moderately thick and conspicuous, and between them are

numerous, generally conspicuous, very regular crossbars of soft tissue

giving a ladder-like appearance to the wood in cross section.

Genus CANANGIUM.

C. odoratum Baill. (Plate I, fig. 8.) iLANG-fLANG.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; found, eit?ier wild or in cultiva-

tion, in almost every island and province.

Local names.—Alafigigan (Lep.) ; anafigilan, anang-iran (Sur.) ; aranigan

(Abra) ; Ilang-ilang (I. S., Zam., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Tay., Min.,

Mas., Pal.); iigiran (Agus.) ; taiTgid or taiTgit (Cam., Alb., Sor.).

Wood light; soft to moderately hard; nearly white when fresh, but

turning gray or light brown in seasoning; no distinct heartwood; grain

straight; texture rather coarse; works very easily. Durability IV, but

apparently not attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays not very numerous, very conspicuous, rather varia-

ble in thickness; pores not numerous, small to moderately large, evenly

scattered, sometimes in small radial strings of 2 to 4; soft tissue forming

very numerous, slightly wavy, parallel, concentric lines making a ladder-

like pattern with the pith rays.

Uses.—Used locally for light household implements; posts and other

structural parts of light houses in the country; scabbards.

Supply.—Scarce; never brought to Manila as saw timber.

Genus CYATHOCALYX.
C. globosus Merr. DALfNAS.

A medium-sized tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

I. N., Gag., Beng., Bat., Tay., Cat., Neg.

Local names.—Alinau (I. N.) ; bohokan (Cat.) ; DALfNAS (Bat.) ; da-

marau (Neg.) ; lanutan (Bat., Tay) ; latauan or latuan (Bat.,) ; malatapdi

(Neg.).

Wood heavy; hard; flexible and tough; sapwood 10 to 15 centimeters

thick, pale yellow, often turning light gray in seasoning, sharply dis-

tinguished from heartwood; heartwood dark purplish brown, often with

stony deposits in old heart cracks, and with a distinct odor of old leather.

Durability of sapwood poor, of heartwood excellent.

Structure.—Very much like preceding, but all elements somewhat finer,

denser in appearance and more sharply defined; occasional white deposits

in pores.

Uses.—House posts and other structural parts; household implements;

agricultural implements; cabinetwork; canes.

Supply.—Scant.
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Prices.—Brought to market only mixed with cheap miscellaneous lumber
selling at ^40 to ^50 per M.

The White Lanutans.

A large number of species of this family, belonging to the genera
Alphonsea, Goniothalamus, Mitrephora, Orophea, Phaeanthus, Polyalthia,

Popowia, Saccopetalum, Sageraea, Xylopia and perhaps others, are found
in all parts of the Islands. The name lanutan or white lanutan is very
generally applied to these trees, which should not be confused with the
lanutan (Bombycidendron spp.) of the family Malvaceae. They are much
alike in general character, being light to moderately heavy, soft to moder-
ately hard, of rather fine texture and straight grain, whitish, pale yellow
or light brown, staining easily in drying, sometimes having a small,

irregular, dark-colored heartwood. They all have in cross section the
conspicuous ladder-like pattern of soft tissue characteristic of the family.
Most of them are not very durable in contact with the ground or exposed
to weather, but are not commonly attacked by insects. They are used
locally for house construction and minor articles. They are rarely seen
in commerce except in mixed lots of miscellaneous lumber.

MYRISTICACEAE.

[Duguan family.]

A family of small to medium sized trees, very widely distributed, and
generally well known in all regions on account of the red sap (dugu*
"blood"), whence are derived many of the local names of the trees, but
of little importance on account of the very poor quality of the woods
of almost all species.

Genus KNEMA.

A genus of about 10 species, only one of which seems to be widely dis-

tributed and of fairly large size, the others being of very limited distribu-

tion and rarely reaching over 30 centimeters diameter.

K, heterophylla Warb. TambalAu.
A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, straight but not very tall;

reported from: Bab., Gag., Isa., Beng., N. V., Tar., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay.,
Cam., Alb., Ley., Neg., Gebu, Sur., Zambo.

Local rmmes.—Dagdagaan (Gag.); dilang-butiki (Lag.); duguan (Bat.,

Zam., Tay., Gam., Alb., Tic, Ley., Gebu, Neg.) ; dumadara (Gag.) ; durugii'
(Lag.) ; lapak (Lag.) ; margabolo (Riz., Lag.)

; parug-an (Riz.) ; Tam-
BAlAu (Bat.).

Wood soft; light; sapwood and heartwood scarcely or not at all dis-

tinguishable; pale red or pinkish, generally turning in seasoning to very
light brown; grain straight; texture line, even; seasons with little check-
ing or warping, but liable to stain badly; very easy to work. Durability
IV; sapwood always and heartwood very frequently attached by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores few, medium sized,

scattered, or in very short radial rows; soft tissue in thin rings about pores
and forming a conspicuous light-colored line at the beginning of the growth
rings; these lines also make a conspicuous figure on longitudinal (especially

tangential) sections, where they appear darker than the surrounding tissue;

growth rings not otherwise marked by any difference in color or structure.

Uses.—Light and temporary construction; cheap furniture; kitchen and
other household utensils; cheap cigar boxes; boxes; dry measures; ties on
logging railroads.
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Supply and prices.—Rarely marketed under its proper name; small

quantities found mixed with the cheapest grades of miscellaneous lumber.

Genus MYRISTICA.

A genus of about 18 species, of which only three or four seem to be widely

distributed, or to reach a diameter of more than 40 centimeters.

The local names are applied to all species without any distinction and are

therefore given altogether for the whole genus.

Local names.—Alanigi (Zambo.) ; barakbak (Pang.) ; burniid (Zambo.)

;

dilang-butiki (Lag.) ; DuGUAN or dug-an (Zam., Bat., Riz. Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Min., Mas., Tic, Sib., Sam., Neg., Ilo., Sur., Lan., Bas., Pal.) ; duhau
(Zambo.) ; durugu', hindurugu' (Bat.) ; lago' (Bas., Pal.) ; laho' (Cul.)

;

mabulo, malamabulo (Pang.) ; mabulong-gubat (Zam.) ; manumbaga
(Zambo.)

;
palong (I. S.)

;
paria (Bat.) ; talang-bundok (Tay.) ; talihdgan

(Cag.) ; tambalau (Zam., Bat., Lag.) ; tambau (Bat.) ; taratara (Tay.)

;

ugau (Cam.).

The woods of the different species cannot be distinguished from each

other nor even with certainty from those of the preceding genus, practically

the only difference between Knema and Myristica being that the latter •is

of a more decided light red, which becomes slightly darker in seasoning if

the wood is dried quickly enough to prevent staining.

Uses, supply, and prices.—As for tambalau.

The following are the most important species of Myristica:

M. guatteriifolia A. DC.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from Bab., Cag., Beng.,

Pang., Bat., Tay., Cam., Min., Ley., Mas., Sib., Ilo., Cul., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

M. mindanaensis Warb.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Mis., Lan.,

Zambo., Bas.

M. philippensis Lam. (Plate II, fig. 9.)
'

DuGtJAN.

The largest among the widely distributed species, and the best known;
up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S., Cag., Abra,

N. E., Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Ley.,

Bas.

M. simiarum A. DC.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter ; reported from : Bat., Tay., Cam.,

Sur., But.

LAURACEAE.

[Baticulini family.]

A large family, containing a number of small or medium sized and at

least one large tree (tambulian), but very imperfectly known, both bota-

nically and as regards the woods. The best known individual species are

malacadios, kalingag, dugkatan and tambulian, while a number of other

species of several genera can be roughly classified in two groups, the v/hite

baticulins and the yellow baticulins.

White baticulin seems to be derived only from Litsea perrottetii and

some other species of the same genus; yellow baticulin is furnished by

several species of Litsea, Dehaasia, Machihis, Neolitsea, Nothophoebe and

Phoebe. Of the very numerous species of these genera, the woods are known

* The Spanish pronunciation and spellingr of the native batikullng.
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only in part and the individual species described below are the best known
and most widely distributed.

Genus BEILSCHMIEDIA.
B. cairocan Vid. (Plate II, fig. 10.) Malacadios.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; straight but not tall.

Local names.—Anagep (I. N., Gag.) ; anago-ngisi (Gag.) ; dulauen (Gag.,

Isa.) ; kairukan (Zam.) ; kalangiging (I. S.) ; kubi (Zambo., Bas.) ; makatu
(Palaui) ; Malacadios (Tay.) ; nagusip (Ant.) ; niket (I. N.) ; takki na
gayang (Gag.).

Other names recorded for specimens not specifically determined as B.

cairocan, but having wood of apparently identical character are: Bani-bani

(Agus.) ; inyam, putian (Occ. Neg.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 1.5 to 4 centimeters

thick, pale golden yellow, rather sharply marked off from heartwood; heart-

wood from a shade darker than sapwood to light golden brown, darkening

somewhat with age; grain slightly crossed in narrow bands; texture fine,

dense, glossy; strong odor when fresh, similar to that of aromatic vinegar;

seasons well; easy to work. Durability I, even sapwood rarely attacked

by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores numerous, small to

medium, evenly scattered, many with glittering deposits (probably tyloses)
;

soft tissue inconspicuous, in very small patches about pores; growth rings

marked by a very narrow belt of darker, denser tissue.

Malacadios is very similar to the yellow baticulins, but is harder, heavier,

of finer texture and on the average somewhat darker in color. It is prob-

able that some malacadios is accepted by the sculptors as baticulin.

Uses.—Poles; ties; bridge, wharf, and shipbuilding; posts; sills; beams,

joists, and rafters; floors; window sills; doors; ceiling and sheathing;

siding; oars and paddles; carving; household implements.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but rather scarce.

Prices.—About ^120 per M. when brought to Manila from Zamboanga
mills.

B. glomerata Merr. Terukan.

Reported only from Ilocos Sur, Laguna and Bataan; wood appears to be

somewhat softer and lighter in color and weight than the preceding.

Several other species are reported, but no local names are on record and
no wood specimens known.

GENUS GINNAMOMUM.
C. mercadoi Vid. Kalingag.

A small to medium sized tree, up to 65 centimeters in diameter, generally

straight, but not very tall; very widely distributed and well known, but

rather scarce. Beside the almost universal KALfNGAO, also known as:

kanila (from Span, canela, cinnamon) ; kuliuan or uliuan (Gag.) ; samiling

or similing (Bat.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy; sapwood large

(up to 10 or 12 centimeters), light brown; heartwood irregular in outline,

very irregularly mottled with light and dark brown to blackish streaks;

both bark and wood with strong and lasting odor, almost exactly like

sassafras; warps badly unless very carefully seasoned; easy to work.

Durability where exposed unknown, but otherwise at least II; never attacked

by beetles, but rapidly destroyed by termites.
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Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, rather indistinct; pores small to

medium, scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, scattered; no growth rings.

Uses,—Used locally for beams, flooring, etc., in small houses; household
implements, carved articles; would make an excellent material for lining

wardrobes, moth-proof chests, etc.

Prices.—Scarcely, if ever, found in regular lumber markets.

C. mindanaense Elm. Mindanao Cinnamon.

Reported only from various points in Mindanao as a source of cinnamon
bark, identical in appearance and flavor with other commercial cinnamons;
the wood is similar to kalingag in appearance and structure, but with odor
resembling cinnamon rather than sassafras.

GENUS CRYPTOCARYA.

Contains 25 or more species of medium-sized trees, of which only one is

well known.

C. bicolor Merr. Dugkatan.

Reported only from Lanao, Cotabato and Sulu, with above name; a

medium-sized tree, up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter.

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 8 to 12 centimeters

thick, yellowish, sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood dark

greenish brown; grain straight; texture fine, smooth; seasons well; easy to

work. Durability II.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; small to medium, scattered; soft

tissue in small patches about pores and in narrow, irregularly spaced,

concentric lines; growth rings irregular and indistinct, or marked by a

fairly distinct narrow belt of. soft tissue.

Uses.—House posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; cabinetwork; house-

hold implements.

Prices.—Cut only locally and rarely, if ever, reaches regular lumber

markets.

The numerous other species reach from 40 to 65 centimeters in diameter,

but as far as known have even less heartwood than dugkatan. They are

used locally for interior structural timber, most of them being little esteemed

where severely exposed. Nearly 40 local names are recorded, so many of

which are also applied to species of entirely different families that they

furnish practically no guide to knowing the trees.

GENUS DEHAASIA.

Two or three species, of which only one is well known; the wood of the

other species seems to be practically identical, and a few of the local names

applied to them are included in the list given for margapali.

D. triandra Merr. Margapali.

Local names.—Anaga', baiigulo, baslayan (Min.) ; betis (Sib.) ; kaburo,

manihai (Min.) ; Margapali (Lag.) ; mompon (Cam.)
;

paitan (Lag.)

;

putian (Neg.).

Wood of the ''yellow baticulin" type, and would no doubt be accepted

as such by the sculptors of Manila; moderately hard; light to moderately

heavy; sapwood 3 to 5 centimeters thick, pale yellow, rather sharply

marked off from heartwood; heartwood rich golden yellow, darkening

slightly on exposure; grain very straight; texture fine, dens^S, glossy;
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faint aromatic odor when freshly worked; seasons well; very easy to work.

Durability II; even sapwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores small to medium sized, scat-

tered; soft tissue inconspicuous, in thin rings or small patches about

pores; growth rings very indistinct or entirely absent.

Supply and pHces.—When marketed in Manila, sold as baticulin, (see

p. 111).

Genus EUSIDEROXYLON.

E. zwageri Teys. & Binn. (Plate II, fig. 11.) TambulIan.

A tall, straight tree, up to 110 centimeters in diameter, reported only

from Tawi-tawi, with above name. The billian or Borneo ironwood tree.

Wood very hard; very heavy; sapwood small, scarcely distinguishable;

heartwood yellowish brown when fresh, turning very dark brown with age;

grain straight; texture fine, somewhat glossy; shrinks, warps, and checks

very little; for a very hard wood, not difficult to work. Durability I; in

Borneo considered the best wood for house posts and piling; even sap-

wood not attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays fine; pores medium to large, scattered singly

or in small groups, frequently with glittering deposits; soft tissue con-

spicuous, in irregular patches about pores, often confiuent so as to form
irregular, branching, broken and wavy tangential lines; no growth rings.

Uses.—Piles; posts; poles; ties; bridge, ship, and wharf building;

paving blocks; all sorts of high-grade, strong construction; ax and other

tool handles; axles; shafts; hubs, spokes, and felloes; flooring and stairs;

window sills; cabinetwork.

Prices.—Has never been cut for the market; if marketed, should be

worth, on account of its great strength and extreme durability, at least

as much as the best ipil.

Genus LITSEA.

A genus of 35 or more species, of which only a few are fairly well known.
The woods are of three rather distinct types, which are represented best

by sablot (L. glutinosa) , baticulin (L. ohtusata) , and marang (L. perrot-

tetii) , the latter also known as white baticulin.

The various local names seem to bear little relation to the character of

the wood, the same names being found in various regions, or even within

the same province, for trees having woods of quite distinct qualities.

They are therefore given, to avoid repetition, for the whole genus regard-

less of species.

Local names.—Anagep (N. V.) ; anagos (Min.) ; arahan (Sam.) ; asa-

sala (Bal.) ; bagarilau (Tay.) ; BakAn (Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min.,

Sam., Ley., Neg., Buk.) ; bakan-kalaanan (Min.) ; balanganan (Min.)

;

balangod (Cam.); Bangulo (Min.); basilayan (Sib.); batikuling or Bati-

CULfN (Cag., Isa., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Min.) ; bulus (Bat.) ; dulauen

(Cag., Isa.) ; dunggoi (Riz.)
;
gibuaya (Lag.) ; hindang (Cag., Ley., Sur.)

;

iddang, indang (Cag.) ; ilang-ilang-gubat (Lag.) ; ilang-ilang-lalaki (Riz.)
;

kalaitik (Min.) ; kubilan (Beng.) ; lanat (Mas.) ; magilik, malasiko (Bat.)
;

malatugon (Isa.) ; MArang, with various qualifying words (Lag., Tay.,

Pol., Cam., Alb.) ; MatAng-usA (Lag.) ; mapipi (Tic.) ; olos-olos (Pang.)

;

pamalitien (Pang.)
;
pamayabasen (Cag.)

;
parasablut (Zam.)

;
pusopuso

(N. E., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Min.) ; Sablot (I. S.) ; tagutugan
(Cam.) ; tikam (Bat.) ; tubhas (Bats.).
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L. euphlebia Merr. MatAng-usA.

A tree up to 35 centimeters in diameter reported only from Tayabas;
wood rather loose textured, pale golden yellow, similar to baticulin (L.

obtusata)
;
perhaps a source of the baticulin of the sculptors.

L. fulva F.-Vill.

A small tree, reported from: N. Luz. to Tay., Min., Neg., Mis., and
Zambo., without local names.

Wood fine textured, pale golden yellow, very similar to baticulin; would
certainly be accepted by sculptors as such.

L. garciae Vid. BANGtJLO.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, reported from Lag. to S. Luz.,

Min., Sam., Ley., Cota.

Wood a rather coarse textured white baticulin, practically identical with

marang (L, perrottetii).

L. glutinosa C. B. Rob. Sabl6t.

A tree up to 60 centimeters diameter, reported from N. Luz. to Cam.,

Min., Mas., Ley., Neg., Guim., Pal.

Wood unlike the baticulins, rather closely resembling in hardness,

weight, and texture that of malacadios {Beilschmiedia cairocan) , though
somewhat lighter in color and without the acid aromatic odor; it would
probably pass for malacadios in the market and on account of its weight,

hardness, and lack of characteristic odor, would probably not be accepted

by the sculptors as baticulin.

L. luzonica F.-Vill.

A small tree, up to 30 centimeters in diameter, reported from N. Luz
to Tay., Min., Sam., Neg., Mis., Lan., Zambo., and Pal., but evidently

not well known, as the names reported for it are almost invariably taken

from other trees resembling it externally.

Wood of fine texture somewhat similar to sablot (L. glutinosa), with

small, grayish or brownish heartwood, and no pronounced odor. Would
probably not be accepted by sculptors, though undoubtedly a good wood.

L. obtusata F.-Vill. Baticulin.

A tree up to 40 centimeters (and probably more) in diameter; reported

only from Zam., Bat., Neg., and Bas., but probably one of the sources of

the yellow baticulin of the sculptors of Manila, who have always obtained

a great part of their supply from Bataan and Zambales.

Wood soft to moderately hard; light; sapwood 1 to 3 centimeters thick,

pale yellow, generally turning to a pale yellowish or greenish brown in

seasoning, not very sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood bright

golden yellow when fresh, darkening somewhat with exposure; faint odor

reminding one? both of cedar and camphor; grain straight; texture fine, with

a smooth waxy feel, taking a glossy cut under sharp tools; seasons well;

very easy to work. Durability II; even sapwood rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, but distinct; pores medium sized, evenly

scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, in very thin rings about pores and a

very thin indistinct line at end of growth ring.

Uses.—Carving and sculpture, especially of sacred images, for which

the baticulins (taking this in the commercial sense, as including all the

yellow baticulins not only of this species, but of the other species furnish-

ing similar wood) are considered the best of all Philippine woods; panel-
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ing for doors, altars, wardrobes, carriages; ceiling and sheathing; musical

instruments; cabinetwork; pyrography.

Supply and prices.—There is no regular supply of sawn lumber at all

in the Manila market. The Chinese shops get an occasional log, which
they either sell whole to sculptors, or saw to order for paneling, picture

framework, etc. But the' greater part of their supply the sculptors

purchase direct from the loggers at prices amounting to about f*^18 to f*^20

per cubic meter.

L. perrottetii F.-Vill. (Plate II, fig. 12.) MArang.

A tree up to 45 centimetel's or more in diameter; reported from: N.

Luz. to Cam., Min., Sam., Ley. and Neg.

Wood light and soft; sapwood and heartwood scarcely distinguishable,

creamy white, easily staining to greenish gray or light brown if not

rapidly seasoned; grain somewhat crossed in broad belts; texture rather

coarse, but taking a smooth and somewhat glossy surface under sharp

tools; except for staining, seasons very well; very easy to work. Durab-
ility somewhat inferior to baticulin; occasionally attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays rather numelrous, fine to moderately thick, conspic-

uous; pores medium sized, scattered, often partitioned, tending to form a

rough pattelrn of diagonal lines; soft tissue in thin rings or small, irregular

patches about pores, distinctly of two colors, the rings being of the same
paid straw color as the pith rays, but inclosing small dots of deeper yellow;

no growth rings.

Uses.—Except for statuary, about the same as baticulin; when cut with

miscellaneous lumber, sold with the white lauans.

Supply and prices.—The supply is scant and irregular and the wood is

rarely sold under its own name.

L. philippinensis Me^r. Bakan.

A tree up to 50 centimeters diameter; reported from: Zam., Bat., Cam.,

Ley., Min., Sib., Mis., Bas.

Wood very similar to baticulin (L. obtusata) and if brought to Manila
market would undoubtedly be accepted as such.

L. tayabensis Elm,

A tree up to 30 centimeters diameter; reported from: Lag., Tay., Min.,

Neg., Dav. Wood similar to that of sablot (L. glutinosa).

Genus MACHILUS.

A genus of four known species of small to medium sized trees, of which
M. philippinensis is the largest and best known.

M. philippinensis Merr.

A tree reaching ordinarily 60 to 70 centimeters diameter, but one of

130 centimeters reported from Batangas; reported from Bat., Lag., Batg.,

Tay.

Local names.—Margapali-kulilisiau (Lag.).

Wood of the ^'yellow baticulin'^ type, believed to furnish a large part

of the commercial baticulin of the carvers and cabinetmakers in Laguna,
especially the Paete region. Possibly some of it also reaches Manila shops.

Genus NEOLITSEA.

A genus of small to medium-sized trees, of about 10 species, of which
only one, pusopuso, is well known. The others are* less widely distributed

and scarcer, and almost no local names recorded for them.
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N. vidalii Merr. PusoPtJso.

Local names.—^Lanat (Guim.) ; lanutan-puti (Min.) ; marang (Lag.)

;

poll (Gag.) ; PusoPtJSO, with various abjectives (Bat., Riz.) ; also reported
without local names from: Tay., Min., Agus., Dav., Bas.

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood larg^, irregular,
pale yellow turning to grayish brown; outer heartwood scarcely darker,
inner heartwood dark greenish brown, with curious belts and mottlings of
lighter and darker tints; grain straight or somewhat crossed; texture
fine, very smooth, glossy; seasons well; works easily. Durability probably
as good as baticulin. It is possible that, when containing little or no brown
heartwood, this furnishes part of the baticulin of sculptors.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, pores small, evenly scattered; soft

tissue inconspicuous; beginning of growth rings marked by narrow bands
of lighter colored tissue.

Supply and prices.—Practically unknown in Manila market.

Genus NOTHOPHOEBE.
N. malabonga Merr. Malabunga.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter, reported from: N. Luz. to Cam.,

Min., Ley., Neg.

Local names.—Anagap (Bui.) ; dulauen (Gag.) ; kabulo (Min.) ; Mala-
bunga (Lag.); malay-a (Gam.); margapali (Lag.).

Wood one of the best types of yellow baticulin, though without pro-

nounced aromatic odor of Litsea obtusata; soft to hard; light; sapwood
about 5 centimeters thick, pale yellow, generally staining in drying to

a greenish gray or brown, rather sharply distinguished from heartwood;

heartwood deep golden yellow or orange, darkening somewhat on exposure;

grain somewhat crossed; texture moderately fine, very smooth and glossy,

with a waxy feeling; seasons very well; exceedingly easy to work, a

sharp tool cutting it as smoothly as cheese, even square across the grain.

Durability II; even sapwood rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, fairly distinct; pores numerous,
often partitioned, sometimes in a rough pattern of diagonal rows, sometimes

in crowded radial rows of 3 to 6; soft tissue in small, roughly defined

patches about pores, often confluent in diagonal lines and about radial

groups; no growth rings.

Uses, supply, and prices.—Same as baticulin {Litsea obtusata). Also

used in Laguna Province for house construction.

Genus PHOEBE.
P. sterculioides Merr. Kaburo.

A treef up to 75 centimeters diameter.

Local names.—Banogan (Sam.); banuyo (Neg.); batikuling (Min.);

bokbok (Gap.) ; bugo (Lan.) ; Kaburo (Min.) ; kubi (Neg.) ; magbuabang
(Sur.) ; margadilau (Lag.).

Wood a good type of yellow baticulin; soft to moderately hard; light;

sapwood small, slightly lighter colored than heartwood, not so commonly

staining as in malabunga; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture,

seasoning, and working qualities as in malabunga, though slightly harder.

Structure.—Very similar to malabunga, but soft tissue less abundant.

Uses, supply, and prices.—Same as baticulin.

140866 8
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ROSACEAE.

[Liusin family.]

A family represented in the Philippines by only two genera of timber

trees.

Genus PARINARIUM.

A genus of about five species, of which only one is widely distributed.

The wood of all species is practically identical; the same local names are

applied to all indifferently, and are heref given for the whole genus.

Local names.—Aningat (I. S.) ; bakayau (Pang.) ; barit (Cam., Sam.) ;

binggas, binggau (I. N., Pang., Tar.) ; boiTgog (Sam.) ; botabon (Pal.)
;

dufigon-dufigonan (Tay.)
;
gimaimai (Lan.)

;
ginaiang (Riz., Batg., Tay.)

;

kagemkem (I. S.) ; kamulitiiTgan (Pamp.) ; kangkaiTgan, kapganigan (Dav.)

;

karatakat (I. N., I. S., Cag.) ; kulatingan or kulitiiTgan (N. E., Tar.)

;

langkaiTgan (Lan.) ; lafigog or lafigoog (Agus.) ; laiusin (Pamp., Cam.,

Lag.) ; LitJSiN (N. E., Zam., Bat., Lag., Cam., Min.) ; lumuluas (Cota.)

;

malaigang (Sam.) ; malapiga, malapuyau (Tay.) ; maluklik (Zambo.)

;

mantalina or mantaliiigan (Zambo.) ; matamata (Ley.)
;
pantog-usa (Pal.)

;

pasak (N. E., Man. lumber yards) ; sabongkaag (I. S.) ; salifuiTgan, salutin

(Cag.); saraiTgan (Sam.); sigaadan (Cota.); Tabon-tabon (Alb., Sur.,

Agus.) ; takdaiTgan (Min.) ; tapgas (Guim.) ; uas-uasa (Cag.).

The following are the best known species of Parmarium i

P. corymbosum Miq. (Plate II, fig. 13.) LitJSlN.

A tree generally from 60 to 90 centimeters in diameter, but one recorded

from Bataan of 160 centimeters; reported from: Cag., I. N., I. S., Isa., Abra,

N. E., Pang., Pamp., Tar., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min.,

Mas., Sam., Ley., Guim., Agus., Lan., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Pal.

Wood hard ; very heavy ; sapwood and heartwood scarcely distinguishable,

pale red; heartwood sometimes streaked with very narrow, widely separated,

dark belts which do not at all follow the growth rings; faint acid odor;

grain straight or slightly crossed, often with a characteristic regular wave;

texture dense and fine, but with conspicuous pores; seasons without much
checking, but Warps considerably; very difficult to work, being notorious for

the rapidity with which it dulls all tools. Durability in contact with ground

or exposed to weather poor, but one of the best woods known as regards

resistance to teredo, and also very rarely attacked by insects.

Structure,—Pith rays fine; pores few, medium sized to large, oval,

irregularly scattered; soft tissue forming numerous wavy, concentric lines;

growth rings indistinct, marked by a narrow band of slightly denser,

darker tissue.

Uses.—Salt water piling (tops should be given, as soon as possible, a

thorough coating of thick paint or hot tar) ; ties and paving blocks

(impregnated)
;

posts above stumps and general framing under cover;

keels, etc.; would make splendid flooring, but most mills refuse to saw and

plane it; a favorite of charcoal burners in Bataan.

Supply.—Rare in Manila market.

Prices.—One hundred pesos to ^140 per M.

P. laurinvm A. Gray Tabon-TAbon.

A tree up to 45 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from:

Sib., Sur., Agus., Dav., and Pal. Wood identical with above.
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Genus PYGEUM.

A genus of about 18 species, of which only two are widely distributed

and well known. As far as known, the character of the wood of all species

is the same. The local names of the two species described below seem
to be applied to both indifferently.

Local names.—Amugan, amufigiang (Bat.) ; aning-figai (Zam.) ; apitang

(Gag.) ; dampol (Bat.) ;
gupil or gupit (Abra, Riz., Lag.) ; hunug (Isa.)

;

ipus-ipus (Cebu) ; kagatungan (Riz.) ; kambal (Riz., Zambo.) ; kamunog
(Cam.) ; komon (Gag.) ; Lago' (Bat., Lag., Tay.) ; liusin-gubat (Bat.)

;

malagmat (Pamp.)
;
pamilingan (I. N.) ;

papayu (Bont.) ; sanga (Gag.,

Isa.); tanga (L N., Buk.).

Wood moderately hard, moderately heavy; sapwood and heartwood

scarcely distinguishable, light reddish brown with occasional widely and

irregularly spaced, narrow concentric lines of very porous dark tissue

containing glistening red deposits; grain often curly or wavy, and some-

what crossed; texture fairly fine, glossy; seasons well; easy to work. Dura-

bility probably III; rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays moderately thick, distinct; pores medium sized,

evenly distributed in small groups and short radial rows, and in above-

mentioned, narrow concentric lines ; soft tissue in small patches about groups

of pores; growth rings inconspicuous, marked by a faint, light-colored line.

Uses, supply, and prices.—Used locally for posts, framing, etc.; prac-

tically unknown in the Manila trade, but occurs mixed with lots of cheap and

medium-grade, miscellaneous lumber, selling at about ?50 per M.; a very

pretty, easily-worked, and substantial wood for cabinetwork.

The following are the best known species of Pygeum:

P. glandulosum Merr. AmugAn.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., Gag., Isa.,

Abra, Bont., Beng., Zam., Riz., Lag., Cam., Bat., Min., Neg.

P. preslii Merr. (Plate II, fig. 14.) LAgo.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bat., Riz., Lag.,

Tay., Mar., Ley., Buk., Gota., Zambo., Pal.

LEGTTMINOSAE.

[Narra family.]

Next to the lauan family, this is the most important family of timber

trees, in the Islands, producing a much greater variety of hard, durable,

and beautifully colored cabinet woods than any other. The most important

and best known are acle (Albizzia acle), banuyo (Wallaceodendron cele-

hicum), ipil (Intsia spp.), narra (Pterocarpus spp.), supa (Sindora supa),

and tindalo (Pahudia rhomboidea) ; another dozen or more species are

equally beautiful, but of less importance as being of smaller size or more

limited distribution.

The woods of the narra family here described are mostly hard or moder-

ately hard, heavy, or moderately heavy, often very brillantly colored, rarely

attacked by beetles. In structure, the chief characteristic of the family

is the prominence of the soft tissue, which forms narrow rings or round

or elongated patches about the pores, numerous concentric bands, or else

netlike and herringbone patterns. The rays are generally fine or very fine;

the pores are very variable, both in size and number. In one group, the

soft tissue is very inconspicuous; of the woods here described, supa, kayu-

galu, sibucao and batete belong to this group.
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As a general rule the sapwood, especially when very distinct in color

from heartwood, is of very poor quality as regards durability, being almost

Invariably attacked by beetles and very frequently by wood-destroying

fungi.

Genus ADENANTHERA.
A, intermedia Merr. TANGLfN.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter, with a straight and fairly long

bole; reported from: I. S., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Riz., Lag., Tay., Alb.,

Sor., Sam., Neg., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Bagiroro (Alb.) ; bahai (Zambo.) ; bugayong-china

(I. S.) ; butarik (Gag.) ; ipil or ipil-tanglin (Gag., Zam., Bat.) ; kinasai-

kasai (Blanco^s flora) ; malabago (Mas.) ; malasagad (Riz.) ; maratayum
(N. E.) ; matang-ulang (Lag., Tay.)

;
paagahan (Lag.)

;
pamiasin (Zam.)

;

tadlangau (Gam.) ; tangalin (Lag.) ; Tanglin (Bat., Pamp.) ; tanglon

(Pamp.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood 2 to 5 centimeters thick, yellowish or pink-

ish, rather sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood in young
trees bright yellow, in large trees light yellowish or reddish brown, turning

on exposure to a rich chocolate brown
;
grain straight or somewhat crossed

;

texture fairly fine, glossy; general appearance very much like that of ipil

{Intsia spp.), for which it is sometimes fraudulently or ignorantly sub-

stituted, but from which it can be distinguished by the pinkish sapwood,

the difference in structure, and the rarity of yellow deposits; seasons well;

hard to saw, but not otherwise difficult to work. Durability II; heartwood
very rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, almost invisible to naked eye;

pores medium sized, rather few, evenly scattered; soft tissue in broad rings

or elongated patches about pores, often confluent so as to join several or

many pores into small groups or irregular wavy lines, or at intervals in

belts of denser tissue forming narrow concentric lines which contain fewer

and smaller pores than other parts; growth rings, if present, irregular

and ill-defined.

Uses.—Posts; beams, joists, rafters, flooring and inside finish; in Pam-
panga, a favorite for wheels and beds of bull carts; furniture; cabinet-

work; would make good ties and paving blocks untreated and excellent

ones if treated.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but scarce.

Prices.—Except as an attempted substitute for ipil, rarely marketed.

Genus ALBIZZIA.

A genus containing six timber trees and one climbing shrub (^4.. scandens

Merr., reported only from Palawan). All have rather large and very poor

white sapwood, and light to dark brown, durable heartwood varying some-

what in structure.

A. acle Merr. (Plate II, fig. 15.) ACLE.

A tree up to 125 centimeters or more in diameter, bole short and often

crooked; reported from: I. S., N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Riz.,

Lag., Tay., Gam., Sor., Min., Mas., Tab., Neg., Pal.

Local names.—Acle or akli (N. E., Un., Pamp., Bat., Bui., Riz., Lag.,

Tay., Gam., Sor., Min.) ; anagep (I. S., I. N.) ; banuyo (Occ. Neg., Tab.)

;

kita-kita (N. E., Pang., Un., Zam.) ; langin (Mas.) ; langip (Bis.) ; sauriri

(Pal.); tabalangi (Bis.); tili, tills (Zam.).

Wood hard; moderately heavy to heavy, specific gravity 0.607 (average.
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Gardner), 0.610 to 0.693 (Foxworthy) ; sapwood 2 to 5 centimeters thick,

whitish, sharply marked off from heartwood, very perishable; heartwood
pale, dull brown to dark walnut brown; coloring matter soluble in water
and alcohol; strong peppery odor, dust causing violent sneezing when
worked, especially when very dry wood is worked by machinery; when
fresh, lathers freely with water or saliva; grain somewhat crossed and
often very curly; texture fairly fine, but rough and dull; fairly easy to
work. Durability I; practically never attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine, not numerous, indistinct; pores moder-
ately large, scattered, with a tendency to form irregular wavy lines; soft

tissue in conspicuous roundish patches about pores; frequent dirty white
deposits in pores ; no growth rings.

Uses.—Ties; posts; sills; general construction; all classes of highest
grade interior finish, furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but scarce; there is a fairly steady but
small supply in the Manila market.

Prices.—'^160 to f^250 per M.

A. lebbeck Benth. LANcft.

A small to medium sized tree cultivated in Luzon, possibly native to

Palawan, with wood very similar to acleng-parang.

A. lebbekoides Benth. Kariskis.

A small to medium sized tree, up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported
from: I. N., Abra, N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Riz., Lag., Min., Sib.,

Cota.

Local names.—KARiSKfs (L N., Abra, N. E., Zam.) ; malaganit, malaga-
hanip, malagahanit (N. E., Bat., Riz., Lag.) ; malasampalok (Bat.) ; ma-
ganhop sa bukid (Sib.). Wood very similar to acleng-parang.

A. marginata Merr. Unik.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, straight and moderately tall;

reported from: L S., Bont., N. V., N. E., Abra, Bat., Riz., Tay.
Local names.—Kantingen (L S.) ; kupang (Bont.) ; kupang-babae,

kupang-bunduk (Bat.); malagahanip (Tay.); malasampalok (Bat., N. E.)

;

malatigi (Riz., Lag.); Unik or unip (Bat., Pamp., Tar.).

Wood light; soft to very soft; sapwood 2 to 4 centimeters thick, whitish,

not quite sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood pale, clear pinkish

or reddish brown, with often conspicuous broad growth rings
;
grain almost

perfectly straight; texture fairly fine, homogeneous, smooth, glossy; seasons

well; very easy to work. Durability not well known, probably at least III;

heartwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct; pores few, medium sized to large,

scattered singly or in small groups; soft tissue forming smooth rings about

pores; growth rings 1 to 2 centimeters broad, marked at outer edge by a
band, 2 to 3 millimeters broad, of darker, denser tissue.

Uses.—Sheathing and ceiling; bancas; shipping cases for cigarettes; on

account of its lightness and even texture would be very good for canoes

and light boats.

Supply.—Known only from Luzon ; rather scarce.

Prices.—Marketed only with miscellaneous soft lumber at ?40 to ^50
per M.

A. procera Benth. Acleng-Parang.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter, straight, but not tall; reported
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from: I. N., Cag., I. S., Beng., Pang., Un., Zam., Bat., Pamp., BuL, Riz.,

Batg., Min.

Local names.—Adaan (I. N., I. S., Abra, Un., Pang., Beng.); AcLENG-
Parang (Bat., Zam., Tar., Pamp., Batg., Min.) ; alalangad (Bat., Pamp.,

Riz.) ; anapla (Min.) ; aninapla (Tar., BuL, Riz.,) ; daan (Beng.) ; kalai

(Abra) ; karaal (Cag., Pang.) ; karail (Zam.) ; kasai (Or. Neg.)
;

pala-

tangan (I. S.).

Wood hard; moderately heavy to heavy, specific gravity 0.865 (Puigdul-

les) ; sapwood 1 to 4 centimeters thick, rather sharply marked off from
heartwood; heartwood rich dark chestnut brov^n, generally with conspicuous

irregular darker and lighter bands; grain straight; texture fine, glossy;

seasons well; easy to work. Durability at least II; very rarely attacked by
beetles.

Structure.—Very similar to acle, without whitish deposits, but with oc-

casional glistening deposits in pores.

Uses.—Posts; poles; ties, sills, beams, joists, rafters; agricultural im-

plements; inside finish; furniture and cabinetwork; carving; recommended
for trial for gunstocks.

Supply.—Widely distributed in Luzon and Mindoro, but nowhere abundant.

Prices.—Often sold for acle, but otherwise considerably cheaper.

A. retusa Benth. Kasai.

A small to medium sized tree of the beach forests, up to 60 centimeters

in diameter; reported from: Bats., Cag., Tay., Cam., Min., Ley., Zambo.,

Pal.

Local names,—KAsAi (Cag., Tay., Cam., Min., Pal.) ; langil (Blanco's

flora); malinab (Cag.); saplit (N. Tay.); sintog (Dav.) ; tagolo (Cag.).

Wood practically identical with acleng-parang, but somewhat lighter

in color.

A. saponaria Bl. Salingkugi.

A tree of the open-forest or parang type, reaching 80 centimeters in

diameter; reported from: Bats., I. N., Cag., Isa., Beng., Pang., Zam., Bat.,

Riz., Pamp., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Tic, Sam., Ley., Guim., Bil., Neg.,

Sur., Agus., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Balogo, (Agus.) ; banaibanai (Cag.)
; gogo' or gugo' (Isa.,

Tay., Agus.)
;
gogo'-kasai (Tay.)

;
gogong-malatoko (Riz.)

;
gogong-toko

(Pang., Bat., Pamp., Cam.) ; langil (Riz.) ; malatoko (Bat., Pamp., Riz.,

Lag.) ; maratiga, maratekka (I. S.) ;
pipi (Neg.) ; salanggigi' (Min.)

;

salangkugi,' Salingkugi', salungkugi' (Zam., Min., Mas. Tic, Sur., Zambo.)

;

salingkuki* (Bat., Min.) ; salikugf (Sam.) ; sangginggi' (Agus.) ; saplit

(I. S.) ; siangkugi (Sur.) ; tambing (Beng.) ; tigian (Guim.) ; tinagi (Sur.).

Salingkugi seems to have a larger proportion of sapwood and slightly

lighter colored heartwood than acleng-parang, but otherwise is scarcely

distinguishable from it.

Genus CAESALPINIA.
C. sappan L. (Plate II, fig. 16.) SiBUCAo.

Known from Northern Luzon to Mindanao as sapang and sibukau or

SiBUCAO. A small straggling tree or clambering shrub, reaching 15 to 20

centimeters in diameter, the fine, dense, hard, very heavy, orange-red wood
being used chiefly for producing dye (nearly one-half million kilos of wood
exported in 1914), but also for treenails, canes, scabbards, small cabinet-

work, inlaying, etc. It is practically identical with the Brazil wood,

braziletto and pernambuco wood of South America.
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Genus CASSIA.
C. javanica L. CANA-FfsTULA.'
A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. E., Pang.,

Un., Zam., Bat., Riz., Cav., Batg., Tay., Cam., Sor., Pol., Min., Bur.,
Ley., Zambo., Bal., Pal.

Local names.—Anchoan or angsoan (Tay., Cam.) ; apostola (N. E.,

Zam., Zambo.) ; bagiroro (Sor., Bur.,) ; balayong (Pang., Min., Pal.)

;

Cana-fistula (N. E., Un., Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Min., Bal.); dulauen
(Isa.) ; duyong (Cag.) ; fugayong (Cag.) ; kilkil (Zambo.) ; malatagum
(Cam.) ; narang-dauel (I. S.)

;
pistula (corruption of Span.) ; tindalo

(Pang.) ; tualing-bakulau (Zam.) .

Wood moderately hard to hard; moderately heavy to heavy, specific

gravity 0.679 to 0.897 (Puigdulles) ; sapv^rood 2 to 5 centimeters thick,

yrhitish, turning light brown in drying, perishable, rather sharply marked
off from heartwood; heartwood bright yellow when fresh, turning yellowish

brown to dark brown with age; grain generally distinctly crossed; texture

rather coarse in appearance, pores conspicuous on longitudinal section,

otherwise dense and taking a smooth surface under a sharp tool; seasons

well; fairly easy to work. Durability II; very rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to very fine, invisible to naked eye; pores

medium sized, oval, some with one or two cross partitions; soft tissue

very conspicuous, occupying one-third to one-half of total area, in large

rounded patches about pores, the patches often confluent so as to form
long, wavy, tangential lines, which toward the end of each growth ring

tend to become narrower, more continuous and more nearly parallel; growth
rings sometimes marked as described, sometimes very indistinct or absent.

Uses.—Posts; ties; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; interior finish; dugout

can9es; furniture; cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but scarce; rarely seen in Manila market,

but well and favorably known wherever it occurs.

Several other species of Cassia are known, but are all either introduced

cultivated trees or, if native, small and of very limited distribution. It is

not probable that any of these are cut for lumber.

Genus ERYTHROPHLOEUM.
E. densiflorum Merr. KamAtog.

A tree up to 95 centimeters in diameter, straight, but not tall; re-

ported from: Cag., Riz., Tay., Lan., Zambo.
Local names.—Abbihal (Cag.) ; batik (Tay.) ; kadir (I. N.) ; kalamatau,

Kamatog (Tay.) ; iTgirik-iigirik or ngirikiTgik (Cag.)
;
pali (Lan.) ; salsal

(Cag.); takloban (Tay.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 2 to 6 centimeters

thick, whitish, turning pale reddish brown in drying, sometimes quite

sharply distinguished, sometimes merging very gradually into heartwood,

perishable; heartwood bright red, becoming somewhat dull with age;

grain distinctly crossed in broad bands; texture rather coarse; in color

and grain resembling tindalo, but of somewhat softer, coarser texture;

does not check much, but is liable to warp if not carefully seasoned;

easy to work. Durability III; heartwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine, numerous; pores numerous, small to

» The Spanish popular name of C. fistula L., an Indian species introduced and cultivated

in the Islands. From the similarity of the trees, and especially the fruits, this name (or

oorrupted forms of it) has become by far the most widely known name for the native tree.
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medium, evenly scattered; soft tissue very similar to but not quite as

conspicuous as in cana-fistula; growth rings similar to cana-fistula, but

even less regularly and distinctly marked.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; floors; sheathing and
ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but scarce.

Prices.—Ninety pesos to f*=125.00 per M.

Genus GLIRICIDIA.
G. sepium Steud. Madre-Cacao.

A small tree introduced from America in the eighteenth century as

a shade tree for cacao plantations, now very widely distributed as an
ornamental, and to some extent naturalized, everywhere known either

as Madre-Cacao (Span.), or kakauati (cacauati, Mex.-Span.). It never

grows to saw timber size, but the dense, fine, hard and heavy, yellowish

to dark brown, durable wood is used locally for small house posts and
other structural parts, agricultural implements, treenails, tool handles, etc.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous; pores small, numerous, choked
with dark, spongy, often glistening soft tissue; lighter colored soft tissue

in ragged patches about pores, sometimes connecting several pores in

tangential lines, and forming 2, 3 or more fairly continuous, roughly
parallel concentric lines at the end of each growth ring; occasional sulphur-

yellow deposits in soft tissue about pores.

Genus INTSIA.
/. acuminata Merr.

A tree 60 centimeters or more in diameter, reported from: Gag., Tay., Din.

Local names.—Balahian (Gag.) ; bayugbug (Din.) ; Ipil (Tay.) ; tindalo

(Tay.). Wood identical with following species.

/. bijuga O. Ktze. (Plate III, fig. 17.) fpiL.

A tall straight tree, up to 180 centimeters in diameter; reported from:
Bats., Gag., Zam., Bat., Tay., Gam., Sor., Min., Mas., Tic, Sam., Ley.,

Gap., Guim., Gebu, Neg., Sib., Sur., Mis., Lan., Gota., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Local name.—Universally known as Ipil, a name very rarely applied

to species of any other genus.

Wood hard to very hard; heavy to very heavy, specific gravity 0.673

to 0.807 (Gardner), 0.758 to 0.909 (Foxworthy) ; sapwood 4 to 8 centi-

meters thick, whitish, sharply distinguished from heartwood, very pe-

rishable; heartwood when fresh and perfectly sound bright yellow, turn-

ing to dark brown on exposure; peculiar, oily odor resembling that of

raw peanuts; small quantities of oil exuding from surface, causing char-
acteristic, small, dull black spots when sandpapered; when fresh, oil

makes indelible brown spots on paper and cloth; grain straight or some-
what crossed; texture fine, taking a glossy cut under sharp tools; does
not warp much, but in large sizes is liable to check badly if not seasoned
carefully; hard to saw, but not difficult to surface. Durability I, except
as regards teredo.

Structure.—Pith rays fine; pores small, scattered; soft tissue in elong-
ated patches about pores, sometimes connecting several pores in short
tangential or diagonal lines; sulphur-yellow deposits in pores or in soft

tissue about them; growth rings sometimes irregular and indistinct,

sometimes rather sharply defined by a very thin light line.

Uses.—All high-class general construction; posts; beams, joints, raf-
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ters; electric poles; sills; ties; paving blocks; flooring, siding, sheathing;

doors and windows; ship, wharf, and bridge building (except salt-water

piling); furniture and cabinetwork; hubs, spokes, tongues and cart beds;

necks and heads of musical instruments; tool handles; harrow teeth and
other parts of agricultural implements; altogether, on account of its

hardness, stiffness, and great durability, one of the best woods in the

Islands.

Supply.—Found in practically all provinces having a seacoast; though

not as abundant as any of the dipterocarps, there is a steady supply of

it in the markets. Intsia acuminata is much scarcer than /. bijuga and
there is no doubt that at least 95 per cent of ipil in the markets is from
the latter species.

Prices.—One hundred and fifty pesos to ?200 per M.

Genus KINGIODENDRON.

K. altemifolium Merr. (PI. Ill, Fig. 18.) Batete.

A tall straight tree, up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; re-

ported from: Cag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Mas., Tic, Tab., Sam., Ley.,

Neg., Mis., Agus., Cota., Zambo., Samal.

Local names.—Bagbalogo (Sam.) ; bahai (Bat., Zambo.) ; Batete (Tay.,

Sor., Mas., Tic.) ; bitangol (Agus.) ; danggai (Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor.,

Mas.) ; duka (Tab., Ley., Occ, Neg.) ; mabalogo (Sam.)
;
palomaria

(Zambo.)
;
paina^ payina', palina^ parina', (Cam., Alb., Sor., Sam., Dav.)

;

salalangin (Alb., Sor.); tuaan (Mis.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 1.5 to 5

centimeters thick, pale red turning to dull brown in drying, not quite

sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood light to dark reddish

brown, with blackish streaks due to the oil which stains all surfaces;

grain fairly straight; texture fine, smooth but not glossy; chips color water

purplish brown; checks very little, but warps badly if not carefully sea-

soned; fairly easy to work. Durability III; heartwood rarely attacked

by insects other than termites, which destroy it rapidly.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct; pores few, medium sized, scattered;

soft tissue inconspicuous, in small patches about pores, and in thin, con-

tinuous, but irregularly spaced concentric lines; growth rings indistinct.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; doors;

sheathing and other interior finish; furniture; paving blocks and ties

(treated)

.

Supply,—Found from central Luzon to Mindanao; large trees fairly

numerous in portions of Masbate, elsewhere scattered. Rare in Manila

market.

Prices.—One hundred pesos to ^125 per M.

Genus KOOMPASSIA.
K. excelsa Taub. Manggis

A tall straight tree, up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter. Known

so far only from Palawan, with local name Manggis. Known in Borneo

as tapang, kayu rajah, and mangaris.

Wood hard; brittle; heavy; sapwood whitish, sharply distinguished from

heartwood; heartwood rich reddish brovm, often with conspicuous broad

lighter and darker belts; at very irregular intervals occur belts 1 to 2

centimeters broad, containing no larger pores at all; easy to work. Dura-

bility unknowm, but probably at least III.
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Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, distinct, but in nonporous belts

becoming thicker, crinkled, and indistinct; pores medium to large, often

partitioned, tending to form radial lines of 3 to 6 pores; soft tissue con-

spicuous, in numerous wavy, continuous, sometimes branching but roughly

parallel concentric lines generally connecting the pores; growth rings very

indistinct or absent; very large and conspicuous ripple marks on all

longitudinal sections.

Uses.—No uses known, but would make a beautiful interior finish,

furniture, and cabinetwood.

Supply.—Large trees fairly numerous in parts of Palawan.

Prices.—^Unknown in Manila market, but should be worth "PISO per M.

Genus ORMOSIA.
O. calavensis Azaola Bahai.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, straight but not tall; reported

from: Cag., I. S., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Mas., Ley., Neg., Sur.,

Agus., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Amuyong (Bat.) ; Bahai (Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam.) ; buga-

yong (I. S., Cag.) ; tandang-isok (Mas.) ; commercial material from Pala-

wan, with local name bayoto, seems to be of this species.

Wood hard ; moderately heavy ; sapwood -very large, whitish ; heartwood
bright orange red, darkening somewhat with age; grain frequently wavy
and curly; texture rather coarse in appearance, but dense and glossy;

general appearance very much like tindalo; seasons well; fairly easy to

work. Durability III, heartwood not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to medium, distinct; pores small to medium,
evenly scattered; soft tissue very conspicuous, in large roundish patches

about pores, generally connecting a number of pores in wavy, branching,

tangential or diagonal patterns like a "mackerel sky;^' growth rings in-

distinct or absent.

Uses.—House posts; beams, joists, rafters; interior finish; furniture and
cabinetwork.

Supply.—Known only from Luzon and Masbate; scarce.

Prices.—Sometimes ignorantly or intentionally substituted for tindalo,

but otherwise much lower in price, and probably, when sawn, most gen-

erally mixed with miscellaneous lumber.

O. paniculata Merr.

Has been reported only from Bataan; the wood is unknown, but it is

possible that bahai from this province is of this species. O. villamilii Merr.

is reported from Cam. and Zambo., wood scarcely known.

Genus PAHUDIA.

P. rhomboidea Prain. (PI. Ill, fig. 19.) Tindalo.

A tree up to 120 centimeters in diameter, straight but not tall; reported

from: I. N., Cag., Palaui, Isa., Pang., Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz., Lag., Cam.,
Sor., Pol., Min., Ambil, Mas., Mar., Tic, Ley., Sib., Cebu, Sur., Agus., Cota.,

Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Apalit (Pang.) ; bagalayau, magalayau (Cag., Isa.)

;

balahiau (Palaui) ; balayung (Riz., Lag., Pol., Cebu, Neg., Min., Mar.)

;

bara3aing (Cam., Sor., Mas., Tic, Cat., Ley.) ; bayadgung (Sur.) ; bayung
(Cebu, Agus., Sur.) ; bialung or biarung (Agus., Cota.) ; ipil (I. N., Cag.,

Isa.); sangai (Cam.); TfNDAL6 (Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz., Tay., Min., Mar.).
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Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.772 to 0.805 (Gardner), 0.878 (Fox-
worthy) ; sapwood 2 to 4 centimeters thick, white, perishable, sharply distin-

guished from heartwood ; heartwood saffron or pale orange, turning with age
to a deep, rich red, sometimes with irregular blackish streaks

;
grain straight

or slightly crossed, sometimes with scattered bird's-eye knots; odor resem-
bling that of raw beans or peanuts, not as pronounced as in ipil; texture
fine, dense, and smooth, taking a glossy cut under sharp tools ; seasons well,

being perhaps less subject to checking and warping than any other well-

known Philippine cabinet wood; saws smoothly and is not difficult to shape
and surface. Durability II; rarely attacked even by termites, but not
very durable in ground or exposed to teredo.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores small to medium sized, scat-

tered but with some tendency to form tangential or diagonal lines; soft

tissue very conspicuous in elongated patches about pores, often confluent into

interrupted tangential or diagonal lines, and in numerous, thin, irregularly

spaced, continuous concentric lines containing few or no pores; in heart of

young, rapid-growing trees, these lines clearly mark the end of the growth
rings, in later wood they are often so closely but irregularly spaced that

the growth rings are entirely obscured; occasional whitish deposits in pores

and soft tissue.

Uses,—One of the finest, if not the finest, of Philippine cabinet woods;

all kinds of high-grade construction (except posts set in ground) ; interior

finish; floors; doors; windows; window sills; a favorite for stair treads and
hand rails on account of its indestructible color and its hardness; musical

instruments; tool handles, saw frames, etc.

Supply.—Very widely distributed, but not as abundant as ipil and narra

;

always small quantities on hand in Manila.

Prices.—One hundred and seventy pesos to ^240 per M.

Genus PARKIA.
P. sherfeseei Merr. Kunding.

Reported so far only from Agusan; wood identical with following.

P. timoriana Merr. (Plate III, fig. 20.) CtJPANG.

A tall, straight tree, up to 180 centimeters in diameter; reported from:
Beng., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Pal.

Local names.—Bagin (Beng.) ; CUPANG (N. E., Pamp., Tar., Zam., Bat.,

Lag., Tay., Pal.).

Wood soft; light, specific gravity 0.285 (Foxworthy), 0.317 to 0.422

(Gardner); sapwood very large (up to 25 centimeters or more), whitish,

bluing very easily unless quickly and thoroughly seasoned, sharply marked
off from heartwood; heartwood pale brown, with broad slightly lighter

and darker belts; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture rather coarse

in appearance, but taking a smooth finish under sharp tools ; strong disgust-

ing odor while drying, which, however, disappears completely; aside from
bluing, seasons well; very easy to work. Durability IV, but rarely at-

tacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, but distinct; pores small to medium, mod-

erately numerous, very evenly scattered; soft tissue in rounded patches

about pores, not commonly connected in rows; growth rings marked by

a very faint, narrow line.

Uses.—^Light and temporary construction; cheap siding; boxes; wooden

shoes; wooden washbowls and other household and kitchen utensils. Wood
bums slowly and completely, holding fire very well.
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Supply and prices.—Rarely or never marketed alone, but mixed with

cheap miscellaneous lumber.

Genus PTEROCARPUS.
P. blancoi Merr. Blanco's Narra.

Reported from: N. E., Bui., Riz., Cam., Sor., Min., Mas., Tic.

P. echinatus Pers. Prickly Narra.

Reported from: I. N., Cag., I. S., Isa., Bui., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor.,

Min., Sib., Cebu, Cota.

P. indicus Willd. (PI. Ill, fig. 21.) Narra.

Reported from: Cag., Pang., Cam., Min., Mas., Rom., Tab., Ley., Neg.,

Sur., Agus., Mis., Lan., Cota., Zambo.
Specimens of Pterocarpus not specifically determined are also reported

from the following additional islands or provinces: Abra, Beng., Un.,

Mar., Sam., Cap., Bal., Pal.

Trees up to 200 centimeters in diameter, generally short and often

crooked.

Local names.—As the three species are indistinguishable except by
botanical characters, the local names are given regardless of specific dis-

tinctions. The oflEicial and commercial name is the Spanish Narra, from
Tagalog nara (N. & C. Luzon, Min., Mas.); naga (S. Luzon, Bisaya
Islands, Pal.) ; nala (Mindanao and adjacent islands) ; other names
are: antagan (Isa.); apalit (Tar., Pamp.) ; asana' (N. E., Tar., BuL,
Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay.) ; bitali or vital! (Zambo.) ; diingon (I. N., Cag.)

;

hagad (Cag.) kamarag (Abra); odiau (Pang).; sagat, tagga', taggat,
tagka' (Cag.). P. indicus and other species of this genus furnish some
of the true rosewoods of India and Burma.

Wood moderately hard to hard; moderately heavy, specific gravity
0.580 (Foxworthy), 0.540 to 0.563 (Gardner); sapwood 2 to 8 centimeters

thick, whitish, perishable, sharply distinguished from heartwood; heart-

wood the most variable in color of all well-known Philippine woods,
ranging from pale straw color through all possible shades of pink, salmon,
and red to deep blood red and occasionally dull brown without any red

tint; as far as known, all species may produce wood of any color, the

commercial classification of *'red", ^'yellow" and ''white narra" being
applicable only after the tree is felled and sawn; frequently large logs

have a more or less thick brilliant red belt just inside the sapwood,
shading off toward the heart into light red, brown, or yellow; the yellow
and pale-red varieties hold their color well, the dark red almost invariably
changes in time, even under good varnish, to a deep, dull reddish brown;
grain somewhat crossed, frequently very curly or wavy; texture rather
fine, but pores conspicuous on all longitudinal sections; fine, uniform
ripple marks on tangential sections (these are often more conspicuous on
a split than on a planed surface, and, as a rule clearer to the naked eye
than under the lens) ; next to the structure in cross section, the ripple

marks are the surest means of distinguishing between narra and tindalo,

which never has them; faint, sweet cedar or camphor-like odor; chips
color water red, changing in shallow layers to iridescent blue-green;

seasons well, shrinking and checking little and warping hardly at all;

easy to work. Durability II ; very rarely attacked even by termites.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine; ring porous, inner part of ring oc-

cupied by an irregular narrow row of large pores, a few large pore<5
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with smaller ones scattered through outer part of ring; many pores with
glistening deposits; soft tissue in numerous, fine, often interrupted, wavy
but roughly parallel tangential lines; growth rings generally distinct,

but sometimes with pores so scattered and lines of soft tissue so crowded
as to obscure the rings.

Uses.—By far the most widely known high-grade interior finish, fur-

niture, and cabinet wood of the Philippines, and put to every conceivable

use in this line; also household implements, tool handles, saw frames,
try-squares, yard and meter sticks, rulers, etc.; dry measures; musical
instruments; carriage and automobile panels and dashboards; plain and
carved jewel and clothes chests; canes; scabbards; carved picture frames;
occasionally found in mixed lots of railway ties; a great majority of the

single-piece round table tops are made from the buttress roots of narra.

Supply,—Though not abundant, the supply in the Manila market is

steadier than that of any other cabinet wood.

Sizes.—Diameter commonly up to 70 or 80 centimeters, exceptional logs

up to 150 or 200 centimeters.

Prices.—Two hundred pesos per M. for lighter colored and softer

varieties up to "PS50 for prime red.

Genus SINDORA.
S. inermis Merr. Kayu-galu.

This species has been reported only from Cotabato and Davao. The
wood is very similar to that of supa, but has a very pleasant aromatic

odor when fresh. The sapwood is very much larger than in supa, being

15 centimeters thick in one specimen of 45 centimeters diameter.

S. supa Merr. (PL III, fig. 22.) Supa.

A straight, moderately^ tall tree, up to 180 centimeters in diameter;

reported from: N. E., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min.

Local names.—Balayung (Tay.) ; manapo (N. Tay.)
;
paina^ payina,'

or parina' (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ; Supa (Tay., Cam., Alb., Min.).

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.729 (Foxworthy), 0.711 to 0.813

(Gardner) ; sapwood 4 to 5 centimeters thick, pinkish, sharply marked
off from heartwood, not so soft and perishable as in acle, narra, tindalo,

etc.; heartwood yellow or pinkish when fresh, gradually turning dark-

bronze color with age; grain somewhat crossed, forming a narow ribbon

when quarter sawn, rarely curly or wavy; texture very fine, dense and

smooth ; faint peppery odor ; chips color water reddish brown ; seasons slowly,

but with very little checking or warping ; rather difficult to work. Durability

II; very rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure,—^^Pith rays* fine, but distinct; pores small to medium sized,

exuding small quantities of oil on transverse sections, sometimes a very

little also on longitudinal sections; soft tissue inconspicuous, forming

very thin rings about pores and a fine, but distinct line at the end of each

growth ring; growth rings generally somewhat lighter and more porous

in inner, and darker and denser in outer part, but often marked only by

the line of soft tissue.

Uses.—Formerly used in general construction for beams, joists, rafters,

etc., and in bridge, wharf and shipbuilding, but now too highly valued

for interior finish, furniture and cabinetwork, and especially flooring, to

be put to the former uses ; also an excellent wood for fine turned and shaped

tool handles, rulers, and other desk supplies.

Siipp/2/.—Practically the only Supply in the Manila market comes from
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southern Tayabas and Camarines. The supply is small, but fairly steady

in small dimensions.

Prices,—One hundred and twenty pesos per M.

Genus TAMARINDUS.
T. indica L. Sampalok.

Local names.—Kalamagi, salamagi and similar forms (N. Luz. and Bis.)

;

sambag, sambak (S. Luz. and Bis.) ; Sampalok (C. Luz.) ; the tamarind
tree.

Wood hard; heavy, tough and difficult to split; sapwood very large

(25 centimeters or more), whitish; heartwood small and irregular,

purplish brown; grain crossed in narrow belts; texture fine, dense, smooth;

seasons fairly well; difficult to work. Durability of sapwood III, blues

easily in seasoning, but not attacked by beetles; heartwood said to be very
durable (Gamble).

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, distinct; pores numerous, small,

evenly scattered; soft tissue in roundish or elongated patches about pores;

growth rings marked by a fine line of soft tissue.

A large tree introduced into the Philippines in prehistoric times and
common about towns and settlements; there are two trees in the Tondo
district of Manila 120 to 130 centimeters in diameter and 30 to 35 meters
high. The wood never comes into the market, but is occasionally used locally

for household and agricultural implements, small pieces of furniture,

wooden tools, tool handles, etc.

Genus WALLACEODENDRON.
W. celehicum Koord. (PL III, fig.23.) BANtJYO.

A tree up to 150 centimeters in diameter, bole short and often crooked;

reported from: Bab., Gag., Isa., N. E., Cam., Tay., Mas., Tic, Bur., Sam.,
Neg.

Local names.—Balayung (Neg.) ; Banuyo (Tay., Cam., Sor., Mas., Tic,
Bur., Sam., Neg.) ; dauel, dauer (Gag.) ; lupigi (Bab., Cag.) ; ktipang-

bunduk (N. Tay.) ; melmel, melmer (Cag.) ; magdau (Neg.) ; malatagum
(N. E.) ; narang-dauel (Gag.); supengun (Isa.). Small quantities have
been sold in the United States as "Derham mahogany."

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy, specific gravity 0.525 (Gard-
ner) ; sapwood 1 to 3 centimeters thick, whitish, generally sharply distin-

guished from heartwood; heartwood light golden brown to dark coffee

color, sometimes with distinct reddish tint; grain as a rule straight or
slightly crossed, sometimes curly or wavy; texture rather fine, glossy;

seasons very well; easy to work. Durability III; heartwood very rarely

attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine and indistinct; pores few, rather small,

evenly scattered; soft tissue in small rounded patches about pores, some-
times confluent in small groups, and in a thin light-colored line at end of

each growth ring; growth rings generally quite distinct, but sometimes
only marked by line of soft tisue.

Uses.—All sorts of interior finish; doors; windows; shell screens;
furniture and cabinetwork; carriage panels; carved picture frames;
musical instruments; ship cabins.

Supply.—Very widely distributed, but in many regions scarce and
apparently not well known; the supply in the Manila market is rather
small, but steady, coming principally from Southern Luzon and Masbate.

Prices.—One hundred and forty pesos to 1^=210 per M.
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LINACEAE.

[Sudians family.]

A family represented in the Philippines by a single tree, sudiang.

Genus CTENOLOPHON.

C. philippinensis Hall. f. SudiAng.

A moderately tall straight tree up to 75 centimeters or more in diameter.

Reported only from Surigao and Samar, always with same name.

Wood hard to very hard; heavy to very heavy; sapwood about 3 centi-

meters thick, pinkish brown; heartwood somewhat darker, with irregular,

dark-brown or almost black mottlings and streaks; contains much sticky

oil or resin and bums with a very smoky flame and resinous odor; grain

straight; texture fine, dense, but rough; seems to season well; difficult

to work. Durability said in Surigao to be I.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, fairly distinct in sapwood, but very indis-

tinct in heartwood, being soaked with oil and so darkened to the color

of surrounding tissue; pores small, uniform in size, very evenly scattered;

soft tissue inconspicuous, in numerous, minute, wavy and broken tangential

lines often connecting several pores; in heartwood obscured, like pith rays,

by being soaked with oil; growth rings sometimes faintly indicated in

sapwood by an ill-defined, narrow band of somewhat dense tissue.

Uses.—Piles; poles; posts, beams, joists, rafters; bridge, wharf and

ship building; paving blocks; window sills; tool handles; agricultural im-

plements; floors; doors; windows; canes; treenails; furniture and cabinet-

work.

Supply.—Reported as scarce in Samar, well known but not abundant

in Surigao; never brought to Manila market.

Prices.—Has no regular market price, but for high-grade construction,

ties, flooring, etc., should be worth as much as ipil.

RUTACEAE.

[Kamuning family.]

A family containing, beside the oranges and lemons (Citrus spp.), only

one well-known tree, kamuning.

Genus MURRAYA.

M. exotica L. (PI. Ill, fig. 24.) Kaimuning.

A small tree, up to 25 centimeters in diameter, with a short and

generally very irregular bole; reported from: Bab., Bats., I. N., Gag., Isa.,

N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Riz., Man., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas.,

Sam., Ley., Neg., Cota., Zambo, Pal.; probably found also in many other

regions.

Local names.—Everywhere known as banasi, banaasi, banati, or Ka-

muning.
Wood very hard; very heavy; sapwood "1 to 4 centimeters thick, light

yellow, rather sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood brown, with

irregular lighter and darker streaks; grain straight or slightly crossed;

texture extremely fine and dense, glossy; sapwood very similar to boxwood,

and heartwood reminding one of olivewood; seasons very slowly and with

but little warping and splitting. Durability at least II; rarely if ever

attacked by beetles.
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Structure.—Pith rays very fine; pores very small; soft tissue forming
numerous very fine but distinct concentric lines, often branching and run-

ning together again; growth rings irregular, ill defined.

Uses.—Tool handles; turned and carved articles; paper weights, paper
knives, and other desk supplies; canes; wood type and woodcuts; inlaying;

flutes and billiard cues (Puigdulles) ; a prime favorite for fine bolo hilts.

Supply.—Very limited.

Prices.—On account of its small size and scarcity, kamuning is not

regularly cut for any industry, and no sales are recorded.

BURSERACEAE.

[Pili family.]

A family containing no tree of great importance in the lumber trade,

but one genus, Canarium, that is found and is well known in practically

every island and province and to which belongs the pili, and another genus,

Garuga, that produces bogo, a very pretty, though rare, cabinet wood.

Genus CANARIUM.

A genus represented in the Philippines by more than 45 species, one or

more of which are probably found in every province.

C. luzonicum A. Gray. (PI. IV, fig. 25.') PfLi.

A medium-sized tree, up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

Gag., I. S., Isa., Abra, Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min.,

Mas., Mar., Tic.

Local names.—Antang, anteng (Cag., Isa.) ; bakan (Abra) ; bakoog
(I. S.) ; belis (Tay.) ; bulau (Pang.)

;
pilauai or pilaui (Tay.) ; PiLl (N. E.,

Tar., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Tic.)
;
pagsahi-

ngin, sahing, and similar forms (Bat.).

In regions where pili nuts are large, abundant, and of good quality,

forming a well-known food product, the tree is almost invariably known
as pili; where the nuts are of poor quality or scarce, the tree is confused
with the numerous other species of the genus.

This same species also produces pili resin, the ^^Manila elemi" of com-
merce, used locally in medicine, for incense, and for calking, and exported

to Europe in considerable quantities for the extraction of medicinal sub-

stances.

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood small (2 to 3 centi-

meters) whitish, turning gray in drying, not sharply marked off from
heartwood; heartwood pale reddish brown; grain straight; texture fine,

dense, glossy; seasons well, but is subject to attacks of "shothole beetles'';

rather easy to work. Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays moderately broad, distinct, not numerous, some-
times with scanty whitish deposits

;
pores small to medium, evenly scattered

;

soft tissue inconspicuous; growth rings inconspicuous, sometimes marked by
a thin band of darker tissue.

Uses.—Ties and paving blocks (treated) ; house posts (said to last 10

to 15 years, if portion in ground is charred) ; cheap construction; furniture;

box lumber.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Marketed only occasionally with miscellaneous lumber.

^ This figure is from a specimen without specific determination ; the structure of all species

of the genus is practically identical.
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C. Villosum F.-Vill. PAGSAHfNGIN.

This is probably both the largest and most widely distributed species of
the genus; a tree up to 100 centimeters or over in diameter; reported from:
Cag., I. N., I. S., Isa., Abra, Bont., Beng., N. V., Un., Pang., Zam., Bat,
Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Min., Mas., Mar., Cebu, Neg., Zambo., Pal.

Local names,—Ananggi (Tay., Cam.) ; anteng (Cag., I. S., Pang., Un.,
Zam.) ; brea (Zambo.) ; dulit (Pang., Zam.)

; giret (Negrito, Cag.)

;

milipili (Cebu) ;
pagsahing (Batg.) ; PagsahIngin (Bat.)

;
palsaingin

(Mar.)
; patsaingin (Zam., Riz., Lag.)

;
pisa (Abra) ; sahing (Pal.) ; saong-

saongan (Cebu); sanai (Neg.); sulusalungan (Neg.). Most or all of

these names are also frequently given for other species of the genus.

The wood of this and all other species, as far as known, is very similar

to pili, except that some seem to have commonly a rather darker brown
heartwood. It is rarely marketed alone, coming to Manila only in mixed
lots of medium-grade miscellaneous lumber, mostly as small dimension stuff,

Buch as for studding, joists, and rafters, selling for ^40 to =P=50 per M.;
has also been cut for cheap railway ties.

Genus GARUGA.

A genus of three or four species of small to medium-sized trees produc-

ing a very pretty red wood. The local names seem to be applied indif-

ferently to all and are here given for the entire genus without regard to

species.

Local names.—Abilo' or gabilo' (Tag.) ; amugis (N. E., Riz.) : bagulibas

(Min.) ; barrus (Cag.) ; bio (L S., Pang.) ; BoGO, bugo, or bugu (Tay.,

Batg., Mas., Occ. Neg., Cebu, Mis., Cota., Zambo., Sulu, Pal.) ; libas (Tay.)

;

ligason (Batg., Tay.); talinganan (Zambo.); tumbarila (Pal.).

G, abilo Merr. BoGO.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter, with a straight but not very

long bole; reported from: Cag., I. S., N. E., Pang., Riz., Batg., Tay., Occ.

Neg., Dav., Zambo.
Wood moderately hard; heavy; sapwood large (4 to 8 centimeters),

whitish, staining to dirty gray in drying, rather sharply marked off from
heartwood; heartwood coppery red, sometimes with blackish streaks; when
not streaky, looks exactly like amugis (Koordersiodendron pinnatum)

;

grain generally straight; texture rather fine, smooth; easy to work. Dura-

bility of heartwood probably fair, sapwood much subject to attack by

beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays moderately broad, irregular in thickness and

spacing, often bending very noticeably around the pores; pores large, scat-

tered, often partitioned, sometimes with dark, shiny deposits; soft tissue

hardly noticeable.

Uses.—Interior finish; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Not known in Manila market.

G. clarkii Merr.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Mas., Pal.;

wood practically identical with above.

G. littoralis Merr.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Min., Mas.,

Neg., Cota., Sulu, Pal.; wood practically identical with above.

140866 9
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Genus SANTIRIA.

A genus of about five species, of which only one seems to be rather

widely distributed, the others having been reported only from one or two

localities each.

S. nitida Merr. KAMfNGl.

A medium-sized tree, up to 60 centimeters in diameter, straight and
moderately tall; reported from: Bat., Lag., Tay., Min., Sib., Neg.

Local names.—Alupag-maching (Bat.) ; bogo, gatasan (Occ. Neg.)

;

Kamingi, korig (Bat.) ; lahi-lahi (Sur.) ; oris nga purau (I. N.) ; sambu-
luan (Occ. Neg.); sayong (Cap.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood small (2 to 3 centimeters), brownish white,

not sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood pale reddish brown;
grain straight; texture fine, smooth; very similar in all respects to pili,

but tougher and more difficult to work. Durability III, sapwood often

attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to medium, numerous, indistinct; pores small,

numerous, evenly scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous; growth rings, if

present, very indistinct.

Uses.—Ordinary construction; cheap furniture; ties and paving blocks

(treated)

.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Rarely if ever marketed except with medium-grade miscellaneous

lumber, selling at ?50 to MO per M.

MELIACEAE.

[Calantas family.]

A family containing a considerable number of timber trees, most of them
neither very large nor abundant, but many of excellent quality and of

beautiful coloring. The largest and most widely known tree of the family
in the Philippines is calantas (Toona calantas)

,
practically identical with

both the Indian "toon" and the "Spanish cedar" or "cigar-box wood". The
woods have a very wide range of color and hardness, yellowish white,

yellow, and various shades of red being commonest. A large part of all

the species of the family have very characteristic aromatic odors.

Genus AGLAIA.

A genus of about 50 species in the Philippines, many of them very widely
distributed, but none reaching large size. Except for rather wide varia-

tion in hardness and depth of color, the woods of the larger trees of the
genus are very uniform in appearance and structure, so that a general
description of the genus will give the principal characters of any species.

Wood hard to very hard; heavy to very heavy; sapwood pinkish or pale
red, clearly but not sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood pale
red to deep coppery red; grain often distinctly crossed and generally wavy,
forming a regular diagonal wavy ribbon on radial sections; on tangential
sections, an irregular, curly figure, marked with characteristic fine zigzag

lines formed by cutting through wavy concentric belts of soft tissue; tex-

ture fine, dense, taking a very smooth surface under sharp tools; seasons
well; most species with a distinct, even pungent, aromatic odor resembling
both cedar and camphor; the odor seems to be strongest and most lasting in

tucang-calao (Aglaia clarkii) ; small drops of clear resin sometimes exude
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from fresh specimens of this and other species; rather difficult to work, the
curly and wavy grain requiring a very sharp and fine-set plane to surface
it well. Durability at least II; heartwood rarely if ever attacked by
termites, nor even sapwood by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine or very fine, but distinct; pores small to

medium, scattered, often choked with light colored tyloses; soft tissue in

narrow rings or very small irregular patches about pores and forming
numerous (about five to the millimeter of radius), wavy, broken, branching
and confluent, but roughly parallel concentric lines; growth rings absent or,

if present, very irregular in width and distinctness.

Uses.—There are few records of uses of the majority of the species of

Aglaia, as they rarely come into the market except in occasional very small

lots; they are well known locally in most regions for their strength and
durability, being favorites for house posts, beams, window sills, windows,
agricultural implements, etc. The only species well known commercially

is tucang-calao ; there is no doubt that, for beauty, strength and durability,

the wood of most of the other species, when from sufficiently large trees,

is equal to it. For tucang-calao the following uses are known: posts;

ties; bridge and wharf building; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; sheathing

and ceiling; fine furniture and cabinetwork; would make beautiful, strong,

durable, and probably entirely moth-proof chests.

The following species reach at least 30 centimeters in diameter and the

character of their woods is known from authentic specimens.

A. badia Merr.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Cagayan;

wood hard, heavy, dark red; odor not strong.

A. bicolor Merr. Batukanag.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., Pang.,

Riz., Cota., Bas.

Local names.—Bakalau (Pang.) ; basinau (Cota.) ; Batukanag (I. S.)

;

salamingai (Riz.).

Wood very hard and dense, very heavy; dark coppery red; equal to

tucang-calao in beauty, hardness, strength, and durability.

A. clarkii Merr. (PI. IV, fig. 26.) TucAng-CAlao.

A tree up to 85 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., to Alb.,

Mas., Tab., Cebu.

Local names.—Alamag (Alb.) ; balui (Pang.) ; batukanag (I. S.)

;

kansulud (Alb.) ; kansuyud (Tab.) ; makopa or makopanggubat (Cav.,

Batg.); saldana (Cebu); Tucang-CAlao (Tay.,, Cam., Alb., Mas.).

The best-known commercial wood of the genus; bright coppery red,

with beautiful diagonal, wavy, ribbon grain in radial section; odor very

pronounced.

Supply.—Limited; comes into Manila market occasionally in small lots

from S. Luz. and Mas.

Prices.—One hundred and twenty pesos to 1^=150 per M.

A. diffusa Merr. Malasaging.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag. to Tay.;

Min., Bur., Ley., Zambo.

Local names.—Agulasing (Isa.) ; arangen (I. S.) ; arupag (Cag.) ; daueng

(Cag.); kaniwi (Riz.); magtabigi (Ley.); MalasAging (Lag., Tay);

maligang (Zambo); salaking-pula' (Lag.).
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Wood hard, heavy, dense, of finer texture and darker color than tucang-

calao, but odor not so pronounced.

A. elaeagnoides Benth. Matamata.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Zambo., Bas.^

Malamaui, Sulu Arch., and Palawan, always with above name.

Wood practically identical with malasaging (A. diffusa).

A. everettii Merr. BuLOG.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Tay., Ley., Cebu,

Neg., Tab., Sur., Bas.

Local names.—Bubua (Neg.) ; Bulog (Neg., Tab.) ; bufiguas (Cebu)

;

lumbanau (Sur.); malasantol (Cebu).

Wood similar to tucang-calao, but somewhat lighter and softer and with

less penetrating odor.

A, harmsiana Perk. Malatumbaga.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. to S. Luz.

;

Min., Ley., Guim., Agus., Mis., Lan., Cota., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—^Balinsiagau (Pang.) ; batukanag (L S.) ; bayanti (Lag.,

Batg.) ; bayog (Guim.) ; daiamiras (Min.) ; hagason (Ley.) ; kaniwi-puti

(Lag.) ; malasaging (Ley., Tay.,) ; Malatumbaga (Bat.) ; mamonak (Zam-
bo.) ; matamata (Sor.) ; matang-ulang (Bat.)

;
palatangan (Cag., L S.) ;

pili-pili (Cam.) ; salamungai (Batg.) ; sallapugud (L S.) ; saplungan

(Zambo.) ; tadiang-kalabau (Lag.) ; tangiling-bangohan (Bui.) ; tibungau

(Cag.).

Wood harder, denser, heavier, of finer texture and darker color than

tucang-calao, but odor not so strong.

A. laevigata Merr. Gisihan.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from N. Luz. to Bat.

and Riz., and from Min.

Local names.—Agai (Bat.) ; asat (Pang.) ; Gisihan (N. E., BuL, and
probably Riz. and Lag.); salngen (L S., Pang.).

One of the hardest, heaviest, densest, and finest woods of the genus;

in general appearance much like tucang-calao, but much darker and with

less odor.

A. llanosiana C. DC. Bayanti.

A tree up to 35 centimeters in diameter; reported from: L N., to Cam.
and from Pal.

Local names.—Balanti or BAYANTf (Lag.) ; malatumbaga (Bat.) ; taba-

taba (Cam.). Wood very similar to gisihan.

A. hizoniensis Merr. & Rolfe ^

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. Luz. to Alb.;

Min., Sam., Neg., Sur., Din., Dav., Pal.

Local names.—Bulog (Min.)
;

gisok-gisok (Din.) ; kalamismis (Din.)
;

lansones-gubat (Tay.) ; madiabug (Tay.) ; magsinoyo (Sur.) ; maragutau
(Cag.); matamata (Alb.); sandana (Neg.); tallan (Cag.). Wood very

similar to gisihan.

* The name kuling-manuk is not recorded on any botanical collection of Aglaia luzoniensis

;

it ha3 been recorded from C. Luz. for various species of Aglaia not otherwise well known,
but commercial specimens of wood from the Laguna de Bay region agree perfectly in color

and texture with authentic specimens of this species. The same name is also sometimes given

to a yellow wood of this family, possibly a species of Dysoxylum.
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A. multifoliola Merr. Kansulud.
A treef up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Ley., Cebu,

Neg., Ant., Bas.

Local names.—Gupak (Cebu) ; Kansulud (Neg.)
;
pilukau (Ley.)

;
prob-

ably also pikpik-uak (Bas.).

Wood very similar to tucang-calao, but lighter in color and with less

odor.

A. turczaninowii C. DC. Salamungi.

A tree up to 35 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. Luz. to

Cam.; Min., Iling, Tic, Guim., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Arangen (L S.) ; bulog (Iling) ; magitlumboi (Guim.)

;

malatumbaga-babae (Bat.); matamata (Tic); Salamungi (Cav., Batg.).

Wood very similar in appearance to tucang-calao, but of somewhat finer

texture and with less pronounced odor.

Genus AMOORA.

A genus of five? or more species, but only one, kato, well known. The
wood of the other species, as far as known, is very much lighter and softer,

and the trees do not grow as large?.

A. aherniana Merr. (Plate IV, fig. 27.) KAto.

A tall, straight tree up to 110 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

Zam., Bat., Lag., Sam., Zambo.
Local names.—Kato (Bat.); malatumbaga (Bat., Lag.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood 2 centimeters thick, light dull red, rather

sharply marked off from he'artwood; heartwood deep, dull wine red; grain

straight; texture fairly fine, pores showing on longitudinal sections as long,

light lines, being almost completely filled with tyloses; seasons well, at least

in small dimensions; not difficult to work. Durability II; even sapwood

rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct, often bending around the

pores; pores medium to large, numerous, evenly scattered, the majority

completely choked with tyloses, the light color of the latter making them
very conspicuous; soft tissue in thin rings about pores; no growth rings.

Uses,—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; doors, windows, interior

trim; furniture and cabinetwork; bridge, wharf, and other heavy construc-

tion timber; ties; turned and shaped tool handles.

Supply and prices.—Rare in Manila market and no sales recorded.

Genus APHANOMYXIS.

Beside salakin, here described, one or two other widely distributed species

occur, but they are not so well known. The woods seem to be identical.

A few local names recorded for the other species are included in the list

below.

A. cu^ningiana Harms SalakIn.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. V., Pang.,

Pamp., Bui., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam.; other species, besides

about this same region, also from: I. S., Cag., Abra, Min., Ley., Sur., Zambo.,

Pal.

Local names.—Bungliu (Sur.); busenloi (Abra); balukanag (Batg.);

dugarai (famp.)
;
palatangen (I. S.) ; SALAKfN (Lag.) ;

palang-batu (Lag.).
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Wood hard; heavy; sapwood about 5 centimeters thick, pale red, sharply

marked off from heartwood, but line of demarcation irregular, i. e., not

following the growth rings; heartwood rich red, like a dark grade of cigar

box cedar; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture fine, smooth, glossy;

general appearance similar to that of tucang-calao and other species of

Aglaia; faint, pleasant odor; seasons well; easy to work and takes a

befautiful surface under sharp tools. Durability probably at least III; even

sapwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, but fairly distinct; pores small to

medium; soft tissue in numerous, wavy, sometimes branching, concentric

lines; in structure, as well as in texture and color, resembling the Aglaias.

Uses, supply, and prices.—Little or nothing is recorded of uses; where
cut, it is probably confused with the Aglaias and put to the same uses

(see p. 131), for which, from its beauty of color and texture, hardness and
resistance to insects, it is equally as good.

Genus AZADIRACHTA.
A. integrifoliola Merr. Maranggo.

(Bird's-eye calantas or curly calantas.)

A tree up to 1(X) centimeters or more in diameter; herbarium specimens

of this tree have been collected only from Masbate and Palawan, but it

is possible that a part of the "curly" and "bird's-eye calantas," etc., of

Zamboanga, Basilan Island, and perhaps other parts of Mindanao, is fur-

nished by this or some other closely allied species. The only local names
recorded are: Calantas (Min.) ; Maranggo (Pal.).

Wood on the average slightly harder and heavier than calantas (Toona
spp.) ; sapwood 3 to 5 centimeters thick, pale red, not quite sharply marked
off from heartwood; heartwood slightly darker red than average calantas;

often with conspicuous darker figure formed by dense outer belt of each

growth ring; also often with numerous small knots (from less than one-half

to two centimeters in diameter), in occasional pieces so numerous and reg-

ularly arranged in diagonal rows as to remind one of the tufts or buttons

in leather upholstery; odor said to be quite distinct in fresh wood, but dis-

appearing almost completely in seasoning; seasons well, except that knots,

though otherwise sound, almost invariably check radially; very easy to

work. Durability apparently as good as calantas.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, but distinct; pores medium sized, very ir-

regularly distributed, in some dense belts very few, in other parts very

numerous, yet not constituting a regular ring-porous structure; some single,

some in short radial strings, others in small irregular clusters and still

others tending to form tangemtial lines ; many with dark glistening deposits,

which also make the pores conspicuously darker than in calantas in

longitudinal sections; soft tissue in thin rings about pores, or small, ir-

regular patches about groups of pores, and also forming conspicuous con-

centric lines very variable in thickness and spacing; growth rings very

erratic, sometimes marked by conspicuous belts of dark, very dense tissue,

sometimes over considerable areas very ill defined or almost absent.

Uses.—All uses of calantas, except high grade cigar boxes, for which

it has not the requisite odor.

Supply.—In Zamboanga, Basilan and Palawan appears to be more abund-
ant than calantas.

Prices.—Somewhat lower than calantas.
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Genus DYSOXYLUM.

A genus of about 25 species in the Philippines, the wood of only a few of
which is fairly well known; many species widely distributed, but always
scattered; trees of medium height, straight, rarely exceeding 60 centimeters
in diameter.

D, decandrum Merr. AgAru.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. Luz., to

Cam., Min., Mas., Neg., Dav., Lan., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Agaru (Pamp.) ; bagulibas (Bas.) ; bohaue (Min.) ; bun-
tugon (Cam.) ; iglu (Batg.) ; malaaduas (Occ. Neg.)

; paluahan (Neg.)

;

pamatagen (Cag.) ; tadiang-kalabau (Lag.); taming-taming (Bas.).

Wood hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 2 to 3 centimeters thick, light

yellow, rather sharply marked off from heartwood, but line of demarcation

irregular, i. e., not following growth rings; heartwood light yellow when
fresh, turning to light yellowish brown, the color shading gradually from
the lighter inner edge to the darker outer edge of each growth ring;

grain commonly wavy, giving beautiful "changeable silk" effects; texture

fine, dense, smooth; distinct, characteristic odor, when fresh reminding one

of sandal wood; the odor soon disappears superficially, but is again per-

ceptible on merely scraping the surface; seasons well; works easily. Dur-

ability at least II; even sapwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Agaru is very similar in general appearance and mechanical properties

to the satinwood (Chloroxylon swietenia) of India.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores small, evenly scat-

tered, becoming scarcer toward outer edge of ring; soft tissue in very

small patches about pores and forming a conspicuous, narrow, wavy, light-

colored line at the end of the growth ring; width of growth rings very

variable, from 1.5 to 10 millimeters.

Uses.—Posts; beams; joists and rafters; ties; flooring; window sills;

windows; doors; furniture and cabinetwork; tool handles; a wood which,

on account of its beauty of texture, color, and insect-proof qualities should

be more used for fine cabinetwork; would make beautiful moth-proof

chests.

Supply and prices.—Found only rarely in the lumber market, but during

recent years several thousands of hewn ties from the Sulu Archipelago

have been brought to Manila and sold at prices ranging from ^1.50 to ^1.75

per tie.

D. euphlehium Merr. MiAO.

A tree up to 50 centimeters or more in diameter; reported only from

Laguna and Negros, but commercial material from such widely separated

points as Cavite, southern Tayabas and Cotabato indicates that either the

same or some very closely allied species is more widely distributed than the

botanical collections show.

Local names.—Kuling-babui (Lag.); MiAo, paluahan (Neg.).

Wood hard; moderately heavy; sapwood and heartwood scarcely distin-

guishable, almost white when fresh, turning somewhat yellowish with age,

grain straight or somewhat crossed, texture fine; disagreeable odor when

fresh, similar to that of batino {Alstonia macrophylla) ; seasons well;

easy to work. Durability III, or better.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, rather indistinct; pores few, small,

scattered; soft tissue in numerous, wavy, branching, concentric lines, by far
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the most conspicuous feature! in cross section; growth rings marked by a

more or less distinct, narrow band of denser, darker tissue.

Uses.—^Locally used for house construction; in trade schools for carved

and turned articles and cabinetwork.

Supply and prices.—Even scarcer than agaru in the Manila market;

price would probably not exceed ^125 per M. for occasional small lots.

D. turczaninowii C. DC. Kayatau.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from; N. Luz. to

Cam., Min., Mar., Pol., Ley., Ilo., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Adupar (Cag.) ; agaru (Pang.) ; bungloi (Ilo.)
;
gatatan

(Cag.) ; KayAtau (Pal., Bus.,) ; kuling-manuk (Lag.) ; lasona (Ley.)

;

makabonglo (Cam.); pupiiut (L S.).

Wood in all respects very similar to agaru, though perhaps of slightly

coarser texture and with less pronounced odor even when fresh. Unknown
in Manila market.

Genus SANDORICUM.

S. koetjape Merr. (5. indicum Cav.). (PI. IV, fig. 28.) Santol.

A tree up to 70 centimeters or more in diameter; very widely distributed

and one of the best-known trees in the Archipelago as, besides being native

in most islands, it has been cultivated in many regions since prehistoric

times for its fruit. No other name than the above is recorded.

Wood soft; light, specific gravity about 0.576; sapwood extremely variable

in thickness, pale red, sometimes with pinkish or violet tinge; heartwood
irregular in outline, only slightly darker than sapwood; grain straight;

texture fine, smooth; faint, camphor-like odor; seasons well; very easy to

work. Durability III; very rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, moderately thick; pores few, medium sized,

often partitioned, scattered singly or in groups of 3 or 4; soft tissue in

thin rings about pores and in rather irregularly spaced narrow concentric

lines containing numerous pores, which probably mark growth rings
;
growth

rings not otherwise marked.
Uses.—Next to the baticulins and lanete, santol is the favorite for

carving and sculpture, especially of sacred images; also hat maker's blocks;

used locally for house posts and light framing; ceilings; household im-
plements; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply and prices.—Not found in the market except an occasional piece

among logs rafted or shipped to Manila, or among the miscellaneous lumber
of the larger operators; the sculptors buy logs or short bolts, generally
from cultivated trees in or near towns, at prices probably not exceeding
^10 to W5 per cubic meter.

S. vidalii Merr. (PI. IV, fig. 29.) Malasantol.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. V., Tar.,

Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Sam., Neg., Mis., Cota., Zambo.
Local names.—Bagosantol (Riz.) ; biot (N. V.) ; magsantol (Zam.)

;

malabobonau (Sam.); malarambo (Riz.); Malasantol (Bat., Riz., Lag.,

Tay., Cam.).

Wood practically identical with santol and fit for all the same uses;

the sculptors seem not even to know of it, though they could probably
often get larger and straighter logs from it than from the cultivated santol

trees; it has been cut for cheap export railway ties; otherwise, rarely
found in the market except among miscellaneous lumber.
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Genus TOONA.

A genus of tall, straight trees of three species, of which only one, T.

calantas, is widely distributed. There is no doubt that practically all

of the calantas lumber is derived from this one species, except that from

Palawan, Zamboanga and perhaps other parts of Mindanao. Certainly

some of the limiber called calantas in this region is from the tree known
as curly or bird's-eye calantas (Maranggo, Azadirachta integrifoliola)

y

while certain specimens seem to indicate that there exists there also some
other, not yet botanically known species of one genus or the other.

T, calantas Merr. & Rolfe (PL IV, fig. 30.) CalantAs.

A tree up to 150 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., Cag.,

Isa., Mtn., N. V., N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor.,

Min., Ley., Cebu, Neg., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Local names.—^Anipla (Bats.) ; bantinen (Mtn., N. V.) ; danigga (Cag.,

Isa.); danupra (I. N.) ; kantingen (I. N., Zam.); Calantas (Mtn., Pang.,

Bat., Lag., Tay., Min., Bas., Pal.) ; lanipga' (Cam., Alb., Sor., Sam., Ley.,

Cebu, Neg.).

Wood soft; light, specific gravity 0.438 (Foxworthy), 0.406 (Puigdulles)

;

sapwood small, pale red, rather sharply marked off from heartwood; heart-

wood light to very dark red, but most frequently of the color of average

Spanish cedar (Cedrela odorata) ;
grain generally very straight; texture

fine or moderately coarse, smooth; strong and lasting odor exactly like

Spanish cedar; seasons well, except that thick planks are liable to internal

checking if not carefully seasoned; very easy to work. Durability II;

heartwood practically never attacked by insects when seasoned, though

living trees are sometimes attacked by borers.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; as a rule, conspicuously ring-

porous, inner part of ring containing numerous large pores which gradually

or abruptly become much fewer and smaller toward outer part; in some

specimens the ring-porous character is somewhat obscured by pores being

fewer and more evenly scattered; scanty dark reddish deposits in pores;

soft tissue inconspicuous, except in porous belt at beginning of growth
ring; growth rings not otherwise marked by difference of color.

Uses.—The only native wood used in Manila for high-grade cigar boxes;

also the only wood used by a local factory for piano cases and all internal

parts of pianos except the (imported) mechanism; a favorite, on account

of its lightness, ease of working and durability, for dugout canoes; also

sheathing and ceiling, carving and sculpture; paddles and light oars;

automobile mud guards; wardrobes and clothes chests; boats and small

launches; ship's cabin finish.

Supply.—Though widely distributed and well known, calantas is nowhere
abundant; the supply in Manila is probably rarely equal to the demand.

Prices.—One hundred and forty pesos to ^180 per M.

T. febrifuga Harms

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Zambales

and Mindoro.

T. paucijuga Merr.

A small tree, reported only from Leyte.

The wood of these two is calantas.
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Genus XYLOCARPUS.

A genus of three or four species in the Philippines, of which two only

are well known, piagao and tabigi; practically the only difference between

these two is in the color. The "African mahogany" from German East

Africa belongs to this genus.

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood small, whitish;

heartwood light red (tabigi) to deep wine color (piagao) ;
grain straight

or slightly crossed; texture fine, glossy; seasons very well, shrinking little

and checking or warping hardly at all ; works easily. Durability II ; rarely,

if ever, attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine, regular; pores few, small, evenly

scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous except for a fine, distinct line at end

of growth ring; rings not otherwise much differentiated in color or density;

ripple marks present in all longitudinal sections.

Uses,—Poles; ties; posts; beams, joists, rafters; doors; flooring; all

interior finish; high-grade furniture and cabinetwork; among the best and
most beautiful cabinet woods in the Islands.

Supply,—Limited, as trees are generally scattered, but in one small

mangrove swamp area in Agusan about 27 per cent of the total stand is

tabigi.

Prices.—Railroad ties of piagao sell with other second-class ties at about

P1.25; lumber rarely comes into market except mixed with better grades of

red lauan; if carefully kept apart, it should bring better prices than the

best lauans, especially for export.

X. granatum Koen. (PI. IV, fig. 31.) Piagao.

A tree of the mangrove swamps, up to 65 centimeters in diameter, but

straighter and sounder than tabigi; reported from: Bat., Tay., Min., Neg.,

Sib., Guim., Mis., Cota., Zambo., Pal., and Pangutaran; probably found in

all mangrove swamp areas.

Local names,—Lagut-ut (Guim.) ; nigi (Tay., Pal.) ; tabigi or tibigi

(Min.)
;
piadak (Pal.) ; Piagao (Min., Neg., Guim., Cota., Zambo.)

;
pu-

yugau (Tic); sangkuyung (Zambo., Sulu Arch.).

X, obovatus A. Juss. TABfoi.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., Tay., Pal.,

Cam., Sor., Min., Mas., Mar., Ley., Cebu, Neg., Ilo., Sur., Din., Agus., Mis.,

Lan., Cota., Zambo., Bas., Cul., Pal.; probably found in all mangrove
swamp areas.

Local names,—Kulimbaning (Cul.) ; lubanayong (Cag.) ; nigi (Tay.,

Cam., Min., Cul., Pal.)
;
piagau (Mas., Zambo.)

;
pulit (Bas.) ; Tabigi

(Tay., Cam., Sor., Mas., Mar., Neg., Cebu, Ilo., Guim., Din., Agus., Lan.,

Cota., Zambo., Pal.).

EUPHORBIACEAE.

[Binunga family.]

A very large family, but containing few timber trees of any importance

in the lumber trade. The only large tree that is very widely distributed

is tuai; the various species of Cyclostemon are very widely distributed and
furnish wood which, though not durable when exposed, is useful for all

sorts of interior work; while two other woods, lumbang and gubas, are

among the best in the Islands for matches and match-box veneers.

The woods of this family vary widely in weight, color, and hardness; in
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structure certain common features are found in a great many species.

The pores are generally few, scattered, and small or medium sized; pith

rays generally fine and numerous; soft tissue very often forming numerous
more or less distinct, sometimes interrupted, sometimes continous concentric

lines.

Genus ALEURITES.

Two species in the Philippines, with wood practically identical.

Wood light; soft; whitish, staining to gray, or light brown; no distinct

sapwood and heartwood; grain straight; texture rather coarse. Durability

poor.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine, indistinct; pores numerous, small

to medium, scattered or in short radial strings; soft tissue inconspicuous,

in numerous, indistinct, interrupted concentric lines; no growth rings.

Uses.—Wooden shoes, matches.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Not marketed except perhaps occasionally with miscellaneous

lumber and in the shape of match logs, for which the manufacturers pay
about T9 per cubic meter.

A. moluccana Willd. LumbAng.

A tree up to 150 centimeters in diameter, with a short but regular bole;

reported from: Riz., Lag., Cav., Batg., Mis., Dav., Lan., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Biau (Mindanao) ; Lumbang (Riz., Lag., Batg.) ; lum-

bang-batu (Cav.) ; the "candle-nut tree."

A. trisperma Blco. BalukanAd.

A tree similar to the preceding; reported from: Riz., Cav., Lag., Batg.,

Tay., Cam., Neg., Dav.

Local names.—Bagilumbang (Lag., Tay.) ; Balukanad, balukanag, banu-

kalad, or lumbang-banukalad (Cav., Lag.) ; lumbang-gubat (Cav., Batg.)

;

tan'ag-lalaki (Riz.).

Genus BISCHOFIA.

B, javanica Bl. (PI. IV, fig. 32.) TuAl.

A tall, straight tree, up to 150 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

I. N., Cag., Abra, Bont., Beng., N. V., N. E., Un., Tar., Bat., Riz., Lag.,

Cav., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Sam., Cebu, Neg., Camig., Agus.,

Lan., Dav., Pal.

Local names.—Apalang, ayuni (Bat.) ; bagna (Bat.) ; dueg (I. N., Tar.)

;

kanarem (Un.) ; maladisai, mandos (Agus.) ; sumuandud (Dav.) ; toob

(Tay.) ; toog (Tay., Cam., Tab., Min., Sam., Neg.) ; tua' (Riz., Lag.)

;

TuAf (Bat., Cav., Alb., Min.); tuau (Min.); tuel (Abra); tuol (Ifug.)

;

tuwe (Lep.).

Wood moderately hard; heavy; sapwood light cream color to reddish

brown, 2 to 4 centimeters thick, not quite sharply marked off from heart-

wood; heartwood dark reddish brown with purplish tinge; grain straight

or somewhat crossed; texture coarse, rough, dull; decided odor of vinegar

when fresh; checks and warps badly if not seasoned very carefully; fairly

easy to work. Durability said to be excellent underground; otherwise IIL

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, indistinct, pores small to moder-

ately large, numerous, scattered or in radial lines of 3 or 4; soft, tissue in

small, irregular patches about pores, and numerous, fine, indistinct cross-

lines between rays; occasional whitish deposits in pores and pith rays;
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growth rings in young trees marked by ill-defined belts of porous tissue,

in old trees hardly noticeable.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; foundation

piling; recommended for treated ties, mine timbers and paving blocks.

Supply and prices.—Not marketed separately as a rule, but sometimes

substituted, fraudulently or ignorantly, for betis and other heavy dark red

woods; otherwise sold with heavier miscellaneous lumber, selling at IP^SO

to 'P70 per M.

Genus CYCLOSTEMON.

A genus of 20 or more species in the Philippines; trees reaching ordi-

narily about 60 centimeters in diameter, occasional specimens considerably

larger, one on record of 175 centimeters; straight and moderately tall;

very widely distributed, but scattered; apparently most abundant in parts

of Mindanao.

Wood of all species practically identical; hard; heavy; sapwood and
uncolored heartwood almost indistinguishable, creamy yellow when fresh,

often turning in seasoning to various mottled grays and light browns;
colored heartwood rare, small, irregular in outline, curiously mottled in

brown, greenish brown and black, resembling specimens of streaky camagon
(Diospyros spp.)

;
grain very straight; texture fine, dense, very smooth;

seasons badly in log, staining considerably and splitting very deeply at

ends, but if sawn while fresh and carefully stacked, seasons with little

staining and checking; not hard to saw and, for a hard wood, rather easy
to shape and surface. Durability III, but not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, crooked, fine but distinct; pores small
to medium, evenly scattered or with a slight tendency to form short radial

rows ; soft tissue in thin rings about pores and in numerous, irregular, short
transverse lines between rays, of same width, color and spacing as rays
and forming a fine, square-meshed, lace-like pattern with them; growth
rings indistinct or marked by a narrow belt of dark, dense tissue.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; interior

finish, moldings, etc.; furniture and cabinetwork; rice mortars and pestles;

turnery; would make an excellent paving block if treated.

Supply.—Scant; little appreciated for construction on account of lack
of durability under severe conditions and so not cut by small loggers; in

large operations included with "miscellaneous;" small lots from central

or southern Luzon sometimes found in market with the name tinaan-pantai;
in Mindanao mills the names magataru and banaui are best known.

Prices.—Generally sold with miscellaneous lumber, but good boards for

flooring, etc., sell as high as "PlOO or over per M.
The local names are very loosely applied and the following is a list of

all local names recorded for the whole genus

:

Local names.—Agulasing, gulasing (Gag.) ; apalang (Tay.) ; bagataru
(Cam.) ; balikbikan (Bat., Batg.) ; Banaui (Cota., Zambo., Bas.) ; batinong-
dagat (Tay., Cam.); Bato-bato (Min., Cuyo, Pal.); bokbok (Tay.); buti-

gau (Neg.) ; butig-babui (Riz.) ; Butong-manuk (Bat., Cam., Min.) ;

damol (Sam.); dagingiran, dangiran (Gag.); gakakan (Gag.); girigitik

(Sor.); gulipapa (Gag.); hinlap-bagio (Sam.); kaual (Negrito of Gag.);
lumakau (Cam.) ; lunas (Lag.) ; magapisa (Cota.) ; magataru (Mis., Cota.)

;

malitambing (Sor.); manghas (Taw.); margabolo (Lag.); marimau
(Agus.)

; tnatobato (Mas.) ; ngarosangis (L S.) ; onaslum (Neg.)
;
pangardi-

sen (Pang.); pangapaktulen (Gag.); pangarangin (Bat.); pasaklak (Un.)
;

puguran (Min.); putian (Min.); putig (Zambo.); talang-idong (Tay.);
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talimorong (Pamp., Bat.); talulong (Tay.) ; tangisang-bagio (Tay.) ; tara-

dak (Cota.) ; tayumtayum (Bat.) ; Tinaan-pantai (Tay., Cam.) ; tingkal

(Zambo.) ; tumbong-uak (Pal.).

The following are the largest and most widely distributed species of

Cyclostemon

:

C. bordenii Merr.
,

Tinaan-pantAi.

A tree up to 95 centimeters in diameter; reported from Cag., N. E.,

Pamp., Bat., Tay., Min., Sam., Ley., Cap., Sur.

C. grandifolius C. B. Rob. Banaui.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from Cota.,

Zambo., Bas.

C. littoralis C. B. Rob. Batobato.

A tree up to 175 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Un., Bat.,

Lag., Cam., Zambo., Pal.

€. microphyllus Merr. Butong-manuk.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Pang.,

Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas., Agus., Zambo.

Genus ENDOSPERMUM.
E, peltatum Merr. Gubas.

A moderately tall, straight tree, up to 75 centimeters in diameter;

reported from Beng., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min.

Local names.—^Biluang (Cam., Alb., Sor.,); binuang (Bat., Riz.);

binunga (Bat.); buluang (Min); ginabang (Beng.); Gubas (Lag.); in-

dang (Lag.); kalukoi (Bat.); malasabon (Lag.).

Wood light; soft; no distinct sapwood and heartwood; nearly White,

turning straw color on exposure, but often staining to light gray if not

seasoned quickly; grain very straight, pores showing as long, scattered

brownish lines; texture fairly fine, smooth, but not glossy; seasons very

well, except for staining; very easy to work. Durability IV, but not often

attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct, irregularly spaced; pores medium

sized, few, scattered singly or in radial rows of 2 to 4 or 5 ; soft tissue form-

ing very regular, somewhat wavy concentric lines about one fourth milli-

meter apart; no growth rings.

Uses.—^Match and match-box veneer; wooden shoes; used, on account

of its straight grain and ease of working, for sticks of cheap umbrellas

in one Manila factory.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Marketed with cheap miscellaneous lumber, or as match logs,

which bring about f*=9 per cubic meter.

Genus SECURINEGA.
S. flexuosa Muell.-Arg. Anislag.

A tree up to 50 centimeters or more in diameter, with a short and often

irregular bole; reported from: Tay., Cam., Sor., Sam., Ley., Cebu, Neg.,

Camig., Sur., Agus., But., Mis., Dav.

Local riames.—Amislag or hamislag (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ;
Anislag (Sam.,

Neg., Agus., Sur.); cacao-cacao (Cam.); malangau (Agus.); tras (Cota.).

Wood moderately heavy; moderately hard; sapwood small (1 to 2 centi-

meters), scarcely distinguishable in color; heartwood reddish brown with
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irregular darker streaks; grain straight; texture fine, dense smooth; liable

to warp somewhat if not carefully seasoned, otherwise seasons well; rather

easy to work. Durability probably at least III, not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, 3 to 8 very fine ones between every

two fine ones; pores numerous, small, very evenly distributed singly, or in

radial rows of 2 to 5; soft tissue hardly visible; growth rings faintly in-

dicated by lighter and darker belts.

Uses.—House posts; joists and rafters; agricultural implements; tool

handles.

Supply.—Scarce, but well and favorably known wherever it occurs.

Prices.—Not regularly marketed; if an occasional log is sawn, would
be sold with miscellaneous lumber.

ANACARDIACEAE.

[Mango family.]

A large family furnishing a number of very different woods, but none
of great importance, partly because the trees are scattered or comparatively

small, partly because many of the woods lack either strength or durability.

Several, however, are very good for interior work.

Genus BUCHANANIA.

A genus of six or more species of small to medium sized trees with a

straight bole having a maximum reported diameter of 70 centimeters.

One or more species are found in probably every province. The wood of

all species is practically identical; the same local names are applied to all

indifferently and are here given for the whole genus without regard to

species.

Local names.—Alitagtag (Cam.) ; anagas (Tic.) ; anam (Bis.) ; anan
Min., Guim.) ; anteng (I. N.) ; amugis or hamugis (Alb.) ; arafigas (I. N.,

N. E.) ; aranges (Gag.) ; bagulibas (Min.) ; balanga (Guim.) ; balayohot,

balibud (Tag.) ; baligohot, baliohod (Tay., Cam.) ; Balinghasay (Bat.,

Tar., Lag., N. E.) ; balitangtang (Lag., Tay.) ; bangkalauang (Tag.)

;

basakan (Mindoro) ; boroan, buhian (Pang.) ; butubutu (Cebu) ; dilaan

(Zam.)
; ganga (Gag.) ; hupong-hupong (Bkl.) ; kamung (Gag., Zam.)

;

kanteng (Abra) ; karantang (Pal.) ; kokatmon (Sur.) ; ligas (Gam.)

;

lifigabunu (Bas.) ; maguliok (Tay.) ; malabalunu or manbalunu (Zambo.)

;

malaligas (Tay.) ; mafigian (Lan.)
;

palangkomog, paleng, pappagan
(Gag.)

;
palinlin, pamilin (Zam.)

; pao (Pang.)
;
pusopuso (Min.) ; rangas

(Pang.) ; ringas ( I. N.) ; rungus (Gag.) ; sambrit (Gag.) ; tagangtang
(Mas., Tic.) ; tiok (Tay.) ; uyok (Beng.).

The best known species is:

B. arhorescens Bl. Balinghasay.

Wood moderately heavy; soft to moderately hard; sapwood large, pink-

ish white, not always sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood pink

to light reddish brown; texture rather fine and even; grain straight, but

frequently with numerous small knots; seasons well and works very easily.

Durability IV; sapwood often attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct, brighter red than hard tissue;

pores small to moderately large, scattered; soft tissue same color as pith

rays, forming small patches about pores. Structure as a whole similar to

amugis, but lighter in color and less dense. Growth rings, if present, not

sharply defined.

Uses.—Light construction; flooring; interior finish; house posts above
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stumps; joists and rafters; furniture; household implements; musical in-

struments (necks); cheap cigar boxes; dry measures; boxes.

Supply and prices.—Scant; comes into Manila in occasional small lots;

larger operators mix it with miscellaneous lumber; sometimes sold as
amugis, but otherwise would not bring more than ?40 to T60 per M.

Genus DRACONTOMELUM.

Three species, of which one, dao, is very well known, though the wood
is comparatively little used; lamio is less well known and only used locally

or, in large lumber operations, sawn with miscellaneous stuff, while the

third, D. edule Merr., has been reported only from Palawan and its wood
is unknown.

D. cumingianum Baill. Lami6.

A tall, straight tree, up to 60 centimeters or more in diameter reported

from: BuL, Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Sor., Sam., Tab., Cota.

Local names,—Aduas (Riz.) ; alauihau or halauihau (S. Luz., Sam.,

Ley.); bili-bili (Tab.); bio (Pang.); Lami6 (Bui., Bat., Riz., Lag.).

Wood in all respects similar to following, but slightly softer and lighter

in weight and color. If brought to Manila market, sold with miscellaneous

lumber and used for cheap construction, etc.

D, dao Merr. & Rolfe Dao.

A tall tree, up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; when in open

situations the bole is often crooked, in the forest generally straight, but

always with enormous thin buttresses, sometimes up to 6 or 8 meters in

height; reported from; Cag., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor., Min., Sam.,

Ley., Mas., Neg., Agus., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Pal.

Local names,—Batuan (Bis.) ; Dao' (Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor.,

Min., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Cota., Zambo., Pal.) ; habas (Agus.) ; hamarak
(N. Luz.) ; kiakia (Ley.) ; lupigi (Cag.) ; makadaeg (I. N.) ; mamakau
(Dav.); makau (Agus., Cota.); malaiyau (Tay.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood very large, light

colored with pinkish or brownish tinge, rather sharply distinguished from
heartwood; heartwood brownish or greenish gray, with irregular dark

brown or almost black streaks; texture fairly fine; grain straight; liable

to warp if not carefully seasoned; not difficult to work and takes a beau-

tiful polish. Durability III or better; heartwood rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, light colored, distinct; pores moderately large

or large, scattered singly or in groups of 2 or 3, with dark glistening

deposits; soft tissue in very thin rings about pores; growth rings, if

present at all, very indistinct.

*Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring, sheathing,

ceiling; door panels; interior finish ; furniture and cabinetwork; dugout

canoes; from the buttress roots solid cartwheels, washbowls, and round

and rectangular tables are made.
Supply.—Scant; rarely brought to Manila market.

Prices.—Occasional lots of good boards for flooring or other structural

material bring from 1P=80 to 1P100 per M.

Genus KOORDERSIODENDRON.

K. pinnatum Merr. (PI. V, fig. 33.) Amugis.

A tall straight tree, up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from

almost every island and province in the Archipelago.
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Local names.—Amugis, ambugis and mugis (BuL, Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Mar., Zambo., Pal) ; bangkahasi, bangkalari,

(I. S.) ; dangila (Tag.); gagil (Zambo.); kalumanog (Bis.); kantingen

(Un.); karogkog (Bkl.) ; lakolako (Bis.); magalibas (Zambo.); magu-
yabud (Sam.) ; marasantog (N. Luz.) ; sambalagan, sambulauan (Bis.)

;

sarga (I. S.) ; taligaan (I. N.) ; twi (Neg.) ; oris, uris (I. N.) ; urisan

(Cag.).

Moderately hard to hard; moderately heavy to heavy; sapwood 3 to 5

centimeters thick, pale dull red, rather sharply marked off from heartwood;

heartwood dull coppery red; texture fine; grain generally straight, some-

times with very short, regular waves and often with numerous very small

knots. Durability III; rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—'Pith rays very fine, numerous, bending around pores, dis-

tinctly lighter than hard tissue; pores uneven in size and form, numerous,

very evenly scattered, sometimes with dark, glistening deposits; soft

tissue scarce, forming very thin rings about pores; growth rings, if present

at all, generally very indistinct; ripple marks sometimes present, but never

conspicuous.

Uses.—Beams, joists, rafters, flooring; interior finish; carriage bodies;

furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Scant.

Prices.—One hundred and thirty pesos to f*=156 per M.

Genus MANGIFERA.

A genus of six or more species, of which by far the best known is the

mango {Mangifera indica L.), which is one of the most widely cultivated

fruit trees in the Islands. As a timber tree, the first species described is

the best known of the genus.

M. altissima Blco. Pahutan.

A tall tree up to 80 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from:

Cag., I. S., N. E., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas., Sib., Dav.;

a wood known as manggapoli in Zamboanga is apparently identical with

it, but may be of a different species.

Local names.—Banitan (Cag.) ; malapaho (Zam., Sib.) ; manggapole
(Olu., Zambo.)

;
paho', pahu' (Pang., N. E., Bat., Riz., Cam., Min., Sib.,

Sam.) ; Pahutan, pahuhutan (Zam., Bat., Tay., Min., Mas.)
;
pangahutan

(Tay.); pangmanggaen (I. S.).

Moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood very large (10 to 25

centimeters thick) whitish with pale yellow, brownish or grayish tinge,

sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood dark brown with alter-

nating light and dark bands; texture rather fine; grain often wavy and
curly, interrupted by large, but generally sound knots; seasons well except

that large knots sometimes check, and sapwood is liable to stain if not

seasoned quickly; easy to work and takes a beautiful finish. Durability

III; sapwood not attacked by insects, but poor exposed to weather.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct, whitish; pores small, scattered;

soft tissue forming small, irregular patches surrounding pores, and fine,

straight, not very conspicuous concentric lines; growth rings irregular and
indistinct, bounded by a fine, indistinct, lighter-colored line.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; door panels; floor-

ing; sheathing and ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork; cheap clothes chests;

musical instruments.

Supply.—Scant.
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Prices,—Rarely sold alone under its own name, but mixed with miscel-

laneous lumber selling at 1P40 to MO.

Af. indica L. MAngga or Mango.

The mango is found only in cultivation ; the wood is used occasionally for

household implements, etc.; it resembles the sapwood of pahutan, seeming
to lack, even in large trees, the dark-brown heartwood of tjie latter.

M. monandra Merr. MalapAho.

A tall tree, up to 75 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from:
Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Cam., Sam., Ley., Tic; lumber from Sibuyan
and from Zamboanga seems to be of this species also.

Local names.—Kalamansanai (Riz., Lag.) ; karig (Bat.) ; kurig (Zam.)

;

Malapaho (Cam., Tic, Sib.) ; manggatsapiii (Riz.) ; pagsaguau (Ley.)

;

paglumboien ( Pang. )

.

Wood like sapwood of pahutan, but almost white, and having apparently

no dark heartwood in even very large trees. Finishes with beautiful silky

gloss.

Uses,—Interior finish; furniture and cabinetwork; when mixed with

lauans and miscellaneous lots, used for all ordinary purposes.

Supply.—Not as common as pahutan; known in commerce so far only

from Zamboanga and Sibuyan.

Prices.—Sold mixed with white lauans and miscellaneous lumber, at

prices ranging from WO to MO per M.

Genus PARISHIA.
P. malabog Merr. MalAbog.

A tall straight tree, up to 120 centimeters or more in diameter; reported

from: Bat., Tay., Sor., Min., Iling, Mas., Tic, Tab., Cebu, Neg.

Local names,—Bulabog (Tab.) ; kupang-kupang (Sib.) ; Malabog, ma-
llbog or mulabog (Bat., Sor., Min., Iling, Mas., Tic, Cebu, Neg.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 10 to 15 centimeters

thick, whitish, but generally staining to dull, mottled grayish brown on

drying, rather sharply distinguished (even when dry) from heartwood;

heartwood irregular in outline, light reddish brown; texture fine; grain

straight; liable to warp in seasoning, but works easily and takes a smooth,

glossy finish. Durability III.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, distinct but not conspicuous; pores

small, evenly scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, forming thin rings

about pores; growth rings, when present, very indistinct; whole structure

similar to amugis, but lighter in color and slightly coarser.

Uses.—Used locally for dugout canoes and for ordinary construction;

when marketed with miscellaneous lumber, used for all ordinary purposes.

Supply.—Distribution limited, trees scattered, fairly numerous in a few
places (Iling Island and Negros.).

Prices.—Comes into market only with miscellaneous lumber selling at

about ?=40 per M.
Genus SEMECARPUS.

A genus of about 12 species of small to medium-sized trees, up to

50 centimeters in diameter, all, as far as known, with wood of the same
character. One or more species are found in almost every island and

province. The local names are applied very loosely and are here given for

the genus without regard to species.

140866 10
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Local names.—Agas (Guim.) ; anagas or hanagas (Min., Neg., Guim.)

;

ingas (Cam., Zambo.) ; kamiing (Pamp., Zam., Bat.) ; kamiling (Abra)

;

kamiring (Gag., Un.) ; LigIs, with various qualifying additions (N. E.,

Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay.) ; malamangga (Pamp., Zam., Tay., Min.)

;

manalu (Zambo.)
;
pakak (Bont.)

;
palanto (Gag.) ; tangas (Neg.) ; tokod-

lafigit (Riz.); topo (Gam.).

The best known and apparently most widely distributed species is:

S. cuneiformis Blco. (S. perrottetii March.). LiGAS.

A tree up to 35 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Nueva
Ecija to Laguna; Guim., Pal. Known through practically its whole range
as kamiring or Ligas.

Light; soft; whitish when fresh, but frequently staining to yellowish,

faint greenish or brownish tints in drying; colored heartwood, as far as

known, absent; texture rather coarse; grain straight; very easy to work.

Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays moderately fine, numerous, distinct but not con-

spicuous; pores moderately large, rather even in size, very evenly scattered

singly or in close groups of 3 to 4; soft tissue forming distinct rings

(or sometimes elongated patches) about pores, and irregularly spaced and
broken, fine concentric lines; growth rings, when present, very indistinct

and irregular.

Uses, supply and prices.—As most or all species possess poisonous prop-
erties similar to those of poison ivy and other species of Rhus, besides

furnishing inferior wood, smaller operators rarely or never cut the trees

and so no logs are shipped to Manila. The larger operators ship small
quantities occasionally, mixed with miscellaneous lumber of the most or-

dinary kinds, selling at not over ^40 to WO per M., and used for cheap
and temporary construction, box lumber, etc.

SAPINDACEAE.

[Alupag family.]

A very large family, but containing in the Philippines only two well-

known timber trees, alupag and malugay. Though quite variable in mechan-
ical properties and general appearance, most of the woods have several

features in common in their structure. The pith rays are generally fine;

pores comparatively few and scattered, very commonly with numerous
tyloses which in cross section make the pores appear to be entirely filled

with soft tissue and in longitudinal section show as thin cross partitions

giving the pores a regularly dotted appearance; growth rings very com-
monly marked by a fine light-colored line.

Genus EUPHORIA.

A genus of about five species, of which only one is widely distributed

and well known.

E. cinerea Radlk. (PL V, fig. 34.) Alupag.

A small to medium-sized tree, up to 60 centimeter in diameter; reported

from: I. N., Gag., I. S., Isa., Beng., N. E., Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz.,

Lag., Batg., Tay., Gam., Min., Mas., Mar., Sam., Ley., Neg., Mis., Gota.,

Zambo., Olu., Bas., Pal.

Local names.—Alupag, alupak, alupai, arupag, ayupag, etc. (N. E.,

Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Gam., Min., Mar.) ; apalong
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(Cag., N. Tay.) ; bait, bayit (Tay.) ; balik (Zambo.) ; balit (Neg.) ; bak-

kalau or bakalau (I. N., I S., Cag., Zam.) ; bakeles (Pang.) ; bukkalau

(Cag.) ; halupag, halupak (Lag., Tay., Cam.) ; kandong-isol (Mas.) ; lupak

(Cam.) ; lupal (Cota.) ; mamata (Olu.) ; marautong (Cag.) ; matamatd
(Zambo.).

Wood very hard; very heavy, specific gravity 0.910 (Valdes), 0.960

(Gardner) ; sapwood pale reddish, merging gradually into heartwood, in

very old trees rather sharply distinguished from it; heartwood light coppery

red to dark reddish brown; grain slightly crossed, often wavy; texture

fine, dense, very smooth ; seasons well ; difficult to work, but takes a beautiful

surface under sharp tools. Durability I; very rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, very fine, indistinct; pores few, scattered

singly or in short radial rows, many completely choked with tyloses; soft

tissue inconspicuous.

Uses,—Posts and sills; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; burrs in native

rice mills; teeth of cogwheels in primitive sugar mills, presses, etc.; bear-

ings; wooden anchors; combs; treenails; harrow teeth and other parts of

agricultural implements.

Supply,—Scarce; rarely comes to Manila market except in lots of a few
logs or mixed with better grade of miscellaneous lumber of larger operators.

Prices.—Dimension stuff, in miscellaneous lots will sell at I^'IOO or

up, good lots of boards or squares for construction about ^150 per M.

Genus LITCHI.

One species in the Philippines. The well-known Chinese fruit lichee

belongs to this genus.

L. philippinensis Radlk. Alupag-am6.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang., Zam.,

Bat., Cam., Alb., Sam., Sib., Agus.

Local names.—Alupag, etc., as for above species; Alupag-am6' (Tay.);

aningnai (Pang.) ; balit (Sib.) ; bulala (Cam.) ; kagasakas, kagsakan (Alb.).

Wood practically identical with alupag and sold as such when brought

to Manila market.

Genus NEPHELIUM.

A genus of ^ve species, but only one widely distributed.

A^. mutabile Bl. BulAla.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Pang.,

Batg., Riz., Lag., Cam., Alb., Sam., Ley., Sur., Lan., Zambo.

Local names.—Bakalau (Pang.) ; ball' (Zambo.) ; balimbiiTgan (Lan.)

;

Bulala (Lag., Cam.); santias or sintiyas (Riz.).

Wood also very similar to alupag, used locally for same purposes, but

rarely cut for the market.

Genus POMETIA.

One known species, very widely distributed and, where fairly abundant,

well and favorably known.

P. pinnata Forst. (PI. V, fig. 35.) Malugay.

A moderately tall, straight tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; re-

ported from: Bab., I. N., Cag., Lag., Cam., Cat., Min., Mas., Tic, Sam.,

Ley., Ilo., Cebu, Neg.

Local names.—AgupaiTga (Min.) ; alauihau, aloiho (Sam.) ; balambanan
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(I. N.); bangkalan (Sur.) ; bantangali (Agus.) ; bayoto (Pal.); bidoso,

bioso (Min., Pal.) ; ibu (Cebu, Neg.) ; kabakabat (I. N.) ; karunian (Min.)

;

kia-kia (Sam., Ley., Cebu,); kugik (Cat.); kubi (Ilo.) ; lupanga, lupangan

(Zambo., Manukmanka, Sulu) ; madalo (Cag.) ; Malugay (Lag., Min.)

;

manggis (Pal.) ; minanukai (Neg.) ; oiakia, uiakia (Min.) ; sadai (Bab.)

;

takugan, takupan (Mas.) ; tanabog, tanobong (Pal.) ; tigaui, tugaui (Cam.,

Mas., Tic).

Wood moderately hard to hard; flexible and tough; bends well when
steamed (Gardner) ; moderately heavy, specific gravity 0.658 (Gardner)

;

sapwood 3 to 5 centimeters thick, pale reddish, not quite sharply distinguished

from heartwood; heartwood light red; (certain specimens of commercial

material from Mindanao have a dark reddish brown heartwood; this may
be some local variation or perhaps the wood is from some as yet unknown
species of Pometia) ;

grain somewhat crossed, often with a characteristic

regular wave; texture fine, smooth; seasons well; fairly easy to work.

Durability III; sapwood commonly attacked by beetles, attacks sometimes

extending into heartwood, but clear heartwood less commonly touched.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct; pores few, medium sized or small,

scattered, with tyloses as in alupag; end of growth ring marked by a fine,

light-colored line.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; sheathing,

ceiling and other interior finish; boat building; masts and spars; ax, pick,

rake, and hoe handles; levers, capstan bars, peavies, etc.; minor tool

handles; furniture and cabinetwork; recommended for trial for tight

cooperage; also for gymnastic apparatus.

Supply.—Little cut for Manila market as there is no demand for it on

account of its not being well known; considerable quantities could be

obtained from various regions, especially Mindoro.

Prices.—One hundred pesos to ^120.00 per M.

RHAMNACEAE.

[Balacat family.]

A family containing in the Philippines only one genus of timber trees.

Genus ZIZYPHUS.

A genus of about 13 species, of which only three are widely enough
distributed and of sufficient size to furnish any amount of saw timber.

The wood of all species is practically identical in structure and general

appearance and is known in the market as balacat, the name of the largest

and commonest one.

The local names seem to be applied to various species almost indifferently

and are here given for the genus without regard to species.

Local names.—^Aligamen, ligamen (L N., L S.) ; alinau (I. N.) ; alisa-

laiiga (Neg.) ; Balacat (N. E., Tar., Zam., Bat.) ; baliknit (I. N.) ; biaa

(Riz., Lag.) ; biga, bigaa and LigaA (Bat., Bui., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Alb., Min., Mas., Sam., Ley.) ; dagaau (Sur.) ; dalipatsan (Mas.) ; diaan
(Pang.) ; diklab or diklap (L N., I. S.) ; diraan or dir'an (I. N., L S.,

Cag., Tar.) ; Duklap (Bat., Riz., Cav., Batg.) ; dukulab (Bat.) ; labalaba

(Pang.) ; limiggien (Cag.) ; maglangka' (Pal.) ; malipaga (Tay.) ; ma-
ngaluas (Cota.) ; marautong (L N.) ; matang-hipon (Riz.)

;
pirokalau

(Cam.); salindangat (Neg.).

Wood moderately hard to hard; moderately heavy, specific gravity 0.517

to 0.578 (Gardner) ; sapwood small, scarcely distinguishable from uncolored
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heartwood; uncolored heartwood pale yellowish white, sometimes with faint

reddish tinge; colored heartwood apparently very rare; a very wide plank
from Cagayan shows a distinct light red heart about 20 centimeters wide,

logs of an unknown species from Bataan a small light brown heart, and
planks from Cotabato a small heart irregularly streaked with light red;

grain slightly crossed, sometimes rather wavy ; texture fine, smooth ; seasons
well; easy to work. Durability IV; often attacked by shot-hole borers.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores medium sized, some in short
radial lines, some in wavy tangential lines or scattered; soft tissue in

small patches about pores, generally elongated tangentially and often
confluent in irregular, short, wavy lines; end of growth ring marked by
a belt of dense tissue with few and small pores, sharply marked off from
more porous beginning of following ring. (Plate V, fig. 36.)

Uses.—^Cheap or temporary construction; ordinary furniture; flooring;

agricultural and household implements; wooden shoe soles.

Supply.—Scant; rarely comes into Manila market except in miscella-

neous lots.

Prices.—When sold alone, good boards or dimension stuff for house
construction bring T60 to ^65 per M.

The following are the best-known species of Zizyphus:

Z, inennis Merr. LigaA.

A tree up to 45 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Lag.,

Cam., Alb., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Agus., Zambo., Pal.

Z, trinervia DC. DuklAp.

A tree up to 30 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: L N.,

L S., Beng., Bui., Pang., Un., Bat., Riz., Cav., Tay.

Z. zonulata Blco. (PL V, fig. 36.) BalAcat.

A tree up to 120 centimeters in diameter; reported from: L N., Cag.,

L S., N. E., Pang., Tar., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas., Ley.,

Sur., Agus., Dav., Zambo., Pal.

MALVACEAE.

[Malubasro family.]

The four woods here described all have a faint odor of roses when
freshly worked, being, with narra, the principal woods entitled to the

names of Philippine rosewood.

Genus BOMBYCIDENDRON.

B. campylosiphon Warb. Lanutan.

B. vidalianum Merr. & Rolfe (PI. V, fig. 37.) Vidal's Lanutan.

Lanutan (N. Luz. to Bui. and Bat.) ; losoban (Abra)
;
pangardisen

L S., Cag.); takulau bianco (I. N.). This must not be confused with

the "white lanutans" of the family Anonacede.
Wood moderately hard to hard, flexible and tough; moderately heavy

to heavy, specific gravity 0.732 (Foxworthy) but some pieces much lighter;

sapwood 1.5 to 5 centimeters thick, yellowish white, generally rather

sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood when fresh light to

dark purple, fading in time to dull purplish brown; grain straight or

slightly crossed; texture fine and smooth; seasons well; fairly easy to

work. Durability III, but rarely if ever attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores numerous, small, scattered;
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soft tissue in thin -rings about pores; ripple marks always present, fine

but distinct.

Uses.—Posts, beams, joists and rafters of small houses; ax and similar

tool handles; carriage shafts; singletrees; gunstocks; backs and sides of

musical instruments (guitars, mandolins, etc) ; cabinetwork.

Supply.—Scarce.

Sizes.—^Up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter, short and often

crooked; rarely sawn, the material for shafts being generally split and

that for musical instruments purchased by shops in short bolts, and sawn
into veneer by hand as required.

Prices.—Shafts, roughed out and bent, sell at about 1^3.50 per pair in

Manila; logs or bolts for musical instruments are generally acquired by
barter, a guitar worth from ?5 to "PS being exchanged for a log of 30

centimeters diameter by 3 meters length.

Genus HIBISCUS.
H. tiliaceus L. Malubago.

A small tree of the coasts, widely distributed; the heartwood is pale

purplish brown, somewhat similar in appearance to lanutan, but much
softer and lighter; used for fish-net floats, cheap scabbards, household

implements, etc.

Genus THESPESIA.

T. populnea Corr. (PL V, fig. 38.) Banalo.

A small to medium sized tree found in central Luzon and Mindoro;

the smooth, dark red heartwood is highly prized by musical instrument

makers, but is very scarce in Manila.

BOMBACACEAE.

[Malabulak family.]

Genus BOMBAX.
B. malabaricum DC. Malabulak.

A tree up to 75 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: N.
E., Bat., Riz., Lag., Min.; probably much more widely distributed.

Local names.—Buboi-gubat (Riz., Min.); Malabulak (Bat., Riz., Lag.).

Wood very light and soft; whitish when fresh cut and quickly seasoned,

but turning grayish brown if seasoned in log; no distinct sapwood and
heartwood; texture fairly smooth; grain even and straight; very easy to

work. Durability very poor, but lasts well in sea water.

Structure.—Pith rays variable in thickness, not conspicuous; pores

large, very scattered; soft tissue forming thin rings about pores and
very numerous, faint, transverse bars between rays; growth rings absent

or very faintly marked.

Uses.—Fish-net floats; light household implements.

Supply,—Scattered in dry regions, scarce.

Genus CEIBA.
C pentandra Gaertn. Kapok.

A small to medium sized tree up to 45 centimeters in diameter; intro-

duced from tropical America, but now found in probably almost every

island and province; often planted for live fence posts and for the cotton

contained in the pods.

Local names.— Buhoi (Tag.) ; bulak, with various qualifying terms
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(Tag., Pamp., Bis.); bosangloi (Abra) ; doldol or dondol (Bis., II.);

kapas-sanglai (Bont., Pang.) ; KApok (Sulu and parts of Mindanao)

;

kayo (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ; kulak (Abra).

Wood very soft; very light, specific gravity 0.230 (Puigdulles) ; whitish,
turning gray or light brown; no distinct heartwood; texture coarser and
rougher than preceding.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, not conspicuous; pores large or very large,

few, scattered, often with one or two transverse partitions; soft tissue as
in preceding; growth rings, if present, ill defined.

Uses.—Fish-net floats; live fence posts and telegraph poles.

Supply.—Very widely distributed, but nowhere abundant.

Genus CUMINGIA.
C. philippinensis Vid. Gapas-gApas.

A tree of the mangrove swamps, up to 100 centimeters in diameter,

but very rarely reaching such large size; reported from: Tay., Mas., Neg.,

Zambo., Bas., Pal., but probably found also in mangrove swamps of other

regions.

Local names.—Baluno (Zambo.) ; bungalon (Tay.) ; dandulit (Zambo.)

;

Gapas-gapas (Neg., Zambo.); libato-puti', nigi-puti' (Tay.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; moderately heavy; no distinct sapwood
and heartwood so far as known; pure creamy white, but liable to stain

if seasoned in log; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture fine, smooth;
seasons with little checking or warping; easy to work. Durability under
severe exposure probably poor, but not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine, very numerous, indistinct; pores small,

scattered singly or by twos and threes; soft tissue as in malabulak and
kapok; growth rings only indicated by faint belts of lighter and darker
shade; ripple marks present on all sections, especially conspicuous on
tangential section.

Uses.—Planks and temporary construction; if sawn and seasoned care-

fully, would make an excellent substitute for lanete.

Supply.—Scarce.

Prices.—Not known to be marketed, except perhaps with cheap mis-

cellaneous lumber.

STERCVLIACEAE.

[Dungron family.]

A large family producing a number of woods of very widely varying

character, ranging from very light and soft to very heavy and hard;

pith rays generally numerous, of moderate thickness and evenly spaced,

distinct to very conspicuous in radial section; pores few, scattered, often

large, in many species surrounded by a very distinct ring of soft tissue

of the same color and about the same width as the rays; soft tissue

otherwise not generally conspicuous. Cacao, which belongs to this family,

has a soft grayish wood similar to that of the genus Sterculia.

Genus HERITIERA.

One species, widely distributed, generally along inner edges of man-
grove swamps, but also other coasts.

H. littoralis Dry. Dun€ION-lAte.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter, with a rather short and gen-

erally irregular bole; reported from the following regions, but probably
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even more widely distributed than the botanical collections indicate:

Palaui, Cag., Pang., Zam., Bat., Tay., Cam., Sor., Min., Tic, Ley., Guim.,

Neg., Sur., Agus., Mis., Lan., Cota., Zambo., Bas., CuL, Pal.

Local names.—Barit (Zambo.) ; bayag-kabayo (Man.) ; dumon (Cag.)

;

dungon and DtJNGON-LATE, with about equal frequency (Zam., Bat., Tay.,

Cam., Sor., Min., Tic, Ley., Guim., Neg., Sur., Agus., Lan., Cota., Zambo.,

Bas., Pal.) ; magayau (Cag.) ; malarungon (Tay.)
;
palogapig, palongapoi,

paronapin, paronapoi, etc. (Cag., Pang., Zam.).

The wood of dungon-late is practically indistinguishable from dungon
and is put to all the same uses. (See dungon, p. 155.)

Genus PTEROCYMBIUM.

Two species, of which one (P. macrocrater Warb.) is reported only

from a single collection, but taluto is very widely distributed and well

known.

P. tinctorium Merr. (PI. V, fig. 39.) Taluto.

A tall straight tree, up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

Cag., N. E., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Mar., Ley.,

Cebu, Neg., Sur., Cota., Zambo., PaL
Local names,—Abigon (Bat.); bayao (Sur.); bangat (Zam.); dui-

dui (Tay.) ; huligano (N. E.) ; kulong-kulong (Mar.) ; libtuk (Cag.)

;

malasapsap (Pamp.) ; taloto* or Taluto' (N. E., Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Min., Neg., Cota.? Pal.?) ; taoto' or tautu' (Bat.) ; tagungtungan (Cebu)

;

takung (Sur.).

Wood very soft; very light; sapwood and heartwood indistinguishable,

whitish, often staining to silvery gray in drying; grain perfectly straight;

texture rather coarse in appearance, but not loose nor rough; very con-

spicuous silver gain; conspicuous ripple marks on tangential sections; sea-

sons well, except for staining; extremely easy to work, but requires very

sharp tools to make a smooth cut, especially across the grain. Durability

very poor as regards decay, though not commonly attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays large, distinct; pores large, scattered; soft tissue

in very regular, smooth rings about pores; no growth rings.

Uses.—Floaters for rafting heavy logs; fish-net floats; cheap and tem-

porary construction and box lumber; match and match-box veneer.

Supply and prices.—Nowhere abundant; rare in Manila market, being

brought in only occasionally by large operators with cheapest grades of mis-

cellaneous stuff, and in logs for match industry, for which manufacturers

pay about ^9 per cubic meter.

Genus PTEROSPERMUM.

A genus of about seven species, of which three are widely distributed

and large enough to furnish saw timber. The wood of all species, as far

as known, is practically identical in general appearance and structure, and
the local names are applied very loosely to all; in the Manila market, if

sold under its own name, best known as bayok or bayog.

Local names.—Baloi and baroi (I. S., Abra, Pang., Tar.) ; Bay6k, bayog,

or bayiik (N. E., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Cat.,

Min., Mas., Tic, Neg., Cota., Zambo., Pal.) ; bayog-bayog (Zambo.) ; Bayok-
bay6kan (Cam.) ; dibual (Bas.) ; kalokatingan, kolokotingan, Kulatingan,
kulukutingan, etc., (Bont., Beng., Bui., Riz., Lag., Cam.) ; kantingan

(Min.) ; pangal-lingaen (L S.) ; panglingden (N. E.) ; talingaan, (L N.)

;
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talmganan (Zam.) ; tamok (Bat.); tarongatingan (Cam., Bur.); tingan-
tingan (Tay.).

Wood moderately hard and rather tough; moderately heavy to heavy,
specific gravity 0.685 to 0.717 (Puigdulles) ; sapwood somewhat paler than
heartwood, not sharply distinguished from it; heartwood dull purplish
brown, or reddish brown, fading on exposure to light brown

;
grain straight

or slightly crossed; texture fine, smooth; distinct ripple marks on all

longitudinal sections in most specimens; from color, texture, and presence
of ripple marks easily mistaken for lanutan (Bomhycidendron spp.) ; sea-

sons well; easy to work. Durability IV, but rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, crowded, fine; pores numerous, small
to medium sized, scattered singly or in short radial lines; soft tissue in-

conspicuous; ripple marks very wavy; irregular narrow belts of dense
tissue, sometimes discontinuous, sometimes branching.

Uses.—Posts (above stumps) ; beams, joists, rafters; flooring, sheathing,

ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork; household implements; combs; impreg-
nated would make good ties and paving blocks.

Supply and prices,—Limited; in Manila market rarely found except

mixed with medium-grade miscellaneous lumber selling at about MO per

M. or upward. In provinces cut and used locally under its own name for

interior work and furniture.

The following are the three best known species of Pterospermum

:

P. diversifolium Bl. Bay6k.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., N. V.,

N. E., Pang., Pamp., Zam., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas., Tic,

Guim., Neg., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

P, niveum Vid. Bayokbay6kan.

A tree up to 60 centimeter in diameter; reported from: I. N., Abra.,

Lep., Beng., N. V., N. E., Pang., Tar., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Min., Ag^us., Mis., Cota.

P. obliquum Blco. KULATfNGAN.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S.,

N. E., Lep., Beng., Un., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Riz., Lag., Tay., Bur., Sam.,

Guim., Zambo.

Genus STERCULIA.

A genus of about 17 species; medium sized to moderately large trees

with generally a rather regular, fairly long bole. The wood of all species,

as far as known, is of fairly uniform character and the local names are

applied to all very loosely, except kalumpang, which is pretty constantly

given to one species, S, foetida.

Local names,—Adupong (Beng.) ; balinad (Tic, Pal.) ; banikad (Min.)

;

BANfLAD (Riz., Min., Guim.) ; bayayat (Isa.) ; bobo (Neg.) ; bobog, boboy,

bubog, etc. (Min., Ilo., Bal., Pal.) ; bulakan (Lag.) ; bisong (N. V.)

;

bunga (Tay.); bufigat (Cag.) ; kalang-giauan (I. S.) ; kalukalumpangan

(Riz.) ; Kalumpang (N. E., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Min., Ilo., Cota., Pal.) ; kalumpag (Riz.) ; kalupang (Neg.) ; kandol-kandol

(Min.); lontong (Zambo.); MagulipAk, maguripak (Mas., Tic); Mala-

b6ho' (Bat.) ; Malobonot (Bat., Riz., Man.) ; malabunga (Tay.) ;
mala-

cacao (Bat., Lag., Min.) ; malagasaha (Tay.) ; MalakalumpAng (Cani.)

;

malapapaya (Bat.); malobo (Tay.); opong-opong (Cam.); panakitin
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(Min.) ; salimbubu (Min.) ; saripongpong (Sor.) ; Tapinag (Bat.) ; upak
(Pamp.) ; uos or uoos (Cam.).

Wood soft to very soft; light to very light; sapwood scarcely if at all

distinguishable from heartwood, fresh wood creamy white or very light

gray or brown, but almost invariably staining to silvery gray or light

brown; grain straight; texture coarse, spongy; except for staining, seasons

well; very easy to work. Durability very poor; frequently attacked by
beetles, though heartwood, if seasoned rapidly and thoroughly, is somewhat
better than sapwood.

Structure.—Pith rays medium sized to thick, very distinct; pores few,

medium sized, often partitioned, scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, form-

ing thin rings about pores and very numerous, extremely fine irregular

cross lines, barely visible under a lens; growth rings marked by a very

narrow, faint line.

Uses,—Cheap and temporary construction, box lumber, etc.; temporary
mining timbers (Masbate) ; recommended for trial as match wood.

Supply and prices.—Rarely cut for lumber, except occasionally by larger

operators with the cheapest grades of miscellaneous lumber, selling at about

^40 per M.
The following are the largest and most widely distributed species of

Sterculia:

S. blancoi Rolfe Magulipak.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. E., Riz.,

Tay., Min., Mas., Tic, Bil., Mis.

S, crassiramea Merr. Tapinag.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. E., BuL,

Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Min.

S. cuneata R. Br. Malabonot.

A tree up to 35 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Cag.,

Isa., Bont., N. E., BuL, Pamp., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Cam., Min., Sam.,

Agus., Mis., Bas., Cul., Pal.

S. foetida L. Kalumpang.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Abra,
N. v., N. E., Pang., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Tay., Min., Ilo., Neg.,

Cota., Cul., Bal., Pal.

S. luzonica Warb. Malakalumpang.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Isa., Man.,
Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Mas., Tic, Rom., Tab., Guim., Neg., Bil., Zambo.,
Pal., Sulu Arch.

S. montana Merr. Mountain Tapinag.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bab., Cag., N.
v., Bat., Lag.

S. oblongata R. Br. Malab6ho.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Batanes, I. N.,

Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor., Min., Ley.

5. philippinensis Merr. BanIlad.

A tree up to 65 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. E., Lag.,

Cam., Min., Sam., Guim.
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Genus TARRIETIA.

A genus represented in the Philippines by three species, of which two
are well known. The third, T, riedeliana, has been collected only once,

in the Lanao District, and no wood specimen of it is known.

T. javanica Bl. (PI. V, fig. 40.) LumbayAo.

A tree up to 130 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Mis., Cota.,

Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Gisang, Lumbayao (Zambo., Bas.).

Wood moderately hard to hard; flexible and tough; moderately heavy
to heavy; sapwood pale red, merging rather gradually into heartwood;

heartwood light red to reddish brown, the average run from medium-
sized trees about the color of cigar-box cedar; grain somewhat crossed;

texture rather open, but taking a smooth and glossy surface under sharp

tools; resembles very closely the Australian crowsfoot elm (Tarrietia

argyrodendron) , and superficially in texture and color Colombian mahogany
(Cariniana pyriformis) ; seasons well, except for being somewhat liable

to split at ends. Durability III; heartwood very rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays moderately thick, distinct, forming a conspicuous

though small silver grain in radial sections and visible as minute vertical

dark lines in tangential section; pores few, moderately large to large,

evenly scattered, sometimes with dark red glistening deposits; soft tissue

in smooth thin rings about pores; no growth rings.

Uses.—Flooring; doors; interior finish; furniture and cabinetwork; boat

ribs and planking; would probably make excellent slack cooperage stock;

recommended for trial for steamed bent work.

Supply.—Though found only in such a limited region, there has been

a fairly steady supply in the market for some years; could be obtained not

in lots of many millions, but of hundred of thousands of feet.

Prices,—Sixty-five pesos to ^100 per M.

A wood; called Lumbayao-Bat^u is cut occasionally in Zamboanga and

Basilan, which has the structure of lumbayao, but is as dark colored,

hard, and heavy as dungon. It is not known whether this is merely a

very hard, dark variety of lumbayao, or the product of an as yet unknown

species of Tarrietia.

T. sylvatica Merr. (PL VI, fig. 41.) Dungon.

A tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter, with a generally short

and often irregular bole; reported from: I. N., Gag., I. S., N. E., Pang.,

Tar., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Mar., Ant., Dav.; commercial material from

several regions in Mindanao seems to be of the same species, but may in

some cases be dungon-late.

Local names.—Dungon (N. E., Zam., Pamp., Bat. Bul.j^Riz., Lag.,

Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Mar., Ant., Dav.); dungul (Cag.)

;

palogapig (I. N., Tar.) ;
palonapoi, paronapoi (Pang.) ;

paronapin (Gag.,

I. S., Pang., Zam.).

Dungon and dungon-late are practically indistinguishable. Dungon-late

has generally a larger proportion of sapwood and the sapwood seems

to merge into the heartwood more gradually than in dungon; also dungon-

late is perhaps slightly lighter in color and seems to have fewer chalky

deposits in the pores, and stony deposits in knots and heart cracks; but

the only way of distinguishing commercial material is to ascertain its

origin, dungon-late being a tree of the swamps and coasts and dungon of

the dry hill forests.
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In mechanical properties dungon-late is probably as good as dungon and,

excepting the greater amount of sapwood, there is no evidence to show

that it is not equally durable.

Wood very hard; very tough and flexible, but not resilient; heavy, specific

gravity 0.852 (Foxworthy) ; sapwood of dungon 2 to 4 centimeters thick,

of dungon-late up to 6 or 8 centimeters, pale reddish brown, in mature trees

sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood reddish brown to dark

chocolate; often containing large masses of stony deposits in old knots and
heart cracks; peculiar odor resembling that of old leather; grain crossed

and sometimes curly; texture fine, dense, smooth, but not glossy; logs and

large timbers liable to split deeply in seasoning; boards less liable to split,

but must be piled carefully and heavily loaded to prevent warping; very

difficult to work, both on account of its hardness and toughness, and because

it dulls tools badly, even when no stony deposits are met. Durability I;

heartwood rarely attacked even by termites and only eaten very slowly by

teredo; sapwood rapidly attacked by both insects and fungi.

Structure.—Pith rays moderately thick, distinct; pores medium sized,

scattered singly, or crowded in very short, radial rows, frequently with

dark reddish and sometimes with chalky deposits; soft tissue in thin, dis-

tinct rings about pores and forming network of extremely fine, faint lines

between rays; growth rings irregular and indistinct, not marked by any
definite boundary.

Uses.—Piling; posts; foundation sills; ties, paving blocks; bridge, wharf,

and ship building; beams, joists, rafters; hubs, spokes, felloes, and axles;

capstan bars and other levers; ax, pick, and other tool handles; mallets and
other wooden tools; recommended for steamed bent work where strength and
durability are required.

Supply.—Scarce, but almost always a small stock on hand in Manila
yards, generally in logs to be sawn to order.

Prices.—One hundred and fifty pesos to ^220 per M.

DILLENIACEAE.

[Catmon family.]

A family containing but one genus of timber trees of any importance.

Genus DILLENIA.

About 15 species of trees ranging from 30 centimeters to 70 centimeters

or more in diameter; one or more species reported from almost every island

and province in the Archipelago. Excepting a wide range of color, from
light brick red to very dark reddish brown, the wood of all species is

practically identical in general appearance as well as in structure, and is

known in the Manila market as catmon. The local names are very loosely

applied to all species and are here given for the whole genus.

Local names.—The commonest are : Catmon and compounds of it, such as
Malacatm6n, kalokatmon, Catmon-calabau, etc. (C. and S. Luz., Min.,

Mas., and C. Bisaya Islands) ; and palali, pamalalien, magalapalali, etc.

(N. and N. C. Luz.) ; others, less widely used, alato (N. Luz.) ; anagau
(Sur.) ; atpui (Pal.) ; biskan (Beng.) ; diiigin (Zam.) ; kotmo' or kotmok
(€am., Alb., Sor.) ; malaigang (Zambo.) ; malaliring (Bat.) ; magatli
(Cag.).

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.705 (Foxworthy) to 0.816 (Puig-
dulles) ; sapwood pale red, not sharply marked off from heartwood; heart-
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wood light brick red to dark reddish brown; pith rays on radial section ex-

tremely conspicuous, forming an evenly distributed, but most capricious

pattern of dark curls and waves; grain sometimes fairly straight, but

generally very curly and twisted, hence difficult to split; texture rather

coarse in appearance, but dense; colors water pale red; seasons well, check-

ing and warping very little; difficult to saw but otherwise fairly easy to

work. Durability II ; not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, distinctly of two classes, thick to very

thick and very fine, generally very wavy; thick rays very conspicuous,

sometimes branching, in transverse section lighter, in longitudinal sections

darker than wood; thin rays sometimes almost invisible even under hand
lens; pores small to medium, widely scattered, often completely filled with

chalky deposits; soft tissue inconspicuous, in extremely thin rings about

pores and transverse lines between rays; no growth rings.

Uses,—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; sheathing

and ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork; musical instruments; paving blocks

and mine timbers (impregnated). A wood that, on account of its unusual

flake grain, should be much more used for cabinetwork and would make a

most beautiful veneer.

Supply.—Scarce in Manila market, though widely distributed and used

locally wherever it occurs.

Prices.—One hundred pesos to M20 per M.

The following are the best known species of Dillenia:

D. luzoniensis Merr. Malacatm6n.

Reported from: N. V., Pang., Zam., Bat., Pal.

D. philippinensis Rolfe (PL VI, fig. 42.) Catm6n.

Reported from: Bab., Cag., Beng., N. E., Pang., Bui., Pamp., Bat., Riz.,

Lag., Batg., Tay., Pol., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Cebu,

Guim., Agus., Mis., Lan., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Bas.

D. reifferschiedia F.-Vill. Catm6n-CALAbAu.

Reported from: Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Occ. Neg., Zambo.

GUTTIFERAE

[Mansrosteen family.]

A large family, but containing only one very well-known timber tree,

bitaog or palomaria. Most of the woods of this family are hard and

heavy; they vary in color from light yellow to deep reddish brown; in their

structure they have one common feature, the numerous fine to broad, more

or less regularly concentric lines of soft tissue.

Genus CALOPHYLLUM.

A genus of nearly 20 species in the Philippines, of which only four are

known to be large enough and of sufficiently wide distribution to be of any

importance. Though varying considerably in color, hardness, weight, and

texture, the structure is very similar in all species.

The Spanish name palomaria, or palomaria de la playa ("of the beach")

is given to bitaog (C. inophyllum) wherever there have been lumbering

operations of any kind and around coast towns and villages; all the other

species, which are found only in the interior (or on hills near the coast)

are known as palomaria del monte and bitanhol.
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C blancoi PI. & Tr. Bitanh6l.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, tall and straight; reported

from: I. S., Cag., Bont., Beng., N. E., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Sor., Ambil, Mas., Sur., Lan., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Bitanhol or bitangol (N. E., Lag., Cam., Alb., Sor.,

Mas., Ley., Cap.); bitaog (Lag.); bitaoi-bakil (Pang.); bitaong (Sur.);

pamiklaten and pamitlaten (I. S.) ;
palumut (Pal.)

;
pamitaogen (L S.)

;

pamitaoien (Pang.); tadok (Cag.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy, specific gravity 0.723 (Puig-

dulles), 0.621 (Foxworthy) ; sapwood small, pale red, rather sharply dis-

tinguished from heartwood; heartwood light red to reddish brown; grain

distinctly crossed; texture fine, glossy; rather tough and difficult to split;

seasons very well; easy to work, except for difficulty of surfacing cross

grain in radial sections. Durability III, but heartwood rarely attacked

by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, rather Indistinct; pores medium sized, in

irregular, wavy, and branching radial lines, often with pale sulphur yellow

deposits; soft tissue in thin rings about pores and forming a loose, irreg-

ular network of broken, wavy, concentric lines; no growth rings.

Uses.—Masts and spars; bridge, ship, and boat building; carriages and
other vehicles (frames or beds)

;
posts, beams, joists, rafters; flooring;

furniture and cabinetwork; hubs; shafts; a wood which, for its beauty

of grain and color, deserves more attention from cabinetmakers.

Supply.—Scarce in Manila market.

Prices.—About 1P100 per M. when sold under its own name; sometimes
ignorantly or fraudulently substituted for bitaog (palomaria), but more
frequently mixed with miscellaneous lots.

C. cumingii PI. & Tr. MarabitAog.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Un., Pang.,

Zam., Min., Tic, Neg., Guim., Cul., Pal.

Local names.—^Bantaogan (Min.) ; bitaoi-bakil, bitok-gubat (Zam.)

;

bitaiTgol (Tic); Marabitaog (Un.)
;

pamiltaogen (Zam.); pamittaogen

(Cag.).

Wood practically identical with preceding.

C. inophyllum L. (PI. VI, fig. 43.) BitAog or Paix)maria de la Playa.

A tree up to 130 centimeters in diameter, but generally with a very short

and irregular bole; reported from practically every province having any
seacoast; common and very well known, but nowhere abundant.

Local names.—Batarau (Palaui) ; Bitaog (Bab., I. N., I. S., Un., Zam.,

Bat.) ; bittaog (Cag., Isa.) ; bitaoi (Pang.) ; dagkalan (Isa.) ; dangkalan

(Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Neg., Agus., Lan., Bas., Pal.)
;
pamitaogen

(Palaui); vutalau (Bats.); palomaria, or palomaria de la playa (Span.).

Wood harder, heavier and usually darker than bitanhol; grain generally

very curly, wavy, and crossed, making wood very hard to split and also

difficult to surface; seasons well; except difficulty of surfacing, not hard

to work. Durability II; very rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Very similar to bitanhol.

Uses.—Posts or stumps; doors; flooring; sheathing and ceiling; ship

knees and ribs; hubs; fine furniture and cabinetwork; musical instruments

(necks and heads).

Supply and prices.—Scarce in the lumber market, where it brings from
P=125 to ^170 per M. Cart and other vehicle builders in Manila and the

interior pay proportionately much higher prices for small logs for hubs,
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as high as ^.50 being paid for bolts 30 centimeters in diameter and 50
centimeters long, or just enough for a pair of cart hubs.

C. whitfordii Merr. Pamita6gen.

A tree up to 55 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., N. E.,

Pang., Bui., Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Ley., Agus., Camiging, Lan.
Local names.—Bitamok (Min.); bitangol (Bui., Tay.); bitaog (Zam.).

Pamitaogen (Cag.).

Wood identical with bitanhol.

Genus CRATOXYLON.

A genus of small to medium sized trees, containing about five species,

the wood of all of which is practically identical in mechanical properties,

color, and structure.

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 2 to 5 centimeters

thick, merging gradually into and hardly distinguishable from heartwood;

heartwood pale pinkish or reddish brown, darkening gradually in heart of

large trees; grain straight; quarter-sawn face with narrow ribbon of

lighter and darker color and very fine silver grain; flat-sawn face with

a small, very pretty, "watered-silk" grain; texture fine, dense, smooth;

seasons well; fairly easy to work. Durability III; not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores small, in irregular,

crooked radial lines; soft tissue forming ill-defined patches about groups

of pores and numerous (6 to 10 to the millimeter of radius) wavy and

branching, concentric lines, which cause the "watered-silk" effect in tan-

gential sections; no growth rings.

Uses.—Used locally for posts, beams, agricultural implements, etc.; a

favorite fuel and charcoal wood, whence the names containing the word
tiling or uring (charcoal) ; if impregnated, would make good ties and

paving blocks.

Supply and prices.—Rarely if ever brought to Manila market except

mixed with miscellaneous lumber.

Three species are widely distributed and the local names seem to be

applied to them indifferently; they are here given for the genus without

distinction of species:

Local names.—Alibagon, aligogon (Riz.) ; bansilai (Bat.) ; bansilaian

(Din.) ; baringkukurung (L N., L S., Cag., Abra) ; biro (Cag.)
;
gansilai

(Bas.) ; GuYUNG-GtJYUNG (Pang., Bat., Bui., Riz., Tay., Cam., Min.) ; kan-

silai (Min., Neg.) ; kulis (N. E.) ; kuttii (Cag.) ;
pagulifigin (Riz.)

;
pagu-

liiigon (Neg.) ; PAGURfNGON (Cam., Alb., Mas.) ;
panagulingon (Zam.)

;

Salinggogon (Cam., Alb.) ; uging, ugingen (Cag.) ; uling (Abra) ; uli-

ngon (Sur., Agus.); uringon (Mas.).

C. blancoi Bl. (PL VI, fig. 44.)^ Guyunci-guyung.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S.,

Abra, N. E., Pang., Zam., Bat., Bui., Batg., Riz., Lag., Cam., Alb., Min.,

Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Din., Bas., Pal.

C. celebicum Bl. PAGURfNGON.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Abra,

Beng., N. E., Tar., Pang., BuL, Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Alb., Min.,

Mas., Ley., Agus., Sur., Cota.

1 This figure is from a specimen without specific determination ; the structure of all species

of the genus is practically identical.
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C formosum Dyer Salingg6gon.

A tree up to 55 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Zam.,

Bui., Batg., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor., Sam., Guim., Cul., Agus., Zambo.,

Pal.

Genus GARCINIA.

A genus of small to medium-sized trees of about 30 species. Only a

few commonly reach over 30 centimeters in diameter. The different species

are not yet all well known, and it is impossible to state which ones have

yellow wood and which dark red; it is possible that most or all species will

have red heartwood when old.

The local names are very loosely applied to different species and are here

given for the whole genus

:

Local names.—Aluko' (Isa.) ; balukuk (Beng.) ; baukok (Zam.) ; Ba-

sAn (Min.) ; batuan (Bur., Neg., Guim.) ; bills (Beng.) ; bitangol (Sib.)

;

bugalot (Sib.) ; buneg, BuNOG, or bunug (I. N., I. S., Cag., Pang., Pal.)

;

buragris (Cam.) ; bilukau or Binukau (Bat., Batg., Riz., Lag., Cam.)

;

dangkalan (Cam.) ; GatAsan (Lag., Tay., Cam., Pal.) ; hagumunan (Cam.)

;

haras (Cap.) ; kamandiis (Min.) ; kamantiis (Sor.) ; kandiis (Zambo.,

Pal.) ; katapang (Agus.) ; katuri (Cag., Isa.) ; kulilem (Cag.) ; Malabunog
(Cag.) ; manggala (Zambo.) ; maninila (Cam.) ; pedis (Pamp.)

;
peris, Pf-

RIS (Cav., Batg., Riz.) ;
pildis (Pamp.) ; pulaiigi (Sam.) ; susung-karabau

(Min.); Taklang-anAk (Pamp., Bat., Lag., Min.).

Wood hard; heavy to very heavy; sapwood very variable in thickness

(some trees up to 30 centimeters or more in diameter show no distinct

heart), yellow, sometimes merging gradually into heartwood, sometimes

quite sharply distinguished from it; heartwood, when distinct, deep reddish

brown; grain straight; texture fine, dense, glossy; seasons without warping
much, but liable to split; hard to saw, but not otherwise difficult to work.

Durability II at least; especially the red varieties have an excellent reputa-

tion for posts; not attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores small to medium sized, scat-

tered singly or in radial rows of 3 or 4; soft tissue in red specimens in

small, indistinct patches about pores, and very numerous, thin, wavy and

much interrupted concentric lines; in yellow specimens, concentric lines

much broader (generally just about as broad as intervening belts of hard

tissue) and less broken; scanty whitish deposits in pith rays and pores;

no growth rings.

Uses.—Poles, posts, ties, paving blocks; beams, joists, rafters; flooring;

piling.

Supply and prices.—Rare in Manila market except in miscellaneous

lumber, so has no fixed market price, but much used locally, wherever

available, for house construction.

The following are the largest and best known species of Garcinia.

G, benthami Pierre Bun6g.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from Palawan only;

wood apparently always dark red.

G. binu/)ao Choisy Binukau.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported form: I. N., Cag.,

Beng., Zam., Bat., Batg., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Bur., Neg., Cap.,

Guim., Pal. Wood yellow or reddish.
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(7. cmningiana Pierre Malabun6g.
A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Cagayan

and Bontoc. Wood reddish.

G. dulcis Kurz TaklAxNG-Anak.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from:. I. S., Cag.,

Isa., Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Cam., Mas., Neg., Zambo., Pal. Wood, as

far as known, always yellow.

G. eugeniaefolia Wall. Basan.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Tay., Min., Sib.,

Ley., Cebu, Pal. Wood, as far as known, always yellow.

G. venulosa Choisy Gatasan.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Isa., N. V.,

Pang., Pamp., Bui., Bat., Cav., Batg., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Zambo., Pal.

Wood generally yellow, some specimens red.

G. vidalii Merr. PiRls,

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Beng., Pang.,

Riz., Lag., Sam., Agus. Wood, as far as known, always yellow.

Genus KAYEA.

A genus of small to medium sized trees of about six species. The wood
of all species appears to be practically identical in mechanical properties,

color, and structure. Only one species, K. paniculata, appears to be widely

distributed.

K. paniculata Merr. KALfwAS.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Isa., Bat., Tay.,

Cam., Min., Agus.

Local names.—Bagatal, gitaki, kadang-isol (Cam.) ; KALfwAS or kariwas

(Bat.) ; katong-bakulau (Bat.) ; kiting-kiting (Bat.) ; liusin-pula' (Bat.)

;

palomaria or palomariang-babae (Tay., Min.).

Wood soft to moderately* hard; moderately heavy; sapwood and heartwood

scarcely distinguishable; light grayish to pinkish brown; grain straight;

texture very fine and smooth, showing in tangential sections a "watered-

silk" grain and in radial sections very narrow lighter and darker lines and

a minute silver grain; general appearance of radial section very similar to

California redwood; seasons well; easy to work. Durability not well known,

but wood stains badly when seasoned in log, so probably not durable when

exposed; rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine, indistinct; pores numerous, small or

very small, evenly scattered; soft tissue forming numerous, conspicuous,

fine, wavy, very even and continuous concentric lines about 1 to 1.5 milli-

meters apart; no growth rings.

Uses, supply, and prices.—Local uses little known; does not come into

market alone, but only with miscellaneous lumber; would make a very

pretty and easily worked interior finish and cabinet wood and, impregnated,

good ties and paving blocks.

A wood called tandu has recently been cut in considerable quantities

for ties in the Sulu Archipelago, but the railway companies have refused to

accept it and the ties brought to Manila are cut up for minor interior

finish and for furniture. Tandu very probably belongs to this genus and

may be identical with kaliwas, but is more probably of some other species.

140866 11
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DIPTEROCARPACEAE.

[Lauan family.]

This is by far the most important family in the Philippines, about

three-fourths of the standing timber belonging to it. The trees are almost

without exception tall and straight, range from 30 centimeters to over 200

centimeters in diameter, and their woods are everywhere utilized for a

wider range of uses than those of any other family.

While there is a very wide range of weight, hardness, color, and mechan-
ical properties, as well as durability, there are certain features of structure

that are fairly uniform throughout the whole family, from the softest of

the lauans to the hardest of the yacals. The majority are either slightly

or very conspicuously cross-grained. Growth rings are rare, except in the

first years of growth, where they are sometimes present, though not sharply

defined. Ripple marks are still rarer and, when present, rather indistinct.

The most characteristic feature of the family is the presence of numerous
resin ducts, partly scattered, but more often arranged in conspicuous narrow
concentric lines, giving the appearance of growth rings. That they are not

growth rings is shown by their very irregular spacing and, what is more
conclusive, by the fact that they rarely form complete circles. The presence

of distinct resin rings proves that a specimen belongs to this family, but

they are so irregularly arranged that a small specimen may often be

without them. The pith rays are fine to moderately thick, not always

conspicuous, but generally distinctly to be seen with the naked eye. Pores

very variable in size, scattered, or in some woods arranged in rough net-

like or herringbone patterns. Soft tissue very variable, never in regular,

conspicuous concentric lines.

Genus ANISOPTERA.

A genus of five known species in the Philippines. The wood of all

species is practically identical in structure and general appearance and is

known as palosapis in the markets.

Wood moderately heavy to heavy, specific gravity 0.399 (Gardner)* to

about 0.590; sapwood large (6 to 12 centimeters) whitish, but very commonly
staining to dirty gray or brown in drying, rather sharply marked off from
heartwood; heartwood yellowish with rose-colored streaks and blotches or

evenly rose colored; when taken wet from saw and exposed to air and
sunlight, the whole surface often turns to an even, intense rose red within

an hour or less, but fades out again later; when seasoned, the color is pale

yellow with reddish or light yellowish brown markings; slight disagreeable

odor when fresh; grain somewhat crossed; texture rather coarse, but fairly

dense; does not check much, but is liable to warp if not carefully seasoned;

easy to work. Durability III when exposed to weather, but poor in ground;
very rarely attacked by beetles, but sapwood much inferior to heartwood in

this respect.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, very fine and moderately thick to thick,

the latter very conspicuous; pores medium to large, numerous, very evenly

scattered; resin canals few, rarely forming rings, widely and irregularly

1 It should be remarked that Gardner's test material was from comparatively small trees

from a lowland region ; the lumber from the large trees of the Bataan mountains was not

then available. A recent test of material of this class thoroughly air dry gives a weight of

0.678, which, deducting an estimated moisture content of 157r, would be equivalent to 0.589

for dry wood.
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scattered, resin content almost white; soft tissue inconspicuous, forming
minute dots and lines between rays; growth rings very indistinct or absent.

Uses,—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; floors; doors; sheath-
ing and ceiling; wagon beds; furniture; dugout canoes, boats, barges; rice

mortars; backs and bases of harps and smaller musical instruments; dash-
boards and other parts of carretelas and carromatas; all cheap or temporary
construction; boxes and packing cases.

The best grades of palosapis are often ignorantly or fraudulently sold

and used as mangachapuy, to which wood it is not quite equal.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but usually not abundant.

Prices,—Fifty pesos and upward per M.
The following are the known species of Anisoptera:

A, brunnea Foxw. ArtJ.

A tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: I. N.,

Cag., only with above name.

A. curtisii Dyer DAgang.

A tree up to 90 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: N. E.,

Pang., Lag., Cam., Pol., Neg.
Local names.—Balau (Neg.); Dagang (Lag., Cam.); malagangau, mala-

paho* (Cam.); manapo (Pol.); palosapis (Pang., N. E.).

A, thurifera Bl. (PI. VI, fig. 45.) PalosApis.

A tall, straight tree up to 200 centimeters in diameter; reported from:
L N., Cag., I. S., Abra, N. V., N. E., Pang., BuL, Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag.,

Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Tic, Sib., Cap., Neg.

Local names.—Apnit (Abra) ; bariwiswis (Pang.) ; dagang (BuL, Riz.,

Alb.) ; dagum (Lag.) ; duyung or duung (I. N., L S., Abra)
;
guyong

(L N.) ; lauan (Riz.) ; letis (Ilo., Tic, Occ Neg.) ; mayapis (N. E.,

Zam., Bat., BuL, Riz., Min.) ; PalosApis (N. E., Tar., Pang., Zam., Bat.,

Tay.); paihapi (Zam.); sinaligan (I. S.) ; tabila (Cam.); tulus (Riz.).

A. sp.

A tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; reported only from

Zambo., no local name recorded. Small quantities of palosapis are found

among miscellaneous lumber of the Zamboanga mills.

Genus DIPTEROCARPUS.

A genus of about 15 species in the Philippines, one or more reported

from practically every island and province. The trees are tall and straight

and in the best situations reach 180 centimeters or more in diameter.

The wood of all species is practically identical as far as structure goes;

in weight, hardness, and color the differences between various species seem

to be no greater than those found within individuals of the same species

growing in different regions. All are classified as apitong in commerce.

Wood moderately hard to hard, stiff and strong, moderately heavy to

heavy, specific gravity 0.620 (Foxworthy), 0.587 to 0.645 (Gardner); sap-

wood 2 to 6 or 8 centimeters thick, when fresh grayish or brownish,

sometimes staining badly in seasoning, not quite sharply marked off from

heartwood; heartwood light ashy red to reddish brown or dark brown;

grain generally fairly straight or slightly crossed, often forming very

regular diagonal waves on the face of a plank; texture rather coarse and

rough; odor of resin when fresh, noticeable even in old dry pieces when
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worked over; resin exudes from ends of logs and old pieces when cut and

exposed to sun (by which it can be distinguished from guijo) ; does not

check badly, but is liable to warp if not seasoned carefully; harder to saw

than the less resinous woods of its family, but not otherwise difficult to

work. Durability III; not commonly attacked by beetles, but occasionally

by dry rot.

Structure,—Pith rays generally distinctly of two kinds, fine and moder-

ately thick, 1 to 4 or 5 thin ones between, every two thick ones; pores

small to medium, oval, rarely partitioned, numerous, evenly scattered, often

with whitish resin deposits; resin canals sometimes very few or almost

absent, sometimes very numerous, scattered or forming many and con-

spicuous incomplete rings; soft tissue very variable, in rather thin rings

or in small irregular patches about pores and numerous, scattered, broken,

ill-defined crosslines between rays; no growth rings. (Plate VI, fig. 46.)

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; bridge

and wharf construction (except piles); wagon beds; ship planking, barges

and lighters; ties, paving blocks, mine timbers (impregnated) ; cheap and

medium grade furniture; one of the most generally used construction woods

in the Islands.

Supply.—One of the most widely distributed and abundant woods in

the Archipelago.

Prices.—Thirty-five pesos to ^90 per M.; the average during the last

five years has been between WO and TIO.

The following are the best known species of Dipterocarpus

:

D. affinis Brand.

Reported from: Cag., Tay., Cam., Min., Sur., Agus., Zambo.

Local names.—Anahauon (Cam.) ; balau, bayu (Sur.) ; hagakhak (Tay.,

Min.); kamiiyau (Cag.); lipus, liput, lipuut (Sur.).

D. grandiflorus Blco. (PI. VI, fig. 46.) Apitong.

Reported from: Cag., Palaui, I. S., Abra, Isa., Beng., Pang., N. E., Zam.,

Bat., Bui., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sam., Min., Neg., Cap., Sib., Agus.

Local names.—Anahauon (Cam.) ; Apitong (Zam., Bat., Pang., Bui.,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Sam., Occ. Neg.) ; balau (Cam., Cap., Occ.

Neg., Sib., Agus.) ; danlog (Cap.) ; dauen or duen (Cag.) ; hagakhak (Cam.,

Sib.) ; himpagkatan (Sam.) ; kamuyau (Palaui) ; litis (Cap.)
;

pagsahi-

figin or palsaiiTgin (Lag.) pamalalien, pamarnisen (Cag.)
;
pamantulen

(Pang.); panau (Zam., Bat.).

D. hasseltii Bl.

Reported only from N. E., Lag. and Zambo.

Local names.—Pagsahingin (Lag.); panau (N. E.).

D, pilosus Roxb. Hagachac.

Reported from: Cag., N. E., Riz., Tay., Cam., Pol., Min., Mar., Sam.,

Ley., Agus., Dav., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Anahauon (Cam.) ; apitong (N. E.) ; balau (Agus.)
;

hagakhak or Hagachac (Tay., Cam., Pol., Min., Mar., Sam., Ley., Neg.)

:

kamuyau (Cag.); pamalalien (Cag.); panau (Tay.).

D. speciosus Brand.

Reported from: Cag., Isa., Tay., Cam., Alb., Occ. Neg., Bas.

Local names.—Anahauon (Cam.) ; apitong (Alb., Occ. N.) ; hagakhak

(Tay.); panalsalan (Cam.).
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D. vernicifluus Blco. PXnao.

Reported from: Cag., I. N., I. S., Isa., N. E., Pang., Bui., Pamp., Zam.,

Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Pol., Min., Mar., Ley., Occ. Neg., Sur., Dav.,

Cota., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Afu (L N.) ; apitong (Bat., Lag., Min., Ley.) ; balau

(Zam.) ; duho (Isa.)
;
gan'an (Cam.) ; kalusuban (L S.) ; kamuyau, ka-

runyau, kurimau (Cag.) ; lamilan (Isa.) ; lauaan (N. E., Riz.) ; lipus

(Sur.) ; malapaho (Pol.)
;
palau (Riz., Zambo.)

;
pamalalien (Cag.)

;
pa-

mantuling (Pang.) ; Panao (N. E., Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz.,

Lag., Tay., Pal.)
;
pagsahingin, palsahingin (Lag.)

; patsahingin (Pol.)

;

sitan or zitan (Cag.).

Genus DRYOBALANOPS.

No botanical collections of any species of this genus are reported, but a

strongly camphor-scented wood with the local name kapor has been cut in

Manukmanka Island, Sulu Archipelago; it agrees in odor, general ap-

pearance and structure with specimens of kapor or borneo camphorwood

(Drybolanops aromatica Gaertn. f.). In color, texture and mechanical

properties kapor resembles apitong (Dipterocarpus spp.), but is superior

to it on account of its greater durability.

Genus HOPEA.

A genus of 10 or more species, tall, straight trees, 100 to 180 centimeters

in diameter, except gisok-gisok, which barely reaches 50 centimeters. The

woods of this genus are moderately hard to very hard, moderately heavy

to very heavy, pale yellow to light brown darkening very rapidly on ex-

posure, straight or cross-grained, of fine to very fine texture, strong,

tough and moderately durable to very durable.

The woods of the genus Hopea fall into two groups known, from the

names of the best known species of each group, as the yacals and the

mangachapuys ; the yacals are harder, heavier, stronger, darker (when

fresh) and more cross-grained than the mangachapuys; they are also much

more durable. Yacal (including under this, as a commercial name, the

several species of Shorea and of Vatica which furnish almost identical

woods) is by far the most abundant of the very hard, strong, and durable

high-class construction timbers of the Islands.

Following are the species belonging to the yacal section of the genus

Hopea; the names of provinces cited after the local names of the trees

cover practically the whole distribution of each species.

H. basilanica Foxw.

Local names.—Dalingdingan, panau, yakal (Bas.).

H. philippinensis Dyer GisOK-GisoK.

Local names.—Gisok (Neg., Agus.) ; GisOK-GfsoK (Ley., Neg., Zambo.);

makitarim, manggatarim, and similar forms (Pang., Tay.) ;
malabato

(Agus.) ; malalamba, malatagum (Alb.)
;
pagakson (Cam.) ;

paina' (Tay.)

;

pufigo' (Sam.); taming-taming (Zambo.); yakal (Lag.).

H. plagata Vid. Ya^al.

Local names.—Baniitan (I. N., I. S., N. E.) ; batik (I. S.) ;
dalingdingan

(Bas.); gisok-gisok (Sor.) ; haras (Tab.); kaliot (Ilk., Pang.); malium

(Min.); paniggaian (Ilk.); quiebra-hacha (Zambo.); sallapugud (Ilk.);

sarabsaban (Min.); saplungan (N. E., Bui., Riz.); siakal (Zam., Bat.);
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siggai, with various adjectives (I. N., I. S., Zam.) ; taggai (Cag.) ; Yacal,

with various adjectives (N. E., Bui., Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Tay., Cota.,

Zambo.).

With the exception of H, philippinensis, which is a small to medium-
sized tree, all of these and probably some other species not yet botanically

known (together with Shorea spp.), furnish commercial yacal in large

quantities.

Wood hard to very hard; tough, but very stiff; heavy, specific gravity

0.830 (Foxworthy), 0.834 (Gardner); sapwood 2 to 8 centimeters thick,

pale yellow when fresh, often staining to a dirty gray, rather sharply dis-

tinguished from heartwood; heartwood pale yellow to light yellowish brown,

darkening rapidly on exposure; sometimes with narrow, irregular greenish

streaks which in drying turn greenish black; texture fine and dense, with

a translucent look like yellow horn, and a shiny surface when cut across

the grain with a sharp knife; grain generally sharply crossed, making
wood difficult to split radially and showing a marked ribbon when surfaced

;

slight sour odor; does not check badly, but warps considerably if not

carefully seasoned; difficult to work, but saws with a very clean surface.

Durability I, except as regards teredo.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, uniform; pores small to medium,
evenly scattered; resin rings frequent; soft tissue forming thin rings or

small, irregular patches about pores and fine, irregular crosslines between

rays; no growth rings. The structure somewhat resembles that of gisok

(Shorea halangeran), {See PI. VII, fig. 49.)

Uses.—All high-grade permanent construction except salt water piling;

posts, beams, joists, rafters; bridges, wharfs, ship framing and decks;

flooring; hubs, spokes, felloes, axles, poles, single and double trees, etc.;

ax, peavy and cant-hook handles, capstan bars, levers of all kinds; tool

handles; cabinetwork; railroad ties; paving blocks.

Supply.—Abundant.
Prices,—Sixty pesos to W20 per M.

The following are the best-known species of the mangachapuy group of

the genus Hopea:

H, acuminata Merr. (PL VI, fig. 47.) Mangachapuy.

Local names.—Bangoran (Sam.) ; baniakau (Cag.) ; barosingsing (I.

N.) ; dalingdingan (Cag., Bui., Bat., Lag., Tay., Ley.); kaliot (N. V., Un.,

Tar., Pang.) ; manggachapui or Mangachapuy (Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb.,

Sor., Mis., Dav.) ; manggasinoro (Min.) ; siyau (Sam.); yakal (Tay.).

H. foxworthyi Elm.

Local natnes.—Manggachapui (Rom., Sib., Zambo.)
;

yakal (Alb.,

Zambo.).

H. pierrei Hance Dalingdingan-Isak.

Local names.—Dagingdingan or Dalingdingan (Zam., Lag., Tay., Pol.,

Cam., Occ. Neg.) ; dala (Cag.); isak (Tay.); kaliot (Pang.); lito' (Cag.);

malatagum (Alb., Sor.) ; manggachapui (Pang., Sor.) ;
pisak (Cag.)

;

salabsalab, sarabsaraban (Min.) ; sugkad (Sam.) ; also from Lanao, with-

out local name.

Wood moderately heavy to heavy," specific gravity 0.726 (Foxworthy),

0.690 to 0.725 (Gardner), but wood of H. foxworthyi is probably heavier

than any material heretofore tested; moderately hard to hard; sapwood
4 to 8 centimeters thick, lighter in color than heartwood, both fresh and
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seasoned; heartwood pale straw color turning rapidly to clear brown on

exposure, often with irregular, narrow streaks, which are grass green when
just from the saw, but turn to dark greenish brown or nearly black; H. fox-

worthyi has the most conspicuous green streaks and also turns dark more

rapidly than the other species; texture fine or very fine; grain straight,

sometimes a little crossed, but never so strongly as in the yacals; a small,

but very pretty silver grain; seasons well, neither checking nor warping

much; easy to work. Durability at least III.

Uses.—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring, sheathing, ceiling; masts

and spars; ship planking and decking; doors; moldings; pestle shafts in

rice mills; carriage panels; furniture, cabinetwork; carpenter's sawframes;

on account of its smooth straight grain and toughness, should make ex-

cellent broom, rake, and hoe handles.

Supply.—One of the least abundant woods of the family, but still obtain-

able in considerable quantities.

Prices.—Sixty pesos to ^150 per M.

Genus ISOPTERA.

Isoptera horneensis Scheff.

This species, with local names yacal and gisok-takpang, has been

reported from Zamboanga; the wood is practically indistinguishable from

the yacals of the genus Hopea.

Genus PARASHOREA.
P. plicata Brand. Bagtican.

A tall straight tree, up to 180 centimeters in diameter; reported from

practically every island and province where there is any heavy forest,

except in northern Luzon. One of the most abundant species in the islands.

Local names.—Apnit or hapnit (Tay., Pol., Cam., Alb., Cat., Sor.)
;

Bagtican (Neg.) ; baiukan or baiukan-pula' (N. E., Pang., Lag.) ; balak-

bakan (Min.) ; binaliuan (Bui.) ; dangiog (Cap.) ; danlig (Tay.) ;
danlog

(Cam.) ; dunlog (Mas.)
;
guijo bianco (Zambo.) ; lauaan or lauan with va-

rious adjectives (Riz., Tay., Cam., Sor., Mas., Cap., Ley., Sam., Or. Neg.,

Cebu, Zambo., Sur., Dav.) ; malaanonang (Riz., Lag.) ;
malakayan

(Zambo.) ; manggasinoro (Mas.) ; mayapis (Tay., Zambo.) ;
takuban

(Cam.); yauaan (Sur.).

Wood of the lauan type; moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood

whitish when fresh, turning light gray in drying, not very sharply marked

off from heartwood; heartwood pale brown or reddish brown, turning

slightly darker on exposure; grain generally distinctly crossed; texture

rather coarse; seasons well, with little checking and warping; easy to

work. Durability IV.

StrucUire.--Fith rays rather thin, not very distinct; pores rather small

to moderately large, numerous, evenly scattered; soft tissue formmg

tangentially elongated patches about pores and numerous, short, irreg-

ularly scattered tangential lines; resin rings frequent; no growth rings.

t/ses.—Siding, sheathing, ceiling, floors; doors, interior finish; concrete

forms; dugouts, lighters, barges; boxes; furniture; general cheap or

temporary construction.

Supply.—Very widely distributed and very abundant.

Pnces.—Rarely sold alone, being generally mixed with the light-colored

lauans sold at prices ranging from ?=30 upward; the average price durmg

the last five years has been between P=50 and ^60.
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Genus PENTACME.

P. contorta Merr. & Rolfe (PI. VI, fig. 48.) White Lauan.

A tall straight tree, up to 150 centimeters in diameter; found in almost

all heavy dipterocarp forests up to 700 meters elevation.

Local names.—Apnit (I. N., I. S., Cag., Isa., Cam., Neg.) ; balagbag,

balak, balakbak (Cag., Isa., Abra) ; balau (Cag., Palaui) ; bayukan (Zam.,

Lag.) ; bunga (Cag., Abra) ; bugis (Dav.) ; dangig (Agus.) ; dangiog

(Sib.) ; danlig, danlog (Tay., Cam., Sam., Neg., Lan., Bas.) ; diraan

(Beng.) ; dunlug (Bas.)
;

gisian (Cam.) ; Lauaan or Lauaan na puti*

(v^^hite lauan) (Abra, Bont., Beng., N. V., N. E., Pang., Bui., Zam., Bat.,

Riz., Lag., Tay., Alb., Sor., Min., Mas., Mar., Sam., Neg., Cota., Zambo.,

Bas.) ; malaanonang (Riz., Cam., Mas.) ; malakayan (Zambo.) ; mala-

sinoro (Alb.) ; malatiaong, mayapis (Pol.) ; takulau (I. N.) ; itiaong

(Pol.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy; sapwood
whitish, turning pale silvery gray in drying, but often staining to dirty

grayish brown, not very sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood

pale grayish brown to light reddish brown; grain distinctly crossed; tex-

ture somewhat finer- than bagtican, taking a glossy finish under a sharp

plane; seasons well; very easy to work. Durability IV.

Uses,—Same as bagtican.

Supply.—Probably the most widely distributed of its family and cer-

tainly one of the most abundant woods in the Islands.

Prices.—Thirty pesos to 1^60 per M.

Genus SHOREA.

A genus of about 20 species producing woods of widely varying char-

acter. The majority are of the lauan type, ranging from pale straw color

to dark reddish brown, while guijo (5. guiso) resembles the apitongs

{Dipterocarpus spp.) and gisok (5. balangeran) is difficult to distinguish

from the yacals of the genus Hopea.

The following are the best known species of Shorea; the names of

province^ cited after the local names of the trees indicate practically the

whole distribution of each species.

S. balangeran Dyer (PI. VII, fig. 49.) GisoK.

A tree up to 180 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.—Balang (Zambo.) ; bayabas or bayauas (Pang.) ; dungon
(Agus.) ;

gisik, GfsoK, gisok-gisok, with many qualifying adjectives (Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Sor., Sam., Ley., Zambo., Dav.) ; malagangau (Tay.) ; mala-

panau (Cam.) ; malibato (Agus.)
;
pamayauasen (Pang.)

;
yakal (Pang.,

Tay., Alb., Zambo.); yamban, with various adjectives (Zam., Pang.).

Wood practically indistiguishable from the other yacals (Hopea spp.)

and equal to it in strength and durability; of slightly finer texture and
darkens less on exposure. A considerable proportion of the yacal in the

markets is of this species.

S. eximia Scheff. Alm6n.

A tall straight tree, up to 150 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local names.—Alm6n (Neg.) ; bula', dakulau (Cam.) ; danlig (Tay.)
;

lauaan (Sor.) ; magsinolo (Mis.) ; malakayan (Zambo., Bas.) ; malasinoro,

manggasinoro (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ; manggachapui (Neg.) ; mayapis (Tay.)

;

takuban (Cam.).
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Wood of the lauan type; soft; light, specific gravity 0.464 (Gardner);
sapwood small (2 to 5 centimeters), yellowish white, often staining slightly

in drying, fairly sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood very

pale red, fading in time (even under varnish) to a uniform light yellow;

texture rather coarse; grain somewhat crossed, making a narrow, distinct

ribbon when quarter-sawn; small but distinct silver grain; seasons well,

checking and warping very little; very easy to work. Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct, rather evenly spaced; pores medium
to large, round or oval, sometimes partitioned, scattered singly or in

small, irregular groups, some with iridescent resinous deposits; resin

canals frequent, forming numerous and conspicuous rings; soft tissue in

very thin rings about pores and in dim crosslines between rays, the lines

widely scattered or sometimes almost entirely absent; no grov^rth rings.

Uses.—About the same as bagtican and white lauan.

Supply.—Distributed from southern Luzon to Mindanao, abundant es-

pecially in Negros; one of the most abundant of the lauans.

Prices.—Thirty pesos to ^60 per M.

S. guiso Bl. (PI. VII, fig. 50.) Guuo.^

A tree up to 180 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local names.—Antam (Isa.) ; aromoi (Zam.) ; barusingsing (Gag.) ;

betik, bitik (Riz., Lag.) ; dagingdingan (Mis.) ; daniri' (Tay., Cam.)
;

giho' or GuiJO (Zam., Bat.)
;

gisek, gisik, gisok, or giso' (N. E., Pamp.,

Zam., Bat., Lag,, Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Mas., Tic, Ley., Sam., Neg., Cota.) ;

kuriat (N. E.) ; kuribu (Isa.); pamayauasen (Pang.); pisak, pisek (I. N.,

I. S.) ; sarrai (Cag.) ; sigai (Tar.) ; taggai (Gag.) ;
yamban (N. E., Un.,

Pang., Zam.).

Wood moderately heavy to heavy, specific gravity 0.688 (Foxworthy)

to 0.708 (Gardner); moderately hard to hard; tough; difficult to split;

sapwood small (2 to 5 centimeters) light grayish brown, not quite sharply

distinguished from heartwood; heartwood light ashy brown to brown,

sometimes with distinct reddish tint; grain distinctly crossed; texture

fine, taking both in longitudinal and cross sections a glossier finish than

apitong (Dipterocarpus spp.) ; faint' odor of resin; dries slowly and is

very liable to split and warp if not seasoned carefully; not hard to saw,

but rather difficult to shape and surface. Durability III.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, not conspicuous ;
pores rather small, scattered

;

soft tissue less abundant than in apitong, in thin, irregular rings about

pores and short, indistinct tangential lines; resin rings frequent, narrow

and distinct; growth rings sometimes faintly indicated in young trees;

all the elements in guijo are smaller and more sharply defined than in

apitong (Dipterocarpus spp.), so that the cross section has generally a

cleaner look, so to speak, than in the latter.

Guijo is closely related to the Indian sal (S. robusta Gaertn.) and in

general appearance and structure is extremely similar to it.

C7^es.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; floors; windows;

doors; siding; sheathing; ceiling; ships' keels, planking, decking, etc.;

bridge and wharf construction, except salt-water piles; furniture; probably

the most widely used wood in the Islands for vehicle parts, such as cart

and wagon beds; carriage floors, backs and dashboards; hubs, spokes.

1 Pronounced gi-ho; guijo is the Spanish spelling for giho', the Zambales equivalent of the

Tagalog. Bikol and Bisaya gi»ik and gisok; like narra and molave, also Spanish forms of

native names, it has become more widely known and used throughout the Islands than any

other one local name.
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felloes, poles, shafts, reaches, hounds, etc.; recommended for treated ties

and paving blocks.

Supply.—Found in almost all provinces and only less abundant than

apitong. Supply in Manila market large and steady.

Prices,—Forty-five pesos to ^120 per M.
A wood called guijo bianco is cut in Zamboanga and Basilan, which

is somewhat lighter in color than average guijo; it is not known if it is

a mere local variety or the product of a new species. It is said by wagon
builders to be better than guijo, especially for steamed bent parts.

S. malaanonan Bl. Malaanonang.

A tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local names.—Apnit (I. S.) ; baliwiswis (Pang.) ; danlig (Tay.) ; lauaan,

lauaan na puti' (N. E., Zam., Tay.) ; litok (Cag.) ; Malaanonang (Riz.,

Tay.); manggasinoro (Tay.).

Wood of the lauan type; light; soft, sapwood small, paler than heart-

wood, not sharply distinguished; heartwood pale brown; grain straight

or somewhat crossed; texture very much like white lalian; very easy to

work. Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays rather fine, yellowish or pale brown; pores me-
dium sized, evenly scattered; soft tissue forming rather conspicuous

irregular rings or small patches about pores, often connecting several

pores; resin rings fairly common and distinct; no growth rings.

Supply.—Found only in northern and central Luzon; one of the least

abundant of the lauans. Not marketed as a separate species and, if

found at all in Manila market, only mixed with other light-colored lauans,

S. negrosensis Foxw. (PI. VII, fig. 51.) Red Lauan.

A tall straight tree, up to 200 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.—Aruas (Cag.) ; babanganon (Sur.) ; balakbakan (Occ.

Neg., Agus.) ; bunga (Cag.) ; damilang (Isa.) ; hinlagasi', il-lagasi' and
similar forms (Sib.) ; kila, kuliaan (Sor.) ; magabolmg (Agus.) ; mala-

gangau (Alb.) ; malasinoro (Sor.) ; malatbang (Tay.) ; manggachapui
(Neg.) ; Red Lauan (Neg.) ; saplig (Agus.) ; tangile or tanguile (Manila

market)

.

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy, specific gravity

0.542 (Foxworthy), 0.406 (Gardner); sapwood 3 to 5 centimeters thick,

reddish or brownish white, not quite sharply marked off from heartwood;

heartwood light red to dark reddish brown; grain distinctly crossed, form-'

ing a conspicuous ribbon when quarter-sawn; texture rather coarse;

seasons well, splitting and warping very little; easy to work. Dura-
bility IV.

St7*ucture.—Pith rays moderately thick to thick, rather irregular both

in thickness and spacing, indistinct; pores medium to large, numerous,
evenly scattered; often partitioned, often with glistening resin deposits;

soft tissue in rather conspicuous rings about pores and in irregularly

scattered, short transverse lines; resin rings frequent and conspicuous,

but very irregular and broken; no growth rings.

Uses.—All uses of white lauan and bagtican, but much more popular

than these for interior finish and furniture' on account of its color; red

lauan forms at least nine-tenths of the bulk of the *Thilippine mahogany,"
"South Pacific mahogany," etc., imported into the? United States; so

common has the use of these misleading names become that, when Phil-

ippine mahogany is mentioned in reports of lumber using industries or in
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trade journals, it may be taken for granted in most cases that red lauan

is meant. Some tanguile {S. polysperma) has, however, been shipped

under this name, either alone or mixed with red lauan.

Supply.—Found in almost all islands, but abundant, so far as known,

only in Negros and Sibuyan.

Prices,—Forty pesos to ?80, except selected export grades, which run

much higher.

S. polysperma Merr. (PI. VII, fig. 52.) Tanguile.

A tree up to 160 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.—Abuhungon, adumoi (Alb.) ; baknitan, balagayan (Min.)

;

balakbakan (Tay., Cap., Neg.) ; balsian (Isa.) ; basilan (Bas.) ; chapui

(Neg.) ;
gisok (Ley.) ;

gisok-pura', hapnit (Cam.) ; hinlagasi', il-lagasi'

(Sib., Cap.) ; lauaan (Min.) ; letis (Neg.) ; malagiso' (Bui.) ; malagmat

(Lag.) ; manang (Cebu) ; manapuyog (Cap.) ; manggachapui (Sur.) ; mang-

goorang, manili (Cam., Alb.) ; matangan, matangld (Cag.) ; mayapis

(Lag., Tay.); panungsufigan (Cam.); pata (Pang.); taggai (Isa.); tamok

(Cag.) ; taiigili or Tanguile (N. E., Pang., Bat., Lag., Min.) ; tugaui, tumu-

tugaui (Cam.) ; in the export trade, "Philippine mahogany" and "Bataan

mahogany.''

The hardest, finest-grained and, with the exception of red lauan, the

darkest red of the lauan class; soft to model-ately hard; light to moderately

heavy, specific gravity 0.469 to 0.509 (Gardner) ; sapwood thin (2 to 5

centimeters)
,
pale grayish brown, not quite sharply marked off from heart-

wood; heartwood pale red to dark reddish brown; grain distinctly crossed,

producing a broad conspicuous ribbon when quarter-sawn; silver grain

small, but distinct; texture somewhat denser than most other lauans and

taking a glossier surface under a sharp plane; seasons well, but may

warp if not carefully stacked; easy to work. Durability III.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, less conspicuous than in most other lauans;

pores small to fairly large, less numerous than in other lauans, evenly

scattered, sometimes partitioned; soft tissue much scantier than in most

other red lauans; resin rings frequent, distinct; the cross section bears

about the same relation to red lauan (S. iiegrosensis) as that of guijo

{S. guiso) to apitong (Dipterocarpu^ spp.) that is, it has a smoother,

cleaner look; also tanguile has in cross section a pinkish or pale purplish

tinge distinct from the pale to dark, dull brick red of the other red lauans.

t/sea.—-All the uses of red lauan, but preferred to the other lauans

for fine work on account of its greater hardness and density and, excepting

sapwood, somewhat greater freedom from attacks of beetles.

Supply,—Widely distributed, abundant from central Luzon to southern

Tayabas.

Prices.—There is at present practically no true tanguile on the Manila

market, the best selected stock being exported, while the remainder is

sold with miscellaneous lumber; the bulk of the so-called tanguile on the

market is red lauan or other species of Shorea from central and southern

Luzon, Negros, Sibuyan and Mindanao. Has been quoted during 1915 at

MO to ?75 per M., except for selected export grades.

S. squamata Dyer Mayapis.

A tree up to 150 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.-^A\2im (Min.); balabak (Cag.); balakbakan (Lan.)
;
baiu-

kan (BuL); bunga (Cag.); damilang (Isa.); danlig (Tay.); gugumkun

(Isa.); kaliaan (Agus., Mis., Lan.;) kalunti' (Zambo.) ;
lauaan, with

various adjectives (Tay., Sam., Ley., Sur.); lobok (Cam.); magasmoyo
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(Agus.) ; malabalabang (Cag.) ; malakayan (Zambo., Bas.) ; malasinoro

(Ley., Sam.) ; mandaraua (Cag.) ; Mayapis (N. E., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Pol., Mar.) ; oghayan (Sam.)
;
pura' (Cam., Alb., Sor.) ; tabag or tabak

(Tay., Mar.); ubanan (Agus.).

Wood of the lauan type; soft; light; sapwood small (2 to 4 centimeters),

whitish, turning gray or brownish in seasoning, not very sharply dis-

tinguished from heartwood; heartwood pale red; grain somewhat crossed,

producing a rather distinct, narrow ribbon; silver grain small, but very

distinct; texture rather coarse in appearance, but wood takes a smooth,

glossy finish; seasons well; very easy to work. Durability IV.

Structure,—Pith rays rather fine; pores small to moderately large,

evenly scattered, often with glistening resin deposits; soft tissue in thin

rings about pores; resin rings sometimes at quite regular intervals accom-

panied by belts of slightly lighter and darker wood, giving appearance of

growth rings, especially in young trees.

Supply.—Found from northern Luzon to southern Mindanao, abundant

in many regions.

Prices.—Rarely sold under its own name, but generally mixed with white

lauan, red lauan or almon.

S. teysmanniana Dyer Tiaong.

A tree up to 175 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local names.—Balakbakan (Agus.) ; betik (Lag.) ; budgo (Cam.) ; buiiga

(Cag.); hapnit (Cam.); hinlagasf, il-lagasi' (Sib.); malagiso* (Bui.)

;

malatiaong (Pol.) ; manggachapui (Neg.) ; manggasinoro (Sor.) ; mayapis

(Lag., Tay.)
;
pamansagan (Cam.) ; saplid (Agus.) ; tamok (Cag.) ; Tiaong

(Lag., Tay.).

Wood of the lauan type; apparently very variable in color, the lightest

specimens from Laguna resembling mayapis or very young red lauan,

others mature tanguile, while one from Cagayan is dark reddish brown; in

hardness, weight, grain, and texture generally like mayapis.

Structure.—^Very much like? that of mayapis.

Supply.—Widely distributed in Luzon, very abundant in Laguna and

Tayabas.

Uses.—Same as red lauan and tanguile.

Prices.—Rarely comes into the Manila market, would sell as r^d lauan

and at the same' prices.

S. sp. Kalunti.

A tall straight tree, up to 180 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.—Kalunti, manggasinoro (Zambo., Bas.).

Wood of the lauan type; light; soft; sapwood small, scarcely distinguish-

able, but sometimes staining to grayish brown, when it becomes darker

than heartwood; heartwood almost white when fresh, turning yellow or

very light yellowish brown on exposure; grain straight or somewhat

crossed; texture rather coarse; extremely easy to work. Durability IV;

sapwood and wood of young trees very liable to attacks of pinhole beetles,

but mature heartwood less so.

Structure.—Pith rays moderately thick, distinct, rather uniform both

in thickness and spacing, often bending somewhat around pores; pores

medium to large, round, sometimes partitioned, numerous, evenly scattered

singly, in small irregular groups, or in short radial rows; soft tissue in

thin rings about pores, rarely in small, irregular patches or short

tangential lines; no growth rings.
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Supply.—Known only from Zamboanga (including Basilan) ; abundant
there.

Prices.—Rarely comes to Manila market under its own name; gen-

erally sold as white lauan or with miscellaneous lumber.

S. Sp. DANLfG.

Local names.—DANLfG (Tay.) ; sarrai (Cag.).

A large tree, reported only from these two provinces, apparently not

abundant, but said to be well known in Tayabas. Wood in every respect

very similar to the following.

S. sp. Mangasin<3ro.

A tree 75 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local names.—Dalingdingan (Tay.) ; siyau (Ley.) ; malasinoro, Manga-

sin6ro (Tay.); manggachapui (Tic); tangili (Bat.).

Wood of the lauan type; soft; light; sapwood small (2 to 4 centimeters),

whitish, generally staining grayish in drying, not quite sharply marked

off from he'artwood; heartwood pale straw color when fresh, turning to

light brownish yellow; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture fairly

fine, taking a glossy surface under a sharp plane; seasons well; very easy

to work. Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct, regular; pores medium sized, numer-

ous, evenly scattered, with a tendency to arrange themselves in loops

and irregular diagonal lines, giving a vague pattern; soft tissue in-

conspicuous, in thin rings about pores and widely scattered, short, dim cross-

lines between rays; resin rings very rare; no growth rings.

Supply.—Known only from above provinces; best known in Tayabas;

one of the less abundant lauans.

Prices.—Whether marketed under its own name or mixed with other

light-colored lauans, about the same prices as white lauan.

5 sp, Malakayan.

Reported only from Zamboanga and Basilan, apparently rather rare;

a soft, rather light red lauan, similar to tiaong (S. teysmanniana)

.

Genus VATICA.

V. mangachapoi Blco. (PI. VII, fig. 53.) Narig.

A tall slender tree, up to 70 centimeters in diameter.

Local names.—Amgsi' (Beng.) ; aninggat (Pang.); asep (Pang.); atpai

(Pal.) ; bagasusu, bagangsusu (Zambo., Mis., Lan.) ; banik (Cag.)
;

bibit

(N. E., Tay.) ; dagam (Cam.) ; danggi (Riz.) ; duro' or durog (Sam., Ley.)

;

duyong (N. Tay.); gisok-madlau (Sam., Ley.); itilan (Riz.); kalanigen

(I. S.) ; kaliot (I. N.) ; karig, kariokan, kairokan (Bat.) ;
labang (I. S.)

;

lisikan (Riz.) ; lutub (Zambo.) ; narik (I. S., Cag.) ; Narig (Zambo., Cota.)

;

pagsahiiTgin (Lag.)
;
palosapis (N. E., Lag.) ;

paniggayen (I. N.) ;
payi^na'

(Tay.) ;
putian (Pang.) ; salfigan (Sam., Ley.) ; salngen (Pang.) ;

salongan

(Un.) ; salong-salong (Alb., Sor.) ;
salongsaloiigan (Agus.) ; saung, saungan

or saungsauiTgan (Sam., Ley.); sapluiTgan (N. E.) ;
tapurau (Alb.); ti-

ranglai (Pang.); yakal bianco (N. Tay.).

There are at l^ast six other species, so far very little known, of the

genus Vatica; some of the above names belong to specimens of these un-

known species, but as the trees are of the same habit and general

appearance and the wood of the various species is apparently identical, the

same name is given to all in any given locality where two species occur.
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Wood hard to vefy hard; heavy to very heavy; sapwood often large (3
to 10 centimeters), rather sharply marked off from heartwood, straw color

when fresh, but generally staining to light gray or brown in drying, much
subject to attacks of both fungi and insects; heartwood pale yellow when
fresh turning brown on exposure, often with small, indistinct dull greenish
brown streaks and mottlings; grain straight or slightly crossed, showing
little or no ribbon when quarter-sawn; silver grain fine and inconspicuous;
texture very fine and dense, the? smoothest and finest of all Philippine woods
of this family; seasons well, warping and splitting less than the yacals;
hard to saw and shape, but, on account of its fine and straight grain,
fairly easy to surface. Durability I, except sapwood, which is larger and
poorer than in any of the yacals.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, of two sorts, moderately thick and very
thin; pores smaller than in any other wood of the family, evenly scattered;
resin canals scarce, very small; soft tissue almost absent; no growth rings.

Uses.—Same as yacal.

Supply.—Widely distributed, in parts of Mindanao abundant.
Prices.—Almost always sold as yacal and at the same prices.

FLACOURTIACEAE.

[Aranga family.]

Genus HOMALIUM.

A genus of about 10 species, most of them timber trees, the largest

reaching a diameter of 95 centimeters. The general appearance, mechanical
properties, and structure of all species are very much alike except for

certain variations in color and density, which seem to be due partly to

local conditions and not entirely to specific diffe'rences.

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.863 (Foxworthy), 0.859 (Gardner),
0.885 (Puigdulles) ; sapwood 3 to 5 centimeters thick, yellowish or pinkish,

sometimes rather sharply marked off, sometimes merging gradually into

heartwood ; uncolored and colored heartwood very variable, former generally

large and yellowish, pinkish, or pale! red, latter generally small and reddish

or pale chocolate brown, but sometimes whole heartwood very irregularly

streaked and mottled; grain straight or slightly crossed; texture very
finei, dense and smooth; seasons fairly well, checking and warping very
little; hard to saw, but not difficult to shape and surface. Durability I;

rarely attacked by termites and but slowly by teredo.

Structure.—Pith rays very numerous, fine to very fine, often bending
around pore^s, frequently whitish; pores small, scattered singly or in short

radial lines; soft tissue inconspicuous; growth rings, if present, very
indistinctly marked.

Uses.—Piling; ship, wharf and bridge building; posts, sills, poles, ties,

paving blocks; floors; interior finish; sash; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed from northern Luzon to Mindanao, but
scattered; well known, however, and generally a small but steady supply in

Manila market.

Prices.—One hundred and ten pesos to ?=180 per M.
The following are the most important species of Homalium:

H. bracteatum Benth.

A tree up to 70 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: I. S.,

Abra, Pang., Bat., Bui., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sam.
Local names.—Arangan (Lag., Tay., Cam.) ; kamuyau (Abra) ; malaka-

manga' (Bat.); matambokal (L S.) ; panginahauan (Sam.).
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H. luzoniense F.-Vill. (PI. VII, fig. 54.) ArAnga.*
A tree up to 70 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Tay.,

Cam., Cota.

Local names.—Arangan (Tay., Cam.); kamagahai, kamagahi' (Cam.);
malatumbaga (Cota.).

H. oblongifolium Merr.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Zamboanga,
with local names aranga (?) and banaui, the latter belonging properly
to Cyclostemon spp.

The wood seems to be of slightly finer texture than that of other species;

otherwise, it is identical with aranga.

H. villarianum Vid.

A tree up to 35 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Lag.,

Sor., Sam., Ley., Mis.

Local names.—Adanga (Sor.); matobato (Sam.).

Genus TRICHADENIA.
T. philippinensis Merr. MalapinggAn.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang., Riz.,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Sib., Cap., Neg.
Local names.—Banau (Cam.) ; banaog (Sib.) ; ibol (Pang.) ; linab

(Cap., Neg.); Malapinggan (Tay., Cam.); malapangi (Neg.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood and heartwood scarcely distinguishable;

yellowish to light brown; grain somewhat crossed; texture slightly coarser

than aranga; seasons with little warping, but liable to check internally;

fairly easy to work. Durability II; not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Very much like aranga, but pith rays thicker and more
wavy, pores larger, and whitish deposits in pith rays more abundant.

Uses.—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; interior finish.

Supply and prices.—Scarce; is not known by name to Manila lumbermen
and consequently occasional logs or small lots of lumber are sold with

miscellaneous stuff, selling at about ^75 per M. and upward.

DATISCACEAE.

A family containing, in the Philippines, only a single timber tree.

Genus OCTOMELES.

0. sumatrana Miq. (PI. VII, fig. 55.) BiNUANG.

A tall tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from:

Cag., Zam., Bat, Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Dav., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Barawisan, barawiswisan (Lag.) ; biluang or BinuAng

(Lag., Tay., Zambo., Pal.) ; libas or libas na puti' (Lag., Tay.) ; sarrai

(Cag.).

Wood soft; light; brittle; sapwood large (10 to 15 centimeters), but

scarcely distinguishable from heartwood in color; heartwood yellowish

white, turning pale yellowish brown; grain strongly crossed in broad belts,

forming a very conspicuous broad ribbon on radial sections; texture coarse

and rough; no growth rings; in general appearance similar to loktob

(Duahanga mohiccana) , but quite distinct in structure.

» Pronounced ardng-ga ; the Spanish spelling and pronunciation of the Tagalog ardngan.
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Structure.—Pith rays moderately broad, few, rather even in thickness

and spacing; pores numerous, large, very evenly scattered, a few parti-

tioned; soft tissue inconspicuous; no growth rings.

Uses.—Buoys for rafts of heavier timber; dugout canoes; cheap and
temporary construction; box lumber; would make a good match-box veneer.

Supply.—Widely distributed, river bottoms and clearings, but generally

very scattered.

Prices.—Marketed only in miscellaneous lots of cheap lauan.

LYTHRACEAE.

[Banaba family.]

Genus LAGERSTROEMIA.

L. piriformis Koehne (PI. VII, fig. 56.) Batitinan.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; straight but not tall.

Local names.—Bagunarem (Dav.) ; bagunaum (Zambo., Dav.) ; baluknit

(Gag.) ; banabang-bugtung (Riz.) ; banabang-dinglas (Tay.) ; banabang-

tinaan (Riz.) ; basit (Zambo.) ; batikalag (Pang.) ; Batitinan (Batg., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Sor., Sam., Agus., Zambo.) ; bug'aom, bug'arom, buguarom
(Sam.) ; dinglas (Tay.) ; dumate (N. Luz.) ; lasila' or lasilak (Ilk., Gag.)

;

linau (Sor.) ; lumati ( I. S.) ; lumpian (Sam.) ; magaklud (Gota.) ; maga-
talulong (I. S.) ; magugahum (Agus.) ; manglati (Bis. Is.) ; naghubo' or

nathubo' (Lag.)
;
pamalauagon (Ley.) ; salulung (Gag.) ; talulung (N.

E.) ; tinaan (Gam., Alb., Sor.) ; sometimes called "Philippine teak."

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.769 (Foxworthy), 0.795 (Gardner)
;

sapwood variable, sometimes small (1 or 2 centimeters) and sharply dis-

tinguished, sometimes much larger (4 to 6 centimenters) and merging
gradually into heartwood, whitish when fresh, turning grayish brown on

exposure, in wood from young, fast-growing trees hardly distinguishable

from heartwood after seasoning; heartwood light olive gray to dark

grayish brown; distinctly ring-porous and so showing on slash-sawn boards

a figure with narrow open and broad dense grain similar to that of ash;

grain generally straight, sometimes with a short, very regular wave;
texture fine, dense, smooth; seasons with little warping, but liable to

split badly at ends; logs and freshly trimmed ends of sawn lumber should

be painted to prevent splitting; rather difficult to work, but takes a

beautifully smooth surface under sharp tools. Durability I; rarely at-

tacked even by teredo and termites.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, rather indistinct; large pores

in an irregular, crowded, double or triple row in inner part of growth ring,

growing gradually smaller and fewer in outer part; frequent glistening

deposits (probably tyloses) in pores; soft tissue conspicuous, in irregularly

rounded patches about large pores, toward middle of ring tending to be-

come confluent and form broken, wavy lines and at end of ring generally

forming one or two continuous lines; growth rings sometimes broad (1

to 1.5 centimeters) and very distinct, but when narrower, as in wood of

old, slow-growing trees, very much less conspicuous.

Uses.—Ship, wharf, and bridge building, including salt-water piles;

ties; paving blocks; sills; posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring, interior

finish; furniture, cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed, but scarce.

Prices.—One hundred and eighty pesos to 1*^200 per M.
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L. speciosa Pers. (PL VIII, fig. 57.) BanabA.
Local names.—BanabA (throughout Luz., in Min., and parts of Bis. Is.)

;

bugarom (Sam.); dugaum (Ley.); kauilan (Guim.) ; makabalo (Pang.);
mitla (PampO; nabulong (Gag.); pamarauagon (Ley.); parabukung
(Mis.); tabangau or tagbangau (I. S., Gag.).

Wood ashy rose to reddish brown; in every other respect very similar

to batitinan in general appearance and structure, but somewhat softer,

lighter and easier to work; seems to season better than batitinan; put
to about all the same uses; more widely distributed and known, but trees

are scattered and small, therefore much scarcer in Manila market. Prices

about same as batitinan.

SONNERATIACEAE.

[Pagatpat family]

A family represented in the Philippines by only two timber trees, which
have wood of very different character.

Genus DUABANGA.
D. moluccana Bl. Lokt6b.

A large tree, up to 90 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from:
I. N., Gag., I. S., Isa., Abra, Bont., Beng., N. V., N. E., Bui., Riz., Lag.,

Batg., Tay., Gam., Alb., Min., Neg., Agus., Gota., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Arik (Gag.) ; binuang (Bui., Riz.) ; bukag (I. S.) ; buyukan
(N. V.) ; daha (Neg.) ; dapul (Abra) ; kadil (Abra) ; kadir (I. N., Gag.)

;

karig (Gag.) ; Loktob, luktub and similar forms (Lag., Tay., Gam., Min.,

Zambo.); malapalikpik (Riz.).

Wood soft; light, specific gravity 0.384 (Puigdulles) ; sapwood 6 to 8 centi-

meters thick, yellowish, not quite sharply marked off from heartwood ; heart-

wood yellowish gray to light brown; grain crossed in broad bands; texture

coarse, rough; in general appearance much like binuang (Octomeles suma-
trana), but very distinct in structure; does not split and warp in drying,

but liable to stain badly if not seasoned quickly; extremely easy to work.

Durability poor, but not often attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine to medium sized, indistinct, often

bending around pores; pores numerous, medium sized to large, often parti-

tioned, evenly scattered or with a tendency to form diagonal patterns, rarely

with yellowish deposits ; soft tissue in irregularly rounded, ill-defined patches

about pores, sometimes running together in wavy tangential or diagonal

lines; growth rings absent or very indistinct.

Uses.—Floaters for rafting heavy logs; fish-net floats; dugout canoes;

light or temporary construction.

Supply and prices.—Scarce; logs unknown in Manila market; larger

operators cut it occasionally with the cheapest miscellaneous lumber, selling

at not over ^40 per M.

Genus SONNERATIA.

Two or three species, only one of any importance; the same local names

are given to all and the wood is identical in structure.

»S. caseolaris Engl.

A small tree, reported from : Gag., Bat., Man., Pal. Rarely if ever forms

heartwood and is cut only with mixed inferior firewoods.

140866 12
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S. pagatpat Blco. (PL VIII, fig. 58.) Pagatpat.

A medium-sized to tall tree of the mangrove swamps, up to 100 centi-

meters in diameter, generally with a straight regular bole ; it probably occurs

in all mangrove swamps, but in many regions is of comparatively small

size; the largest trees are found in Mindanao; reported from: Cag., Zam.,

Bat., Tay., Pol., Cam., Min., Mas., Ley., Ilo., Guim., Cebu, Neg., Mis., Lan.,

Cota., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Local names.—Bungalon (Mas.) ; ilukabban, lukabban (Cag.) ; Pagatpat
in most other regions; palalan, pedada or pirara (Cota.)

;
palatpat (Bat.)

;

patpat (Agus.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy to heavy; sapwood 3 to 8

centimeters thick, grayish brown; heartwood light brown to dark chocolate;

when wet or under varnish, heartwood of old mature trees looks almost

black; grain straight or very slightly crossed; texture fine, very homoge-
neous, smooth, but not glossy; distinct salty taste; fishy or "swampy" odor,

especially when fresh; boards season fairly well, but logs and heavy planks

are liable to check internally; easy to work; rusts out small nails or

screws, on account of salt content. Durability II; even sapwood rarely

attacked by insects and heartwood said to resist teredo very well.

Uses.—Piles; posts; poles; ties; paving blocks; ship, bridge, and wharf
building; general strong construction; doors; siding, sheathing, ceiling,

flooring and all kinds of interior finish; ship planking and decking; furniture

and cabinetwork; musical instruments.

The large knees or air roots, known as daluru, are used for razor hones,

fish-net floats, and as a substitute for cork in the velvet trimmed, cork-soled

slippers called "corchos;" they are recommended for bottom lining (in

place of cork) for entomological specimen cases and for thumb-tack holders;

would probably also furnish a good material instead of cork or pith in the

manufacture of tropical sun helmets.

Supply.—Though widely distributed, so far found of large size only in

Mindanao and the surrounding small islands; there has been a fairly steady

supply in the Manila market for some years.

Prices.—Fifty pesos to M5 per M.

LECYTHIDACEAE.'

[Putat family.]

Genus BARRINGTONIA.

A genus of small to medium sized trees, only one of which, botong, is

of any importance.

B. asiatica Kurz {B. speciosa Forst.)

.

B6tong.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter, short and often irregular.

Widely distributed on and near sandy beaches and almost always with

the name B6tong or botong-botong.

Wood light; soft to moderately hard; sapwood large (6 to 10 centimeters),

pale, rather sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood pale reddish

brown, sometimes with narrow, irregular, dark streaks; grain somewhat
crossed; texture fairly fine and smooth, not glossy; seasons well; easy to

work. Durability about III; not commonly attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, rather indistinct; pores small to

fairly large, often partitioned, numerous, evenly scattered, singly or in radial

' See footnote on p. 186.
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rows of 2 to 4; soft tissue in very numerous, short and irregular straight

or crooked crosslines, forming with the rays a fine lacelike pattern; growth
rings marked by vaguely defined belts of denser tissue.

Uses.—Little used except locally for posts and beams and household or

agricultural implements; impregnated, would make good ties and paving
blocks; also a pretty cabinet wood.

Supply.—Found on almost all beaches, but rare toward interior and
nowhere abundant.

Prices,—Not marketed except an occasional log with miscellaneous lots.

B. luzonensis Rolfe, B. raceinosa Bl., B. reticulata Merr., B, revoluta Merr.,

all known as Putat (Tag., Bkl.) ; latuba (Cag.)
;
paling (Cag.), him-

babalud (Cap.), etc., are small trees with soft, light, perishable wood.

Genus PLANCHONIA.
P. spectabilis Merr. Lam6g.

A tall, straight tree, up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter.

Local narnes,—Apalang (Bat.) ; balat-usin (Cam.) ; bansalagin (Neg.)

;

buhukan (Mas.) ; dungon (Neg.) ; Lam6g (Bat, Lag., Tay.) ; malaputat

(Lag.) ; malatagum (Cam.) ; motong-botong (Cam., Alb.)
;
paronot (I. N.)

;

putat (Cag.); uban (Tay.).

Wood hard; moderately heavy; sapwood 4 to 8 centimeters thick, pale

grayish brown, sharply distinguished (in large trees) from heartwood;

heartwood deep reddish brown, resembling toog and tuai, with regular or

irregular lighter and darker belts; grain straight or slightly crossed, some-

times curly; texture fairly fine and smooth; does not warp much, but

liable to honeycomb badly if seasoned in large pieces; fairly easy to work

and takes a glossy surface under a sharp tool. Durability II; very rarely

attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine to very fine, often bending around

pores; pores numerous, scattered singly or in radial groups of 2 to 4, in

sapwood open, in heartwood generally more or less filled with soft tissue;

soft tissue also in very numerous irregular crosslines, forming a lacelike

pattern with the rays; growth rings very ill defined.

Uses,—Posts; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; interior finish; a beautiful

cabinet wood, that deserves to be better known.

Supply.—Widely distributed in Luzon and Bisaya Islands, but scattered p

rarely comes into Manila market except with medium-grade miscellaneous

lots, but is sometimes ignorantly or fraudulently substituted for betis,

bansalagin or other heavy, dark red woods.

Prices.—About ^70 to ?=120 per M.

RHIZOPHORACEAE.

[Bacauan family.]

The trees of the bacauan or mangrove family form a very large propor-

tion of the total area of the tidal swamps of deltas, estuaries, and protected

shallow bays. The pototans (Bruguiera spp.), the bacauans {Rhizophora

spp.), and tangal (Ceriops tagal) are found only in such situations.

Bacauan-gubat (Carallia integerrima) , which is a forest species, has wood

of a quite different character from the swamp species. The
^

mangroves

furnish a very large proportion of the firewood used in the vicinity of the

swamps and in the larger centers of population, to which the wood is

brought over great distances both by land and by water, principally the

latter.
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Genus BRUGUIERA.

A genus of four species which have practically identical wood. They
are most commonly known (and in the Manila market almost exclusively)

as pototan, though the wood is often mixed with and sold as bacauan, the

latter being the most widely known and used name in the whole family.

Busain and pototan are typically larger and straighter trees than langarai

and pototan-lalaki ; the last named is the shortest and crookedest of the

four.

Wood hard; heavy to very heavy; sapwood 2 to 4 centimeters thick,

sometimes merging gradually into darker heartwood, but often almost

indistinguishable from it; heartwood pale dull red or reddish brown; some-

times with very irregular narrow but ill-defined dark streaks; grain

straight; texture fine; beautiful conspicuous silver grain on radial sections;

logs check badly in seasoning, but sawn lumber seasons without much
checking and warping if properly stacked under roof; hard to saw, but

otherwise easy to work. Durability III, but said to last well in wet situa-

tions, is rarely attacked by insects, and said to resist teredo for as much
as seven or eight years.

Uses,—Salt water and foundation piling; mine timbers; house posts;

furniture and cabinetwork; properly sawn and carefully seasoned would

make an excellent flooring; on account of its shape, great strength and

durability when submerged in fresh water, specially recommended for

submerged foundation piles; a considerable part of the firewood brought

to Manila as bacauan is really pototan.

Supply and prices,—Abundant in mangrove swamps, but little cut and

marketed, except firewood sizes; occasional lots mixed with miscellaneous

lumber of harder grades sell at prices ranging from about ^70 per M.

upward.
The following are the Philippine species of Bruguiera, as reported from

botanical collections, but it is probable that all four species are found in

almost all mangrove swamp regions:

B. gymorrhiza Lam. (PI. VIII, fig. 59.) BusAiN.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., Zam.,

Bat., Tay., Min., Ley., Neg., Sur., Zambo., Bas., Cul.

Local names,—Bakau (Zam.) ; bakauan (Min.) ; BusAiN or similar forms

(Min., Tay.)
;

pototan or pututan (Gag., Bat., Tay., Min., Neg., Ley.,

Zambo., Bas.).

B, caryophylloides Bl. Pot6tan-Lalaki.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Pang.,

Bui., Tay., Min., Gebu, Neg., Gota., Gul., Pal.

Local names.—Bakauan (Min.) ; bius (Gota.) ; busain (Min.) ; hingali

(Neg.) ; lagarai, langarai (Gota.) ; magtongog, (Mas.)
;

pototan and

Pot6tan-lalAki (Tay., Min.).

B. eriopetala Lam. Pot6tan.

A tree up to 65 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., Palaui,

Bat., Man., Tay., Gam., Min., Mas., Mis., Lan., Gota., Zambo., Bas., Pal.,

Taw.
Local names.—Alai (Pal.) ; bakauan (Man.) ; balinsarayan (Tay.) ;

busain, busaing, etc. (Tay., Min., Lan., Zamba.)
;
gutulan (Gag.) ; lagasa*,

(Gag.) ; lagasak (Palaui) ; Pot6tan or pututan (Tay., Min., Mas., Mis.,

Gota., Zambo., Pal.).
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B, parviflora W. and A. LanSArai.

A tree 45 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Cag., Zam.,
Batg., Tay., Pol., Cam., Min., Mas., Ley., Ilo., Neg., Zambo.

Local names.—Bakauan-lalaki (Batg.); haiigalai or hangarai (Min.,

Mas., Ley., Ilo., Neg.) ; hingalai (Pol.) ; LangXrai or langari' (Zam., Tay.,

Mas., Neg., Zambo.); pototan (Cag., Tay., Zambo.).

Genus CARALLIA.

C, integerrima DC. (PL VIII, fig. 60.) Bacauan-Gubat.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: N. E.,

Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Min., Ley., Sib., Zambo., Pal., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Anosep (N. E.) ; BacAuan-gubat (Bat., Lag., Min.)

;

biliikau (Bat.) ; dilang-usa (Min.) ; kuling-manuk (Riz.) ; magua (Min.)

;

taklang-anak (Bat.); tandul (Sulu Arch.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy to heavy; sapwood pale red,

not sharply distinguished from light red to light reddish brown heartwood;

grain straight; texture rather coarse in appearance, but fairly dense; very

conspicuous silver grain; seasons with little checking or warping; easy to

work. Durability under severe conditions probably not high, but not

attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, of two kinds, very fine and very thick,

3 to 6 fine ones between every 2 thick ones; pores numerous, moderately

large, crowded in irregular groups and in radial rows between large rays;

soft tissue about pores mostly grayish, in irregular cross lines between

rays, mostly of same reddish color as the latter; no growth rings.

Uses.—Locally for posts and structural timber; furniture and cabinet-

work; musical instruments; a very pretty, easily worked and durable cabinet

wood.

Supply and prices.—Not known by name in the Manila market and only

comes in occasionally in lots of cheap miscellaneous woods.

Genus CERIOPS.

Two species, the smallest trees of the mangrove family in the Philippines.

C. roxburghiana Arn.

A tree up to 20 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bat, Tay., Cam.,

Min., Ilo., Neg.

Local names.—Bakauan (Bat., Min.) ; matangal (Bat.) ; tangdl (Tay.,

Cam.); tungug (Neg.).

Wood identical with following; there is some doubt as to C. roxbur-

ghiana being a distinct species.

C. tagal C. B. Rob. (PI. VIII, fig. 61.) Tangal.

A tree up to 35 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Pang.,

Zam., Bat., Tay., Min., Mas., Mar., Neg., Cap., Cota., Zambo., Malamaui,

Cul., Pal., Taw.
Local names.—Magtongod (Min.); rungon (Pang.); tagasa' (Bat);

tangAl, (Zam., Tay., Mar., Neg., Zambo.); tanghal (Min.); tongog,

tungud, tungug, etc. (Mas., Cap., Neg., Taw.).

Wood very hard; very heavy; sapwood small, scarcely distinct from

heartwood; heartwood orange red changing on exposure to reddish brown;

gives an iridescent orange red color to water; grain straight; texture
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very fine and dense, taking a smooth, almost polished surface under sharp

tools; does not check badly, but somewhat liable to warp in seasoning; not

difficult to work except for its hardness.

Uses, supply and prices.—Much the same as the pototans and bacauans,

but scarcely ever seen as saw timber, on account of its scarcity and small

size; much used locally for posts, beams and rafters (round) of small

houses; treenails, wedges, etc.; when brought to Manila market as fire-

wood, separated from and sold at somewhat higher prices than the

bacauans and pototans.

Genus RHIZOPHORA.

Two species, in mangrove swamps; wood practically indistinguishable.

Local names,—Bakau (sometimes bakhau in Bkl. and Bis.), Bacauan,
bacauan-lalaki, and BacAuan-babAe (throughout the Islands; the last two

not constantly given to the same species in different regions) ; the only

other names recorded on botanical collections are parak (Cul.) and uaka-

tan (Min.).

R, conjugata L. BacAuan.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from; Cag., Zam., Bat.,

Tay., Cam., Min., Mar., Ley., Ilo., Cebu, Neg., Cota., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Wood slightly harder and heavier than the pototans; sapwood 3 to 5

centimeters thick, in old trees very sharply distinguished from dark

orange red heartwood; grain straight; texture fine and dense; conspicuous

silver grain; logs and large timbers liable to check badly, but if properly

sawn and carefully stacked seasons with little warping and splitting; hard

to saw, but not otherwise difficult to work. Durability of sapwood poor,

but heartwood as good or better than the pototans.

Structure.—Practically identical with the pototans (Bruguiera spp.).

Uses,—Same as the pototans; with the exception of tangal, the best

firewood brought to Manila in large quantities.

Supply and prices,—Little cut for saw timber; comparatively small

quantities have been shipped from Mindanao in small and medium dimen-

sion stock and sold in Manila at IF^lOO to ^120 per M.

R. mucronata Lam. (PI. VIII, fig. 62.) BacAuan-BabAe.

A tree somewhat larger than bacauan; reported from all the same
islands and provinces as bacauan, except Cag., Mar., and Ley.

Wood in all respects practically identical with preceding; it is impossible

to say which of the two furnishes the greater bulk of the timber and
firewood brought to market.

COMBRETAGEAE.

[Talisay family.]

A family which furnishes a number of woods which, though not abund-

ant, are of considerable value as general construction, interior finish, and
furniture woods.

The wood of tabau (Lumnitzera spp.) is of fine texture and even grayish

or brownish color. That of the talisay group (Terminalia spp.) is of

rather coarser texture (except binggas), but has a pretty grain and a

variety of pleasing colors. The species of Terminalia have, as a rule,

rather fine pith rays, scattered pores and soft tissue forming a character-

istic pattern difficult to describe, but easily recognized after a little practice.
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Genus LUMNITZERA.
L. littorea Voigt (Plate VIII, fig. 63.) TabXu.
A small to medium sized tree, up to 50 centimeters in diameter, with a

straight, fairly long bole.

Local names.—Anilai (Min.) ; bakting, banting (Taw.) ; bulokbiilok
(Occ. Neg.); daluru-babae (Tay.) ; dulokdulok (Mas.); kalapini' (Zam.)

;

karifurog (Cag.) ; kulasi' (Min.); libato (Tay., Pol.) magalolo (Pol);
panting-panting (Bas.)

;
papasil (Tay.); saga'sa' (Din.); sala'sa' (Occ.

Neg.); santing (Taw.); TabAu (Mas., Neg., Zambo.).

Wood moderately hard to hard; heavy; sapwood and heartwood hardly
distinguishable, pale brown; gi-ain straight; texture fine, dense and smooth,
taking a silky finish under a sharp plane; when fresh, with faint odor
of roses; seasons well and is easy to work. Durability I.

Structure,—Pith rays fine, very numerous; pores small in very regularly

scattered radial rows of 2 to 6; soft tissue inconspicuous; growth rings
faint, irregular, sometimes marked by a narrow belt of darker, denser

tissue.

Uses.—Piles, poles and house posts; ties; paving blocks; bridges and
wharfs; general strong construction; ship planking and decks; handles;

cabinetwork.

Supply.—Very limited.

Prices,—Not known in Manila market and would be brought in only

with miscellaneous lumber; about 5 per cent of tabau is sometimes found
in large mixed lots of ties sold at W.50 to M.75 per tie.

L. racemosa Willd. KulAsi.

Kulasi, known also as tabau, has the same qualities, but is a much
smaller tree and so is still more rarely cut.

Genus TERMINALIA.
T, calamansanai Rolfe MALAKALUMPfT.

A tall, straight tree, up to 50 centimeters or more in diameter; reported

from; Cag., Abra, Beng., N. E., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Sor.,

Mas., Neg., Ant., Sur., Agus., Dav., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Bangkalaguan, bangkalauag (Tag., Bis.) ; bayabo (I. S.)

;

bisal, busili (Pang.) ; burawis (Pal.) ; dikang (Pamp.) ; kalamansali'

(Zam., N. E.) ; kalamansanai (Tag., Bis.) ; kalumpit (Cag., Bat., Tay.)

;

kalumpit-babae (Bat.) ; kalupit (Cag.) ; lumafigog, lumanog (Sur.) ; ma-

bantut (Bat.) ; magtalisai (Tay., Sor., Mas., Dav.) ; MalakalumpIt (Bat.,

Lag., Cam.) ; pafigalusiten (Abra) ; sakat (N. E.) ; saget, saket (Beng.)

;

samburagat (Pal.); sulo'-sulo' (Zam.).

Wood moderately heavy to heavy; moderately hard; whitish when fresh

cut, changing to grayish yellow; no distinct heartwood; grain often finely

wavy or curly, with a distinct figure formed by concentric bands of soft

tissue; texture rather coarse in appearance, but smooth. Durability IV;

often attacked by shot-hole beetles.

Structure.—'Fith rays numerous, fine, indistinct; pores medium to large,

sometimes partitioned, few, scattered; soft tissue very conspicuous, sur-

rounding and connecting pores and forming numerous, very wavy, some-

times branching and confluent concentric lines, often half as broad as

intervening dense tissue; no growth rings.

Uses.—Cheap or temporary construction; cheap furniture; paving blocks,

ties, mine timbers (treated).
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Supply.—Limited.

Prices,—Sold only with cheap miscellaneous lumber.

T. catappa L. TALfsAY.

A tree of medium height, up to 75 centimeters in diameter; found in

almost all beach-type forests and in river bottoms, also often planted in and
about towns.

Local names.—Logo (Cag., L S., Un.) ; sabidug (Bats.) ; salaisai (Beng.)

;

salisai (Zam., Bat.) ; TALfsAY (Cag., Zam., Tar., Bui., Bat., Riz., Man.,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Neg., Ilo., Cota., Pal.); talisi' (Bas.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; specific gravity about 0.700;

sapwood in young trees large, whitish, in old trees hardly distinguishable

from heartwood; heartwood rather variable, from light to dark brown,
sometimes reddish brown and often with irregular darker and lighter

belts; grain crossed and often curly and twisted; texture rather

coarse; seasons well; easy to work; chips soaked in water give yellow

color. Durability at least IIL

Structure.—Pith rays fine, often wavy; pores few, moderately large to

large, often partitioned, scattered; soft tissue in thin irregular rings about
pores, frequently connecting pores, and forming numerous, very irregular,

broken tangential lines; occasional whitish deposits in pores; growth rings

irregular and indistinct, sometimes marked by a narrow belt of denser

tissue.

Uses.—Beams, joists, rafters; posts above stumps; flooring, sheathing,

ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Rarely comes to Manila market; if sold on its own merits
or under the name calumpit, would probably bring not over ?=100 per M.

T. comintana Merr. Binggas.

A tall, fairly straight tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter;

reported from: I. N., Cag., I. S., Isa., N. E., Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat.,

Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Tic, Neg., Dav., Zambo.,
Pal.

Local names.—Agaru (Pang.) ; apunga (Bat.) ; bangayas (Min., Tay.)

;

banglis (L N., N. E., Zam.) ; batitinan-babae (Tic.) ; bingas (Bat.)

;

Binggas (Zam., Bat., Lag., Mas., Zambo.) ; bunggas, bunggason-tugas
(Ley.) ; bunglas (Mas., Neg.) ; bungras (Alb.) ; dinglas (Bat., Lag., Batg.,

Tay.) ; hinabuad, hinabusi (Min.) ; laknab (N, E.) ; lasila*, lasilak, lasi-

lasan (L S., I. N., Cag.) ; maglalopoi (Pang.) ; maghubo^ naghubo' (Riz.)

;

malatagum (Zambo.) ; maupat (Pal.)
;
paghubo*, palang (Riz.) ; rubian

(Lag.) ; tangisan (Pamp., Mas.) ; tiroron (Cam.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood large (5 to 10 centimeters), yellowish white

when fresh, turning to pale grayish brown; heartwood irregular in outline,

grayish or brownish with dark purplish brown streaks; grain straight;

texture fine, smooth; seasons well and works very smoothly. Durability at

least III; even sapwood is not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, numerous, whitish, often bending around
pores; pores small to medium, numerous, evenly scattered, frequently par-

titioned; soft tissue not conspicuous, forming small irregular patches

around and between pores, and scattered, irregularly wavy, tangential

lines; growth rings inconspicuous, marked by irregular bands of denser

tissue.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; floors; sheathing;

ceiling; furniture and cabinetwork.
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Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Eighty pesos to ^100 per M.

T. edulis Blco. CalumpIt.

A tall and straight tree, up to 60 centimeters or more in diameter;

reported from: Cag., I. S., Bont., Lep., N. E., N. V., Pang., Tar., Bui.,

Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Pol., Cam., Sor., Min., Mas., Sam., Sib., Neg.,

Guim., Agus., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Alupi' (Cag.) ; baho (Pal.) ; balisayin (Min.) ; baraus

(Pal.) basi (N. V.); besi (N. E.) ; bisal (Bui.); buluang (Bis.); dalinsi'

(Lag., Tay.) ; dirigkalin (Cam.) ; disi (N. V.)
;
gayumahin (Zam.)

;
gisit

(N. V.) ; kalamansanai (Riz.) ; kalautit (L S., Cag., Beng., N. V., Pang.,

Zam., Tar.) ; kalumagon, kalumanog or kalumangog (Cam., Sor., Mas.,

Sam.) ; kalumpit or Calumpit (Zam., Tar., Bui., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam.,

Sor., Mas., Min., Zambo.) ; kalupi', kalurig (Cag.) ; kalusi', kalusit (L S.,

Cag.) ; kamaris (Pal.) ; kotmok (Cam.) ; magtalisai (Sor., Mas., and Bi-

sayas) ; sakat (Lag.) ; tako (N. Luz.) ; talisai (Sulu) ; tangal (Cam.)

;

taya-taya (Guim.).

Wood moderately heavy; moderately hard; sapwood and heartwood very

much as in talisay, but more even and of rather lighter tint; grain as a

whole straight, but slightly crossed and often with a short, very regular

wave; texture somewhat finer and glossier than talisay; colors water yellow.

Durability III.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to medium, light brown; pores medium to

large, scattered, occasionally with minute deposits (tyloses?) that glisten

like soap bubbles; soft tissue similar to talisay; growth rings sometimes

fairly distinct, marked by a belt of denser tissue.

Uses.—Same as talisay.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—About f=80 to f=100 per M.

T. nitens Presl (PL VIII, fig. 64.) SAcAT.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., I. N.,

I. S., Pang., Tar., Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Min., Mas.,

Sib., Cota., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Anagep (I. S.) ; arinbukal (Tar.) ; bisal (Pang.) ; dalinsi'

(Tay.); haket (Zam.); kalautit (I. N., I. S.) ; kalaupi' (Cag.); kalumpit

(Bat.) ; malagabi (Min.) ; magtalisi, magtalisai (Mas., Cota., Zambo.)

;

mantabig (Zambo.); pansaket (Tag.); SAcat (Bat., Zam., Pamp., Tar.,

Riz., Lag.); samondo (Pal.); sulo'-siilo' (Zam.); tagit (Pal.).

Wood moderately heavy; moderately hard to hard; sapwood rather

large (5 centimeters or more), yellowish when fresh, often turning deep

yellow in drying, not very sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood

yellowish brown; grain generally straight, sometimes slightly crossed and

curly; texture fairly fine, smooth; colors water yellow; seasons well; easy

to work. Durability III.

Structure.—Fith rays fine to medium, distinct; pores medium sized,

scattered, but often distinctly more numerous in inner part of ring; soft

tissue not conspicuous, in small irregular patches surrounding and often

connecting the pores and forming very irregular broken concefntric Imes;

growth rings marked by a narrow belt of dense tissue.

Uses.—Same as talisay.

Supply.—^Limited.

Prices.—About MO to ^100 per M.
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T, oocarpa Merr. TALfSAY-GUBAT.

A tall, straight tree, up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from:

I. N., Cag., Pang., Tar., Zam., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam.,

Min., Sam., Neg., Cap., Ant.

Local names.—Alilem (Cag.) ; bangkalauag (Ant.) ; dalinsai (Cam.)

;

dalinsi' (Tay.) ; dalinsin (Alb.) ; hakit (Zam.) ; kalumpit (Tay.) ; kalautit

(I. N.) ; magtalisai (Neg., Agus.) ; malagabi (Min.) ; malaputat (Riz.)

;

paang-baliuis (Batg.) ; sakat (Cag., Bat., Lag.) ; Talisay-gubat (Bat.,

Min.).

Wood moderately heavy; moderately hard; sapwood light brown, in old

seasoned wood scarcely distinct from heartwood; heartwood dark brown;
grain straight; texture coarse; very similar to talisay, but with larger

pores and of somewhat darker color.

Structure.—Pith rays medium sized, but indistinct, being hardly visible

to naked eye; pores large, numerous, evenly scattered, majority smoothly

oval, often partitioned; soft tissue forming rather conspicuous rings about

pores and very irregular broken and wavy concentric lines; growth rings

sometimes marked by a rather distinct belt of dense tisue.

Uses.—Same as talisay.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Very rarely comes to Manila market; would be sold as talisay

or calumpit, or else with miscellaneous lumber.

T. pellucida Presl Dalins!.

A tall, straight tree, up to lOQ centimeters in diameter; reported from:
Cag., Pang., Tar., Pamp., Zam., Riz., Lag., Tay., Sam., Cap., Pal.

Local names.—Aritongtong (Zam., Pang.) ; DALiNsf (Tay.) ; dulauen
(Cag.) ; hakit (Zam.) ; kalautit (Tar.) ; manaong (Pang.) ; sakat, saket

(Pang., Zam., Lag.); sulo'-sulo' (Pamp.); upung-upung (Sam.).

Wood moderately hard; moderately heavy; sapwood light brown, not

sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood brown or reddish brown,
often with lighter and darker streaks; grain somewhat crossed and curly;

texture fairly fine, glossy; not difficult to work. Durability III; not

attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays medium sized; pores medium sized to large, scat-

tered, often partitioned; soft tissue sometimes scant, sometimes forming
many very irregular, broken concentric lines; growth rings sometimes
inconspicuous, sometimes fairly distinctly marked by a belt of denser tissue.

Uses, supply and prices.—Same as talisay.

T. quadrialata Merr.* TooG.

A tall, straight tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter, except Agusan,
where it reaches 200 centimeters or more; reported from Sor., Mas., Sam.,

Ley., Agus.

Local names.—Bagulangog (Sam.)
;
guog (Mas.) ; kapulau (Cebu)

;

lumangog (Ley.) ; magtalisai (Mas.) ; tuog or TooG (Sor., Mas., Sam., Ley.,

Agus.); tohog (Agus.).

Wood moderately heavy; moderately hard; sapwood large (4 to 8 or 10

centimeters), whitish, rather sharply marked off from heartwood; heart-

1 Since this was written, Mr. E. D. Merrill, of the Bureau of Science, has received flowering:

specimens of t6ofir and informs me that it does not belong to this family, but to the Lecythi-

daceae (Putat family) and that, when the transfer is published, the scientific name of t6ogr

will be Petersianthua quadrialatua Merr.
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wood bright reddish brown, frequently with broad lighter and darker belts;

grain fairly straight, sometimes a little crossed; texture rather coarse;

liable to warp and check if not carefully seasoned, not difficult to work.
Durability III; even sapwood not attacked by beetles.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, -fine to broad, very irregular in thick-

ness and spacing; pores medium to large, oval, many with 1 to 3 parti-

tions, scattered; soft tissue scattered, forming rather conspicuous rings

about pores and irregular transverse lines between rays; alternating bands
of lighter and darker color give the appearance of growth rings, but these

are little, if at all, marked in the structure.

Uses,—Same as talisay.

Supply.—Abundant in Agusan River Valley, elsewhere common but not

abundant.

Prices,—Has never been brought to Manila market, but should bring

at least ?=80 to WOO per M.
T. blancoi Merr., Kalamansakat, is reported only from Beng., N. E.,

and Riz.; in color, mechanical properties, and structure the wood is prac-

tically identical with malakalumpit.

T, curranii Merr. is known from one specimen from Laguna; no wood
specimen is known.

T. darhmgii Merr. is known only from Isa., Tay., Cam., and Sam.; the

wood is hard, moderately heavy, brown and in structure resembles sacat.

MYETACEAE.

[Macaasim family.]

A large family, containing the well-known guava, mancono (the "iron-

wood" of the Philippines), and the macaasims, the latter the product of

a number of species of the genus Eugenia, which, with the exception of

FicuSf is probably the largest and most widely distributed genus of trees

in the Archipelago; the genus Eucalyptus, which plays so important a

part in Australia, is represented by only a single species.

Genus EUCALYPTUS.

E. 7iaudiniana F. v. Muell. Amamanit.

A tall, straight tree, up to 200 centimeters or more in diameter; re-

ported only from Cotabato and Zamboanga, with local names dinglds

and AMAMANfT.
Wood soft to moderately hard, rather brittle; light; sapwood pale red,

not quite sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood light red;

grain distinctly crossed in broad belts, giving a conspicuous ribbon when

quarter-sawn; texture rather coarse, but glossy; in general appearance

much like a light, bright red lauan; seems to season well; easy to work.

Durability not well known, but fallen trees, apparently down since a

number of years, reported to be quite sound.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, small, indistinct; pores numerous,,

medium sized to large, arranged in crowded, wavy, branching diagonal

lines, many with glistening, frothy deposits (tyloses) ; soft tissue incon-

spicuous; growth rings none or very ill defined.

Uses,—Little or nothing is known of local use as the tree occurs only

in a wild and thinly inhabited region; would make very pretty interior

finish and furniture wood. Has been used at San Ramon, Zamboanga,

for piling and proven durable.
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Supply and prices,—Has come into the market only with mixed lots of

red woods passing as red lauan.

Genus EUGENIA.

Over 150 species known, ranging from small shrubs to tall trees up

to 120 centimeters or more in diameter. There is considerable variation

of texture and color, but the woods of the larger species found in the

markets under the names of macaasim and malaruhat are fairly uniform

in general appearance and structure.

A very great number of local names is on record, of which many are

apparently of very limited range while others are applied also to entirely

different trees; the following is a list of the names that are applied most

commonly to species of Eugenia:
Local names.—Balakbak or barakbak (N. Luz.) ; bali'gang, mali'gang

(S. Luz.) ; bilolo, binolo, Binoloan (S. Luz., Sam., Ley.) ; bohokan (S.

Luz.) ; DtJHAT (C. Luz.) ; hagis, malahagis, etc., (S. Luz.) ; igot, malaigot,

etc. (S. Luz.) ; lipote (C. Luz.) ; longboi or lumboi (extreme N. & S.

provinces of Luz., Bis. islands) ; kalobkob, karobkob, karogkog, kayogkog,

or Kalubkub, etc. (C. and S. Luz., Sam., Ley.) ; Macaasim, Malaruhat
(C. Luz.; these two are practically the only names well known in Manila

lumber yards)
;
pait, Paitan (L N., I. S., Bat., Batg., Lag., Tay., Cam.)

;

pango' or pangot, pangugot, pangugok (Cag.) ; PANGLONGBOfEN (L N., L S.,

Gag., N. E., Tar., Pang.) ; sambulauan, tambulauan (S. Luz.) ; tambis, bago-

tambis, etc. (S. Luz., Sam., Ley. and other Bis. islands) ; tampui, Mala-
TAMPtJl, etc. (same).

Wood moderately hard to hard; moderately heavy to heavy, specific

gravity 0.705 (Foxworthy), 0.717 (Gardner), 0.646 to 0.896 (Puigdulles)

;

sapwood 2 to 8 centimeters thick, grayish or pale brown, often with yel-

lowish or greenish tints, rather sharply distinguished from heartwood;

heartwood generally grayish brown, often with greenish, yellowish or

reddish tinge; with distinct acid odor when fresh and blackens polished

tools; grain somewhat crossed and often wavy, forming a regular, wavy,
diagonal ribbon when quarter-sawn; texture fine, even, but dull; rather

difficult to season; not diflficult to work, but dulls edge tools rather rapidly.

Durability II; even sapwood rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine or very fine, indistinct; pores small to me-
dium sized, scattered; soft tissue in numerous, fine, wavy, irregular and
interrupted tangential lines surrounding and connecting pores; growth
rings none or very ill defined. {See PI. IX, fig. 65.)

Uses.—Ship, bridge, and wharf building; piles; poles; ties; posts;

beams, joists, rafters, and studs; flooring; window sills; siding; fur-

niture and cabinetwork; agricultural implements; tool handles; musical

instruments (heavy parts such as bases of harps, necks of guitars) ; rice

mortars and other household implements.

Supply and prices.—Though very widely distributed, the trees of the

genus Eugenia are always scattered; none of the large operators have so

far attempted to keep the wood separate, but market it with miscel-

laneous lumber; a limited supply is almost always to be found among the

small yards in Manila, which buy rafts or loads of logs from the provinces;

good boards or dimension stuff bring from 1^120 to W60 per M.
The following are among the most important species of Eugenia; it

must be remembered that probably a great many other species are oc-

casionally cut.
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E. benthami A. Gray. (PI. IX, fig. 65.) ^ MacaAsim.
A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Beng., Bat.,

Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Min.

Local names.—Arahan (Cam.); dulitan (Riz.); kalubkub (Bat.);
makaasim, or Macaasim^ malaruhat (Tay., Cam., Min.).

E. brevistylis C. B. Rob. SAGiMsfM.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter ; reported from : Isa., Tay., Sur.,
Din., Tinago, Agus., Mis., Lan., Cota., Zambo.

Local names.—K6\is (Tay.) ; lagi-lagi (Sur.) ; malaruhat (Mis., Zambo.)

;

putik-putik (Zambo.); SAGiMsfM (Cota.).

E. calubcob C. B. Rob. KALUBKtJB.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bab., Bats.,

I. S., Beng., N. V., N. E., Un., Tar., Pamp., Bui., Bat., Riz., Lag., Man.,
Batg., Tay., Cam., Sam., Min., Cebu, Neg., Guim., Bal.

Local names.—Adang (Isa.) ; barakbak (I. S., Un.) ; makopa (Lag.)

;

malakopa (Neg.) ; malaruhat (N. E., Min.)
; panglumboien (Tar.) ; tampiii

(BuL, Tay.) ; two-thirds of all specimens with name Kalubkub, karogkog,
etc.

E. clausa C. B. Rob. Panglongb6ien.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., I. S.,

Isa., Riz., Min., Neg., Pal.

Local names.—^Dakug (I. S.) ; lubagan (Isa.) ; malaruhat (Riz., Cota.?)

;

Panglongboien (Cag., I. S.).

E. claviflora Roxb. Kurasam.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bab., Cag., I. S.,

N. E., Zam., Bat., Lag., Cam., Alb., Sam., Pal.

Local names.—Bulagsog (Alb.)
; gamatulai (Cag.) ; kaitatanag (Lag.)

;

kara (Bat.) ; Kurasam (Cag.) ; malaruhat na puti (Bat.) ; maramatam
(Cag.)

;
panglongboien (Cag., I. S.)

;
pango' (Cag.) ; tinaan (Cam.).

E. costulata C. B. Rob. Paitan.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang., Bat.,

Riz., Tay.

Local names.—Bayakbak (Pang.) ; malakna' (Riz.) ; Paitan (Pang.)

;

tianug (Bat.).

E. glaucicalyx Merr. MARlfc.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bat., Lag.,

Cul., Pal.

Local names.—Kalaum (Cul.); malaruhat (Lag.); MARifG (Bat.).

E. jambolana Lam. Duhat.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S., Cag.,

Abra, Lep., N. E., Un., Zam., Bui., Riz., Un., Lag., Batg., Min., Lubang,

Cebu, Neg., Cap., Guim., Mis., Pal.

The wide distribution of this species is undoubtedly due to its being

frequently cultivated for its fruit, which in size, color, and flavor resembles

a black cherry.

Local names.—Beside DtJHAT, only longboi, or lumboi.

» This figure is from a species (Eugenia longiflora F.-Vill) not included in the followingr

descriptions, but which well represents the structure of the woods of the genus.
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E, mananquil Blco. MANANGKfL.

A tree up to 120 centimeters in diameter; reported from; I. S., Pang.,

Pam., Zam., Riz., Lag., Cav., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Ley., Mis.,

Lan., Cota., Dav.

Local names,—Bagabag (Pamp.) ; bidbid (Cam.) ; buabua (Min.)

;

bungkulan (Lag.) ; kagoko' (Ley., Lan., Cota.) ; malahagis (Sor.) ; mala-

ruhat (Zam., Lag.) ; MANANGKfL (Blanco's Flora) ; midbid (Tay.) ; mungil-

kil (Min.)
;
panglongboien, kopakopa (I. S.)

;
pasoso (Riz.) ; tambis (Cota).

E. saligna C. B. Rob. Binol6an.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., Palaui,

Beng., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Batg., Alb., Ley., Mar., Neg.,

Mis., Bas.

Local names.—Binol6an or binloan (Ley) ; bohokan (Alb.) ; lubeg

(Cag.) ; mabayaon (Tar.) ; malaruhat (Bat., Lag.) ; ngarit (Palaui)

;

tagilumboi (Neg.) ; talamitam (Batg.).

E, simUis Merr. Malaruhat.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported from: L N., N. E.,

Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Min., Mas., Sur., Cota.

Local names.—Arang (Min.) ; makaasim (Tay.) ; magakombo (Dav.)

;

MALARtJHAT (N. E., Bat., Min.) ; mayauban (Sur.) ; paitan (Zam., Pamp.)

;

panglongboien (L N.).

E. xanthophylla C. B. Rob. MALATAMPtJL

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., I. S., Abra,

N. E., Pang., Bui., Zam., Riz., Lag., Tay., Cam., Sor., Min., Neg.

Local names.—Apinig, kapinig (Sor.) ; balakbak (Zam.) ; barakbdk
(N. E.) ; bislot (Riz.) ; kayoko' and similar forms (Tay.) ; MALATAMPtJi

(Occ. Neg.); malayambo (Tay.); tampui (Min.).

Genus PSIDIUM.
P. guajava L. GuAVA or Bayabas.

The guava, a small tree, reaching 30 centimeters in diameter, introduced

from tropical America, now thoroughly naturalized, of almost universal

distribution through the Islands and generally known by various corrupt

forms of the Spanish guayabas.

Wood hard and tough; heavy, specific gravity 0.827 (Puigdulles)

;

sapwood pale brown, merging gradually into slightly darker heartwood;

grain straight or slightly crossed and sometimes wavy; texture very fine

and smooth; liable to warp in seasoning; fairly easy to work and takes a

very smooth surface under sharp tools. Durability III.

Uses.—Household and agricultural implements, ax and other tool han-

dless; treenails; pestles; piston rings for water cylinders of small feed

pumps; posts of small houses; fence posts and stakes; yokes; charcoal.

Supply.—Rarely found larger than in fence-post size and never used as

saw timber. Except as firewood or charcoal wood and as fence stakes,

all of which are sold by count or stacked, it has no commercial price.

For the various other uses mentioned, it is generally cut in waste lands or

second-growth woods (''parang") by the man who needs the article in

question.

Genus TRISTANIA.

A genus of small to medium sized trees of three or four species;

the wood of all species is practically identical and the same names are

given almost indifferently to the various species in different regions.
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Local names.—Adios (Cag.) ; anigad (Sur.) ; bunglo (Cag.) ; bus^g
(Sam.) ; dinglas (Pol.) ; hublas (Neg.) ; Malabayabas, i. e., "false guava,"
from the resemblance of the very smooth bark to that of bayabas (Psidium
guajava), (Bat., Tay., Cam.); malumbayabas (Zambo., Bas.) ; malapiga
Tay.); Taba (Zambo.) ; TfcA (Tay., Cam., Alb., Sam., Ley.); tinadan
(Abra).

Wood very hard; very heavy; sapwood 1 to 3 centimeters thick, light

brown, merging rather gradually into heartwood; heartwood dark brown,
turning almost black after long exposure; grain slightly crossed; texture

dense, fine, glossy; seasons without much checking, but needs to be care-

fully piled to prevent warping; hard to work, but does not dull tools spe-

cially and is not difficult to surface. Durability at least II, more probably

I; even sapwood rarely if ever attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, very fine, indistinct, sometimes whitish;

pores small to medium sized, scattered or in short, straight or wavy tan-

gential lines, the majority filled with light brownish tyloses, the remainder

with chalk-white deposits; soft tissue very inconspicuous; no growth rings.

Uses.—Piles; bridge and wharf construction; posts; window sills; beams,

joists, rafters; ties; tool handles and wooden tools; cabinetwork.

Supply and prices.—Not selected systematically for cutting, coming into

market only occasionally; sometimes ignorantly or fraudulently substituted

for mancono, which, in hardness, weight, texture, and color, it rather closely

resembles, but otherwise sawn into dimension stuff and sold with mixed

lots of hard and heavy construction timbers at prices ranging from MO
to nSO per M.

Following are the best-known species of Tristania:

T. decorticata Merr. MalabayAbas.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; generally found on low ridges

near the coast; reported from: Cag., Bat., Tay., Pol., Cam., Alb.

T. littoralis Merr. TAba.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter, found on the coast or

along inner edge of mangrove swamps; reported only from Zamboanga

and Basilan.

T. sp. TfGA.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter, in the same forest types as

preceding; reported from: Tay., Cam., Sam., Ley., Neg.

Genus XANTHOSTEMON.

X. verdugonianus Naves. (PI. IX, fig. 66.) Mancono.*

A tree up to 115 centimeters in diameter, but with a generally very

short and irregular trunk; many trees branch within 1 or 2 meters of the

ground and the longest clear trunk reported is 10 meters.

Local names.—Malapiga (Cul.) ; magkono or mangkono (Ley., Sur.,

Din., Agus.); tamulauan (Ley.); tiga (Sib.); ^Thilippine ironwood,"

"Philippine lignum-vitae," ''palo de hierro."

Wood very hard; very heavy, specific gravity 1.236 (Foxworthy), 1.296

(Puigdulles) ; sapwood 1 to 2 centimeters thick, pale reddish, sharply

distinguished from heartwood; heartwood yellowish brown, turning to

dark bronze color or nearly black with age; grain always crossed, frequently

curly and twisted; texture extremely fine and dense, so that the raw

1 Pronounced mang-kono ; the Spanish spelling of the Surigao name.
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wood (without oil or polish) can be burnished almost like metal; seasons

without warping much, but large logs have often several radial heart

cracks, and fresh sawn pieces check superficially, but not deeply; very
difficult to work. Durability I; probably easily the first among Philippine

woods in this respect; posts 40 years old have 1 centimeter of sapwood
decayed at surface of ground, and salt-water piling over 20 years old is

attacked by teredo to about the same extent.

Structure,—Pith rays very fine, indistinct; pores few, very small, scat-

tered; soft tissue scarcely noticeable; growth rings absent or very in-

distinctly marked.

Uses.—Posts; piles; tool handles and other wooden tool parts; bowling
balls; dumb-bells; paper weights and other desk novelties; pulleys, rollers,

sheaves, bearings, saw-guide blocks, etc.

Supply and prices,—Scarce except in Surigao and Agusan, where it

is estimated that there are 3,000,000 cubic feet of standing timber 30 to

90 centimeters in diameter; logs can be obtained delivered on the beach
at Surigao at ^1 to 1P1.50 per cubic foot, but it is estimated that by a
systematic and extensive logging operation they could be put on shipboard
for M.22 per cubic foot.

ARALIAGEAE.

[Malapapaya family.]

A family containing, in the Philippines, only a single timber tree.

Genus POLYSCIAS.

P. nodosa Seem. (PI. IX, fig. 67.) Malapapaya.

A tall, slender tree, with few or no branches, up to 50 or 60 centimeters

in diameter; reported from: Beng., Bui., Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay.,

Cam., Siq., Sur., Bas., Pal.

Local names.—Biasbias (Tag., Bis.) ; bonglin, bunglin, (Tag., Bis.)

;

guyongguyong (Bat.) ; hagdan-anak (Cebu) ; Malapapaya (Riz., Pamp.,
Bat., Lag., Pal.) ; malasapsap (Pamp.) ; manomano (Bas.) ; tukud-langit

(Bat).

Wood soft; light; whitish when fresh cut, but turning to a pale pinkish

or brownish white in drying and very liable to bluing if not rapidly

seasoned; no distinct sap and heartwood; of fine texture and very straight

grain; very easy to work. Durability IV.

Structure.—Pith rays medium sized to moderately broad; pores medium
sized, evenly scattered; soft tissue scattered, not at all conspicuous;
growth rings sometimes absent, sometimes marked by narrow more or less

porous belts.

Uses,—Matches and match boxes; light construction and cheap boxes;

light household implements; fish-net floats.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Not sawn; match logs about W per cubic meter.

ALANGIACEAE.

[Malatapai family.]

A family containing but one genus, that furnishes two quite distinct

woods, neither one of any special importance, but one, malatapai, of

interest for its beauty as a cabinet wood.
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Genus ALANGIUM.
A. longifiorum Merr. MalatapAi.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter, but with a short and often
irregular bole; reported from: Gag., Bat, Lag., Tay., Cam., Sam., Ley.,

Cota., Pal.

Local names.—Apitan (Gag.) ; bunglas (Gam.) ; busahin (Tay.) ; gun-
tapai (Gota.) ; Malatapai and malakapai (Lag., Tay., Gam.).
Wood heavy; moderately hard; sapwood large, bright yellow, sharply

distinguished from heartwood; heartwood coffee brown, of rather fine

and very even texture, with a faint pleasant odor; in color and texture

resembles pagatpat, but is finer and glossier; seasons well and works
easily, taking a very smooth surface under a sharp tool. Durability II;

even sapwood rarely attacked by insects.

Structure,—Pith rays fine, numerous, many whitish; numerous, fine,

somewhat irregular concentric lines of soft tissue, similar to those of the

gutta-percha and ebony families; pores small to very small, the larger

ones few and scattered, the smaller numerous with a tendency to form
irregular radial strings; white deposits in some pores and in concentric

lines; end of growth ring marked by a narrow, distinct line of dark, dense

wood.

Uses,—Ganes, scabbards, carving, furniture, cabinetwork; used locally

for small house-posts.

Supply,—Limited.

A, brachyanthum Merr.

A tree 30 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Tayabas, with

local name malatapai. Wood identical with above.

A. salviifolium Wang. GuntapAi.

A tree 30 centimeters or more in diameter reported from Gota., Lan.,

Bas., with above local name. Wood identical with above.

A, meyeri Merr. PutIan.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., I. S.,

Amb., Batg., Lag., Tay., Gam., Pol., Min., Sam., Neg., Gap., Agus., Bas.

Local names.-—Angatuan (Gag.) ; liemban (I. S.) ; malakapai, maraga-

bulo (Tay.); Putian (Lag., Min., Neg., Gap.); paang-daraga (Gam.);

talipugud (Gag.).

Wood heavy, moderately hard; sapwood and heartwood not distinct, so

far as known; dull, yellowish white, subject to bluing or sap stain; of

coarser texture than malatapai. Durability III (?).

Structure,—Pith rays rather coarse, conspicuous, very numerous, crowded,

bending around pores or groups of pores; transverse lines of soft tissue

between rays numerous and conspicuous; pores numerous, fairly even in

size, scattered or in radial strings of 3 to 8 or 10; growth rings irregular

and ill defined. In longitudinal sections, the pores often show as glistening

lines. Both in general appearance and in structure, the wood resembles

malapinggan and banaui.

C7ses.—Little used on account of lack of durability; recommended for

foundation piling for its strength and shape.

Supply.-^Widely distributed, but scattermg.

Prices.—Rarely brought to Manila market; if sawn, would sell with

cheap miscellaneous lumber.

140866 13
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SAPOTAGEAE.

[Betis family.]

A family containing a number of large timber trees with woods vary-

ing widely in mechanical properties, but of very uniform structure, re-

sembling that of the Ebenaceae. Pith rays numerous and fine; pores small

or medium sized, arranged in straight or wavy radial lines, the lines often

in echelon or ''staggered;" soft tissue forming numerous fine, generally

slightly wavy concentric lines
; growth rings indistinct or absent ; heartwood

always red except the genus Sideroxylon, in which it is whitish or pale

yellow ; most of the woods give a very fine white lather when briskly rubbed
with water or saliva.

Genus BASSIA.

A genus of about eight species, of which only two are well known, the

others being much rarer and their wood little or not at all known.

B, betis Merr. (Illipe betis Merr.). (PI. IX, fig. 68.). Betis.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., Isa.,

Riz., Tay., Cam.; a tree called manilig in Gotabato has been botanically

determined as betis, but the wood is much lighter and softer than that

from Luzon.

Local names,—Banitis (Gam.) ; Betis (Riz., Tay., Gam.,) manilig

(Gota.) ; pasak (Man. lumberyards)
;
pianga or piafigan (Gag., Isa.).

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.728 to 0.856 (Gardner); sapwood
2 to 4 centimeters thick, pale reddish, rather sharply distinguished from
heartwood; heartwood deep reddish brown; grain slightly crossed; texture

dense, fairly smooth, but not glossy; distinct bitter taste; lathers freely;

seasons well in boards, but large timbers are liable to check internally; hard
to saw, but not otherwise difficult to work. Durability I; heartwood rarely

attacked even by termites and eaten only very slowly by teredo, and even
sapwood not rapidly attacked by fungi.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine; pores small, in irregular, oblique radial

lines, sometimes with yellowish deposits; soft tissue in numerous concen-

tric lines; growth rings indistinct or absent.

Uses,—Wharf, bridge, and ship building; posts; foundation sills; turned
and shaped tool handles; ties; paving blocks.

Supply.—Very limited.

Prices.—One hundred and seventy pesos to ^200.00 per M.

B. ramiflora Merr. (Illipe ramiflora Merr.). BanIti.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang., Zam.,
Bui., Lag., Tay., Min., Ley., Zambo.

Local names,—Amugis (Bui.) ; BANm' (Bat.) ; buluan (Zam.)
;
gatas-

gatas (Ley.) ; kalamansanai (Lag.) ; silang-batu (Lag.) ; tangili (BuL, Tay.,

Min.); also given many of the same names as the natos (Palaqium spp.),

with which the wood is confused in the markets.

Wood soft; light; sapwood pale grayish red, rather sharply distinguished

from heartwood; heartwood dull red; grain straight; texture rather coarse,

with conspicuous pores; seasons very well; very easy to work. Durability

IV, but seasoned timber very rarely attacked by beetles, though the living

tree is often badly riddled by a very large borer.

Structure,—Pith rays fine, inconspicuous; pores small, in very irregular

radial strings; soft tissue as in betis.
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Uses.—Same as the natos, see p. 196.

Supply and prices.—Probably much less abundant than the natos and,

in the market practically unknown, being sold as nato, manicnic, etc.,

or mixed with red lauans and other miscellaneous lumber.

Genus MIMUSOPS.

A genus of two species, of which one, M. calophylloides Merr., has been

reported only from Surigao, where it is called duyokduyok; the wood
appears to be identical with bansalagin, except that it seems to be, as a

rule, lighter in color.

M. elengi L. Bansalagin.

A tree up to to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Palaui, Cag.,

I. S., N. E., Un., Pamp., Zam., Bat., BuL, Man., Tay., Cam., Min., Amb.,

Mas., Neg., Sib., Tic, Cota., Zambo., Cul., Pal., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Anosep (Pamp.) ; Bansalagin or (in Bikol and Bisaya

provinces) often bansalagon (Man., Bat., Tay., Gam., Min., Mas., Tic, Neg.,

Sib., Cota., Zambo., Pal.); basal (Min.); kabiki (Man., Cam.); ligaian

(Zambo., Sulu Arch.) ;
gatasan (N. E.) ;

gasatan (I. S.) ;
pagpagan, papd-

gan, pappagan (Cag.) ;
pasak (N. E., Tar., Pamp., Man. lumberyards)

;

tagatoi (BuL); talipopo (Cul.).

Wood very hard; heavy to very heavy, specific gravity 0.784 to 0.905

(Gardner); sapwood very pale red, sharply marked off from heartwood;

heartwood rich deep red; grain straight; distinct bitter taste; texture denser

and finer than in betis, taking a glossy surface under sharp tools; liable

to split badly if not very carefully seasoned ; hard to saw, but not otherwise

difficult to work. Durability I; sapwood somewhat inferior to heartwood.

Structure.—Very similar to betis (Bassia betis) y but all elements finer;

cross section, like all other surfaces, glossier than betis when cut with a

sharp tool.

Uses.—Much the same as betis; also a favorite for ship's wheels, marline

spikes, fine tool handles, etc., where both for looks and wearing qualities,

a dense, fine wood is desired.

Supply.—Limited ; formerly well known in Manila market, but at present

rather scarce.

Prices.—One hundred and fifty pesos to TllO per M.

Genus PALAQUIUM.

A genus of about 25 species, of which one or more are reported from

practically every island and province in the Archipelago; medium sized to

very large trees, ranging up to 150 centimeters in diameter, and with tall,

beautifully straight trunks. The wood of all species, except for some differ-

ences in color, weight, and hardness, is practically identical; in the Manila

market it is known as nato, manicnic, malacmalac, dulitan and ''amugis

corriente." The local names in various regions are applied to all species

almost indifferently.

Local names.—Akatan (Isa.) ; alaka' (Min.) ; Alakaak (Pamp., Bat,

Riz., Lag., Tay., Min.); apaka-paka' (Isa.); araka' (Cag.); baniti' (Bat.);

basog (L N.) ; bayatis (Cam.) ; bokbok (Bat., Sor.) ;^ulan-bulan (Guim.)

;

dapagan (Un.) ; Dulitan (Lag., Tay., Cam.); gangauan (Mm., Mas.)

;

gasatan (L N., L S.) ;
gatasan (Cag., L S., Pang.); gattatan (N. E.)

;

kalapia, Kalipaya (Zambo.); lako-lako (Guim.) ; lapat (Mm.)
;

ligaan

(Cota.); MalacmAlac (Zam.); Malikmik, mamungkahon (Lag.)
;
MA-
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NiCNic (N. E., Zam., Bat., Lag.) ; manipnip (Bat.) ; NAto* with various

qualifying words (Bats., Bat., Lag., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Neg.) ; ma-
nogtalisai (Cap.) ; mayusip (Min.) ; opong-opong (Cam.)

;
pakaran

(Pang.)
; palakpalak or palokpalok (N. E., Pang., Tar., Zam., Bat., Pamp.,

Bui., Man., Lag.) ; salikiit (Agus.) ; tadkan (Cam.) ; Tagatoi (Zam., Bat.)

;

tagkan (Sur.) ; takaran (Pang.) ; tangili, tangiling-kompol, tangiling-

palokpalok (Bui.) ; tingkayad (Riz.) ; tipurus (Cota.)
;
yamban-aromui

(Zam.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy; sapwood 2 to

5 centimeters thick, pale red, in large trees rather sharply marked off from
heartwood; heartwood light red to dull reddish brown; some specimens
lather quite freely, at least when fresh; grain straight or slightly crossed,

sometimes with a regular wave forming a diagonal ribbon in radial sections

;

texture fine, smooth, taking an almost glossy finish under sharp tools;

seasons very well; very easy to work. Durability IV, but very rarely

attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, indistinct; pores small to medium sized, in

longer or shorter radial rows, seldom single or in groups; soft tissue in

numerous, fine, concentric lines. (Plate IX, fig. 69.)

Uses,—All uses of various lauans; a favorite for cheap cigar boxes;
also, on account of its cheapness, ease of working and freedom from warp-
ing and attacks of beetles, a favorite among Filipino and Chinese cabinet-

workers for bottoms and sides of drawers, shelves and backs of sideboards,

dressers, wardrobes, etc.; among such trades known as **amugis corriente*^

as distinguished from true amugis, which is called "amugis perfecto."

Supply and prices.—Not as abundant as the lauans, but perhaps even
more universally distributed than any single one of these; always present
among stock of logs in Manila yards; by larger operators mixed with
lauans and with other soft miscellaneous red woods. When sold under any
of the names properly belonging to it, or as *'amugis corriente,^' brings
slightly higher prices than miscellaneous lumber.

The following are the largest and most widely distributed species of

Palaquium

:

P. ahemianum Merr. KalipAya.

A tree up to 50 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from Agus.,
Zambo.; probably found in other provinces of Mindanao.

P. cuneatum Vid. Malikmik.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. S., Zam.,
Pamp., Bui., Riz., Min., Cebu, Guim.

P. foxworthyi Merr. TagAtoi.

A tree up to 60 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Pang.,

Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay.

P. gigantifolium Merr. Alakaak.

A tree up to 50 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Beng.,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Sur.

P. luzoniense Vid. (PI. IX, fig. 69.)' Nato.

A tree up to 150 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., I. S.,

Abra, Pang., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Riz., Tay., Min., Mas., Sib., Guim.

* This figure is from a species ( P. lanceolatum Blco. ) not included amons: those here de-

scribed, but well represents the structure of all the woods of the srenus.
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p. merrillii Dubard DulItan.
A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. E., Bat,

Lag., Tay., Cam., Min., Guim.

P. philippense C. B. Rob. MalacmAlac
A tree up to 120 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Isa.,

N. E., Pang., Un., Tar., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Riz., Lag., Man., Batg.,
Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Cap., Neg.

P. tenuipetiolatum Merr. MANiCNfc.

A tree up to 130 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Isa.,

Pang., Zam., Bat., Lag., Tay., Min., Mas., Mis.

Genus SIDEROXYLON.

A genus of about 18 species; small to large trees of the same habit of

growth as Palaquium, though not as large.

Though the woods are genefrally lumped together under the name of the

white natos, they vary considerably in character, especially in hardness,

as well as somewhat in structure.

The following are the largest and most widely distributed species of

Sideroxylon:

S. duclitan Blco. DuklItan.

A tree up to 100 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Bat.,

Man., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Cota., Zambo.
Local names.—Bangkalandi (Bat.) ; Duklitan (Bat.) ; dulitan (Lag.)

;

malaiohot (Min.); malamangga (Bat.); ndto' (Tay.); rirau (Cam.).

Wood soft to moderately hard; light to moderately heavy; no distinct

sapwood and heartwood; creamy white, darkening very slightly on ex-

posure, but frequently bluing very badly if not quickly seasoned; grain

very straight; texture fine and dense, but pores conspicuous on all longitud-

inal sections, the very long radial lines of pores forming an attractive

pattern on radial sections; except for bluing, seasons very well; very easy

to work. Durability poor and sometimes wormy when cut, but sawn and
seasoned wood very rarely attacked by borers.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine, wavy, often bending around pores;

pores small, in long, somewhat irregular and interrupted radial strings, lines

of soft tissue numerous, but faint, irregular, and interrupted.

Uses.—Used locally for cheap and temporary construction; household

implements; small carved and turned articles; often used instead of lanete,

for which it is a cheap, easily worked, serviceable, and pretty substitute;

cheap bolo and knife handles; wooden-shoe soles; would make an excellent

wood for pyrography panels.

Supply and prices,—Supply limited; in the Manila market this (and per-

haps other species of the genus) is found rarely in logs, occasionally in lots

of cheap miscellaneous lumber selling at about f=40 per M. Perfectly clear

(that is, unstained) lots might command slightly higher prices as a lanete

substitute.

«S. ferrugineum Hook. & Arn. MangkAs.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Min., Bur., Tab., Sam., Neg., Bas., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Kalamungus (Tay.) ; limes (Cag.) ; mamangkds (Bur.)

;

MangkAs (Sibutu); marumangkds na laldki (N. Tay.); nanka-nankd'

(Bas.); pandsi, (Cam.); tabagld (Neg.).
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Wood hard; heavy; distinctly yellow; grain straight; texture dense and
smooth; seasons well, though somewhat liable to splitting at ends; not dif-

ficult to work.

Structure.—Pith rays very fine; pores very small, in long wavy radial

rows; concentric lines of soft tissue numerous, continuous, more distinct

than in other species. In a smooth cross section, the feature most con-

spicuous to the naked eye is the radial lines of pores.

Uses.—Very little is known of local uses; a very pretty ornamental

wood for cabinetwork and carved or turned articles.

Supply.—Apparently scarce; rarely found among miscellaneous lumber.

Prices.—Unknown in the markets; would sell with the cheaper miscel-

laneous lumber.

S, liczoniense Metrr. Banokb6k.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Pamp.,

Riz., Batg., Cam., Lub., Tic, Bas.

Local names.—Amangkas (Tic.) ; Banokbok (Cam.) ; malasambong-
batu (Riz.).

Wood very similar to preceding; apparently still scarcer.

S» macranthum Merr. White Nato.

A tree up to 80 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Cag.,

N. E., Bat., Tay., Cam., Min., Tab., Cota.

Local names.—Bald (Tab.) ; batun (Min.) ; barotol, baruto (Cag.)

;

botgo (Cam.) ; Nato' PUTf,' or White Nato (Tay.) ;
putian (Man. lumber-

yards).

Wood practically identical with duklltan. White nato seems to be the

most abundant and widely distributed of the larger species of the genus.

Wood apparently identical with it is found occasionally among lots of

miscellaneous lumber, but this may also be from other species of the same
genus.

EBENACEAE.

[Ebony or Camagon family.]

A family of two genera of small to medium sized trees, one genus, Maba,
producing ebony and the other genus, Diospyros, producing the woods
broadly classed together as the camagons, which, when black, also produce

wood that is ebony. To the latter genus belong also the American and
Asiatic persimmons, the angoche wood of Africa (a nearly jet black ebony),

and most of the black or streaked ebonies of the entire Indo-Malayan region.

Though varying widely in the relative proportion and the coloring of

sapwood and heartwood, all the woods of the family are practically in-

distinguishable as regards their structure. {See PI. IX, fig. 70.)

Wood hard to very hard; heavy to very heavy, specific gravity ranging

up to about 1.050; sapwood tough and flexible, heartwood brittle; sapwood
small to very large, up to 20 centimeters thick, whitish, yellowish, or red,

generally sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood black with

J*osy, yellowish, brownish, or ashy streaks, sometimes nearly or quite black;

whether or not a given species produces black heartwood depends largely

on the size attained, but evidently also on other conditions, as there is a

wide variation in the relative amounts of sapwood and heartwood in in-

dividuals of the same species; grain generally very straight; texture fine,

smooth and (especially in the heartwood) very dense; difficult to season

well, logs almost invariably checking in several directions from the heart

outward, while sawn lumber must be stacked carefully and weighted to
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prevent warping; once thoroughly dried, however, it becomes very stable;
difficult to work, but takes a beautiful surface under sharp tools. Durabil-
ity of heartwood I, of sapwood II, but even the latter practically never
attacked by beetles, though not termite-proof.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, fine, in unstained sapwood distinct,

but in stained sapwood indistinct and in heartwood almost invisible; pores
few, small or very small, evenly distributed either singly or in short radial
rows; soft tissue forming very thin rings about pores and very numerous
(6 to 10 to the millimeter of radius), crinkly, concentric lines, sometimes
very distinct, sometimes rather ill defined; growth rings, if present, not dif-

ferentiated in structure, but marked by ill-defined belts of lighter and
darker color.

Uses.—Small trees containing littlei or no heartwood are used locally in

the provinces for posts, beams, joists, rafters, window sills, parts of

agricultural implements, etc.; also, in lumbering, small poles are used for

skids on account of their hardness, toughness and smooth wearing qualities;

heartwood (or sometimes sap and heart together) for scabbards, canes,

hilts, tool handles, gunstocks, saw frames, etc.; a favorite for musical

instruments, especially finger boards and keys of guitars; furniture,

cabinetwork, inlaying; paper weights, inkstands and similar desk sup-

plies; the sapwood, which is almost as hard as the heartwood and very

much tougher, is an excellent material for T-squares and other drawing
instruments, for shuttles, bobbins, spindles, golf-club heads and shafts,

ax, pick, and hammer handles, etc.

Supply and prices.—One or more species found in practically every

province, but scattered, and large trees rare. Whole logs sell in Manila
at from 1P35 to ^70 per cubic meter (^1 to T2 per cubic foot) select small

lots of sound heartwood at from MOO per M. board feet upward.

Genus DIOSPYROS.

A genus of about 35 species, of which the most important ones may be

roughly divided into four groups according to the character of the sapwood.

I. Sapwood pinkish or pale red: The camagon group.

D. copelandii Merr. TAlang-gubat.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bat., Riz., Lag.,

Tay.

Local names.—Bolong-eta (Lag.) ; kamagong (Riz.) ; sapoteng-hulo'

(Bat.); Talang-gubat (Riz.).

Wood, as far as known, same as following.

D. discolor Willd. Camagon.*

The best known and one of the largest trees of the genus, reaching or-

dinarily about 60 centimeters in diameter, but one log is known which,

without sapwood, measured 76 centimeters at the butt.

Local names.—Where cultivated for its fruit, almost always known as

mabulo, except in southern Luzon, where it is more commonly known as

kamagong (camagon) ; where cut for timber, generally by the latter name

or bolong-eta, baling-agta', etc. ; in the Bisayas and Mindanao, itoman, itom-

itom, etc. ; in northern Luzon any black wood of this genus or the following

is known as ballatinau, batulinau, etc.

Sapwood sometimes up to 20 centimeters thick, generally retaining its

1 The Spanish form of the T&galog, Bikol, and Bisaya name kamagong.
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reddish or pinkish color, but sometimes staining more or less to a dull

gray; heartwood streaked and mottled, sometimes nearly dead black.

Z>. mirandae Merr.

A tree up to 70 centimeters in diameter, reported only from Cotabato
with local name bantulinai. Wood apparently same as camagon.

D. pilosanthera Blco. Bolong-eta.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; very widely distributed and
better known than any other of the genus except camagon.

Local names.—Most generally known as Bolong-eta, baling-agta, etc.;

also: anang (Cam.); ata-ata (Neg., Tinago) ; baganito' (Sam.); balatinau

(N. Luz.) ; malapuyau (Tay.) ; malatalang (Pamp.) ; marabikal (Cam.)

;

very often confused with camagon.
Wood identical with camagon, but bolong-eta has, as a general rule, a

much larger sapwood and smaller heart than camagon.

D, plicata Merr. TAmil.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from Tay., Cam.,

Cota., Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Malagaitmdn (Tay.) ; palo negro, TAmil (Cota.) ; taming-
taming-babae (Zambo.). Wood apparently identical with camagon.

D, whitfordii Merr.

A tree up to 35 centimeters in diameter, reported only from Surigao and
Zamboanga.

Local names.—Mahuyan (Sur.) ; kamagong (Zambo.). Wood identical

with camagon.

II. Sapwood almost white, turning yellowish in seasoning, but often

staining, either evenly or in streaks and mottlings, to light gray; of slightly

coarser texture than average camagon; heartwood of all species jet black,

but small and often defective; The ata-ata group.

D. ahernii Merr. Anang.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. Luz., to

Cam., Sam., Ley., Neg., Bil., Bas.

Local names.—Anang (Lag., Cam.) ; ata-ata (Neg.) ; kabag (Isa.)

;

kanalum (Neg.); pugaui-itim (Lag.); talang-gubat (Riz.).

D. alvarezii Merr.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Camarines,

local name bantulinau.

D, curranii Merr. Malagaitm6n.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Riz. to Sor.;

Mar., Neg., Dav., Lan., Mis.

Local names.—Alinau (Cam.) ; anang (Tay.) ; ataata (Neg.) ; baganito'

(Cam., Sor.); bolong-eta (Riz., Tay.); Malagaitm6n (or -man), (Tay.,

Cam., Mar.); panagitmon (Cam.).

D. foveo-reticulata Merr. Kulit6m.

A tree up to 45 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cam., Cota.,

Zambo., Bas.

Local names.—Kamagong (Bas.) ; Kulit6m (Zambo.)
;

palo negro

(Cota.).
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D. mindanaensis Merr. Ata-Ata.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; one of the largest and most
widely distributed and probably the best known of this group, so that the
wood of the other species, when its origin is unknown, is generally called
ata-ata.

Local names.—Anang (Tay.) ; Ata-Ata (Neg., Sam.) ; bolong-eta (Tay.,
Sib., Bas.); itom-itom (Lan.) ; malagaitman (Tay.); tamil-lalaki (Lan.).

III. Sapwood almost white or with faint reddish tinge, but almost in-

variably changing shortly after felling to an even bluish gray, as if stained
with dilute ink, whence the Pampanga name malatinta; heartwood as in

the previous group: The kanomoi group.

D. buxifolia Hiern

A tree up to 25 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Zamboanga
and Palawan, with local name ebano.

D, camarinensis Merr. *

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Camarines,
local name kanumai.

D. maritima Bl. MalatInta.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang, to Alb.;

Pol., Min., Tab., Boh., Tic, Mas., Ley., Cap., Guim., Neg., Sur., Zambo., Bas.,

Cul., Pal.; always with same names as following and MALATfNTA (Pamp.).

D. multiflora Blco. (D, canomoi A. DC). Kan6moi.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter ; reported from : N. Luz. to Cam.

;

Zambo.; always with local name Kan6moi, kanumi, kanumai, kalumai, etc.

This species probably furnishes part of the blue-gray wood used by musical

instrument makers in Pampanga and Manila under the name malatinta.

D. nitida Merr. KatilmA.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Beng., Un.,

Pang., Pamp., Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz., Pol., Min., Guim., Mis., Dav.

Local names.—Atilma' (Bui.) ; kanalum (Zam.) ; karanung (Min.)

;

Katilma' (Riz.); malatinta (Pamp.); manogarom (Guim.).

IV. Sapwood with distinct yellowish tint, becoming light yellowish

brown in drying; light streaks in heartwood also yellowish brown; heart-

wood good commercial camagon.

D. philippinensis A. DC.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pang., Bat.,

Riz., Cam.
Local names.—Bolong-eta (Cam.); kanumai (Bat.); oi-6i (Bat.).

D. velascoi Merr.

A tree up to 25 centimeters in diameter; reported from Cagayan.

Commercial wood specimens from Sorsogon and Siquijor are of this type,

indicating that one of these species is also found further south than the

above range.

Genus MABA.

M. buxifolia Pers. (PI. IX, fig. 70.) BatulinAu or Ebony.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; very widely distributed, being

reported from practically every island and province in the Archipelago
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except Cebu, Bohol, the Romblon group, Busuanga, Palawan, and the Sulu

group, but scattered and the great majority of trees small.

The Spanish name ebano is widely known; the commonest Philippine

name is Batulinau (Cag., Pang.), with many variations as: Bantuiinau

(Cam., Sor., Mas., Sur., Din.) ; batlatinau (Pang.) ; bulatinau (Cag.)

;

palatinau (Pang.) ; it is also often confused with the various species of

Diospyros and names belonging to these applied to it.

Sapwood whitish, often staining to dull, light gray in seasoning; heart-

wood jet black; if streaky, the streaks are always whitish or grayish,

never yellow, red, or brown; very hard, but brittle, very dense, and ap-

parently heavier than all but the very blackest and densest heartwood of

the camagons.
LOGANIACEAE.

[Urung family.]

A family represented by a single timber tree, well known but not im-

portant.

Genus FAGRAEA.

F, fragrans Roxb. (PI. IX, fig. 71.) Urung.

A tree up to 90 centimeters in diameter, but generally much smaller and

with a rather short and often irregular bole; reported only from Palawan

and adjacent islands, where it is said to be fairly common in some regions,

and from Mindoro (a single specimen).

Local names.—Dolo or dulu; Urung and sometimes teca (Span, for

"teak"); susulin (Min.).

Wood hard; heavy; sapwood 2 to 4 centimeters thick, pale yellow;

heartwood yellow to light brown; grain straight, in tangential sections

with a distinct figure formed by the bands of soft tissue, resembling the

yellow Garcinias; texture rather coarse in appearance, but dense, taking

a smooth, but not glossy surface under sharp tools; when fresh, with a

distinct aromatic and somewhat acid odor reminding one of cider; seasons

well, but liable to split at ends; easy to work. Durability I; not rapidly

attacked even by termites and teredo.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine; pores rather few, medium sized

to large, scattered, the larger ones singly, the smaller in short irregular

radial rows, all rather obscure, being both surrounded by and more or

less filled with loose tissue; soft tissue in numerous narrow concentric

lines (2 to 6 per millimeter of radius) ; no growth rings.

Uses.—Piling; posts; ties, sills; boat anchors; a pretty, easily worked,

but strong and durable cabinet wood.

Supply.—Scarce; rarely, if ever, brought to Manila market.

Prices.—No sales recorded.

APOCYNACEAE.

[Dita family.]

A large family containing several well-known timber trees. By far

the best known wood is lanete, which, for its fineness of texture, ease

of working and pure creamy white color, is the prime favorite for

delicate carved articles. The woods of this family are practically all

whitish or yellowish, of fine texture, with numerous fine pith rays and

small pore's with tendency to form radial rows; several have a distinct

bitter taste.
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Genus ALSTONIA.

A genus of about five species, of which all but dita furnish wood
practically identical in general appearance and structure.

A. macrophylla Wall. (PI. IX, fig. 72.) BAxfNO.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S.,

Cag., Isa., Pang., Bat, Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Guim., Lan.,

Dav., Bal., Pal.

Local names.—Basikalang or basikarang (I. N., Cag., Isa.) ; batikalag,

batikalang (Pang.) ; BATfNO (Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min.) ; dalakan

(I. S.) ; itang-itang (Guim.); kalatuche (Pang.); kuyaukuyau (Cam.);

pangalisokloen (Pang.); pangolaksien (Cag.).

Wood heavy; hard; pale yellowish white, sometimes with faint pinkish

tinge, without distinct sapwood and heartwood; of fine, even texture and

straight grain ; distinct bitter taste ; disagreeable odor when freshly worked

;

easy to work. Durability II; not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, very numerous, distinct; pores small or very

small, very numerous, mostly in long radial rows; soft tissue scattered,

inconspicuous; growth rings inconspicuous, sometimes marked by a narrow

line of dense wood.

Uses.—Posts above stumps; beams, joists, rafters; flooring; furniture

and cabinetwork; household implements; ties.

Supply.—Limited.

Prices.—Formerly high priced (up to ?=180 per M.), but no sales

recorded recently; comes to market occasionally in mixed lots and has been

cut for ties, which are graded as second class and bring from n.25 to

•ri.SO each.

The following three species appear to have wood practically identical

with batino:

A. oblongifolia Merr.

A small tree, reported only from Bataan.

A. parvifolia Merr.

A small tree, reported only from Bataan.

A. paucinervia Merr.

A tree up to 30 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Camarines,

with local name batino.

The following single species has wood of a quite different character:

A. scholaris R. Br. (PI. X, fig. 73.)
^itA.

A tall straight tree up to 100 centimeters or more in diameter; reported

from: I. N., Cag., Isa., Abra, Bont., Pang., Un., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg.,

Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Sam., Ley., Neg., Ilo., Sib., Bal., Pal.

Local names.—Alipauen, dalipauen, or lipauen (I. N., Cag., Abra, Un.)

;

andaraian (Cag.) ; bita (Bat., Ilo.) ; dirita (Bat., Cam.) ;
Dita or ditaa

(Pang., Bat., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sam., Neg., Ley.)
;
laya

(I. N.) ; oplai (Cag.) ;
pasnit, polai (Pang.) ; tanitan, tangitang (^i^.).

Wood soft and light, specific gravity about 0.450 (Gamble) to 0.531

(Puigdulles); whitish, bluing easily if not quickly seasoned, no distmct

heartwood and sapwood; bitter taste; faint sweetish odor; texture fairly

fine, variable; grain even, sometimes twisted or curly; very easy to work,

but cross section can only be smoothed with an exceedmgly sharp tool.

Durability IV, but not attacked by insects.
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Structure.—Pith rays small, not as numerous as in batino; pores of

medium size, few, scattered, some in radial strings of 3 to 6: soft tissue

forming very regular concentric lines, more conspicuous than pith rays;

growth rings sometimes hardly noticeable, sometimes conspicuous, and
sometimes with denser wood at inside and less dense wood at outside of

ring.

Uses,—Light construction; light household implements, such as wash-

bowls, etc; wooden-shoe soles; ceilings; molds or forms for basket weaving;

match wood; musical instruments (Puigdulles) ; said to have been used

for drawing boards.

Supply and prices,—Limited; never cut for Manila market and no sales

recorded.

Genus PARALSTONIA.
P, clu^iacea Baill. Malabatino.

A tree up to 45 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Bat.,

Riz., Batg., Tay., Min., Mas., Sam., Neg.
Local names,—^Batikuling (Riz.) ; bayag-usa (Min.) ; dita (Bat.) ; Ma-

LABATfNO (Tay.); maladita (Batg., Tay.); tangitang (Neg.).

Wood in all respects similar to batino and would pass as such in the

market.

P. platyphylla Merr.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter; reported only from Basilan;

the wood is unknown, but commercial batino from Basilan is perhaps of

this species.

Genus WRIGHTIA.

A genus of three or four species of trees up to 60 centimeters or

more in diameter, but with a short and irregular bole. The wood of all

species seems to be practically identical in general appearance and in

structure.

The local names are applied to all species indifferently and are given

here for the whole genus:

Bulala na tolon (Isa.) ; baniti' (Cam.); ngoiongoi (N. V.) ; Lan^te/
laniti' or lanuti' (L N., L S., Gag., N. E., Abra, Bui., Zam., Bat., Riz.,

Man., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Cap., Ilo., Guim.,

Zambo.) ; tanghas (Lag., Tay., Min.).

Wood light; soft to moderately hard; creamy white, sometimes with

distinct rosy tinge, or irregular rosy streaks, without distinct sap and
heartwood; of very fine texture and generally straight, but sometimes

crossed or wavy grain; slight unpleasant odor when fresh; very easy to

work and finish. Probably not very durable when exposed, but not attacked

by insects.

Structure,—Pith rays numerous, extremely fine, not conspicuous even

under the lens; pores minute, very numerous, rather regularly arranged

in radial lines; soft tissue inconspicuous; growth rings not conspicuous,

marked by a narrow, indistinct line of denser wood. (Plate X, fig. 74.)

Uses,—Sculpture and carving, picture frames, carved jewel boxes, house-

hold implements; pyrography panels; musical instruments (necks, heads,

trimmings); altars; next to baticulin, the most sought-for wood for

sacred images.

Supply and prices,—Very limited; very rarely comes into market as

saw timber; clear and fairly wide boards (say up to 30 centimeters wide)

bring 1?^00 or more per M.; sculptors, musical instrument makers, etc.,
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buy logs or short bolts at prices ranging from about 'P20 up to ^40 or

^50 per cubic meter; small quantities are smuggled into Manila in loads

of cordwood, to avoid the expense and trouble of paying first-group forest

charges (^2.50 per cubic meter).

The following are the best-known species of Wrightia:

W. calycina A. DC. Southern Lan^te.

A tree 30 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Lag., Tay.,

Cam., Min., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Cap., Ilo., Guim., Bil., Lan., Zambo.

W. laniti Merr. (Plate X, fig. 74.) Lan6te.

A tree 60 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: I. N., L S.,

Cag., Isa., Lep., Bont., N. V., Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Min., Neg.,

Cul., Pal.

A great number of large shrubs and small trees, belonging to the genera

Alyxiay Kickxiay Kopsia, LepiniopsiSy Rauwolfia, Tahernaemontana^ and

Voacanga furnish woods similar to lanete, which are used locally for

small carved articles, kitchen utensils, scabbards, etc., and some of which

are occasionally cut and sold as lanete, from which they are difficult to

distinguish and for which, if seasoned without staining, they are perfectly

good substitutes.

BORRAGINACEAE.

[Anonang family.]

A family containing in the Philippines two timber trees of no great

importance; one of which, however, is very widely distributed and well

known, while the other furnishes a very pretty wood.

Genus CORDIA.

C. myxa L. (C. blancoi Vid.). An6nang.

A small to medium sized tree, up to 60 centimeters in diameter, gen-

erally with a short and irregular trunk; reported from: I. S., Beng.,

Bont., N. v.. Pang., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb.,

Sor., Min., Mas., Bur., Ley., Cebu, Guim., Sur., Mis., Dav., Lan., Cota.,

Zambo., Bas., Bal., Pal.

Local names.—AWNANG (I. S., Beng., Pang., Pamp., Bat., Riz., Man.,

Lag., Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Sor., Min.); bibili (Bis.); guma (BaL)

;

saloyong (Tag.); sinaligan (I. S.).

Wood soft; light; grayish brown, darkening slightly in drying; when

fresh cut, clear yellow, but often changing after a few minutes' exposure

to greenish or bluish gray; large trees may have a distinct heartwood as

in balu, but no specimens are known; grain straight or slightly crossed;

texture fairly fine, but not glossy; very easy to work. Durability probably

poor, but not attacked by pinhole beetles.

Structure.-^Fith rays moderately broad, not numerous, straight, conspic-

uous; pores large, scattered, often compressed between rays, occasionally

with one or two partitions; soft tissue forming very numerous, conspicuous

concentric bands as broad or broader than the intervening bands of denser

tissue; growth rings, if present, very ill defined.

Uses.—Fosts, light construction. The bast is used locally for rope.

Supply.—Limited.
. ,, , .

Prices.—n&rely marketed as lumber, except among miscellaneous lots

selling at about ?40 per M.
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C. subcordata Lam. BAlu.

A tree up to 55 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Un.,

Riz., Batg., Tay., Pol., Cam., Min., Bur., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Bas., Sulu,

Taw., Pal.

Local names.—Agotot (Bur.) ; agutub (Cebu) ; agutiid (Sulu) ; BAlu
(Sulu, Taw.) ; balungkauai (Pal.) ; banagau, banago, banalo (Tay.)

;

bibili (Bis.) ; kamanak-manak (Cota.) ; singangdagat, singau-dagat (Cam.).

Wood moderately heavy; hard, sapwood small (1 to 3 centimeters), pale

grayish brown; heartwood very sharply marked off, light to dark brown
with rather irregular, narrow, darker, or nearly black, belts; pungent

aromatic odor similar to that of calantas {Toona spp.) when freshly worked;

texture fairly fine; grain sometimes rather wavy; not difficult to work
and takes a good finish.

Structure.—Pith rays fine to moderately broad, indistinct; pores small

to medium, scattered, often partitioned, some with whitish and some with

dark glistening deposits and with a tendency to form tangential rows;

growth rings very indistinct but sometimes marked by a fairly broad band
of very porous tissue.

Uses.—Musical instruments, scabbards, small cabinetwork.

Supply.—Widely distributed from southern Luzon to Sulu, but scarce.

Prices.—Not brought to market, except rarely in short logs for musical

instrument makers.

VERBENACEAE.

[Molave family.]

A family containing a number of timber trees, but in the Philippines only

one important wood, molave. Teak, which is only found planted in certain

regions, is of very little importance on account of its scarcity.

Woods mostly yellow or brownish; pith rays fine to moderately broad,

pores small or medium size, scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous. Api-api

(Avicennia officinalis) has a purplish heartwood and an entirely different

structure.

Genus AVICENNIA.

Two species, both small to medium sized trees of the mangrove swamps.

A. alba Bl.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Sur., Mis., Lan.,

Cota.

Local names.—Kachuchis (Sur.); piapi (Mis.); pundung (Cota.). Wood
identical with following.

A. officinalis L. (PI. X, fig. 75.) Api-api.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from the following

regions (but probably found in all tidal swamps) ; Cag., Pang., Bui., Zam.,

Bat., Tay., Pol., Cam., Min., Mas., Mar., Ley., Ilo., Cebu, Neg., Sur., Mis.,

Dav., Cota., Zambo., Bus., Pal., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Api-api (Bat., Min., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Pal.) ; bungalon

(Pang., Zam., Tay., Cam., Min., Mar., Ilo., Neg.) ; kalapini (Pang., Zam.,

Bat.) ; kulasi (Cota.) ; lingog (Cag.) ; miapi (Ley.)
;
piapi (Ilo.)

;
piksik

(Min.); pipisik or pipisig (Tay., Cam., Min.).

Word hard, brittle, but difficult to split; heavy; sapwood 4 to 6 centi-

meters thick, whitish, turning in drying to gray or light brown, in large

trees sharply marked off from heartwood; heartwood purplish gray; grain
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very conspicuous from alternate bands of hard and soft tissue, somewhat
crossed, often irregularly wavy; texture of hard tissue extremely fine and
dense, of soft tissue somewhat coarser; seasons well, but sapwood liable to

stain badly if not seasoned quickly; not difficult to work. Durability said
to be poor, but rarely attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine; pores very variable in size, in short radial
rows in bands of hard tissue; soft tissue in numerous, conspicuous, narrow
concentric lines, often branching and confluent or even connected by cross
channels at right angles to two or more parallel lines.

Uses.—Used locally for rice mortars; a favorite in some regions for

smoking fish; a wood that for its peculiar color and attractive grain should

find a good place in small cabinetwork; recommended for trial in creosoted

paving blocks.

Supply and prices.—Rarely if ever cut for timber; sometimes cut with
miscellaneous swamp firewoods ; much more rarely by larger operators with

cheap grades of miscellaneous lumber.

Genus TECTONA.

T. grandis L. f. (PL X, fig. 76.) Teak.

Teak is not native to the Philippines, but was sparingly introduced so

long ago that trees up to 80 centimeters in diameter have been found.

It is reported from one or two localities in Luzon, from Cotabato, Zam-
boanga, Basilan, and the Sulu group, and the writer was shown in a

Manila yard boards from a single log said, on good authority, to be from

Palawan. The teak used by the U. S. Navy Yard, the Insular Govern-

ment bureaus, and private firms in Manila is all imported.

Genus VITEX.

A genus containing about nine species of medium sized to large trees,

of which only two are very widely distributed and well known, molave

and sasalit, the former being, excepting narra, the most highly esteemed

and most variously used wood of the Islands.

Three other species, V. celebica, V. longifolia, and V. puhescens, have

woods closely resembling molave, and the last named of the three probably

contributes a small percentage of commercial molave. Some of the remain-

ing species have softer, lighter, and much less durable wood commonly

known as mulawin-asu* ("dog-molave"), a name properly belonging to a

small tree, Premna nav^eosa Blco., of the same family, having a wood

similar to them. However, this name as well as mulawin-babae ("female

molave") and other names implying lesser strength and durability are also

given to the true molaves when these, owing to rapid growth in specially

favorable situations, form a softer, lighter wood than usual.

Though there are wide variations in hardness and durability among

the different species, the structure of all is very similar, the pith rays

being fine and numerous, pores small, scattered, soft tissue inconspicuous,

and growth rings, if present, generally irregular and often very ill defined.

V. aherniana Merr. (PI. X, fig. 77.) Sasalit.

A tree up to 75 centimeters in diameter, but generally much smaller,

with a rather short and often crooked and fluted bole; reported from:

Cag., Pang., Zam., Lag., Tay., Cam., Alb., Lub., Sam., Ley., Ho., Sib., Neg.,

Zambo.
,

Local names.—Amamahit or amamahi' (Sib.); dalipapa, gahpapa
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(Cag.) ; dangula, dungula? (Neg., Ilo.) ; didigkalin (N. Cam.) ; igang

(N. Tay.) ; kulipapa (Alb., Sam., Ley.) ; malaigang (Lub.) ; Sasalit

(Zam.).

Wood very hard, strong and stiff, but easy to split; very heavy, specific

gravity 0.742 to 0.995 (Gardner) ; sapwood 1 to 3 centimeters thick, yellow-

ish, rather sharply distinguished from heartwood; heartwood light amber
to dark yellowish brown; grain generally very straight; texture extremely

dense and fine, taking a glossy surface under sharp tools; seasons well,

except for splitting at ends; in no way diflftcult to work except for its

hardness. Durability I; even sapwood rarely if ever attacked by insects

and heartwood hardly by teredo; there is on record a pile in a wharf in

Legaspi harbor, Albay, said to be 34 years old.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores few, small or very

small, scattered; soft tissue scarcely visible; growth rings, if present, very

ill defined.

Uses.—Piles; posts; bridges and wharfs; ties; foundation sills; tool

handles and other wooden tool parts; practically all uses to which molave is

put; superior to molave for all uses requiring transverse strength.

Supply and prices.—Very limited; comes into Manila market occasionally

in logs and sells at about the same prices as high grade molave.

V. celebica Koord. Kalipapa-MAdam.

A tree up to 35 centimeters or more in diameter; reported only from
Agusan and Cotabato, with above name and kalipapa-asu. The wood seems

to be a fairly hard grade of molave.

y. longifolia Merr. Longleaf Molave.

A tree 30 centimeters or more in diameter; reported only from Agusan;
local names; atikoko, manamu, sikukok.

Wood soft, light, resembling that of V. philippinensis,

V. parviflora Juss. (PI. X, fig. 78.) MolAve.*

A tree up to 200 centimeters or more in diameter, with generally a short,

crooked and fluted bole; reported from: I. N., Cag., I. S., Abra, Bont.,

Beng., N. V., N. E., Pang., Tar., Un., Zam., Bat., Pamp., Bui., Riz., Lag.,

Batg., Tay., Cam., Alb., Min., Mas., Mar., Tic, Cat., Sam., Ley., Guim.,

Cebu, Siq., Neg., Bohol, Sur., Agus., Mis., Dav., Cota., Zambo., Bas., Cuyo,

Pal., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Adgauon (Sam., Ley.) ; ambulauan (Sulu Arch.) ; amu-
auan (N. V.) ; amugauan (Cag., N. E.) ; amurauon (Mas.) ; amuyauon
(Sur.); bulauen (Pang., Pamp.); hamurauon (Cam., Alb., Sam., Ley.);

hamuyauon (Sur.) ; himulauon (Sulu Arch.) ; kalipapa, kulipapa, kulim-

papa (Mis., Cota., Zambo., Bas.) ; mulauin (N. E., Pang., Zam., Tar., Bat.,

Bui., Riz., Lag., Tay., N. Cam., Min.) ; murauin (Mas., Tic.) ; murauon
(Guim.) ; salingkapa (Guim.) ; sagat (L N., Cag. L S., Un., Pang.) ; tugas

(Sam., Ley., Cebu, Neg., Sur., Agus.) ; tagga' (Cag.).

Wood hard, stiff, brittle; heavy, specific gravity 0.778 (Foxworthy),

0.690 to 0.880 (Gardner) ; sapwood small, slightly lightefr and scarcely

distinct from heartwood; heartwood pale straw color to light brown, some-

times with greenish tints; lime water or other alkalis stain it bright

greenish yellow; chips give yellow color to water; grain sometimes straight

or very slightly crossed, sometimes very wavy and curly; texture dense,

fine, very smooth undefr sharp tools; seasons with little warping, but is

1 Not strictly a native name, being: the Spanish pronunciation and spelling: of the Ta8:alog

muliiwin or moUuin, now more widely known than any other one native name.
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very liable to develop large, deep, irregular checks, so much so that in

tests of 4 by 4 inch by 6 foot beams the average modulus of rupture of
seasoned beams was about 20 per cent lower than that of unseasoned ones;

easy to work, perhaps the easiest of all Philippine woods of equal hardness
and density. Durability I; destroyed only very slowly by teredo, and
probably rarely attacked by termites, except where previously softened by
long exposure under very severe conditions.

Structure,—Very similar to sasalit, but general appearance of cross

section less dense and glossy, and growth rings more distinct, often marked
by a very narrow line of looser tissue.

Uses,—Piles; posts; ties; paving blocks; ship, wharf, and bridge build-

ing; foundation sills; window sills; doors; windows; flooring; stairs (treads,

risers, balusters, handrails) ; siding; sheathing; all kinds of interior finish;

all kinds of structural parts except long beams; furniture and cabinet-

work; sculpture and carving; wooden type and woodcut engraving; tool

handles, plane stocks and other wooden tool parts; pestles, mortars, and

other household implements; framing of hemp presses, sugar mills, etc.;

cogwheels and inserted cogs; agricultural implements; yokes.

Supply.—Limited; there is always a small supply in Manila yards, gen-

erally of small to medium sized- logs to be sawn to order ; lumber is less

often found, nor have the mills in the provinces any considerable stock on

hand. Orders amounting to a number of thousands of board feet generally

require several months to be filled.

Prices.—One hundred and eighty pesos to M50 per M.

A part of the commercial molave from Mindanao is from an unknown

species very probably distinct from any of those here described.

V, pentaphylla Merr. KalipapA-Asu.

A tree up to 40 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Cam.(?),

Agus., Dav., Zambo., Pal.

Local names.—Amulauon (Zambo.) ; bongog. bongoog, bungiig (Agus.)

;

Kalipapa-asu (Zambo.).

Wood with somewhat the appearance of molave, but much lighter and

softer, more liable to stain in drying, and much less durable under severe

conditions.

Uses,—Used locally for interior structural timber, flooring, etc.

Supply and prices.—Limited; does not come into markets.

V. philippinensis Merr. TiKOKO.

A tree up to 30 centimeters or more? in diameter; reported from: Sam.,

Bil., Ley., Dav.; only local name Tik6ko (Ley.) Wood apparently the

poorest of the genus.

V, pubescens Vahl Hairyleaf MolIve.

A tree up to 35 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Min.,

Guim., Bal., Cul., Pal., Sulu Arch.

Local names.—Same as molave in the same regions. Wood practically

identical with molave and put to the same uses. It is probable that a

small part of the molave of commerce is of this species.

V, turczaninowii Merr. LiNGlO-LfNeo.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Gag., I. S.,

Beng., N. E. Zam., Bat., Pamp., Riz., Lag., Tay., Gam., Sor., Mm., Tic,

Ley., Neg., Sur., Lan., Zambo.

140866 14
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Local names.—Bongogon (Lefy.) ; hamurauon-asu (Alb.) ; kalimantau

(Tay.) ; kamalan (Riz.) ; limo-limo (I. S.) ; LiNGO-LfNGO (Cag., I. S., Beng.

Zam.) ; malamulauin (Riz.) ; malausa (Bat.) ; mulauin-asu (Lag., Min.)

;

tugas (Ley., Sur.).

Wood of general appearance of molave, but often lighter and softer;

seasons well and is very easy to work. Durability III; not attacked by
beetles.

Structure.—Pores much more numerous and somewhat larger than in

molave and growth rings slightly more conspicuous.

Uses.—Used locally for all sorts of ordinary construction, agricultural,

and household implements, etc.

Supply and prices.—Scarce; sometimes cut and brought to market for

molave, but brings much lower prices than genuine molave.

BIGNONIACEAE.

[Banai-banai family.]

A family containing three genera of small to medium sized trees, of

no importance in the lumber trade. The woods are all rather light and soft

and of light color, but differ considerably .in structure.

Genus DOLICHANDRONE.
D. spathacea K. Sch. Tuwf.

A tre'e up to 40 centimeters in diameter, with a short and crooked bole;

reported from: Bui., Zam., Bat., Riz., Cav., Batg., Tay., Cam., Min., Neg.,

Sur., Agus., Mis., Lan., Cota., Bas., Pal.; and probably more widely dis-

tributed than botanical collections indicate.

Local names.—Tanghas (Min.) ; tewl (Agus.) ; tiwi (Cam.) ; Tuwf
(Zam., Bat., Bui., Riz., Man., Cav., Batg., Cam., Min.).

Wood light; soft; pale yellowish or brownish white, no distinct sap and
heartwood; texture rather fine, with a conspicuous figure formed by the

porous concentric lines of soft tissue; very easy to work. Durability when
exposed probably poor, but is not attacked by beetles and wears well in

shoe solefs.

Structure.—Pith rays extremely fine, barely visible even under the

lens; pores small, the great majority very regularly arranged within the

conspicuous concentric lines of soft tissue; concentric lines numerous, some-

what irregular, frequently branching or coalescing; growth rings, if present,

irregular and ill defined.

Uses.—Wooden-shoe soles, handles of kitchen and other household im-

plements, and of cheap bolos.

Supply.—Common along beaches and tidal rivers, but not abundant.

Prices.—Makers of wooden shoes buy bolts up to 20 to 40 centimeters

in diameter at prices not exceeding ^8 to ^10 per cubic meter.

Genus OROXYLUM.
0. indicum Vent. PinkapinkAhan.

A small to medium sized tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported

from: I. S., Isa., Zam., Bat., Lag., Cam., Guim., Tab., Agus., Lan., Bas.,

Pal.; probably more widely distributed than botanical collections indicate.

Local names.—Abang-abang (Bis.) ; balai-uak (Zambo.) ; balilang-uak

(Tag.) ; barangau (L S.) ; kampilan or kamkampilan (L S., Isa.) ; maid-

baid (Cam.); pinkapinka, or PinkapinkAhan. (Tag.).
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Wood light; soft; pale yellowish white, without distinct sap and heart-

wood; texture fairly fine, grain somewhat wavy; easy to work. Durability,

when exposed, IV, but not attacked by beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays fine, distinct; pores of medium size, evenly scat-

tered, but with a tendency to arrange themselves in wavy diagonal lines

across the rings; soft tissue forming small irregular patches about the

pores and sometimes connecting them; growth rings sometimes indistinct,

sometimes marked by a distinct belt of dense wood followed by a conti-

nuous row of pores.

Uses.—Matches and match boxes; otherwise used only locally for minor

uses.

Supply and prices.—Never cut for market except for match wood, for

which it brings about W per cubic meter.

Genus RADERMACHERA.

A genus of about 12 species of small to medium sized trees with a max-

imum recorded diameter of 80 centimeters., The wood of all species, so

far as known, seems to be practically identical and the local names in

various regions seem to be given to all indifferently.

Local names.—Angsohan, badlau (Bis.) ; Banai-banai (Zam., Bat., Lag.,

Sam.); himbaba-6 (Min.) ; katurai (Zam.); lanuk (Cag.) ;
pinggapingga-

han (Lag.) ; valaivaian (Bats.).

Wood light; soft; pale yellowish or pinkish white turning to a very

light brown in drying, without distinct sapwood and heartwood; of rather

fine texture and even straight grain; faint pleasant odor; very easy to

work. Durability, when exposed, probably poor, but not attacked by

beetles.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine, distinct; pores small, numerous,

very evenly scattered; soft tissue inconspicuous, forming very thin rings

about pores and very scattered, irregular, short, transverse lines between

rays; growth rings inconspicuous, bounded by a narrow band of denser

wood.

Uses.—Said to be used as a substitute for baticulin in sculpture and

carving; used locally for rice mortars and other household implements;

a very pretty cabinet wood for all sorts of light work.

Supply and prices.—Not known in Manila market; occurs occasionally

in cheap miscellaneous lots.

The following are the largest species of Radermachera:

R. acuminata Merr.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Pamp., Mas.,

Cebu, Camiguin, Sur., Agus., Bas.

R. elmeri Merr.

A tree up to 45 centimeters in diameter; reported from Cag., Bont.,

Beng., Pal.

R' fenicis Merr.

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bab., Bats.,

Min.

R. pinnata Seem. Banai-bAnai.

A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Bats., Cag.,

L S., Bont., N. v.. Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Lag., Cam., Min., Sam., Neg.,

Agus., Mis., Bil., Camiguin, Lan.
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RTTBIACEAE.

[Bansrkal family.]

A very numerous family, but containing in the Philippines only two

genera of trees large enough and sufficiently abundant to be of any

importance. The majority of the woods of this family are whitish or

yellow to red and of very smooth texture ; they have numerous fine pith rays

and small pores, soft tissue inconspicuous, and ill-defined or no growth

rings. The coffee tree, which belongs to this family, has a very smooth,

almost white wood.

Genus NAUCLEA.

A genus of about six species, of which only two are known to be large

and widely distributed. The wood of all species is practically identical

and in the Manila market is known only as bangkal. The local names

are applied almost indifferently, depending more on the local dialect than

on specific differences between the trees.

Local names.—Bangkal (Pamp., Zam., Bat., Riz., Mas., Lag., Cav., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Sor., Min., Ley., Ilo., Neg., Sur., Cota., Zambo., Pal.) ; bulala

(Bab., Cag., I. N., I. S., Abra, Beng., Pang., Tic.) ; bulubangkal, bulu-

bitoon (Neg.) ; kabak (Sam., Agus.) ; malbog (Sam.) ; Mambog (Cam.,

Alb., Sor.).

Wood soft; light to moderately heavy, specific gravity 0.521 (Vidal),

about 0.550 (Foxworthy) ; sapwood 2 to 8 centimeters thick, pale yellow,

sometimes merging gradually into heartwood, but more often quite sharply

marked off; heartwood bright canary yellow to orange, sometimes with

irregular greenish or brownish streaks; grain sometimes quite straight,

sometimes slightly crossed; texture fairly fine; very noticeable greasy or

,
waxy feeling; seasons well; very easy to work. Durability III, but rarely

attacked by beetles.

Uses,—House posts, framing, siding, ceiling, etc.; carved ornamental

work in churches; bearings of cart axles (old style carts with wheels

,
fixed on axle); boats; furniture, cabinetwork, sculpture.

Supply,—Limited; very rarely brought to Manila market, though used

locally wherever found.

Prices,—Now rarely seen in market except occasionally mixed with cheap

miscellaneous lumber, but has brought as high as WO per M.
The following are the largest and most widely distributed species of

Nauclea:

N. junghuhnii Merr. (Sarcocephalus junghuhnii Miq.). Mamb6g.

A tree 50 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Isa., Cam.,

Sor., Mas., Sam., Ley., Neg., Mis., Lan., Zambo.

N, orientalis L. (Sarcocephalus cordatus Miq.). (PI. X, fig. 79.) BangkAl.

A tree 80 centimeters or more in diameter; reported from: Bab., I. N.,

Abra., Bont., Beng., Pang., Zam., Bat., Riz., Man., Lag., Batg., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Min., Tic, Ley., Neg., Sur., Agus., Cota., Pal.

Genus NEONAUCLEA.

A genus of over 20 species of small to medium sized trees with generally

a straight but not very long bole. With the exception of slight differences

of color and texture, the wood of all species is very much alike and pract-

ically all that comes to the Manila market is sold under the name of
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calamansanay. The local names seem to be used almost indifferently and
are here given for the whole genus without regard to species.

Local names.—Agau (Cag.) ; AlintatAu (Lag., Cam., Sam., Ley.) ; am-
babalud (Neg)

; bagarilau, bagodilau (Lag., Min.) ; balungau (Pang.);
balug (Neg.); bangkal (Cag., Bat., Lag., Buk., Zambo., Bas.) ; bugds
(Neg.); bulala (Cag., Beng.) ; busili (Un., Pang.); dulauen (Cag.);;
garunian (L S.) ; himbabalud or HambabAlud (Min., Mas., Tic, Sam., Ley.,
Cebu, Neg.) ; hambabaiud (Sur.) ; kalamansanai or CalamansAnay (N. E.,
Bat., Lag., Tay., Mas.) ; kaliot (L S.) ; kalumanog (Mas.) ; kudkud (Cag.)

;

lavuan (N. V.) ; LfsAK (Tay.) ; lunas (Bat.) ; mabalud (Guim.) ; maga-
buluan (Cota.) ; malabangkal (Bat.) ; malatibig or malatubig (Tay.) ; mala-
tumbaga (Zambo., Samal) ; maludbalud (Alb.) ; mambog (Lag., Cam.)

;

maragatau (Cag.) ; margadilau (Lag.); panglongboien (I. S., N. V.);
pantauon (Cam.) ; tegam, tekun, tekiim, TiKfM, etc. (Abra, Bont, Beng.)

;

uisak or wisak (Riz., Lag.). \

Wood hard; heavy, specific gravity 0.643 (Vidal), 0.626 (Puigdulles)

;

sapwood pale yellowish or pinkish, irregular in thickness and outline, not
generally clearly distinguished from heartwood; heartwood yellowish with
red tinge, often irregularly marbled with darker yellowish brown or orange
markings, in all species much redder when fresh than after drying, in

some of an even bright rose color when fresh cut (exactly the color some
palosapis takes shortly after sawing), but all degrees of pink or red tint

fading out in drying to dull yellow or orange, either uniform or mottled*

with faint pinkish, reddish or brownish tints; grain slightly crossed in

narrow belts; texture dense, fine, glossy; seasons with little checking, but

liable to warp if not carefully stacked; difficult to work, being hard, dense*

tough and cross-grained. Durability II; very rarely attacked by insects.

Structure.—Pith rays numerous, fine; pores small or very small, scatr

tered; soft tissue scanty, in very thin rings about pores and in scattered

dots; growth rings absent or marked by a narrow, not sharply defined belt

of denser tissue.
'

Uses,—Posts; beams, joists, rafters and all other structural timber;

bridge and wharf building; a favorite for flooring and window sills itv

better class of provincial houses; turned and shaped tool handles, plane

stocks, etc.; furniture and cabinetwork; sometimes cut with miscellaneous

lots of ties; recommended for trial, for bobbins, shuttles, etc. i

Supply.—Scarce; almost always to be found in Manila market, but gener-.

ally only a few logs of small size.

Prices.—One hundred and sixty pesos to 1P180 per M.

The following are the largest and best-known species of Neonauclea:

N. bartlingii Merr. (Nauclea bartlingii DC). LfSAK.

A tree up to 25 centimeters in diameter, according to records of botanical

collections, but probably larger, reported from : Pamp., Bat., Bui., Riz., Tay.,

Cam., Alb., Min.

Wood of fine texture, like calamansanay, but almost entirely yellow.

A^. bernardoi Merr. (Nauclea bernardoi Merr.). (PI. X, fig. 80.)

A tree up to 60 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Lag.,

Mas., Sam., Neg.

Wood of rather more porous texture than the average, and of an even,

permanent, pale reddish color. It seems rarely to come into the Manila

market.
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N. calycina Merr. (Nauclea calycina Bartl.). Calamansanay.
A tree up to 80 centimeters in diameter; reported from: Cag., Isa., Beng.,

N. v., N. E., Pang., Un., Riz., Lag., Batg., Tay., Min., Mas., Tic, Neg.,

Cota., Zambo., Bas., Pal.

Wood the typical calamansanay of the trade; of very fine texture,

brilliant rose color when fresh, fading to dull orange; probably is the chief

source of the commercial calamansanay of the Manila market.

JV. media Merr. (Nauclea media Havil.).

A tree up to 45 centimeters and probably more in diameter; reported

from: Cag., Beng., Bat., Riz., Lag., Tay., Min., Lan., Zambo.
Wood very like preceding but perhaps a trifle lighter in color and coarser

in texture; probably forms part of the commercial calamansanay of the

Manila market.

N, philippinensis Merr. (Nauclea philippinensis Vid.). Tiror6n.

A tree up to 50 centimeters in diameter; reported from: N. V., Bat.,

Lag., Cam., Sor., Ley.

Wood of fine texture, more distinctly brownish than other species.

N, reticulata Merr. (Nauclea reticulata Havil.). Hambabalud.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: L S., Abra,

Bont., Beng., N. V., N. E., Pang., Zam., Bui., Min., Ley., Ho., Guim., Cebu,

Neg., Cam., Sur., Buk., Cota., Zambo.
Wood of fairly fine texture, less red and more streaked with orange or

brownish mottlings than most other species.

N. vidalii Merr. (Nauclea vidalii Elm.). TikIm.

A tree up to 40 centimeters in diameter; reported from: I. N., I. S.,

Abra, Bont., Beng., N. V., Pang., Pamp.
Wood fine, light reddish, very similar to typical calamansanay.

N. sp. ? Alintatau.

A wood with the structure of Neonauclea, slightly coarser in texture

than average calamansanay and of uniform bright yellow or light orange
color; well known in Camarines, Samar and Leyte. There is no doubt that

it belongs to this family though it may be of some other genus. It is also

known as: Alintau, pantauon and tiroron. It is much used for house
construction, being a favorite for siding and flooring, and for furniture and
cabinetwork. It is practically unknown in the Manila market.
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Appendix I.—MECHANICAIj PROPERTIES
Table I.

—

Cross-bending

Name. Locality.

Moisture over 35 per cent.
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H
H
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de Bay.

Tanguile-balakbakan .. V

(Average __
Cagayan I Maximum
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.
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W
H
H
H
H
H
H
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iLamao Forest (Average ___
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51.8
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35.5

63
86.4
41.6

59.2
70
49

53.9
81
36

55.8
84.6
48.8

95.5
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76.8

43.7
56
37.2
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45.5
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36.4
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72.5
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54.2
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35.5
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.62
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.54
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5,340
1,410

5,260
7,450
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5,400
6,750
3,800

8,750
6,330
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5,220
7,030
2,530
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7,040
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6,330
8,150
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6,420
9,140
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4,870
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1,410
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9,850
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7,060
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8,040

12,050
13,820
10,380

11,350
14,200
6,210

10,610
14,600
5,200

10, 380
14,380
3,820

13,070
15,350
10,260

8,390
11,300
5,300

10,220
13,500
7,190

9,160
10,210
7,030

9,450
8,040

8,670
9,330
7,920

6,960
7,670
4,840

(1907) by Holland* Tables abstracted from Bulletin No. 4 of the Bureau of
Gardner.

J.
!* "^ -® apparent elastic limit was used in order to compare tests of native woods with similar

testa of American woods. See table of tests, pp. 233, 234.
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OF THIRTY-FOUR PHILIPPINE WOODS.*
strength of Philippine timber.

Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.
-
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12 34.6 .524 6,740 7,600 10, 230 1,685 18.7 .58 9,150 11,400 12,560 1,610 .68
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H
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Table I.

—

Cross-bending strength

Kame. Locality.

Moisture over 35 per cent.

fl-d

^ o
I

a'^

Sacat

.

Ipll-

C
Average

Tarlac < Maximum..
IMinimum..

rAmbosCama-(^;^^^f^^~::

Do-

Do-

Dungon-,

Do-

Do.b.

Malasantol

.

Supa_

Do.

Balacat.

Macaasim.^

Calantas..

Do.

Tindalo

Do

\ rines.

Mindoro..

Palawan

.

Ambos Cama
. rines.

Masbate _

Mindanao _

iMinimum __

(Average—
J Maximum.

I Minimum

-

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

(Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum .

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum.

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum _

.do.

Tayabas _

(Lamao Forest
< Reserve, Ba-
l taan.

Tarlac _

(Average
Maximum.
Minimum.

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum _

[Average
^Maximum.
IMinimum.

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

(Average
Maximum.
Minimum

.

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

(Average
Maximum^,
Minimum ..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

V rines.
iMlnimum ..

H

H
H
H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H
H
H
H

55.2
82.6
35.3

52.7
76.1
36.1

63.1
106
35.6

52.2
60.1
46.6

42.2
66.4
35.2

36.3
37.2
35.6

49.4
81.6
35.5

66.2
84.6
35.4

37.3
40.8
35.6

38.7
46.7
35.1

56.1
86
45.7

45.4
59.8
36.5

68.4
87.9
36.3

76.4
94
61

67.3
67
38

40.4
44.6
35.8

44.7
55
37.7

0.60
.657
.478

.79

.872

.68

.67

.77

.56

.807

.867

.75

.824

.895

.723

.827

.845

.816

.668

.707

.636

.633

.689

.673

.692

.61

.755

.843

.70

.517

.67

.478

.66

.62

.615

.695

.734

.667

.357

.379

.336

.611

.54

.492

.747

.77

.734

.808

.86

.757

5,800
7,740
2,250

4,360
5, 620
2,670

5,450
9, 150
1,480

9,170
12, 220
2,110

5,660
7,880
1,410

4,730
4,920
4,360

4,620
5,900
2,810

4,600
6,330
2,810

6,410
8,440
4,920

4,890
6,720
2,810

6,120
6,190
4,220

6,210
6,330
3,620

4,370
8,440
1,646

8,000
3,949
1,970

3,660
6,620
2,110

8,090
9,140
6,330

7,070
10,400
6,350

7,050
9,000
2,810

6,690
9,420
5,620

7,430
10, 820
2,050

11,210
13, 750
2,810

7,400
9,570
2,540

6,420
7,030
5,620

5,740
6,890
4,150

6,480
7,380
5,280

8,180
8,870
7,180

7,170
8,920
4,920

6,280
6,750
6,780

6,200
7,390
3,940

6,120
8,790
3,650

4,240
4, 920
8,100

4,900
6,180
8,020

10, 770
11, 940
8,430

9,005
12,400
5, 350

9,300
12, 450
3,120

7,960
11, 680
5,620

9,410
13,640
2, 050

13, 520
17, 000
6,330

11, 770
14, 980
4,370

10, 250
11, 400
8,640

7,870
9,520
5,510

8,690
10, 040
5,870

10,050
11, 150
8,630

8,700
10,600
6,490

8,640
9,200
7,730

7,780
9,370
4,790

8,660
10, 880
6,180

6,650
6,600
4,400

6,260
7,950
3,060

15,000
16, 980
12,300

11,330
14,200
8,600

* The apparent elastic limit was used in order to compare tests of native woods with
similar tests of American woods. See table of tests, pp. 233, 234.

^ This is not the wood commonly known as dungon, but is often sold under that name.
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Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.
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1,710
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.70
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14
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34.6
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.788

.83
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5,580
7,730
3,520

6,640
9,420
5,070

7,900
12, 600
5,620

1,470
1,730
1,260 V

18.1
19.6
16

.816

.99

.713

6,000
7,580
4,780

6,440
7,740
4,780

6,980
9,040
4,780

1,383
1,630
1,180 H

.792

.99

.68

2
34.5
34.5
34.4

.743

.77

.717

7,530
7,740
7,320

9,520
9,700
9,350

13, 040
13,520
12,560

1,750
1,840
1,660

46
.673
.77
.66

)

-I

.807

.867

.75
J

Uo
26.4
33.9
20

.878

.924

.788

6,870
9,850
3,800

8,940
11,400
5,910

18, 510
16, 900
7,900

1,947
2,260
1,240

[26

11.6
17.6
6.5

.845

.985

.796

10, 160
14,760
5,770

13,460
18,300
7,180

17,110
22, 700
9,770

2,209
2,500
1,500

72
.857
.985
.723

!-!
30.1
34.5
26.3

.854

.89

.822

4,960
6,830
3,620

6,910
8,440
4,220

10,600
13,150
7,260

1,442
1,900
1,050

\

"i

.85

.89

.816

H 30.7
31.9
29.5

.685

.69

.68

5,060
5,200
4, 920

6,540
7,040
6,050

9,070
9,200
8,940

1,525
1,530
1,520

23
.669
.707
.636

M 26.8
27.1
25.6

.663

.68

.646

6,840
6,330
5,350

7,180
7,600
6,760

10,310
10,550
10,080

1,595
1,610
1,580 H

12.1
18.2
6.3

.694

.712

.66

5,760
7,730
3,520

7,630
9,000
4,220

10,880
13,540
4,800

1,754
2,290
1,320 H

.646

.712

.608

W 29.3
34.4
20

.711

.835

.644

7,360
11,250
4,220

10,070
12,660
7,450

12,390
16,450
9,140

1,907
2,870
1,370 H

14.5
19.7
10.2

.722

.808

.625

10,060
15,500
7,040

11,670
16,800
7,730

13,100
16,850
7,810

1,863
2, 280
1,475

46|

.711

.835

.61

H 30.1
34
26.6

.827

.955

.712

5,280
9,250
1,680

7,520
11,010
2,410

9,050
13,220
3,230

1,510
1,930
750

I

i
.813
.955
.701

9
.517
.57
.478

I'l

26.6
30
24.1

.579

.602

.561

6,710
6,330
3,800

6,060
8,090
4,220

7,010
10,000
4,690

1,204
1,310
1,110

32
10.4
18.7
2.6

.589

.66

.54

6,050
8,440
4,220

7,600
11,250
4,670

8,270
11,720
4,670

1,271
1,520
1,080 H

.678

.66

.615

H 26.7
30.4
23

.77

.81

.734

5,200
5,910
8,870

8,130
10,400
6,330

10,560
13,130
8,940

1,778
1,950
1,630 I'l

16.7
19.1
12.8

.79

.82

.76

6,260
8,450
3,240

9,650
11,980
6,690

11,010
13,240
7,750

1,825
2,030
1,630 H

.717

.82

.667

•1

11.1
14.6
8.6

.363

.37

.366

6,300
6,320
4,220

7,260
8,160
6,320

8,980
9,300
8,670

1,255
1,340
1,160 "1

.358

.379

.336I

8
28.9
34.5
23.7

.547

.583

.505

3,460
4,920
1,410

4,500
6,330
1,410

6,210
7,200
1,610

801
1,050
680 •1

.527
583
.492

4
28.9
85.5
23.3

.787

.864

.756

9,490
11,250
8,440

12,750
14,340
11,380

16,570
17,650
15,100

2,182
2,230
2,160

10
.763
864

1 .734

)•!
26.6
33.4
20.6

.802

.866

.72

6,800
9,710
2,890

7,470
11,250
2,890

8,680
12,830
3,030

1,446
1,580
1,180 !'l

19.5
19.6
19.6

.808

.808

.808

7,180
7,180
7,180

9,140
9,140
9,140

11,200
11,200
11,200

1,670
1,670
1,670 H

.806

.866

.72
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Table I.

—

Gross-bending strength

Name.

Tindalo_

Amugris

Do_

Acle_

Do

Betla

Do

BansalaKin

.

Palo Maria__

Batitinan...

Aransra

Banuyo

Red Lauan..

Palosapis—

Bialugay

Basalit

.

Liusin.

Moisture over 35 per cent.

Locality.

{Average—
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum _.

{Average—
Maximum,.
Minimum _.

{Average—
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average—
Maximum-
Minimum _.

{Average—
Maximum..
Minimum _.

I rmes. iMinimum..

H

H

Unknown
(Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum _

(Average „.
Maximum _

Minimum _

rAmbosCama- 1^11^*^^^"
\ rines.

1Minimum .

{Average—
Maximum..
Minimum _.

\ Negros. 1 Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

H
H
hi

H

H

H
I-

H
H
H

l-i

59
71.8
50.7

46.1
61.1
35.7

53.9
64.1
49.5

92.5
103
77

96.8
111
83.6

38.1
42.5
35.1

61.6
100
45

46.2
57.8
40

56
105
36.6

54.4
61.2
49.1

82
115
47.7

75.8
84
65

67.7
91
48

57.2
72
48.2

H
60.9
63
57.6

II

0.77
.813
.70

.692

.76

.621

.675

.753

.613

.632

.707

.579

.604

.553

.849

.882

.82

.725

.798

.615

.841

.883

.784

.623

.708

.488

.777

.795

.76

.522

.572

.455

.406

.43

.371

.399

.456

.343

.635

.713

.553

5,290
7,460
2,950

4,490
9,110
1,548

6,730
8,000
6,320

3,920
5,280
2,460

5,900
7,030
4,080

5,780
7,380
3,160

3,670
5,240
2,090

6,820
8,440
3,800

5,840
8,790
2,950

4,540
5,620
2,540

2,900
5,070
1,400

4,040
4, 920
2,110

4,070
4,920
3,510

4,780
6, 680
2,810

5,430
7,720
2,390

OS d <D

7,690
9,480
4,500

6,800
9,300
3, 520

8,020
8,850
6,880

6,000
7,730
4,780

7,010
8,720
4,670

8,460
10, 130
6,330

5,620
7,750
2,830

9,420
10,550
7,310

7,040
9,500
4,080

6,350
7,600
4,080

4,170
6,880
2,860

4,690
5, 620
2,250

5,320
6, 330
3,510

6,930
8,570
5, 200

8,120
10,200
5,900

-3 oJ

Q'O*? CO

(1

. ^
•s^

CO

u:'0 .

3 Ac
P o u
•VCuG

11,200
13, 240
8,420

9,780
12, 670
5,630

11,040
11,680
9, 620

7,270
8,920
5,250

9,080
11,560
5,810

11,910
13,680
10,010

7,450
9,340
3,660

11,740
14, 150
9,510

12, 450
5,500

9,320
10,600
5,900

5,140
7,390
4,080

7,100
7,900
2,610

6,760
8,300
3,510

10,280
12, 700
6,900

11,360
14,150
7,160

• The apparent elastic limit was used in order to compare tests of native woods with
similar tests of American woods. See table of tests, pp. 233, 234.
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of Philippine timber—Continued.

Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.
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si

III
fei
lis

22

1
o

1

1
2
a

1

iS2

m Hi

22

3o2

ill

O J

H
22.5
24.6
20.3

0.785
.788
.784

6,370
7,020
5,340

8,160
8,300
8,080

9,050
10,000
8,080

1,273
1,320
1,180 H

18.9
19.9
17.7

0.766
.808
.68

5,990
7,450
4,920

8,220
9,770
7,170

8,920
11,020
7,680

1,180
1,870

950 H
0.772
.818
.68

I'l

33.6
33.6
33.6

.75

.75

.75

5,620
5,620
5,620

8,590
8,590
8,590

12,050
12,050
12,050

1,760
1,760
1,760 !- 32

.694

.76

.621

8J

.675

.768

.613

6.

27.9
34.5
21

.635

.67

.607

5,630
6,330
4,640

6,830
8,870
5,340

7,550
9,750
5,980

1,138
1,210
1,060 ![

15.7
15.7
15.7

.684

.684

.684

3,660
3,660
3,660

4,920
4,920
4,920

5,400
5,400
5,400

880
880
880

2o|
.635
.707
.598

6
.579
604
.658

H 31.8
34.4
27.1

.86

.886

.82

4,930
7,380
2,110

8,090
10,550
5,380

10,850
14,060
7,030

1,593
1,950
1,080

20
.856
.886
.82

I'i

34
84
34

.806

.806

.806

4,190
4,190
4,190

5,660
5,660
5,660

7,580
7,580
7,580

2,020
2,020
2,020

31
.728
806

i .616

l'{

33.3
33.3
33.8

.88

.88

.88

6,750
6,750
6,750

7,030
7,030
7,030

7,740
7,740
7,740

1,740
1,740
1,740

6
15.5
17
14.3

.87

.905

.85

8,670
10,250
6,330

11,870
13,350
8,780

14,480
18,200
12,400

2,311
2,530
2,100 H

.85

.905

.784

1
24

.623
708

.488

4.

5
6.2
4.1

.836

.85

.821

6,850
8,860
4,920

8,400
11,100
6,770

9,630
12,300
7,030

1,655
1,910
1,450 H

.795

.85

.76

m 31.4
34.8
29.3

.826

.796

7,970
10, 200
4,790

11,070
12, 660
8,860

13, 440
16,900
10,300

2,061
2,350
1,740 H

5.6
7.6
2.9

.882

.942

.832

12,530
16,880
7,740

16,230
21,350
9,850

17,920
24,460
11,630

2,419
2,800
2,000 W

.859

.942

.796

\ i

29.3
29.3
29.3

.52

.52

.52

4,220
4,220
4, 220

5,340
5,340
5,340

5,940
5,940
5,940

1,105
1,105
1,105 H

17
18.9
13.4

,538
.546
.523

4,030
5,200
2.810

5,530
6,040
5,200

6,000
6,270
6,800

1,070
1,105
1,000 H

.525

.572

.455

) •i

.406

.43

.871

""' 20
.899
456
.343

- 7
22.4
26.4
21

.656

.693

.625

5,790
6,900
3,800

7,530
8,080
6,900

10, 530
11,740
8,850

1,732
2,150
1,530 H

12

19.8
7.5

.686
,75
.62

7,730
9,850
4,090

11,220
14,900
6,810

13,980
19,830
10,040

1,788
2,180
1,480

40
.658
.75
.553

'{
26.4
50.2
22

.901

.995

.742

9,990
13,350
7,030

11,420
15,480
7,460

14,050
18, 720
8,770

2,120
2,480
1,240

•1
12.4
19.2
9

.839

.87

.807

8,010
12,650
4,080

10,260
13,980
4,220

11,310
15,820
6,310

1,837
2,270
1,120

39
.872
.995
.742

"i

.71
,78
.70
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Table I.

—

Gross-hending strength

Name.

Lumbayao —

Agoho

Do_.

Do

Mangachapuy..,

Do

Dao_.

Cupangr .

Locality.

[Basil an Is- (Average
land, Moro < Maximum..

[ Province. IMinimum _.

(Average
Tarlac < Maximum,.

(Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

(Average.
_ Fdo < Maximum.
iMinimum _

{Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

Moisture over 35 per cent.

H

H

37.1
38.7
35.5

45.9
57.4
35.4

51.3
69
36.2

[Average
Mindoro < Maximum..

[Minimum ..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _. H

96.2
129
69

0. 545
.56
.53

.704

.762

.62

.59

.622

.55

» a o)

CO

n H ir

'-' ^ u

:2 1' ^

5, 620 6, 460
6, 740 6, 890
4, 500 6, 040

8,400
11,820
1,970

6,070
7,880
3,240

.285 2,460
3,380
1,410

9,730
13, 220
2,670

7,430
8,290
5,620

t»'o
.

7,790
8,060
7,620

11, 920
15, 950
3,160

8,600
10,320
7,020

3,090
3,940
2,250

3,580
4,530
2,560

1,160
1,210
1,110

1,696
2,050

870

1,528
1,710
1,260

779
1,100

160

a The apparent elastic limit was used in order to compare tests of native woods with
similar tests of American woods. See table of tests, pp. 233, 234.
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Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.

w

u

1

1

3o|

"S

»-«

•1

26.1
33.9
20.5

>>

o

^ .

11

1

If.

«!!
1.1 £

".si

-M OQ

Pi

.III
:5

Modulus

of

elasticity

(1,000

pounds

per

square

inch). 1
o

o

a

"A

B
o

O

u
o

1

II

ill

II i

0) q

lis

III

2J2

•si
in

o52 ill

1
o

%
a
p

1

0.552
.603
.483

6, 550
8,870
3,510

7,620
10,000
4,150

10, 090
12, 180
4,430

1,416
1,630
950 H

12.7
19.5
5.3

0.584
.671
.53

7,800
10, 140
4,220

9,110
12, 380
4,220

11,390
14,920
7,810

1,570
1,870
1,340

•54

28]

15|

4]

14|

2

0.565
.671
.488

.704

.762

.62

.854
905H

26
34.2
20

.854

.905

.80

6, 620
9,000
4,080

8,240
10, 980
5,630

11,730
16, 100
8,370

1,775
2,130
1,420 )

4J

17.6
19.7
16

.942

.954

.93

8, 620
9,150
7,740

11, 290
12, 670
10,280

14, 600
15,420
14, 250

1,970
2,160
1,630

.80

.942

.954

.93

.59

.622

.55

.725
75

1--
1

14

2

30.8
34.8
23.5

32.

6

84
31

. 725

.75

.708

.631

.633

.63

9,030
10,400
3,240

6,890
6,600
6,190

10, 780
11,960
4,220

7,230
8,150
6,320

14, 190
16, 450
5,830

8,550
9,440
7,660

1,715
2,030

920

1,740
1,740
1,740

.7t)8

.631
633

) .63

.285

.368

.259
1 T"T'--\
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Table II.

—

Compressive strength along

Name.

Lauan_

Do.

Almon

Apltong _

Do™

Do-.

Guijo-

Do-.

Molaye _

Do._

YacaL..

.

Locality.

Narra

Do

Tansruile.

Do

Tanguile-balakbakan.

Sacat

Do

Mindanao-
(Average ..—
Maximum _

Minimum_-

Zambales-.

Occidental Negros.

Mindanao _

Zambales-.

Occidental Negros.

(Average
Maximum-
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum _

Minimum __

{Average
Maximum _

Minimum __

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum.-
Minimum __

(Average
Maximum-
Minimum .

Mindoro-

Ipll-

Near Laguna de Bay.

Ambos Camarines __.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

_do-

!

Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

[Average...
-< Maximum.
(Minimum .

Near Laguna de Bay

Cagayan.

Unknown

.

(Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

[Average
._< Maximum..
IMinimum ..

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

Zambales.
{Average
Maximum.
Minimum .

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum ..

Bataan.

Tarlac>

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

(Average
Maximum-
Minimum ..

Moisture over 35 per cent.

Num-
ber of
tests.

67

70

84

20

98

78

50

18

18

28

36

Moisture
(per

cent).

52.4
73
38.4

59.5
76
35.2

57.6
71.0
46.1

53
71.8
36

53.4
93
46.4

93.2

4L8
59.6

55.7
79.6
40.9

46.4
66
37

50.5
6L5
40.3

46.7
75
38.6

77.7
93
66.5

55.9
75.5
35.5

40.5
47.4
35.2

44.1
58.6
35.6

56.4
59.5
49.3

49.8
53.8
46.2

53.1
89.7
35.2

52.9
78.7
43.5

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

0.444
.485
.408

.478

.529

.412

.464

.52

.378

.617

.715

.56

.679

.721

.588

.564

.581

.55

.675

.73

.629

.697

.806

.596

.772

.85

.69

.784

.822

.712

.828

.85

.77

.563

.69

.535

.619

.68

.482

.53

.565

.47

.46

.54

.405

.509

.53

.479

.561

.585

.54

.60

.657

.478

.796

.872

.714
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the grain of Philippine timber.

1

j
Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per c(3nt.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Total
numbe
of tests

139

.

Number
of tests.

Moisture
(per

cent).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Number
of tests.

Moisture
(per

cent).

, Specific
' gravity

of dry
wood.

Specific
gravity

^ of dry
wood,

all tests.

40
f

30.5
35

1 25

0.44
.47

.40

4,040
4,550
3,470 1

"
r 12.4

{ 19.4
I 3.3

0.458
.488
.404

6,180
9,270
4,730

If
0.448

\l .488
i .40

70
f .470

{ . 529

I .412

34
( .464
< .52

I .378

1
"

r 27.2
34

I 20

.711

.825

.664

6,740
6,770
4,740

28
( 14.4

{ 19.4
I 7.8

.688

. 735

.618

7, 250
9,400
5,270

150
( .645
I . 826
I .56

2
1 15.

2

15.2

I 15.

2

.93

.93

.93

4,190
4, 220
4, 160

62
( .687

{ .93
I .588

> 20
f

.564

{ .581
I .55

I 24
f 28.8

35

I 23.2

.719

.76

.673

•6,160

7, 220
4,900

I 36
( 14.

6

19.8

I 7.

5

.748

.82

.68

7,940
11,400
3, 980 1

""

98

f
.708

{ .82
I .629

f
.697
806

j 1 .' 596

20

1

f 29.7
I 34. f)

I 20.

2

.794

.858

.725

7,080
8,800
6,100

17
f

12.7
18.8

I 5.2

.818

.88

.728

8,330
10, 300
6,800

115

50

1
.788

\ .88

I .69

( ,784

\ .822
.712

94
f 29.5

35
( 21.8

.832

.94

.76

8,340
9,510
6,250

I 29
f 13.4

18.1

I 10.7

.849

.90

.814

9,220
11,280
7,580

157

20

f ,843
.94

I .76

f
.563

' 69

1 !535

[
18

f
28.5
34.2

I 21.

1

.534

.77

.438

5,290
7,000
4,160

24
[

7.5
9.7

I 4.8

.484

.531

.384

6,740
8,600
4,540

60
( .54

.77

.384

22
f

30.6
35

I 27.2

.485

.52

.355

5, 030
5, 450
3,752

32
f

13.

7

19.9
8.8

.424

.58

. 376

5,230
6, 521
3,825

72
f .469

.58

.355

38
9.6

19.2
1.7

.535

. 606

.478

6,900
8,670
4,L50

92
f .491

,606
I .405

28
f .5oy

53
.479

1

i

14
r .561

686
.*54

22
26.6
84.8
20

.592

.677

.485

5, 500
5, 910
3,990 j

38
12.4
19.7
4.2

.661

.70

.601

7,140
9.020
4,970

134
,616
.70
.478

30
25.9
31.7
21.6

.779

.855

.68

6,250 )

7,600
,

4,280 !

16
17.7
19.9
14.8

.807

.99

.713

6,570
8,020
3,650 , H

.792

.99

.68

140866- -15
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Table IT.

—

Compressive strength along the

Name.

Ipil-

Do-.

Dungon

.

Do_.

Do*.

Malasantol

.

Supa .

Do...

Balacat..

Do_

Locality.

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum.-
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _..

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum__
Minimum __

(Average
Maximum-
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum-.
Minimum _.

(Average
Maximum-
Minimum —

fLamao Fore.t Re- (^;«™Sf„-„-
{ serve, Bataar,. t^iSmumi:

(Average
Maximum-,
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum-.
Minimum -.

{Average
Maximum-.
Minimum _.

Moisture over 35 per cent.

Num-
ber of
tests.

Do-

Tindalo .

f Average

-

Do_

Mindoro niaxinium_
IMinimum _

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum _

{Average—
Maximuni_
Minimum -

Do
;
Masbate-

Amu^is ; Mindoro..

Do-

I

Average
Maximum__
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum —

{Average
Maximum-.
Minimum _.

Acle. _
(Average
Maximum-.
Minimum _.

'27

» This is not the wood commonly known as dungon, but is often sold under that name.

40

10

Moisture
(per
cent).

11

CO. 4

89
37.

5

51. 4

61.2
44.8

44.1
58
37.1

86.9
37.5
36.2

50.7
82
35.5

64.4
86
37.4

36.^
36

41.6
35.1

52. 6

61.6
39.5

44.7
63
36.8

63.9
81.5
35.2

77.3
89.6
62.9

57.3
64.7
46

41.9
44.8

43.9
58.

1

37

56. 7

70.1
50.7

45. 2

57.

8

36

54.1
61. 6

48.

1

84. 5
101
39. 2

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

0. 666
.75
.56

.807

.867

.846

.723

.825

.84

.816

.669

.707

.636

.631

.68

.608

.677

.692

. 644

.746

.855

.70

. 517

.57

.478

.56

.62

.515

.703

.81

.667

. 357

.379

.336

.51

.54

.492

.747

.77

.734

.80

.86

.72

.77
-.813

.70

.692

.76

. 621

. 753

.613

. 631

.707

. 598
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grain of Philippine timber—Continued.

Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.

Total
number
of tests.

Number
of tests.

Moisture
(per
cent).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Number
of tests.

Moisture
(per
cent).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood,

all test«.

4
f 82.5

{ 33.4
31.5

0.77
.77
.77

6,030
6,470
5,580

2
f

19.8
I 19.8

19.8

0.77
.77
.77

6,540
6,570
6,510

90

79

{ 0.678
.77

[ .56

( .807
< 867

I :76

54
f 25.2

\ 34

I 20

.88

.985

.788

6,440
7,970
4,050 1 ^^

( 10.7

1 16.4
[ 8

.839

.882

.796

9,420
11, 970
6,410

108
f .858

{ .986
I .723

40
f

29.5

\ 34.8

I 25.1

.854

.89

.822

4,690
6,670
3,460

)

46
f

.86
89

I .816

6
( 32.6

35

I 29

.67

.69

.657

4,600
5,200
4,090

44
r .669
< 707

I '.686

1
'

f 30.7
I 34.3

I 27.2

.684

.689

.679

4,840
5,040
4,660

10
f

13.5
17.1

1 10

.694

.712

.66

6,580
8,040
6,140

64
f .646

.712
I .608

1

« f
30.2
33.4

1 26

.711

.835

.61

7,100
8,510
6,790

42
( 14.5

{ 19.5
I 8.3

.713

.808

.625

8,700
10,340
7,046

1
92

( .711

{ .886
1 .61

1
112

f 28.3
34.7
22.5

.819

.955

.712

5,980
7,700
4,000

122
f

.818
< .965

I .70

16
( .617
\ .67

J I .478

12
f 24.9

1 30.7

1 20

.588

.66

.561

4,650
5,320
3,770

66
f

9.8

\ 19.2

I 2.2

.587

.638

.54

5,530
7,590
4,020

118
( .678

{ .66
I .615

10
( 26.2

30.5
20

.776

.78

.774

5,880
6,600
4,960

6
( 17.1

18 .

I 15.7

.798

.82

.76

6,860
7,650
5,980

92
( .717

{ .82

I .667

8
( 9.7

12.8

I 7.1

.363

.37

.355

4,420
4,830
8,230

36
f

.858

.879

I .336

12
( 26.

3

{ 32.2

I 23.8

.537

.583

.505

3,820
4,320
3,860

6
( 12.5

{ 19.1

I 9.1

.557

.573

.531

3,620
4,360
2,890

86
{ .527

{ .683
I .492

) '

f 28.

8

\ 32A
I 23.6

.787

.864

.756

8,770
9,680
6,890

20
f

.763

.864
I .734

1

'
r 27.

4

i
32.

7

I 22.5

.806

.866

.742

7,310
9,040
3,530

6
f 16.9

17.6
15.7

.819

.83

.802

7,710
8, 650
7,040

55
f

.805

.866
I .72

8
r 22

23

I 20.1

.753

.788

.68

6,340
7,350
5,150

8
f

18.6
19.4
16.9

.794

.808

.784

6,780
7,660
5,950

86
f .772

.813

I .68

6
( 32.

9

34.8

I 30

.707

.75

.641

4,920
6,140
3, 980

I 60
f

.693
{ 76

J I .621

14
f .676

.753

.618

10
( 30.2

84

I 26

.647

.684

.607

5,050
6,820
4,400

I 87
.685
.707

3 I .698
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Table II.

—

Compressive strength along the

Acle.

.

Betla .

Do-

Bansalasrin

Locality,

{Average
Maximum
Minimum

j
Average __

Tayabas \ Maximura__
{ Minimum __

f Average __

J Maximum
(Minimum __

[Average
imum__
lum

\.mbos Camariues-

Unknown _

Palo Maria i
Zambales_.

Batitinan-

Aranga_

Banuyo-.

Red I>auan.

Palosapis..

Malusray.

.

Sasalit.

Liusin-

Lumbayao..

Agoho_.

Do-.

Do-^

Mangachapuy-.

Dao_

Copang..

Unknown _

Ambos Camarines-

f Average
._< Maximv
iMinimu

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum ._

{Average
.-< Maximum..
(Minimum _.

f \verage
<^
Maximum..
(Minimum _.

Moisture over 35 per cent.

Num-
ber of
tests.

Masbate_
j
Average

.{ Maximum..
(Minimum..

(Average
Occidental Negros < Maximum..

(Minimum __

(Average
Laguna I Maximum..

(Minimum _.

f Average
Mindoro I Maximum..

(Minimum __

(Average
Zambales /Maximum..

(Minimum __

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum ._

I province, (Minimum __

(A-
M
iM

Average
Tarlac { Maximum..

Minimum ._

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

(Average '

Maximum..!
Minimum

Palawan maximum.
(Minimum

.

(Average

12

40

18

30

40

56

Moisture
(per

cent).

94.9
106
81

38.2
42.7
31.6

59.

5

79.3
42.8

43
53.6
35.1

50.2
103
35.1

54.9
61.6
48.5

77.9
110
35.3

76.9
92.3
63

63.5
85.4
44.1

55.8
70.8
46.6

60.9
63
67.6

41.2
r>i). 4

35. 3

46.2
62.

7

35.4

93
128
59.8

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

0.579
.604
.553

.854

.882

.82

.725

.798

.615

.841

.88

.784

.618

.704

.488

.777

.795

.76

.527

.572

.46

.406

.43

.371

.343

.635

.713

. 553

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

. 725

. 7G2

.02

.602

.633

.55

.285

.368

.259
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grain of Philippine timher—Continued.

Moisture 20 to 35 per cent. Moisture under 20 per cent.

Total
number
of tests.

Number
of tests.

Moisture |P^;

cent).
-ll

Mfic
nty
Irv
0(1.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Number
of tests.

Moisture
(per
cent).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds
per

square
inch).

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood,

all tests.

I 12
( 0. 679
< .604

1 I .663

!
"

(81.5
34.8

I 28.3

857
886
82

6,410
7,330
5,000

I 88
f .856
\ .886

J I .82

2
( 84

34

I 34

806
806
806

4,410
4,540
4,290

62
r .728

.806

I .615

2
( 82.8

\ 32.8

I 32.

8

883
883
883

7,140
7,310
6,980 1 ^^

f 14.5

\ 16.5

I 12.1

0.87
.905
.85

8,630
9,560
7,800

48
.85
.906
.784

1 ^

f 34.2
85

I 33.4

674
708
64

5,720
6,240
5,340

42
( . 623

.708

I .488

1 8
f 6

5.6
4.4

.836

.85

.821

9,290
10,640
7,190 I

»
( . 795

. 85

J ( .76

36
f 31.2

34.5
27.7

820
86
796

8,020
8,730
6,840 I "

r 4.9
6.4

I 3.4

.882

.942

.832

12,420
14, 920
9, 290 t

- f
.859

I . 942

I .796

1
'

r 24.2
\ 28

I 20.5

50
546
455

3,990
4,470
3,400

4
15.5

{ 17.8

I 13.3

.534

. 545

.523

4,150
4,470
3,530

1
»

28

f . 525

\ .bT2
. 455

r . 406

I .43

I .371

1--- 40
f .399

{ . 456

I .343

j
..

{ 22.

1

85.

9

1 20

666
71

625

5, 740

7, 270
5,160

1
26

( 11.2

{ 18.8
I 7.4

.683

.75

.62

8,080
10, 930
4,830

I 78
f

. 658

.75

I .558

42
[ 25.

7

8i. 1

[ 21.

5

89
984
742

9,290
11, 890
6,600

1
34

f 11.3

\ 15.8
1 8.7

.849

.995

.815

9,100
11, 180
6,400 1

» f
. 872

< 9*^5

I
.' 742

8
( -71

.73

.70

64
f 25.

2

31.

5

1 20.1

551
603
483

5,480
6,390
4, 520

1
52

( 12.5
19.7

I 5.3

.58

.671

.53

6, 410
8,100
3,550

1
106

56

( . 565
.671
.483

f ,725
.762

\ .62

36
1 27

34.8
20.4

8o8
94
78

5,770
7,770
4,330

I 36
( .858
I .94

r 1 .78

8
( 18.3

{ 19.6

i 17.6

.909

.954

.93

7,370
8, 580
5,010 1

f
.909

\ .954

I .93

26
( 29.6

\ 33.1

I 24.9

726
75
51

7,730
8, 280
6,950

\ 26
( .726

\ .75

J 1 .51

14
r .602

{ .633

J I .65

\ 26
f .285

.368
]

I .259
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Table III.—Shearing strength along the grain of Philippine timber,

[Results averaged regardless of moisture content.]

Lauan.

Almon_

Apitong

.

Do-.

Do_

Guijo_.

Do-

Molave _

Do-

Yacal..

Narra-.

Do .

Nanie

Tangruile—

Do-

Tanguile-balakbaTcan..-

Sacatw..

Do-

Ipll-

Locality.

Mindanao _

Zambales-,

Occidental Negros-.

Mindanao _

Zambales-.

Occidental Negros .

Ambos Camarincs _

Mindoro-.

Near Laguna de Bay

.

{Average
Maximum—
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum —

fAverage
.•| Maximum—

IMinimum

-

(Average
_ ^ Maximum-.

(Minimum

-

(Average
'' Maximum-.
I Minimum _.

( Average
' Maximum—
(Minimum-.

( Average
_ <^
.Maximum-.

IMinimum-

( Average
{
Maximum-

{ Minimum _.

( Average
_< Maximum-.

[ Minimum _.

Ambos Camarines-.

-do-

Near Laguna de Bay_.

Cagayan

Unknown .

Zambales,.

Occidental Negros_.

rLamao Forest Reserve, Ba-
t taan.

Tarlac-

Ambos Camarines . ,.

r Average—
.. I Maximum-.

[ Minimum -.

( Average „_
.<Maximum-

[ Minimum _

f Average ___
A Maximum-

i Minimum _

fAverage—
.. < Maximum-
(Minimum _

f .\verage
; Maximum-
V Minimum -

( .\verage__-
< Maximum-
1 .Minimum _

( Average ___
< .Maximum.
I .Minimum -

[Average—
I Maximum-
I Minimum _

f Average ___
I Maximum-
I .Minimum _

f Average ___
JMaximum-

lMinimum _

Num-
ber of
tests.

142

69

150

20

110

1

"

59

I

»

26

1

"

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

0. 'i46

.488

.40

.478

. 529

.412

.464

.52

.378

.645

.825

.56

.687

.93

.588

.564

.581

.708

.82

.629

.697

.784

.88

.69

.784

.825

.716

.843

.94

.563

.59

. 535

.54

.'384

.471

.58

.355

.491

. 606

.405

. 509

. 53

.479

. 561

. 585

.54

.616

.70

.478

.793 !

.99

.68 I

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

904
1,810
458
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Table III.

—

Shearing strength along the grain of Philippine timber—Continued.

[Results averaged regardless of moisture content.]

Name. Locality.

Ipil_

Do_,

Dungon

.

Do-

Do.*.

Malasantol .

Supa .

Do_.

Balacat-

Do..

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum __
Minimum _

f Average ___
Ambos Camarines < Maximum.

IMinimum.

{Average
Maximum__
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum-
Minimum __

{Average.^
Maximum-
Minimum

[Average
_do •{Maximum.-

IMinimum _.

(Average
Tayabas I Maximum..

I Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum

[Average
Unknown 1 Maximum..

I Minimum __

Calantas
|

Albay .

Do
;

Mindoro-

Tindalo.

Do_.

Do.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average ...
Maximum.
Minimum _

[Average
Unknown } Maximum..

[Minimum..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum __

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum __

Amugis ; Mindoro..
{Average
Maximum..
Minimum ..

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

• This is not the wood commonly known as dungon but is often

Num-
ber of
tests.

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

(
„ [ 0.673

.77

I .56

948
1,445
410

80
[ .807

i
.867

I .75

753
1,226

525

98
[ .852

{ .985
I .723

1, 253
1,854
672

(
„ ( .85

{ .89
I .816

1,298
1,560
925

I 44
[ .669

{ ,707
I .636

855
1,102

563

54
f .646

{ .712
I .608

720
1,110
409

1
..

[ .71
.835

I .61

898
1,480
620

118
[ .813

.955
I .70

852
1,380
293

1

''
[ .517

.57
I .478

486
638
300

> 117
[ . 578
I ,66
I .515

692
1,281
253

1

- [ .717

{ .82
i .667

916
1,390
376

\ 34
[ .358
< .379
I .336

526
870
289

1

» [ .527
I .583
I .492

778
1,049
455

20
[ .763

\ .864
.734

1,004
1,460
685

56
[ .805

,866
1 .72

911
1,507
299

36
[ ,772
I .813
i .68

905
1,226
496

60
[ .692

{ .75
I .621

824
1,762
396

14
f .675

{ .753
I .613

851
1,107
641

sold under that name.
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Table III.—Shearing strength along the grain of Philippine timber—Continued.

[Results averaged regardless of moisture content.]

Acle-.

Do

Do-

Bansalagin

Palo Maria _

Batitinan-_

Aranga_.

Banuyo_.

Red Lauan _

Palosapis ^

Malugay-

Sasalit _

Lumbayao._

Locality.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average ___
Maximum.
Minimum _

Zambalcs ._

.

Tayabas..
{Average —

-

Ma.ximinn.
Minimum ..

(Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

Num-
ber of
tests.

3G

verage
Unknown \ Maximum..

'^[inimum _.

(Av
^Ma
[Mi

[Average
Zambales

^ Maximum..
(Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

Ambos Camarines.

.

Masbate

Occidental Negn .s .

Laguna

rAverage
{Maximum..
IMinimum _.

(Average
Maxiniuni_.
.Minimum _,

{Average
Maximum.^
Minimum ..

[Average
)

.< Maximum.. >

IMinimum __ j

(Average
Maximum,.
Minimum ..

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

{Average
Maximum..
Minimum _.

/Basilan Island, Moro Prov-
(Average ....

\ ince. maximum..
IMmimum..

j

Stress at
Specific ! rupture
gravity

|

(pounds
of dry 1 per
wood,

j
square

I

inch).

0.63
.707

.579

.604

.553

. 856

.886

.82

.728

. 806

.615

.85

. 905

.623

.708

.488

.795

.85

.76

.863

. 942

. 796

. 525

.406

.43

.371

. 399

. 456

.343

.553 !

.872 i

.995

.742

. 565

.671

.483
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Table IV.

—

Summary of mechanical tests on thirty-two species of American
woods.

[From Tables I, II, IV, V, and VI, Circular No. 15, Division of Forestry, United States

Department of Agriculture.]

Kind of wood.

Specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

Fiber
stress at
relative
(appar-

ent) elas-
tic limit
(pounds
per

square
inch).

Modulus
of rup-
ture

(pounds
per

square
inch).

Modulus
of elas-
ticity

(1,000
pounds
per

square
inch).

Stress at
rupture
com-

pression
along

the grain
(pounds

per
square
inch).

Stress at
rupture
shearingr
along

the grain;
not re-

duced for
moisture
(pounds
per

square
inch).

Reduced to 15 per cent moisture.

Longleaf pine 0.61
.63
.51
.53

.38

.50

.44

.46

.37

.51

.80

.74

.80

.74

.73

.73

.72

.73

.72

.73

.81

.85

.73

.77

.78

.78

.89

.54

.74

.62

.62

.69

8,500
9,500
7,200
8,200

6,400
7,700
8,400
6.600
5,800
6.400
9,600
7,500
8.400
7,600
9,200
9,400
8,100
8,800
7,400
8.600
11,200
11.700
9.800

11, 100
9.300

11. 500
12, 600
7.300
8,000
7.900
8.900
7.800

10, 900
11,900
9.200

10, 100

7,900
9.100
10.000
7.900
6,300
7.900

13, 100
11, 300
12.300
11. 500
11.400
13. 100
10.800
12.400
10, 400
12. 000
16.000
15. 200
12. 500
15, 000
12.500
15,300
18,700
10,300
13. 500
10. 800
11. 600
9.500

1,890
2,300
1,600
1,950

1,390
1,620
1,640
1,290
910

1,680
2,090
1,620
2.030
1.610
1,970
1,860
1,740
2,000
1.750
1,930
2.390
2.320
2.080
2.280
1.940
2,530
2,730
1.540
1,700
1,640
2, ('50

1,700

6,900
7.900
5,900
6,500

5.400
6,700
7,300
6,000
5,200
5.700
8.500
7,300
7,100
7,400
7,200
8.100
7.300
7.800
7, 200
7,700
9,500

10, 100
8.400
9,600
8,800
9.100

10. 900
6,500
8,000
7,200
8.000
7,100

700

Cuban pine 700

Shortleaf pine 700
Loblolly pine _. -. 700

Reduced to 12 per cent moisture.

White pine. 400
Red pine . 500

Spruce pine 800

Bald cypress
W^hite cedar

500
400

Douglas spruce* (Oregon pine)
White oak. ._. . _ ..

500
1.000

Overcup oak 1,000
Postoak 1,100

Cow oak 900

Red oak ... 1,100

Texan oak 900

Yellow oak 1,100
Water oak 1,100

Willow oak 900

Spanish oak . 900

Shagbark hickory . ._ .. 1,100

Mockernut hickory 1,100
Water hickory. .. .. 1,000

Bitternut hickory 1,000

Nutmeg hickory 1,100

Pecan hickory . 1,200
Pignut hickory
White elm

1,200
800

1,300

White ash 1,100

Green ash _. ._ 1,000

Sweet gum 800

Actual test on "dry" matrial not reduced for moisture.
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Table V."

—

Comparison of selected Philippine, Borneo, and American woods.

Name.

Aranga
Billian (Borneo iron-
wood) .

Pignut hickory
Dungon
Yacal
Merabau (Borneo ipil).

White oak
Molave
Guijo
Salangan batu (Bor-
neo yacal)

.

Apitong-...
Longleaf pine
Ipil

Lauan
Oregon pine
California redwood

Locality.

Philippine Islands-
Borneo

United States
Philippine Islands.

do
Borneo
United States
Philippine Islands.

do
Borneo

Compression
along the grain.

Aver-
age
per
cent
mois-
ture.

Philippine Islands-
United States
Philippine Islands-

do
United States

do

4.9
22.5

12

10.7
13.4
21
12
12.7
14.6
27.6

14.4
15
17.7
12.4
12
18.3

Average
stress at
rupture
(pounds

per
square
inch).

12, 420
11, 290

10, 900
9,420
9.220
9,035
8,500
8,330
7,940
7,420

7,250
6,900
6,570
6,180
5,700
5,560

Cross-bending.

Aver-
age
per
cent
mois-
ture.

5.6
22.6

12

11.6
15.6
21
12
10.4
13.7
27.6

14
15
18.1
10.4
12

12.3

Average
modulus
of rup-
ture

(pounds
per

square
inch).

17, 920
19. 660

18, 700
17, 110
15, 690
18, 830
13, 100
8,580

15, 150
12,325

11, 620
10,900
6,980
9,760
7,900
9,110

Average
modulus
of elas-
ticity

(1,000
pounds
per

square
inch).

2,419
2.384

2,730
2,209
2, 583
2,505
2,090
1,614
2,158
2,027

2,144
1,890
1.383
1,653
1,680
1,320

Aver-
age

specific
gravity
of dry
wood.

0.859
.96

.78

.857

.843

.966

.80

.785

.708

.689

.645

.61

.792

.446

.51

.445

« Table VI of the original report.



Appendix II.—Shipping Weiglits.^

In preparing the following table the air-dry weight was taken as the

weight of the wood in its driest air-seasoned condition. Thoroughly
air-dried wood has a moisture content ranging from 7 per cent to as
high as 17 per cent of the weight of the same wood oven-dried. The
weights here given were obtained by assuming that thoroughly air-

dry wood contains 15 per cent of moisture, the corresponding increase

being added to the specific gravity as obtained from oven-dried specimens.

Very little wood comes to Manila air-dry, so that probably all the maximum
weights and almost certainly all the minimum weights in the table will

be lower than those of commercial lumber.

Where but one figure is given in a column, only a single specimen was
tested.

Air-dry or shipping weight of forty-two woods.

Name of wood.
Per 1, 000 feet B. M. Pounds

per cubic
foot.

Kilos per

Kil03. Pounds.
cubic
meter.

Agroho 1, 720-2, 668
1, 536-1, 964
1, 023-1, 439
1, 702-2, 478
1, 527-2, 833
2, 208-2, 615
1,430-1,831

1,291
1,527

2, 176-2, 513
1, 263-1, 775

2,053
2, 110-2, 386
1, 708-2, 459

932-1, 619
1,959

720-1,022
1,749-1,834
1, 765-2. 735
1,654-2,277
1, 555-2, 751
1,605-2,308

1,463

1, 028-1, 194
909-1, 157

1,945-2,027
1,340-1,862
1, 853-2, 277
1,687-1,978
1, 536-2, 082

3,316
1,527-2,082
1,916-2,443
1,061-2,375

1,999
1,023-1,591
1, 326-1, 945
2,060-2,764
1,694-2,653

986-1, 683
1. 888-2, 405
2, 150-2, 610

3, 785-5, 869
3, 380-4, 320
2,250-3,166
3,748-5,452
3,359-5,667
4,859-5,753
3, 146-4, 029

2,840
2,359

4, 787-5, 529
2, 778-3, 904

4,517
4, 642-5, 250
3, 758-5. 410
2,052-3,562

4,309
1,584-2,248
3, 847-4, 034
3, 884-6, 018
3,639-5,010
3, 421-6, 053
3,530-5,078

3,219

2,262-2,627
1,999-2,245
4,278--4,460

2,949-4,096
4, 076-5, 010
3, 712-4, 351
3,380-4,580

7,295
3, 359-4, 580
4,216-5,374
2,333-4,750

• 4,398
2,250-3,500
2.918-4,278
4, 533-6, 080
3,728-5,836
2,169-3,703
4,154-5,291
4,730-5,742

46-70
41-52
27-38
45-67
40-68
59-69
38-46

34
40

58-67
33-47

54
56-63
4&-65
25-43

44
19-27
46-48
47-72
44-60
41-73
43-61

39

27-32
24-31
51-54
35-49
49-60
45-52
41-55

89
40-55
51-67
28-57

58
27-42
35-51
53-73
45-70
26-45
50-64
56-69

736-1, 120
656- 832Acle

Almon .- . _ 432- 608
Amugis 720-1, 072

640-1, 088
944-1, 104

Apitongr
Aranga
Balacat.-_
Balingrhasay _

608- 736
644

Bangkal 640
Bansalagin _ 928-1 042
Banuyo.- .. .

Batete
528- 752

864
Batitinan 896-1, 008
Betis 720-1, 040
Calantas 400- 688
Catmon 704
Cupang _. 304- 432
Dao 736- 788
Dungon 752-1, 152
Guijo 704- 960
Ipil 656-1, 168
Kamatog __ 688- 976
Lanutan 624
Lauan:

Red... _._. .. . 432- 512
White _. 384- 496

Liusin _ .. . . 816- 864
Lumbayao 5«0- 784
Macaasim 784- 960
Malasantol 720- 832
Malugay 656- 880
Mancono . __ 1,424
Mangachapuy 640- 880
Molave _. 816-1, 042
Narra __ . 448- 912
Pahutan 848
Palosapis ._ 432- 672
Sacat 560- 816
Sasalit.__ 848-1, 168
Supa 720-1, 120
Tanguile... 416- 720
Tindalo .. 800-1, 024
Yacal.- 896-1, 104

* Practically all the data are from tests made by Dr. F. W. Foxworthy.
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Appendix IIL—Grading Rules.*

PROPOSED GRADING RULES APPLYING TO THE PURCHASE
AND SALE OF NATIVE LUMBER BY ALL DEPARTMENTS OF
THE PHILIPPINE GOVERNMENT,

I. INTRODUCTION.

The following grading rules shall be applied in the inspection of all

native lumber sold, purchased or used by any department of the Philip-

pine Government; they shall also govern the inspection of any lumber

sold by local dealers for export or for local use, if such lumber, by the

terms of the contract, is to be inspected by an official inspector furnished

by the Government of the Philippines. In such cases, copies of these

rules will be supplied to both contracting parties. In case foreign pur-

chasers wish to make special stipulations for grading lumber which is

to be put to uses requiring special qualifications, provided such stipula-

tions are agreed to by the local dealers furnishing the lumber and provided

the Bureau of Forestry finds nothing unreasonable in them, the official

inspectors shall be guided by these stipulations in making their inspections.

In such cases, the conditions of the contract must be clearly understood

between the three interested parties, that is, the two contracting parties

and the Bureau of Forestry, before the latter will authorize any inspection.

For the present, such inspections will be made only at or near Manila; for

points other than Manila an inspector may be detailed in special cases,

provided one is available.

The exact grade must be specified in every contract, order or requisi-

tion for lumber. Such terms as "first-class lumber" have no specific

meaning and no attention will be paid to them. If no grade as defined

in the following rules is specified, the purchaser or requisitioner will

have no recourse but to accept lumber as furnished, provided it be not of

a grade lower than merchantable or, if tongue-and-groved or rustic, not

lower than common.
Lumber in the rough must be accepted as graded and not subject to

any change of grade resulting from milling or other causes subsequent

to inspection.

II. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

Standard sizes.—The English system of measurement will be used in

all transactions in manufactured lumber.

Note.—Dimensions should be indicated as follows : First, thickness

in inches; second, width in inches; third, length in feet. Example:
2 in.xlS in.x22 ft. or 2"xl8"x22'. When it is understood that

all dimensions are given in this order, the abbreviations or signs

for the words "inches'^ and "feet" are frequently omitted, thus:

2x18x22, also written 2x18—22.

The following are to be considered standard sizes and to such the rules

will be applied strictly. Lumber of extraordinary lengths and widths for

* For the origin and object of these grading rules, see Part I, p. 16.
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special uses will be inspected largely with a view to its fitness for the use

for which it is intended;

1"X4", 6", 10", 12" -10' to 24'.

2"X3", 4", 8", 10", 12"—10' to 24'.

3"x4", 6", 8", 10", 12"—12' to 32'.

4"X4", 6", 8", 10", 12"—12' to 32'.

6"X6'\ 8", 10", 12"—12' to 36'.

8"X8", 10", 12"—12' to 36'.

10"XlO", 12"—12' to 36'.

12" X 12"—12' to 36'.

It is understood that these sizes apply to unseasoned lumber and are

subject to a certain amount of shrinkage in the process of seasoning.

In all lumber under 1 inch in thickness, each square foot of surface is

counted as 1 board foot; in lumber over 1 inch in thickness, the measure-

ment in board feet is the actual volume of the piece.

Surfaced lumber in sizes less than 4 inches in thickness is finished i inch

less than the nominal size for each side surfaced, except for 1, H and

1^ inch stock, which, surfaced on both sides, is reduced to W^q inch,

1^16 and 1%6 inch, respectively. In sizes 4 inches and over in thickness,

J inch less than the nominal size for each side surfaced is allowed.

Tongue-and-grooved stuff, ship-lap, and rustic siding are finished: In 4

inch widths or less, i inch less than nominal width and i inch less than

nominal thickness; 6 and 8 inch widths, I inch less than nominal width.

Tongue-and-groove and rustic are usually surfaced on one side only; when
surfaced two sides on special order, they will be 4 inch less than nominal

thickness.

When ordering lumber full dimension after surfacing, it is understood

that the nearest stock size or such sizes as will cut with the least possible

waste in order to furnish the dimensions ordered, will be charged for;

furthermore, if by the terms of a contract fuU dimensions in the rough
are stipulated, no allowance for shrinkage or scant dimensions will be made.

Moldings made from standard sizes or rough stock will run about % inch

less in width and thickness than the nominal rough size.

An inspector cannot be held responsible for the degree of seasoning of

any lot of lumber, as no superficial examination can determine the amount
of moisture in timber ; nor can he be held responsible for shrinkage, splitting,

or checking due to seasoning subsequent to inspection.

Torn and slivered grain in finished lumber, caused by planing, will re-

duce lumber one grade regardless of all other qualifications.

When any species of wood named ^ in Classes A, B, and C is intended

to be used for some purpose other than those indicated in the names of

the classes, it will be graded according to the rules of the class to which
it is transferred.

In interpreting the grading rules, the appendix shall guide the inspector

in applying the rules to any given species, the notes in the appendix being

in the nature of modifications intended to facilitate or regulate the applica-

tion of the rules to a given species according to its individual peculiarities.

in. DEFINITIONS.

The following terms, where used in the rules and appendix, will be un-

derstood as here defined.

* Originally a list of names was given with each class, the list being based on the commonest
use of each species, but these lists were considered to be too inelastic ; the class in which a
species is included, for purposes of grading, is determined in each individual case by the use
for which the lot in question is intended.
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Checks (or heart cracks),—Cracks passing radially through or near the

heart of the log and sometimes extending to the outside; in sawn timber

not always to be distinguished from shakes and splits.

Corner.—One of the angles dividing the edges and faces of a board or

two surfaces of a dimension timber.

Edge.—The narrow surfaces of a board.

Face.—In rough boards, or in boards surfaced on both sides, either of

the two broad surfaces of a board; but when only one side is surfaced,

"face" is understood to mean the surfaced side.

Heart cracks.— (See Checks.)

Knots.—A round knot is one which is sawn through at right angles or

nearly so, showing as a circle or oval on the surface.

A spike knot is one which is sawn through lengthwise, showing as a

more or less broad streak across the surface.

Mill run.—Lumber as sawn from logs, without grading, but excluding

slabs.

Pinholes.—Holes made by small boring beetles, usually about the diameter

of the head of a common pin.

Pitch pockets and pitch seams.—Cavities caused by knots, shakes, checks,

etc., more or less completely filled with resin.

Random lengths.—This expression means that a lot of lumber may con-

sist of any and all standard lengths at the option of the seller; in addition,

odd lengths may be admitted when explicitly stated in contract.

Random widths.—^^Has the same application as Random lengths.

Sapwood.—Sound sapwood is sapwood free of wormholes, rot, and

checks.

Bright sapwood is sound sapwood free of any stain or discoloration, it

being understood that superficial discoloration caused by exposure, and

which can be removed by one cut of the planer, is not considered a defect.

Season checks (or surface checks.)—Superficial cracks caused by
shrinkage of timber on the surface, due to rapid drying, especially when
fresh sawn lumber is exposed to the weather.

Shakes.—Circular cracks sometimes existing in the living tree, some-

times caused by shocks received in felling; they may sometimes plainly

appear as shakes in the savm lumber, but sometimes are not to be distin-

guished from checks and splits, according to the way the lumber is sawn
from the log.

Splits.—Cracks in the ends of boards or dimension timbers, caused

by rapid drying at the ends, or by rough usage in milling and transporting.

Surface.—Any side of a dimension timber.

Surface checks.— (See Season checks.)

Wane.—A beveled edge of a board or plank as sawn from an unsquared

log, the bevel being caused by the curvature of the log.

Wormholes.—Holes ranging from I to h inch.

IV. ABBREVIATIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS IN COMMON USE.

S 1 S.—Surfaced—that is, machine planed on one side; always un-

derstood, in any lumber not of square cross section, to mean one of the

two broad faces.

S 1 S 2 E.—Surfaced on one face and two edges.

S 2 S.—Surfaced on two sides; always understood to mean the two

broad faces.

S 2 S 1 E.—Surfaced on two faces and one edge.

S Jt S.—Surfaced on four sides.
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S 1 E.—Surfaced on one edge.

5^ 2 E.—Surfaced on both edges.

S 1 S 1 E.—Surfaced on one face and one edge.

T & G.—Tongue and grooved (understood in practice to be S 1 S).

T & G, S 2 S.—Tongue and grooved and surfaced both sides.

T & G & B.—Tongue and grooved and beaded; the bead is made on
the tongued edge and a chamfer on the grooved edge to meet bead of next

piece; understood to be surfaced and beaded one side only.

T & G & By S 2 S.—Tongue and grooved and beaded one* side, opposite

side surfaced.

T & G & B 2 S,—Tongue and grooved and beaded, and surfaced both

sides.

T & Gy B & C B.—Tongue and grooved, beaded, and center beaded;

understood to be S 1 S ; further operations are indicated as for T & G & B.

VB.—V-beaded, that is chamfered along both edges to form a V-groove.

B. M.—Board measure; example: 2,600 feet B. M.
Lin, ft.—Lineal feet of length, regardless of width and thickness.

Sup. Ft.—Superficial feet, that is square feet of surface regardless of

thickness.

M.—One thousand (understood to mean 1,000 board feet, or 1,000 feet

B. M.)
V. GRADING RULES.

Class A.

—

Light construction timbers.

Clear.—Shall be sound lumber well sawn on at least three sides, free

of wane, large or loose round knots, of spike knots, rot or dry rot, and of

pinholes, wormholes, and shakes or checks when shown on more than

one side, except in lumber 2 inches or less in thickness, which must be free

of shakes or checks on both faces.

Clear lumber will allow:

1. In 2 inches or less in thickness: Bright sapwood showing only on

one face and one edge, and not exceeding 10 per cent of the area of the

face; pinholes showing on one face only not exceeding six to the square

foot; sound round knots not over 1 inch in diameter and far enough

apart to cut 3 feet clear between any two knots; splits not to exceed

1 foot in length in 16-foot boards, other lengths in proportion; variations

in sawing not to exceed Viq inch per inch of thickness nor % inch

per foot of width; superficial season checks, unless sufficiently severe to

impair strength or appearance of the piece, not to be considered a defect.

2. Over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood on any two faces not to

exceed 10 per cent of the area of two adjoining surfaces affected; pin-

holes on two adjoining surfaces; sound round knots as in 2 inch lumber;

variations as in 2 inch lumber; superficial season checks as in 2 inch

lumber.

Select.—Shall be sound lumber, well sawn, free of loose or rotten round

knots, of spike knots, rot or dry rot, and of sapwood, shakes, checks, and
splits, except as specified below.

Select lumber will allow:

1. In lumber 2 inches or less in thickness: Sound sapwood on both

faces not to exceed 20 per cent of the area of one face and 10 per cent

of one edge; pinholes not to be considered a defect unless so numerous

as to affect seriously the strength or appearance of the piece; sound

round knots not over 2 inches in diameter; wane on one corner only, not

to exceed l^ inch in width nor % of the length of the piece; splits as in
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"Clear;" variations in sawing not to exceed V^q inch per inch of thickness

nor Ys inch per foot of width; superficial season checks as in "Clear."

2. Over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood not to exceed 20 per cent

of the cross section of the piece; sound round knots or sound spike

knots of any size, except if so situated as to impair the strength of the

piece; wane on not more than two corners, not exceeding 1 inch in width

on any face nor one-sixth the length of the piece; variations in sawing not

to exceed % inch per 2 inches of thickness (under no circumstances to

exceed % inch), or % inch per 12 inches of width; shakes or checks if

not showing on more than one face nor more than 1 inch in depth; splits

as in "Clear;" pinholes and superficial season checks not considered defects,

unless seriously impairing strength or appearance of piece.

Merchantable.—Shall be sound lumber, free from defects not specified

below, and suitable for general ordinary construction. In this grade

mixed species will be admitted, provided the order, contract, or requisition

states nothing to the contrary and provided there is no admixture of

species inferior in strength or durability, or different in color from the

ordinary kinds of lauan.

Merchantable lumber will allow:

1. In 2 inches or less in thickness: Sound sapwood without limit; sound
knots of any size; shakes or checks if not large enough to impair seriously

the strength of the piece; wane on not more than two corners, not exceed-

ing 1% inches in width on any one face, nor exceeding one fourth the

length of the piece; splits not to exceed l^io the length of the piece; pin-

holes or wormholes, if not sufficiently numerous to impair seriouly the

strength of the piece; variations in sawing as in "Select."

2. More than 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood without limit; sound
knots of any size; shakes or checks not extending clear through the piece

and not affecting seriously its strength; wane as in 2-inch lumber; splits

as in 2-inch lumber; pinholes or wormholes as in 2-inch lumber; varia-

tions in sawing as in ^'Select."

Common,—Same as in Class B.

Class B.—Strong construction timber.

Clear.—Shall be sound lumber, well sawn on at least three sides, free

of wane, large or loose round knots and spike knots, rot or dry rot, and of

pinholes, wormholes, shakes, and checks when shown on more than one
side, except in lumber 2 inches or less in thickness, which shall be free of

shakes or checks on both faces.

Clear lumber will allow:

1. In lumber 2 inches or less in thickness: bright sapwood showing on
only one face and one edge and not exceeding 10 per cent of the area of

the face; pinholes showing on one face and not exceeding six to the

square foot; sound round knots not over 1 inch in diameter and far enough
apart to cut 3 feet clear between any two knots; splits not to exceed 1

foot in length in 16-foot boards, other lengths in proportion; variations

in sawing not to exceed Viq of an inch per inch of thickness nor % inch

per foot of width; superficial season checks, unless sufficiently severe to

impair materially the strength or appearance of the piece.

2. In lumber over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood on any two
adjoining surfaces not to exceed 10 per cent of the area of the faces
affected (except as specified for certain species in appendix)

; pinholes

on two faces; wormholes on two faces, not to exceed six to every square
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foot of surface of faces affected (except as specified for certain species

in appendix) ; sound round knots as in 2-inch lumber; variations in sawing
as in 2-inch lumber except as in appendix; season checks as in 2-inch

lumber.

Select.—Shall be sound lumber, well sawn, free of loose or rotten round
knots, or spike knots, of rot or dry rot, and of sapwood, shakes or checks,

except as specified below.

Select lumber will allow:

1. In lumber 2 inches or less in thickness: bright sapwood showing on
only one face and one edge and not exceeding 10 per cent of the area of

the face; pinholes showing on one face and not exceeding six to the

square foot; if pinholes and sapwood are both present, these defects

shall be confined to the same side (see appendix)
;
pinholes unless materi-

ally affecting the strength or appearance of the piece on one side only;

sound round knots not over 2 inches in diameter; wane on one corner, not

to exceed % inch in width nor one-sixth of the length of the piece (except

as specified in appendix) ; splits as in "Clear;" variations in sawing not

to exceed Ys inch per inch of thickness (in no case to exceed ^^ inch) nor

^4 inch per 12 inches of width; superficial season checks as in "Clear."

2. In lumber over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood not to exceed

20 per cent of the cross section of the piece (except as specified in ap-

pendix) ; sound round or spike knots; wane on two corners, not exceeding

1 inch in width on any face nor % the length of the piece (except as in

appendix) ; variations in sawing not to exceed Ys inch per 2 inches of

thickness (in no case to exceed Y2 inch) or % inch per 12 inches of width;

shakes or checks if not showing on more than one face nor more than
1 inch in depth; splits as in "Clears;" pinholes and superficial season

checks if not materially impairing the strength or appearance of the piece.

Merchantable,—Merchantable lumber shall be sound, free from defects

not specified below and suitable for general strong construction.

Merchantable lumber will allow:

1. In lumber of 2 inches or less in thickness: Sapwood without limit

except as in appendix; sound knots as in Class A; shakes or checks

as in Class A, except as in appendix; wane as in Class A, except as in

appendix; splits as in Class A; pinholes and wormholes as in Class A,
except as in appendix; variations in sawing as in Class A.

2. Over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood as in Class A, except as

in appendix; knots, shakes or checks as in Class A; wane, splits and pin-

holes, or wormholes as in 2-inch lumber ; variations in sawing as in Class A.

Common.—Any lumber not coming up to requirements of merchantable,

but still fit for rough or temporary construction purposes, box lumber, form
lumber, etc.

Class C.—Furniture and interior finish woods.

Clear.—Shall be sound lumber, well sawn on at least three sides, free

of wane (except as in 2), of loose or rotten knots, rot or dry rot, and of

pinholes, wormholes, shakes, and checks showing on more than one side,

except in lumber 2 inches or less in thickness, which shall be free of shakes

and checks on both faces.

Clear lumber will allow:

1. In 2 inches or less in thickness: No sapwood in any species having
sapwood distinctly inferior to heartwood (see appendix) ; no pinholes; no
wormholes; sound round knots not exceeding 1 inch in diameter and not

140866 16
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to exceed one to every 4 square feet of surface, except clusters of sound

small knots which are allowed without limit, provided they do not affect

the strength of the piece; splits not to exceed 1 inch in length to each foot

of length of the piece; no wane; variations in sawing not to exceed Yiq inch

per inch of thickness nor % inch per foot of width; no shakes or heart-

checks; superficial season checks, unless sufficiently numerous or deep to

affect seriously the strength or appearance of the piece.

2. Over 2 inches in thickness : No sapwood in any species having sapwood
distinctly inferior to heartwood; pinholes or wormholes on one surface;

sound knots not exceeding V/i inches in diameter and clusters of small

knots, provided neither seriously impairs the strength of the piece; splits

not to exceed 1 inch in length to each foot of length of the piece; shakes

or heartchecks on one face, provided they do not extend through more than

one-fourth of the thickness nor more than one-eighth of the length of the

piece; variations in sawing not to exce^ed Viq inch per inch of thickness nor

%, inch per foot of width; superficial season checks as in 1-inch lumber;

wane on one edge only, not to exceed 1 inch in width on either surface

affected, nor one-fourth the length of the piece.

Selects,—Select lumber shall be sound, well sawn on at least three sides,

free of large, loose, or rotten knots, rot or dry rot, and of pinholes, worm-
holes, shakes and checks, except as specified below. It is understood that

one surface must be clear.

Select lumber will allow:

1. In 2 inches or under; sapwood on one face not to exceed 10 per cent

of the area of the face; pinholes or wormholes on one face only; sound

knots not exceeding 1% inches in diameter and clusters of small knots,

provided neither seriously impairs the strength of the piece; splits not to

exceed 1 inch in length for each foot of length of the piece; variations in

sawing not to exceed % inch per inch of thickness (in no case to exceed %
inch) nor % inch per foot of width; shakes or heartchecks on one«face only

not to exceed one-fourth of the thickness nor one-eighth of the length of the

piece; wane on one face only, not to exceed in width the thickness of the

piece, nor in length one-fourth the length of the piece; season checks on

both faces, if not sufficiently numerous or deep to affect seriously the

strength or appearance of the piece.

2. Over 2 inches in thickness: Sapwood on one edge and one face only,

not to exceed 10 per cent of the two surfaces affected; pinholes and worm-
holes on two adjacent surfaces; sound knots not to exceed 2 inches in

diameter; splits not to exceed 1 inch in length per foot of length of the

piece; shakes and heartchecks on two adjacent surfaces, provided they run

approximately parallel to the edges, and do not exceed one-fourth of the

thickness nor one-fourth of the length of the piece; wane on one edge only,

not to exceed 1% inches in width on either face affected, nor ^4 of the

length of the piece; variations in sawing not to exceed ^ic inch per inch

of thickness nor i/4 inch per foot of width.

Merchantable.—Merchantable lumber shall be sound, well sawn on three

sides, free from defects except as specified below.

Merchantable lumber will allow:

1. In 2 inches or less in thickness : Sound sapwood on one face only, not to

exceed 20 per cent of the area of the face; pinholes and wormholes on one

face; sound knots or clusters of small knots; shakes and heartchecks on one

face only; splits not to exceed 1 inch in length per foot of length of the

piece; wane on one edge only not to exceed one-fourth the width of the

piece nor one-third the length of the piece; superficial season checks not
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a defect; variations in sawing not to exceed Vh inch per inch in thickness

nor % inch per foot of width.

2. Over 2 inches in thickness: Sound sapwood on two sides not t6 exceed

20 per cent of either face (except as specified in appendix) ; sound knots

of any size, provided they do not materially impair the strength of the piece

;

shakes and checks, if approximately parallel to edges of piece and of a

depth not exceeding one-half its thickness; wane on not more than two
edges not to exceed in width one-fourth of any side affected; splits not to

exceed in length 1 inch for every foot of length of the piece; pinholes not

considered a defect; wormholes not considered a defect, unless so grouped

as to seriously impair the strength of the piece; variations in sawing not to

exceed H inch in the thickness nor % inch per foot of width (in no case to

exceed % inch).
VI. APPENDIX.

Agoho.—Sapwood practically same as heartwood; in large dimension

stuff especially, sapwood need not be considered in grading.

Acle.—Rules as to sapwood must be observed very strictly in grading acle.

Acleng-parang

.

—Same as acle.

Almon.—Sapwood not to be considered, except in "Clear" and "Select"

grades.

Alupag.—Sapwood of good quality, admissible without limit except in

"Clear" grade.

Amugis.—Rules as to sapwood to be applied strictly.

Anubing.—Rules as to sapwood to be applied very strictly.

Apitong.—^Rules as to sapwood to be applied very strictly only in "Clear"

and "Select".

Pitch pockets and pitch seams are very common in this wood. "Clear"

will not allow pitch pockets and pitch seams; "Select" will allow pitch

seams not over % inch wide, not over 6 inches long, not deeper than

one-fourth the thickness of the piece, and there shall not be more than

four such seams in a piece 16 feet in length. "Merchantable" will allow

pitch seams not over % inch wide, not longer than one-third of the length,

nor deeper than one-half the thickness of the piece. One such pitch seam
or its equivalent allowed in each piece, provided that such seam, or several

small seams, run approximately parallel to the edges of the piece.

Aranga.—Sapwood not a defect.

Bacauan.—Rules as to sapwood to be applied strictly.

Bansalagin.—Sapwood not a defect.

Banuyo.—Rules as to sapwood to be observed very strictly.

Batete.—Same as banuyo.

Baticulin.—Regulations regarding sapwood to be interpreted liberally,

except when uniformity of color is necessary.

Batino.—Sapwood not a defect.

Batitinan.—Regulations regarding sapwood to be observed strictly.

Betis.—Sapwood not a defect.

Binggas.—Sapwood not a defect.

Bitanhol.—Regulation regarding sapwood to be observed strictly.

Bolong-eta.—When used for ornamental furniture, inlaying, etc., sapwood
to be excluded strictly according to rules, unless explicitly admitted by
terms of requisition or contract; when used for construction, unlimited

sapwood not a defect.

Calamansanay.—Sapwood not a defect.

Calantas,—According to rule.

Calumpit.—According to rule.
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Camagon.—Same as bolong-eta.

Catmon.—Sapwood not a defect.

Dungon.—When used in contact with ground or much exposed to ele-

ments, rules regarding sapwood to be very strictly observed.

Dungon-late,—Same as dungon.

Ebony,—Black heartwood only to be admitted, unless terms of contract

or requisition explicitly admit sapwood.

Guijo,—According to rule.

Jpil.—Sapwood very perishable; rules to be observed very strictly.

Lanete,—Sapwood not a defect. This wood is much subject to staining.

Stained or "blued" wood not to be admitted in "Clear" or "Select".

Lauan, white,—According to rule.

Lauan, red,—This wood has often a very light, soft, and punky heart

which must be excluded from "Clear" and "Select," and from "Merchant-

able" in so far as it impairs perceptibly the strength of the piece. Sapwood
according to rule.

Lumbayao,—Same remarks as lauan, red.

Macaasim,—According to rule.

Malacadios,—Sapwood no defect, unless uniformity of color is desired.

Malugay,—Rules regarding sapwood to be observed strictly.

Mancono.—Sapwood so small as to be negligible.

Mangachapuy.—Rules in regard to sapwood to be strictly observed.

Molave,—In molave all lengths from 6 feet up will be considered stock

sizes. Molave being a tree with a generally short and very irregular trunk,

and the timber being most generally used for structural purpose, where
appearance is to be considered less than strength, the rules regarding wane
may be interpreted very liberally. The sapwood is small and but little

inferior to the heartwood and need not be considered in grading. Large
wormholes are common in molave, but generally very few in any one log;

if lumber is otherwise up to grade, large wormholes are not considered a
defect unless so grouped as materially to weaken the piece.

Narra.—All lengths from 6 feet up will be considered stock lengths.

Rules as to wane and sapwood are to be very strictly observed.

Nato,—Sapwood but little inferior to heartwood; rules to be interpreted

liberally.

Pagatpat,—Rules regarding sapwood to be observed strictly in "Clear"

and "Select."

Palomaria,—Rules regarding sapwood to be strictly observed.

Sasalit.—Sapwood small and scarcely inferior to heartwood.



Appendix IV —DURABILITY OP SAPWOOD.
Woods may roughly divided into three classes: (1) Durable woods

having a sapw^ood little if at all inferior to the heartwood, (2) durable
woods having a poor sapwood, and (3) woods in which neither heartwood
nor sapwood is durable. When used under severe conditions the choice

between including or discarding the sapwood is easy. In many species,

however, having sapwood that is readily attacked by decay under severe

conditions, it may yet be sufficiently resistant to insects when it is sea-

soned so that it can be used with perfect safety for interior trim, furniture,

cabinetwork, and tools or instruments; in short, for all purposes where
it is not exposed to contact with the earth or to the influence of the

weather. And finally there are many instances where the sapwood is

actually preferred to the heartwood or where it is desired to use the two
together. The sapwood of the camagons is preferable to the heartwood
for many kinds of tools and instruments on account of its greater tough-

ness and flexibility, while for cabinetwork species with strongly contrasting
heartwood and sapwood are often chosen for ornamental effects, and
for preservative treatment those species should be purposely chosen which
have a large and porous sapwood because it absorbs the creosote or other
preservatives more readily than does the denser heartwood.

In view of these considerations it is easily seen that to decide whether
sapwood should or should not be used no categorical classification of all

woods for all purposes is possible. It is believed that the following lists

will be of service to the average wood user in deciding the question in
many cases

:

I. General construction, posts, poles, sills, ties, all purposes where
wood is severely exposed:

SAPWOOD POOR.

Acle. Caiia-fistula. Narig.
Acleng-parang. Dalinsi. Narra.
Amamanit. Dao. Pagsahingin.
Amugis. Dungon. Palosapis.

Anislag. Himbabao. Sacat.

Antipolo. Ipil. Salingkugi.
Anubing. Kamatog. Talisay.

Apitong. Kariskis. Talisay-gubat.
Bahai. Kasai. Tamayuan.
The Bacauans. Kubi. Tanglin.
Balinghasay. Lamio. Tindalo.
Banuyo. Lumbayao. Toog.
Batete Madre-cacao. Unik.
Batitinan. Malambingan.
Calumpit. Malugay.

SAPWOOD FAIR.

Alintatatau. Catmon. Malapinggan.
Bakan. Guijo. Mangachapuy.
Banaba. Hambabalud. Manggis.
Bangkal. Kaburo. The Natos.
Bangulo. Kamingi. Pagatpat.
The Baticulins. Kato. Salakin.
Batukanag and all Lamog. Supa.

other Aglaias. Lanutan. Tuai.
Bitanhol. Macaasim. Urung.
Calamansanay. Malabunga. The Yacals.
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SAPWOOD LITTLE INFERIOR OR EQUAL TO HEAKTWOOD.

Agaru. Binukau and all other Miao.

Agoho. Garcinias. Molave.

Almaciga. Bulala. The Oaks.

Alupag. Guyungguyung and Palomaria.

Alupag-amo. other Cratoxylons. The Pototans

Aranga. Kayatau. Santol.

Banaui. Lago. Sasalit.

Bansalagin. Liusin. Sudiang.

Batino. Malabayabas. Tabau.

Bayok. Malacadios. Tambalau.

Betis. Malasantol. Tambulian.

Binggas. Mancono. Tucang-calao.

II. In the case of trees that have not a very durable heartwood nor,

on the other hand, a very large sapwood, the removal of the latter is a

matter of little importance, especially if the lumber is to be well painted,

treated with preservatives, or used for such purposes as foundation piling

where insects and fungi are excluded, or for temporary construction, con-

crete forms, etc., where cheapness is more important than durability.

Practically the only woods of this class that are sufficiently abundant

to be of any importance are the lauans

:

Almon.
Bagtican.

Danlig.

Kalunti.

Malaanonang.
Malakayan.
Mangasinoro.

Mayapis.

Red Lauan.

Tanguile.

Tiaong.

White Lauan.

When any of these are used for interior trim or furniture, the sap-

wood should be removed, as it is very liable to attacks of pin-hole and

shot-hole beetles, even when thoroughly seasoned.

III. Woods having strongly contrasted heartwood and sapwood, used for

ornamental purposes; the sapwood, though not durable under severe con-

ditions, is very rarely attacked by insects when seasoned. Such are:

Api-api.

Ata-ata.

Bolong-eta.

Camagon.

Dalinas.

Dugkatan.

Ebony.

Kamuning.

Kuyuskuyus.
Malatapai.

Pahutan.

Tamayuan.



GENERAL INDEX.

[Note.—The various uses of wood have not been separately indexed, as they are discussed

in alphabetical order in Part III, pages 59 to 83.]

Page.

Abbreviations, list of 87

A.ir-drying 39

Air-dry weight 22

Allardyce process 58

Appendixes 215

Bethell process 57

Bluing 33

Boilinj? process 57

Durnett process 57

Card process 57

Casehardening 31

Concessions 11

Cost of operations 12

Creosoting. {See Preservative treat-

ment. )

Crimp irons 35

Cross bending 23

Cross grain 20

Crushing across grain 23

Crushing parallel to grain 23

Decay of wood 32

Density of wood 18

Doty heart 20

Drying 28

Drying, benefits of 33

Durability classes 87

Durability of sapwood 245

Durability of treated and untreated

woods 55

Elasticity of wood 26

Elemi 128

Empty-cell processes 57

Enamels 49

Evaporation, rapidity of 29

Export trade 12

Felling _ 34

Fiber saturation point 28

Fillers 50

Flexibility of wood 26

Finishing 48

Forest charges 11

Forest, general description 11

French polishing 54

Full-cell creosote process 57

Girdling 28

Gluing, jointing and 48

Grading Rules 15, 236

Growth rings 20, 86

Hard tissue 84

Hardness of wood 27

Heartwood 18

Page.

Honeycombing 31

Identification, Methods of 84

Impregnation processes 56

Jointing and gluing 48

Kiln-drying 44

Labor 11

Licenses 11

Lowry process 57

Lumbering methods 11

Manila elemi 128

Markets 12

Mechanical properties of wood 21

Mechanical tests, tables of 216

Methods of Identification 84

"Miscellaneous lumber," explanation of

term 88

Moisture content of wood 21, 28

Moisture, effects of 28

Nonpressure processes 56

Oven-dry weight 22

Painting ends of logs 35

Paints 48

Paper pulp, material for 94

Pithrays 84

Plasticity of wood 27

Polishing 52

Pores 85

Preservative treatment 55

Pressure processes 57

Prices 14

Properties of Wood 17

Protective processes 55

Pulp manufacture, material for 94

Quartersawing 37

Resilience of wood 26

Ribbon grain 20

Ripple marks 86

Rot, wet and dry 33

Rubbing and Polishing 53

Rueping process 57

Rutgers process 57

Sapstain 33

Sapwood 18

Sapwood, durability of 245

Sawing 36

Seasoning 39

Seasoning logs 36

Seasoning, time required for 43

Shaping and surfacing 47

Shear across grain ~ 25

Shear along grain 24

247
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Page.

Shellac, formula for 53

Shellacking 53

Shipping weights 235

S-irons 35

Shrinkage 29

Soft tissue 84

Special pieces, care of 42

Species descriptions 87

Specific gravity of wood 22

Squaring logs 35

Stains 49

Staining 54

Stiffness of wood 25

Strength of wood 23

Structure of wood 18

Stumpage charges 11, 12

Surfacing, shaping arid 47

Tensile strength 25

Tests, tables of 216

Tissue, hard and soft 84

Toughness of wood 26

Transportation 12

Transportation of logs 34

Tyloses 85

Uses of woods 59

Varnish, applying 53

Varnishes — 52

Veneers 48

Water content of wood 21,28

Page.

Wax finishes 51

Weathering _, 33

Weight of wood ^ 22

Weights, air-dry 235

Wellhouse process 57

Wood:
Decay of 82

Density of 18

Elasticity of 26

Flexibility of 26

Hardness of 27

Mechanical properties of 21

Plasticity of 27

Properties of 17

Resilience of 26

Shrinkage of 29

Specific gravity of 22

Stiffness of 25

Strength of 23

Structure of 18

Toughness of 26

Water content of 21, 28

Weight of 22

Woods

:

Character of Philippine 46

Methods of identification of 84

Uses of 84

Working and finishing 46
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[Synonyms in itaUcs.l;

Page.

A.denanthera intermedia Merr 116

Agathis alba Foxw 89

Aglaia badia Merr 131

bicolor Merr 131

clarkii Merr 131

diffusa Merr 131

elaeagnoides Benth 132

everettii Merr 132

harmsiana Perk 132

laevigata Merr 132

llanosiana C. DC 132

luzoniensis Merr. & Rolfe 132

multifoliola Merr 133

turczaninowii C. DC 133

Alangiaceae 192

Alangium brachyanthum Merr 193

longiflorum Merr 193

meyeri Merr 193

salviifolium Wang 193

Albizzia acle Merr 116

lebbeck Benth 117

marginata Merr 117

procera Benth 117

retusa Benth 118

saponaria Bl 118

scandens Merr 116

Aleurites moluccana Willd 139

trisperma Bleo 139

Allaeanthus glaber Warl5 100

luzonicus Vid 101

Alstonia macrophylla Wall 203

oblongifolia Merr , 203

parvifolia Merr 203

paucinervia Merr 203

scholaris R. Br 203

Anacardiaceae 142

Alphonsea 106

Alyxia 205

Amoora aherniana Merr 133

Anisoptera brunnea Foxw 163

curtisii Dyer 163

thurifera Bl 163

Anonaceae 105

Aphanomyxis cumingiana Harms „. 133

Apocynaceae 202

Araliaceae ~. 192

Areca catechu L 95

Arenga saccharifera Labill 95

Artocarpus communis Forst 101

cumingiana Tree 101

integrifolia L. f 102

lamellosa Blco 102

lanceolata Tree 102

Page.

Artocarpus—Continued.

ovatifolia Merr 102

rubrovenia Warb 102

subrotundifolia Elm 103

superba Becc 103

treculiana Elm ,.. 103

Avicennia alba Bl 206

officinalis L 206

Azadirachta integrifoliola Merr 134

Bambusa blumeana Schultes f 91

vulgaris Schrad 92

Barringtonia asiatica Kurz 178

luzonensis Rolfe 179

racemosa Bl 179

reticulata Merr 179

revoluta Merr 179

speciosa Forst 178

Bassia betis Merr 194

ramiflora Merr 194

Beilschmiedia cairocan Vid 108

glomerata Merr 108

Bombacaceae 150

Bombax malabaricum DC 150

Bombycidendron campylosiphon Warb... 149

vidalianum Merr. & Rolfe 149

Bignoniaceae 210

Bischofia javanica Bl 139

Borraginaceae 205

Bruguiera caryophylloides Bl 180

eriopetala Lam 180

gymnorrhiza Lam 180

parviflora W. & A 181

Buchanania arborescens Bl 142

Burseraceae 128

Caesalpinia sappan L 118

Calamus 95

Calophyllum blancoi PI. & Tr 158

cumingii PI. & Tr 158

inophyllum L 158

whitfordii Merr 159

Canangium odoratum Baill 105

Canarium luzonicum A. Gray 128

villosum F.-Vill 128

Carallia integerrima DC 181

Cariniana pyriformis Miers 155

Cassia javanica L 119

fistula L. (footnote) 119

Casuarinaceae 97

Casuarina equisetifolia Forst 97

rumphiana Miq 98

sumatrana Miq. 98

Celtis luzonica Warb 100

philippinensis Blco 100
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Page.

Ceriops roxburghiana Arn 181

tagal C. H. Rob 181

Chloroxylon swietenia DC 135

Cinnamomum mercadoi Vid 108

mindanaense Elm 109

Cocos nucifera L 9C

plumosa Hook 96

Combretaceae 182

Cordia blancoi Vid 205

myxa L 205

subcordata Lam 206

Cratoxylon blancoi Bl 159

celebicum Bl 159

formosum Dyer 160

Cryptocarya bicolor Merr 109

Ctenolophon philippinensis Hall, f 127

Cumingia philippinensis Vid 151

Cyathocalyx globosus Merr 105

Cyclostemon bordenii Merr 141

grandifolius C. B. Rob 141

littoralis C. B. Rob 141

microphyllus Merr 141

Daemonorops 96

Datiscaceae 175

Dehaasia triandra Merr 109

Dendrocalamus latiflorus Munro 92

Dilleniaceae 156

Dillenia luzoniensis Merr 157

philippinensis Rolfe 157

reifferschiedia F.-Vill 157

Dinochloa scandens O. Ktze 93

Diospyros ahernii Merr 200

alvarezii Merr 200

buxifolia Hiern 201

camarinensis Merr 201

canomoi A. DC 201

copelandii Merr 199

curranii Merr 200

discolor Willd 199

foveo-reticulata Merr 200

maritima Bl 201

mindanaensis Merr 201

mirandae Merr 200

multiflora Blco 201

nitida Merr 201

philippinensis A. DC 201

pilosanthera Blco 200

plicata Merr 200

velascol Merr 201

whitfordii Merr 200

Dipterocarpaceae 162

Dipterocarpus afRnis Brand 164

grandiflorus Blco 164

hasseltii Bl 164

pilosus Roxb 164

speciosus Brand 164

vernicifluus Blco 165

Dolichandrone spathacea K. Sch 210

Dracontomelum cumingianum Baill 143

dao Merr. & Rolfe 143

Dryobalanops aromatica Gaertn. f 165

Duabanga moluccana Bl 177

Dysoxylum decandrum Merr 135

euphlebium Merr l35

turczaninowii C. DC 136

Ebenaceae 198

Endospermun peltatum Merr. 141

Page.

Erythrina indica Lam b^

Erythrophloeum densiflorum Merr 119

Eucalyptus naudiniana F. v. Muell 187

Eugenia benthami A. Gray 189

brevistylis C. B. Rob 189

calubcob C. B. Rob 189

clausa C. B. Rob 189

claviflora Roxb 189

costulata C. B. Rob 189

glaucicalyx Merr 189

jambolana Lam 189

longiflora F.-Vill 189

mananquil Blco : 190

saligna C. B. Rob 190

similis Merr 190

xanthophylla C. B. Rob 190

Euphorbiaceae 138

Euphoria cinerea Radlk 146

Eusideroxylon zwageri Teys. & Binn 110

Fagaceae 98

Fagraea fragrans Roxb 202

Ficus „ 103

Flacourtiaceae 174

Garcinia benthami Pierre 160

binucao Choisy 160

cumingiana Pierre 161

dulcis Kurz 161

eugeniaefolia Wall 161

venulosa Choisy 161

vidalii Merr 161

Garuga abilo Merr 129

clarkii Merr 129

littoralis Merr 129

Gigantochloa levis Merr 93

Gliricidia sepium Steud 120

Goniothalamus 106

Gramineae 90

Guttiferae 157

Gymnartocarpus woodii Merr 103

Heritiera littoralis Dry 151

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis L 74

tiliaceus L 150

Homalium bracteatum Benth 174

luzoniense F.-Vill 175

oblongifolium Merr 175

villarianum Vid 175

Hopea acuminata Merr 166

basilanica Foxw 165

foxworthyi Elm 166

philippinensis Dyer 165

pierrei Hance 166

plagata Vid 165

Illipe betis Merr _ 194

ramiflora Merr 194

Intsia acuminata Merr 120

bijuga O. Ktze 120

Isoptera borneensis Scheff 167

Kayea paniculata Merr 161

Kickxia -. 205

Kingiodendron alternifolium Merr 121

Knema heterophylla Warb 106

Koompassia excelsa Taub 121

Koordersiodendron pinnatum Merr 143

Kopsia 205

Korthalsia 96

Lagerstroemia piriformis Koehne 176

speciosa Pers 177
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Page.

Lecythidaceae 178

Leguminosae 115

Lepiniopsis 205

Linaceae 127

Litchi philippinensis Radlk 147

Litsea euplebia Merr Ill

fulva F.-Vill Ill

garciae Vid Ill

glutinosa C. B. Rob 110, 111

luzonica F.-Vill Ill

obtusata F.-Vill 110, 111

perrottetii F.-Vill 110,111

philippinensis Merr 112

tayabensis Elm 112

Livistona rotundifolia Mart 96

sp 97

Loganiaceae 202

Lumnitzera littorea Voigt 183

racemosa Willd 183

Lythraceae 176

Maba buxifolia Pers 201

Macaranga spp 60

Machilus philippinensis Merr 112

Malvaceae 149

Mangifera altissima Blco 144

indica L 145

monandra Merr 145

Meliaceae 130

Metroxylon rumphii Mart 97

Mimusops calophylloides Merr 195

elengi L 195

Mitrephora 106

Moraceae 100

Murraya exotica L 127

Myristicaceae 106

Myristica guatteriifolia A. DC 107

philippensis Lam 107

simiarum A. DC 107

Myrtaceae ,. 187

Nauclea bartlingii DC 213

bei-nardoi Merr 213

calycina Bartl 214

junghuhnii Merr 212

media Havil 214

orientalis L 212

philippinensis Vid 214

reticulata Havil 214

vidalii Elm 214

Neolitsea vidalii Merr 113

Neonauclea bartlingii Merr 213

bernardoi Merr 213

calycina Merr 214

media Merr 214

philippinensis Merr. 214

reticulata Merr 214

vidalii Merr 214

Nephelium mutabile Bl 147

Nothophoebe malabonga Merr 113

Octomeles sumatrana Miq 175

Olacaceae 104

Oncosperma filamentosum Bl 97

Ormosia calavensis Azaola 122

paniculata Merr 122

villamilii Merr 122

Orophea 106

Page.

Oroxylum indicum Vent 210

Palaquium ahernianum Merr 196

cuneatum Vid 196

foxworthyi Merr 196

gigantifolium Merr 196

luzoniense Vid 196

merrillii Dub 197

philippense C. B. Rob 197

tenuipetiolatum Merr 197

Pinaceae 89

Pahudia rhomboidea Prain 122

Palmae 94

Paralstonia clusiacea Baill 204

platyphylla Merr 204

Parashorea plicata Brand 167

Parinarium corymbosum Miq 114

laurinum A. Gray 114

Parishia malabog Merr 145

Parkia sherfeseei Merr 123

timoriana Merr 123

Pentacme contorta Merr. & Rolfe 168

Petersianthus quadrialatus Merr. (foot-

note) 186

Phaeanthus 106

Phoebe sterculioides Merr 113

Pinus insularis Endl 90

merkusii Jung. & de Vr 90

Planchonia spectabilis Merr 179

Polyalthia 106

Polyscias nodosa Seem 192

Pometia pinnata Forst 147

Popowia 106

Premna nauseosa Blco 207

Psidium guajava L 190

Pterocarpus bianco! Merr 124

echinatus Pers 124

indicus Willd 124

Pterocymbium macrocrater Warb 152

tinctorium Merr 152

Pterospermum diversifolium Bl 153

niveum Vid 153

obliquum Blco 153

Pygeum glandulosum Merr 115

preslii Merr 115

Quercus bennettii Miq 90

caudatifolia Merr 99

jordanae Lag 99

Ilanosii A, DC 99

luzoniensis Merr 99

ovalis Blco 99

soleriana Vid 99

Radermachera acuminata Merr 211

elmeri Merr 211

fenicis Merr 211

pinnata Seem 211

Rauv^rolfia 205

Rhamnaceae 148

Rhizophoraceae 179

Rhizophora conjugata L 182

mucronata Lam 182

Rosaceae 114

Rubiaceae 212

Rutaceae 127

Sageraea 106
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Page.

Sandoricum koetjape Merr 136

indicum Cav 136

vidalii Merr 136

Santiria nitida Merr 130

Sapindaceae 146

Sapotaceae 194

Sarcocephalus cordatus Miq 212

junghuhnii Miq 212

Saccopetalum 106

Schizostachyum acutiflorum Munro 93

dielsianum Merr 93

diffusum Merr 93

lumampao Merr 93

mucronatum Hack 93

Securinega flexuosa Muell.-Arg 141

Semecarpus cuneiformis Blco 146

perrottetii March 146

Shorea balangeran Dyer 168

eximia Scheflf 168

guiso Bl 169

malaanonan Bl 170

negrosensis Foxw 170

polysperma Merr 171

robusta Gaertn 169

squamata Dyer 171

teysmanniana Dyer 172

Sideroxylon duclitan Blco 197

ferrugineum Hook. & Arn 197

luzoniense Merr 198

macranthum Merr 198

Sindora inermis Merr 125

supa Merr 125

Sonneratia caseolaris Engl 178

pagatpat Blco 178

Sonneratiaceae 177

Sterculia blancoi Rolfe 164

crassiramea Merr 154

cuneata R. Br. 154

foetida L 154

luzonica Warb *.. 154

montana Merr 154

oblongata R. Br 154

philippinensis Merr 154

Sterculiaceae 151

Strombosia philippinensis Rolfe 104

Tabernaemontana 205

Tamarindus indica L 126

Page.

Tarrietia argyrodendron Benth 155

javanica Bl 155

sylvatica Merr 155

Taxotrophis ilicifolia Vid 103

Tectona grandis L. f 207

Terminalia blancoi Merr 187

calamansanai Rolfe 183

catappa L 184

comintana Merr 184

curranii Merr 187

darlingii Merr 187

edulis Blco 185

nitens Presl 185

oocarpa Merr 186

pellucida Presl 186

quadrialata Merr 186

Thespesia populnea Corr 150

Toona calantas Merr. & Rolfe 137

febrifuga Harms 137

paucijuga Merr 137

Trema amboinensis Bl 60

Trichadenia philippinensis Merr 175

Tristania decorticata Merr 191

littoralis Merr 191

sp 191

Ulmaceae 99

Vatica mangachapoi Blco 173

Verbenaceae 206

Vitex aherniana Merr 207

celebica Koord 208

longifolia Merr 208

parviflora Juss 208

pentaphylla Merr 209

philippinensis Merr 209

pubescens Vahl 209

turczaninowii Merr 209

Voacanga 205

Wallaceodendron celebicum Koord 126

Wrightia calycina A. DC 205

laniti Merr 205

Xanthostemon verdugonianus Naves 191

Xylocarpus granatum Koen 138

obovatus A. Juss 138

Xylopia 106

Zizyphus inermis Merr 149

trinervia DC 149

zonulata Blco 149



INDEX OF COMMON NAMES.

[Note.—Official names of tree species are printed in heavy type.]

Page.

Abang-abang 210

Abbihal 119

Abiang 96

Abigon 152

Abilo' 129

Abuhungon 171

Abuyo 99

ACLE 116

ACLENG-PARANG 117

Adaan 118

Adang 189

Adanga 175

Adgauon 208

Adiangau 89

Adios 191

Aduas 143

Adumoi 171

Adupar 136

Adupong 153

African mahogany 138

AFU (Anisoptera brunnea) 163

Afu (Dipterocarpus vernicifluus) 165

Agai 132

AGARU {Dysoxylum decandrum) 135

Agaru (Dysoxylum turczaninowii) 136

Agaru {Terminalia comintana) 184

Agas 146

Agau 213

Ago 97

AGOHO 97

Agoho family 97

Agoo {Casuarina equisetifolia) 97

Agoo (Pinus merkusii) 90

Agoso 97

Agotot 206

Agulasing {Aglaia diffusa) 131

Agulasing (Cyclostemon s-p.) 140

Agupanga 147

Agutub 206

Aguu 90

Akatan 195

Akli 116

Alai 180

Alaka' 195

ALAKAAK 195. 196

Alalangad 118

Alam 171

Alamag 131

Alangigan 105

Alanigi 107

Alato 156

Alauihau {Dracontomelum cumingior-

num) 143

Page.

Alauihau {Pometia pinnata) 147

Alibabai 100

Alibagon 159

Aligamen 148

Aligogon 159

Alilem 186

Alinau (Cyathocalyx globosus) 105

Alinau (Diospyros curranii) 200

Alinau (Zizyphus sp.) 148

ALINTATAU 213

Alintau 214

Alipauen 203

Alisalanga 148

Alitagtag ( Allaeanthus luzonicus) 100

Alitagtag (Buchanania sp.) 142

ALMACIGA 89

ALMON 168

Aloiho 147

Alokon 100

Aluko 160

ALUPAG 146

ALUPAG-AMO 147

Alupag family 146

Alupag-maching 130

Alupai 146

Alupak 146

Alupi' 185

Amamahi' 207

Amamahit 207

AMAMANIT 187

Amangkas 198

Ambabalud 213

Ambugis 144

Ambulauan 208

Amislag 141

Amuauan 208

AMUGAN 115

Amugauan 208

Amugis (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Amugis (Buchanania sp.) 142

Amugis {Garuga sp.) 129

AMUGIS (Koordersiodendron pinna-

turn) 143

Amugis corriente 195, 196

Amugis perfecto 196

Amulauon 209

Amungiang 115

Amurauan 208

Amuyauon 208

Amuyong 122

Anaau ~ 96

ANABIONG 60

Anabling 102
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Page.

Anabo 101

Anaga' 109

Anagap 113

Anagas (Buchanania sv.) 142

Anagas {Semecarpus sp.) 146

Anagau 156

Anagep (Albizzia acle) 116

Anagep iBeilschrniedia cairocan) 108

Anagep (Litsea sp.) 110

Anagep {Terminalia nitens) 185

Anago-ngisi 108

Anagos 110

ANAHAU 96

Anahauon (Dipterocarpus affinis) 164

Anahauon (Dipterocarpus grandiflo-

rus ) 164

Anahauon (Dipterocarpus pilosus) 164

Anahauon (Dipterocarpus speciosus) .... 164

Anam 142

Anan 142

ANANG (Diospyros ahernii) 200

Anang (Diospyros curranii) 200

Anang (Diospyros mindanaensis) 201

Anang (Diospyros pilosanthera) 200

Ananggi 129

Anangilan 105

Anangiran 105

Anapla 118

Anau 96

Anchoan 119

Andaraian 203

Angatuan 193

Angoche wood 198

Angsoan (Cassia javanica) 119

Angsohan (Radermachera sp.) 211

ANIBONG 97

Aniga' 173

Anigad 191

Anilai 183

Aninapla 118

Aninga (Agathis alba) 89

Aningat (Parinarium sp.) 114

Aninggat (Vatica sp.) 173

Aningnai (Litchi philippinensis) 147

Aning-ngai (Pygeum sp.) 115

Aiiipla 137
ANISLAG 141

Anobiling 102

Anonang family 205
ANONANG 205

Anosep (CaralUa integerrima) 181

Anosep (Mimusops elengi) 195

Antagan 124

Antam 169

Antang (Canarium luzonicum) 128

Anteng (Agathis alba) 89

Anteng (Buchanania sp.) 142

Anteng (Canariutn luzonicum) 128

Anteng (Canarium vUlosum) 129

Antipolo family ^ 100

ANTIPOLO (Artocarpus coninmvis) .... 101

Antipolo (Artocarpus treculiana) 103

ANUBING (Artocarpus cumin f/iana ) .... 101

Anubing (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Anubing (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 102

Anubing-kadioa 103

Anubing-na-nangka 133

Anubling (Artocarpus cumingiana) ...

Anubling (Artocarpus rubrovenia)

Anoo
Apakapaka'
Apalang (Bischofia javanica)

Apalang (Cyclostemon sp.)

Apalang (Planchonia spectabilis)

Apalit (Pahudia rhomboidea)
Apalit (Pterocarpus sp.)

Apalong
API-API
Apinig
Apitan (Alangium longiflorum)

Apitang (Pygeum sp.)

APITONG (Dipterocarpus grandiflo-

rus) ^ .,

Apitong (Dipterocarpus pilosus)

Apitong (Dipterocarpus speciosus)

Apitong (Dipterocarpus vernicifluus)

.

Apnit (Anisoptera thurifera)

Apnit (Parashorea plicata)

Apnit (Pentacme contorta)

Apnit (Shorea malaanonan)
Apostola

Apunga
Arahan (Eugenia bentham,i)

Arahan (Litsea sp.)

Araka'

Arang
ARANGA
Aranga family

Arangan (Homalium bracteatum)

Arangan (Homalium luzoniense)

Arangas
Arangen (Aglaia diffusa)

Arangen (AglcUa turczaninaivii)

Aranges
Aranigan
Arik

Arinbukal

Aritongtong

Aroho
Aromoi
Aroo
Arupag (Aglaia diffusa)

Arupag (Euphoria cinerea)

Aruas
Asana'

Asasala

Asat
Asep
Ata-ata (Diospyros ahernii)

Ata-ata (Diospyros curranii)

ATA-ATA (Diospyros mindanaensis) ....

Ata-ata (Diospyros pilosanlhera)

Atikoko

Atilma'

Atpai

Atpui

Ayuni
Ayupag
Babaian
Babaisakan

Babanganon
BACATTAK
BACAUAN-BABAE
Bacauan family

Page.

101

102

91

195

139

140

179

122

124

146

206

190

193

115

164

164

164

165

163

167

168

170

119

184

189

110

196

190

175

174

174

175

142

131

133

142

105

177

185

186

97

169

97

131

146

170

124

110

132

173

200

200

201

200

208

201

173

156

139

146

101

98

170

182

182

179
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Page.

BACAUAN-GUBAT 181

Bacauan-lalaki 182

Badiangau 89

Badlau 211

Baeg 100

Bagabag 190

Bagakai 94

Bagalayau 122

Bagangsusu 173

Baganito (Diospyros curranii) 200

Baganito {Diospyros pilosantherc) 200

Bagarilau (Litsea sp.) 110

Bagarilau {Neonauclea sp.) 213

Bagasusu 173

Bagatal 161

Bagataru 140

Bagbalogo 121

Bagilumbang 139

Bagin 123

Bagiroro (Adenanthera intermedia).... 116

Bagiroro {Cassia javanica) 119

Bagna 139

Bagodilau 213

Bagosantol 136

Bagotambis 188

Bagsang 96

BAGTICAN 167

Bagulangog 186

Bagulibas {Buchanamia sp.) 142

Bagulibas {Dysoxylum decandrum) 135

Bagulibas {Garuga sp.) 129

Bagunarem 176

Bagunaum 176

Bahai {Adenanthera intermedia) 116

Bahai {Kingiodendron alternifolium) .... 121

BAHAI {Ormosia calavensis) 122

Bahi' 96

Baho 185

Baid 198

Bait 147

Baiukan {Parashorea plicata) 167

Baiukan {Pentacme contorta) 168

Baiukan {Quercus sp.) 98

Baiukan {Shorea squamata) 171

Baiukan-pula 167

Bakalau {Aglaia bicolor) 131

Bakalau {Euphoria cinerea) 147

Bakalau {Nephelium mutabile) 147

Bakalau {Quercus sp.) 98

Bakan {Canarium luzonicum) 128

BAKAN {Litsea philippinensis) 110, 112

Bakan-kalaanan 110

Bakau {Bruguiera gymnorrhiza) 180

Bakau {Rhizophora sp.) 182

Bakauan, see also Bacauan
Bakauan {Ceriops roxburghiana) 181

Bakauan {Bruguiera caryophylloides) .... 180

Bakauan {Bruguiera eriopetala) 180

Bakauan {Bruguiera gymnorrhiza) 180

Bakauan-babae 182

Bakauan-lalaki 181

Bakayau 114

Bakeles 147

Bakhau , 182

Bakkalau 147

Baknitan 171

Bakoog 128

Page.

Bakting 183

Balabak 171

BALACAT 148, 149

Balacat family 148

Balagayan 171

Balagbaj? 168

Balahian 120

Balahiau 122

Balai-uak 210

Balak {Livistona rotundifolia) 96

Balak {Pentacme contorta) 168

Balakat. {See Balacat.)

Balakbak {Eugenia xanthophylla) 190

Balakbak {Eugenia sp.) 188

Balakbak {Pentacme contorta) 168

Balakbakan {Parashorea plicata) 167

Balakbakan {Shorea negrosensis) 170

Balakbakan {Shorea polysperma) 171

Balakbakan {Shorea squamata) 171

Balakbakan {Shorea teysmanniayut) 172

Balambanan 147

Balang 168

Balanga 142

Balanganan 110

Balangod 110

Balanti 132

Balatinau „ 200

Balat-usin 179

Balau {Anisoptera curtisii) 163

Balau {Dipterocarpus affinis) 164

Balau {Dipterocarpus grandiflorus) 164

Balau {Dipterocarpus pilosus) 164

Balau {Dipterocarpus vernicifluus) 165

Balau {Pentacme contorta) 168

Balayohot 142

Balayong {Cassia javanica) 119

Balayung {Pahudia rhomboidea) 122

Balayung {Sindora supa) 125

Balayung {Wallaceodendron celebicum) 126

Balete 103

Bali' 147

Baliaro 93

Balibud 142

Bali'gang 188

Baligohot 142

Balik 147

Balikau 93

Balikbikan 140

Baliknit 148

Balilang-uak 210

Balimbingan 147

Balinad 163

Baling-agta {Diospyros discolor) 199

Baling-agta {Diospyros pilosanthera) .... 200
BALINGHASAY 142

Balinsarayan 180

Balisayin 185

Balinsiagau _. 132

Baliohod 142

Balit {Euphoria cinerea) 147

Balit {Litchi philippinensis) 147

Balitagtag 100

Balitangtang 142

Baliwiswis 170

Ballang 96

Ballatinau 199

Balogo 118
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Baloi 152

Balsian 171

Baltik 89

BALU 206

Balug 213

Balui 131

BALUKANAD (Aleurites trisperma) .... 139

Balukanag (Aleurites trisperma) 139

Balukanag (Aphanomyxis cumingiana) 133

Balukaui 93

Balukok 160

Baluknit 176

Balufigau 213

Balungkauai 206

Baluno 151

Bamboo Family 90

Banaasi 127

BANABA 177

Banaba family 176

Banabang-bugtung 176

Banabang-dinglas 176

Banabang-tinaan 176

Banagau 206

Banago 206

Banai-banai (Albizzia saponaria) 118

BANAI-BANAI (Radermachera pintm-

ta) 211

Banai-banai family 210

Banalo (Cordia subcordata) 206

BANALO (Thespesia populnea) 150

Banaog 175

Banasi 127

Banati 127

Banau 175

BANATJI iCyclostemon grandifolius) .... 140

Banaui {Homaliutn oblongifolium) 175

Bangat 152

Bangayas 184

Banggai 98

Bangkahasi 144

BANGKAL (Nauclea orientalis) 212

Bangkal (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Bangkal family 212

Bangkalaguan 183

Bangkalan 148

Bangkalandi 197

Bangkalari 144

Bangkalauag ( Terminalia calamansa-

nai) 183

Bangkalauag (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Bankalauan 142

Banglis 184

Bangoran 166

BaiTgulo (Dehaasia triandra) 109

BAiffeULO (Litsea garciae) 110,111

Baniakau 166

Bani-bani 108

Banik 173

Banikad 153

BANILAD 153, 154

Banitan 144

BANITI' (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Baniti' (Palaquium sp.) 195

Baniti' (Wrightia sp.) 204

Banitis (Bassia betis) 194

Banogan 113

BANOKBOK 198

Page.

Bansalagon 195

BANSALAGIN (Mimusops elengi) 195

Bansalagin (Planchonia spectabilis) 179

Bansilai 159

Bansilaian 159

Bantaogan 158

Bantinen 137

Banting 183

Bantulinau (Diospyros alvarezii) 200

Bantulinau (Maba buxifolia) 202

Banukalad 139

Banutan 165

Banuyo (Albizzia acle) 116

Banuyo (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

BANUYO (Wallaceodendron celebicum) 126

Barakbak (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Barakbak (Eugenia xanthophylla) 190

Barakbak (Eugenia sp.) 188

Barakbak (Myristica sx>.) 107

Barangau 210

Baraus 185

Barawisan 175

Barawiswisan 175

Barayung 122

Baringkukurung 159

Barit (Heritiera littoralis) 152

Barit (Parinarium sp.) 114

Bariwiswis 163

Baroi 152

Barosingsing (Hopea acum,inata) ......... ... 166

Barotol 198

Barrus .•. 129

Barusang 98

Barusingsing (Shorea guiso) .-. 169

Baruot 198

Basakan (Buchanania sp. )........ 142

Basi.kan (Quercus sp.) 98

Basal 195

BASAN 160

Basi 185

Basikalang 203

Basikarang 203

Basilan .... 171

Basilayan 110

Basinau 131

Basit 176

Baslayan 109

Basog 195

Bataan mahogany 171

Batakan 91

Batangali ^ 48

Bataoi 158

Batarau -.. 158

BATETE 121

BATICULIN (see also Batiku-

ling) 107, 110, 111

Baticulin family 107

Batik (Erythrophloeum densiflorum) .... 119

Batik (Hopea plagata) 165

Batikalag (Lagerstroemia piriformis).. 176

Batikalag (Alstonia mucrophylla) 203

Batikalang (Alstonia macrophyUa) 203

Batikuling (Litsea sp.) 110

Batikuling (Paralstonia clusiacea) 204

Batikuling (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

BATING (Alstonia macrophyUa) 208
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Batino (Alstonia paucinervia) 203

Batinong-dagat 140

BATITINAN 176

Batitinan-babae 184

Batlatinau 202

BATO-BATO 140

Batuan (Dracontomelum dao) 143

Batuan (Garcinia sp. )....•. 160

BATUKANAG (Aglaia bicolor) 131

Batukanag (Aglaia clarkii) 131

Batukanag {Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Batulinau {Diospyros s^.) 199

BATULINAU (Maha buxifoUa) 201

Batun ..: 198

Baugin 91

BAYABAS (Psidium guajava) 190

Bayabas {Shorea balangeran) 168

Bayabo 183

Bayadgung 122

Bayag-kabayo 152

Bayag-usa 204

Bayakbak 189

Bayanti (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

BAYANTI (Aglaia llanosiana) 132

Bayao .-. 152

Bayatis 195

Bayauas (Psidium guajava) 190

Bayauas (Shorea balangeran) 168

Bayayat 153

Bayit 147

Bayog (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Bayog (Bambusa blumeana) .-. 91

Bayog (Pterosvermum sp.) 152

Bayog-bayog 152

BAYOK 152, 153

Bayu 164

Bayug 02

Bayuk :..: 152

BAYOKBAYOKAN 152, 153

Bayoto (Ormosia calavensis) 122

Bayoto (Pometia pinnata) 148

Bayuko (Artocarpus cumingiana) 101

Bayuko (Gymnartocarpus woodii) 103

Bayung 122

Bejuco ...: 96

Belbel 90

Belis 128

BENGUET PINE 90

Besi 185

Betelnut palm 95

Betik (Shorea guiso) 169

Betik (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

BETIS (Bassia betis) 194

Betis (Dehaasia triandra) 109

Betis family 194

Bia / 93

Biaa 148

Bialung 122

Biarung 122

Biasbias 192

Biau 139

Bibili (Cordia myxa) 205

Bibili (Cordia subcordata) 206

Bibit 173

Bidbid 190

Bidoso .... 148

140866 17

Page.

Biga (Gymnartocarptts woodii) 108

Biga (Zizyphua sp.) 148

Bigaa 148

BIKAL 93

Bikal-babi 93

BIKAL-BABUI 93

Bikal-machin 93

Billian • 110

Bili-bili 143

Bills 160

Bilolo 188

Biluang (Endospermum peltatum) 141

Biluang (Octomeles sumatrana) 176

Bilukau (CaraUia integerrima) ....• 181

Bilukau (Garcina sp.) 160

Binaliuan 167

Bingas (Terminalia comintana) 184

BINGGAS (Terminalia comintana) 184

Binggas (Parinarium sp.) 114

Binggau 114

Binolo 188

BINOLOAN 188, 190

Binuang (Duabanga moluccana) 177

Binuang (Endospermum peltatum) 141

BINUANG (Octomeles sumatrana) 176

BINUKAU _ 160, 161

Binunga (Endospertnum, peltatum) 141

BINITn&A (Macaranga sp.) 60

Binunga family 138

Bio (Dracontomelum cuviingianum) 143

Bio (Garuga sp.) 129

Bioso 148

Biot 136

Birdseye calantas 134

Biro 159

Bisal (Terminalia calanmansanai 183

Bisal (Terminalia edulis) 186

Bisal (Terminalia nitens) 186

Biskan 156

Bislot 190

Bisong 163

Bita 203

Bitali 124

Bitamok 159

Bitangol (Calophyllum blancoi) 158

Bitangol (Calophyllum cumingii) 168

Bitangol (Calophyllum whitfordii) 169

Bitangol (Garcinia sp.) 160

Bitangol (Kingiodendron alternifolium) 121

BITANHOL (Calophyllum blancoi) 158

Bitaog (Calophyllum blancoi) 168

BITAOG (Calophyllum inophyllum) 158

Bitaog (Calophyllum, whitfordii) 159

Bitaoi-bakil (Calophyllum blancoi). 158

Bitaoi-bakil (Calophyllum cumingii) 158

Bitaong 168

Bitik 169

Bitok-gubat 168

Bittaog 168

Bius 180

BLANCO'S NARRA 124

Bobo 163

Bobog 163

Boboi 153

BOGO (Garuga abilo) 129

Bogo (Santiria nitida) 130
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Bohaue 135

Bohokan {Cyathocalyx globosus) 105

Bohokan (Eugenia saligna) 190

Bohokan (Eugenia sp.) 188

Bokaue 94

Bokbok (Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Bokbok (Palaquium sp.) 195

Bokbok (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

Boko 93

BOLO 93

Bolong-eta (Diospyros copelandii) 199

Bolong-eta (Diospyros curranii) 200

Bolong-eta (Diospyros discolor) 199

BOLONG-ETA (Diospyros pilosanthe-

ra) 200

Bolong-eta (Diospyros mindana^nsis) .... 201

Bolong-eta (Diospyros philippinensis) .. 201

Bolong-sina 92

Bongbong 93

Bonglin 192

Bongog (Parinarium sp.) 114

Bongog (Vitex pentaphylla) 209

Bongogon 210

Bongon 100

Bongoog 209

Boo-boo 90

Borneo camphorwood — 165

Borneo ironwood 110

Boroan 142

Bosangloi 151

Botabon 114

Botong (Bambu^a vulgaris) 92

BOTONG (Barringtonia asiatica) 178

BOTONG (Dendrocalamus latiflorus) .... 92

Botong (Gigantochloa laevis) 93

Botong-botong 178

Bogto 198

Brea 129

Buabua 190

Bubog 153

Buboi 150

Buboi-gubat 150

Bubua 132

Budgo 172

Bugalot 160

Bug'aom 176

Bug'arom (Lagerstroemia piriformis) .... 176

Bug'arom (Lagerstroemia speciosa) 177

Bugas 213

Bugayong 122

Bugayong-china 116

Bugis 168

Bugo (Garuga sp.) 129

Bugo (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

Bugu (Garuga sp. ) 129

Buguarom 176

Buhian 142

BTTHO 93

Buhukan 179

Bukag 177

Bukau 93

Bukaui 93

Bukkalau 147

Bula 168

Bulabog 145

Bulagsog 189

Bulak 150

Page.

Bulakan 158

Bulala (Litchi philippinensis) 147

Bulala (Nauclea sp.) 212

Bulala (Neonauclea sp.) 213

BULALA (Nephelium mutabile) 147

Bulala-na-tolon 204

Bulan-bulan 195

Bulatinau 202

Bulau 128

Bulauen 208

Bulbul 90

Bulinau 92

Bulno 96

Bulokbulok 183

BULOG (Aglaia everettii) 182

Bulog (Aglaia luzoniensis) 132

Bulog (Aglaia turczaninovni) 133

Bultok 98

Buluan (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Buluang (Endospermum peltatuvt) 141

Buluang (Terininalia edulis) 185

Bulubangkal 212

Bulubitoon 212

Bulus 110

Buneg 160

BXJn<^A (Areca catechu) 96

Bunga (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 103

Bunga (Pentacme contorta) 168

Bunga (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Bunga (Shorea squamata) 171

Bunga (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Bunga (Sterculia sp.) 153

Bungalon (Avicennia officinalis) 206

Bungalon (Cumingia philippinensis).... 151

Bungalon (Sonneratia pagatpat) 178

Bungat 153

Bunggas 184

Bunggason-tugas 184

Bungkulan 190

Bunglas (Alangium longiflorum) „... 193

Bunglas (Terminalia comintana) 184

Bunglin 192

Bungliu 133

Bunglo 191

Bungloi 13«

Bungras 184

Bunguas 132

Bungug 209

BUNOG - 160, 161

Bunsog 89

Buntugon 186

Bunug 160

Buragit 103

Buragris 160

Buratu 103

Burawis ' 183

Burirau 92

Burnud 107

Busag 191

Busahin (Alangium longiflorum) 193

Busain (Bruguiera caryphylloides) 180

Busain (Bruguiera eriopetala) 180

BUSAIN (Brugiera gymnorrhiza) 180

Busaing (Bruguiera eriopetala) 180

Busenloi 183

Busili (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Busili (Terminalia calamansanai) 188
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Butarik

Butigan

Butigr-babui

BITTONG-MANUK
Butubutu

Butun
Butung

Page.

.... 116

.... 140

.... 140

140, 141

.... 142

92

92

Buyukan 177

Cacao-cacao 141

Cacauate 120

CALAMANSANAY (see also Kalaman-

sanai ) 213

Calantas (Azadirachta integrifoliola) .... 134

CALANTAS {Toona calantas) 137

Calantas family 130

CALUMPIT {see also Kalumpit) 185

CAMAGON (see oZso Kamagong) 199

Camagon family. 198

Camphorwood, Borneo 165

Cana-boho 94

Caiia-bojo 94

Caiia-espina 92

CA«A-FISTTTLA 119

Candle-nut tree 139

Cassowary tree 97

CATMON 156, 157

CATMON-CALABAU 156, 157

Catmon family 156

Chapui 171

Cinnamon, Mindanao 109

Coconut palm 96

Coffee tree 212

CUPANG {see also Kupang) 123

Curly calantas 134

Daan 118

Dadiangau 89

Dagaau 148

Dagam 173

DAGANG (Anisoptera curtisli) 163

Dagang (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Dagdagaan 106

Dagingdingan (Hopea pierrei) 166

Dagingdingan (Shorea guiso) 169

Dagingiran 140

Dagkalan 158

Dagpit 103

Dagum _ 163

Daha 177

Daiamiras 132

Dakug 189

Dakulau 168

Dala 166

Dalakan 203

DALINAS 105

Dalingdingan (Hopea acuminata) 166

Dalingdingan (Hopea basilanica) 165

Dalindingan (Hopea pierrei) 166

Dalingdingan (Hopea plagata) 165

Dalingdingan (Shorea sp.) 173

DALINGDI^6AN-ISAK (Hopea jner-

rei) 166

Dalinsai (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Dalinsi' (Terminalia edtUis) 185

Dalinsi' (Terminalia nitens) 185

Dalinsi' (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

DALINSI' (Terminalia pellucida) 186

Dalinsin (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Page.

Dalipapa 207

Dalipatsan 148

Dalipauen 208

Dalutan 98

Daluru 178

Daluru-babae 188

Damarau 105

Damilang (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Damilang (Shorea squamata) 171

Damol 140

Dampol 115

Dandulit 151

Danggai 121

Danggi 173

Dangig 168

Dangila 144

Dangiran 140

Dangiog (Parashorea plicata) 167

Dangiog (Pentacme contorta) 168

Dangkalan (Calophyllum inophyllum).. 158

Dangkalan (Garcinia ap.) 160

Dangula 208

Danigga 137

Daniri 169

Danlig (Parashorea plicata) 167

Danlig (Pentacme contorta) 168

Danlig (Shorea eximia) 168

Danlig (Shorea malaa/nonan) 170

Danlig (Shorea squamata) 171

DANLIG (Shorea sp.) 178

Danlog (Dipterocarpus grandiflorus) .... 164

Danlog (Parashorea plicata) 167

Danlog (Pentacme contorta) 168

DAO - 143

Danupra 137

Dapagan 195

DAPDAP ~ 62

Dapul 177

Dauel 126

Dauen 164

Daueng 131

Dauer 126

Dayap-amo 103

Derham mahogany 126

Diaan 148

Dibual 152

Didigkalin 208

Dikang 188

Diklab 148

Diklap 148

Dilaan 142

Diladilaan 99

Diladila-asu 99

Dilang-butiki (Knema heterophylla) 106

Dilang-butiki (Myristica sp.) 107

Dilang-usa 181

Dinglas (Eucalyptus naudiniana) 187

Dinglas (Lagerstroemia piriformis) 176

Dinglas (Terminalia com,intana) 184

Dinglas (Tristania sp.) 191

Dingin 156

Dir'an (Zizyphus sp.) 148

Diraan (Penta,cme contorta)— 168

Diraan (Quercus sp.) 98

Diraan (Zizyphus sp.) 148

Dirigkalin 186

Dirita 208
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Disi 185

DITA {Alstonia scholaris) 203

Dita {ParcUstonia clusiacea) 204

Dita family 202

Ditaa 203

Doldol 151

Dolo 202

Dondol 151

Dueg 139

Duen 164

Dug'an 107

Dugarai 133

Dugaum 177

Dugian 92

DUGKATAN 109

Duguan {Knema heterophylla) 106

DXJGTIAN {Myristica philippensis) 107

Duguan family 106

DTJHAT 188, 189

Duhau 107

Duho 165

Duidui 152

Duka 121

DXTKLAP 148, 149

DTTKLITAN 197

Dukulab 148

Dulauen {Beilschmiedia cairocan) 108

Dulauen (Cassia javanica) 119

Dulauen ( Lttsea sp.) 110

Dulauen (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Dulauen {Nothophoebe malabunga) 113

Dulauen {Terminalia pellucida) 186

Dulit 129

Dulitan (Eugenia benthami) 189

DULITAN (Palaquium merriUii) 195,197

Dulitan (Sideroxylon ducUtan) 197

Dulokdulok 183

Dulu 202

Diimate 176

Dumadara 106

Dumon 152

Dunggoi 110

Dungon family 151

Dungon (Heritiera littoralis) 152

Dungon (Planchonia spectabilis) 179

Dungon (Pterocarpus sp.) 124

Dungon (Shorea balangeran) 168

DU]^ON (Tarrietia sylvatica) 155

Dungon-dungonan 114

DUir&ON-LATE 151, 152

Dungul 155

Dungula 208

Dunlog (Parashorea plicata) 167

Dunlug (Pentacme contorta) 168

Duro' 173

Durog 173

Durugu' (Knema heterophylla) 106

Durugu' (Myristica sp.) 107

Duung 163

DUYOKDUYOK 195

Duyong (Cassia javanica) 119

Duyong (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Duyong (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Ebano (Diospyros buxifolia) 201

Ebano (Maba buxifolia) 202

Ebony family 198

EBONY 201

Page.

Figs, wild 103

Fugayong 119

Gabilo 129

Gagil 144

Gakakan 140

Galipapa 207

Gan'an 166

Ganga 142

Gangauan 195

Gansilai 159

Gamatulai 189

GAPAS-GAPAS 151

Garunian 213

Gasatan (Mimusops elengi) 195

Gasatan (Palaquium sp.) 195

GATASAN (Garcinia venulosa) 160,161

Gatasan (Mimusops elengi) 196

Gatasan (Palaquium sp.) 195

Gatasan (Santiria nitida) 130

Gatas-gatas (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Gatatan (Dysoxylum turczaninowii) .... 136

Gattatan (Palaquium sp.) 195

Gayumahin 186

Gibuaya 110

Giho' (see Guuo) 169

Gimaimai 114

Gimak 93

Ginaban _ 141

Ginayang 114

Giret 129

Girigitik 140

Gisang 156

Gisek 169

Gisian (Pentacme contorta) 168

Gisihan (Aglaia laevigata) 132

Gisik (Shorea balangeran) 168

Gisik (Shorea guiso) 169

Gisit 185

Giso' (Shorea guiso) 169

Gisok (Hopea philippinensis) 165

GISOK (Shorea balangeran) 168

Gisok (Shorea guiso) 169

Gisok (Shorea polysperma) 171

Gisok-gisok (Aglaia luzoniensis) 132

GISOK-GISOK (Hopea philippinensis).. 165

Gisok-gisok (Hopea plagata) 165

Gisok-gisok (Shorea balangeran) 168

Gisok-madlau 173

Gisok-pura 171

Gisok-takpang 167

Gitaki 161

Gogo' 118

Gogo-kasai 118

Gogong-malatoko 118

Gogong-toko 118

Grass Family 90

Guava „ 190

Guayabas 190

GUBAS 141

Gugo' „ 118

Gugumkun 171

GUUO ...„ 169

Guijo-blanco (Parashorea plicata) 167

Guijo-blanco (Shorea sp.) 170

Gulasing 140

Gulipapa 140

Gulus 108
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Guma 205

Gumamela 74

Guntapai (Alangium longiflorum) 193

GTJNTAPAI (Alangium salviifolium).... 193

Guog 186

Gupak 133

Gupil 115

Gupit 115

Gutulan 180

Guyongr 163

Guyong-guyong (Polyscias nodosa) 192

GUYUNG-GUYONG (Cratoxylon blan-

coi) 159

Habas 143

Habuyo ...!. 99

Hackberry 99

HAGAGHAG (Dipterocarpus pUosus) ..,. 164

Hagakhak (Dipterocarpus affinis) 164

Hagakhak (Dipterocarpus grandiflorus) 164

Hagakhak (Dipterocarpus pilosus) 164

Hagakhak (Dipterocarpus speciosus) 164

Hagason 132

Hagad 124

Hagdan-anak 192

Hagis 188

Hagumunan 160

HAIRYLEAF MOLAVE 209

Haket (Terminalia riitens) 185

Hakit (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Hakit (Terminalia pellucida) 186

Halauihau 143

Halupag 147

Halupak 147

Hamarak 143

Hambabaiud 213

HAMBABALUD 213

Hamigi (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Hamigi (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 103

Hamugis 142

Hamislag 141

Hamurauon 208

Hamurauon-asu 210

Hamuyauon 208

Hanagas 146

Hangalai 181

Hangarai 181

Hapnit (Parashorea plicata) 167

Hapnit (Shorea polysperma) 171

Hapnit (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Haras (Garcinia sp.) 160

Haras (Hopea plagata) 165

Himbabalud (Barringtonia s^.) 179

Himbabalud (Neonauclea sp.) 213

HIMBABAO (AlUieanthus luzonicus) .... 101

Himbaba-o (Radermachera sp.) 211

Himpagkatan 164

Himolauon 208

Hinabuad 184

Hinabusi 184

Hindang HO
Hindi 93

Hindurugu' 107

Hinlagasi' (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Hinlagasi' (Shorea polysperma) 171

Hinlagasi' (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Hinlap-bagio 140

Hingalai 181

Page.

Hingali' 180

Hublas 191

Huligano ~ ^— 152

Hunug 115

Hupong-hupong 142

Ibol 175

Ibu 148

Iddang 110

Igang 208

Igiu 135

Igot 188

Ihip 98

Iklik 98

ILANG-ILANG 105

Ilang-ilang-gubat 110

Ilang-ilang-lalaki 110

Il-lagasi' (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Il-lagasi' (Shorea polysperma) 171

Il-lagasi' (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Ilukabban 178

Indang (Artocarpus cumingiana) 101

Indang (Endospermum peltatum) 141

Indang (Litsea sp.) 110

Indi 93

Inri 93

Ingas 146

Inyam 108

Ipil (Adenanthera intermedia) 116

IPIL (Intsia hijuga) 120

Ipil (Pahudia rhomboidea) 122

Ipil-tanglin 116

Ipus-ipus 116

Ironwood, Borneo 110

Ironwood, Philippine 191

Isak 16«

Is-is 102

Itang-itang 203

Itilan 173

Itoman (Diospyros discolor) 199

Itom-itom (Diospyros discolor) 199

Itom-itom (Diospyros mindanaensis) 201

Jakfruit ^ 101

Kabag 200

Kabak 212

Kabakabat 148

Kabiki 196

Kabugauan _ 92

Kaboloan (Bambusa vulgaris) 92

Kaboloan (Dendrocalamus latiflorus) .... 92

Kabulo (Nothophoebe malabonga) 113

Kaburo (Dehaasia tria/ndra) 109

KABURO (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

Kachuchis 206

Kadang-isol 161

Kadil 177

Kadir (Duabanga moluccana) 177

Kadir (Erythrophloeum densiflorum) .... 119

Kagasakas 147

Kagatungan 116

Kagemkem 114

Kagoko' 190

Kagsakan 147

Kakauati 120

Kairokan (Vatica mangachapoi) 178

Kairukan (Beilschmiedia cairocan) 108

Kaitatanag 189

Kalai ..- 118
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Page.

Kalaitik 110

Kalamagi 126

KALAMANSAKAT 187

Kalamansali 183

Kalamansanai (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Kalamansanai (Mangifera monandra) .. 145

Kalamansanai (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Kalamansanai ( Terminalia calamansOr-

nai) 183

Kalamansanai {Terminalia edvlis) 185

See also Calaman?a?n ay.

Kalamatau 119

Kalamismis 132

Kalamungus 197

Kalanggiauan 153

KalaiTgiging 108

Kalanigen 173

KALAPIA 195

Kalapini' (Avicennia offtcinalis) 206

Kalapini' (Lumnitzera Uttorea) 183

Kalatucha 203

Kalauahan 102

Kalaum 189

Kalaupi' 185

Kalautit (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kalautit {Term,inalia nitens) 185

Kalautit (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Kalautit (Terminalia pellucida) 186

Kaliaan 171

Kalimantau 210

KALlNfeAG 108

Kaliot (Hopea acuminata) 166

Kaliot (Hopea plagata) 165

Kaliot (Hopea pierrei) 166

Kaliot (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Kaliot (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Kalipapa (Vitex parviflora) 208

Kalipapa-asu (Vitex longifolia) 208

KALIPAPA-AST! (Vitex pentaphylla) .. 209

KALIPAPA-MADAM (Vitex celebica) .. 208

KALIPAYA 195

KALIWAS 161

Kalobkob 188

Kalokatingan 152

Kalokatmon 156

KALUBKTJB (Eugenia calubcob) 188,189
Kalubkub (Eugenia benthami) 189

Kalukalumpangan 153

Kalukoi 141

Kalulot (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Kalulot (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 103

Kalumagon 185

Kalumai 201

Kalumangog (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kalumanog (Koordersiodendron pinna-

tum) 144

Kalumanog (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Kalumanog (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kalumpag 153

KALUMPANG 153, 154

Kalumpit (Terminalia calamansanai) .... 183

Kalumpit (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kalumpit (Terminalia nitens) 185

Kalumpit (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Kalumpit-babae 183

Kalunti' (Shorea smiamata) 171

KALTTNTI' (S/iorea sp.) 172

Page.

Kalupang 153

Kalupi' (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kalupit (Terminalia calamansanai) 183

Kalurig 185

Kalusi' 185

Kalusit 185

Kalusuban 165

Kamagahai 174

Kamagahi' 176

Kamagong (Diospyros copelandii) 199

Kamagong (Diospyros discolor) 199

Kamagong (Diospyros foveo-reticulata) .. 200

Kamagong (Diospyros whitfordii) (see

also Camagon) 200

Kamalan 210

Kamanakmanak 206

Kamandag 102

Kamandiis 160

Kamansi 101

Kamantiis 160

Kamarag 124

Kamaris 186

KAMATOG 119

Kamayuan 104

Kambal 115

Kamiing 14f

Kamiling 148

KAMlNl&I 130

Kamiring 146

Kamkampilan 210

Kampilan 210

Kamulitingan 114

KAMUNING 127

Kamuning family 127

Kamung 142

Kamunog 116

Kamuyau (Dipterocarpus affinis) 164

Kamuyau (Dipterocarpus grandiflorus) .. 164

Kamuyau (Dipterocarpus pilosus) 164

Kamuyau (Dipterocarpus vernicifluus) .. 165

Kamuyau (Homalium bracteatum) 174

Kanalum (Diospyros ahernli) 200

Kanalum (Diospyros nitida) 201

Kanarem 139

Kandiis 160

Kandol-kandol 153

Kandong-isol 147

Kangkangan 114

Kanila 108

Kaniwi 131

Kaniwi-puti' 132

KANOMOI 201

Kansilai 159

Kansulud (Aglaia clarkii) 131

KANSTJLUD (Aglaia multifoliola) 133

Kansuyud (Aglaia clarkii) 131

Kanteng 142

Kantingan (Pterospermum sp.) 152

Kantingen (Albizzia marginata) 117

Kantingen ( Koordersiodendron pin-

natum) 144

Kantingen (Toona calantas) 137

Kanubling 101

Kanumai (Diospyros camarinensis) 201

Kanumai (Diospyros mvltiHora) ?.0}

^•^nnrmai (Pio-^nro^ vh'Vvpinensis) .. 201

Kanumi (Dionpyrus multijlora) 2(»1
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KAONG 95

Kapas-sanglai 151

Kapgang-an 114

Kapinig 190

KAPOK 150

Kapoi- 165

Kapulau 186

Kara 189

Karasal 118

Karig {Duabanga moluccana) 177

Karig {Mangifera monandra) 145

Karig {Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Karaii 118

Karamutan 97

Karanung 201

Karanlang 142

Karatakat 114

Karifurog 183

Kariokan 173

KARISKIS 117

Kariwas 161

Karobkob (Eugenia sp.) 188

Karogkog (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Karogkog (Eugenia sp.) 188

Karogkog ( Koordersiodendron pinna-

turn) 144

Karud 100

Karunian 148

Karunyau 165

Kasai (Albizzia procera) IIS

Kasai (Albizzia procera) 118

KATABANG 98, 99

Katabang family 98

Katapang 160

KATILUK 98, 99

KATILMA 201

Kalmon (see Catmon) 156

KATO 133

Katong-bakulau 191

Katurai 211

Katuri 160

Kauai 140

Kauilan 177

Kawayan 92

Kawayan-bayugin 92

Kawayan-ged 92

Kawayan-hobero 92

KAWAYAN-KILING 92

Kawayan-matinik 92

Kawayan-iTga-bulilau 92

Kawayan-nga-dalusa 92

Kawayan--sa-china 92

Kawayan-siitan 92

Kawayan-sina (Dendrocalamus lati-

florus) 92

Kawayan-sina (Gigantochloa laevis) 93

Kawayan-sungsung 94

Kawayan-tinik 92

Kawayan-totoo ?2

KAYATAU 136

Kayo 151

Kayogkog 188

Kayoko' 190

Kayongkong 99

KAYU-GALU 125

Kayu-rajah 121

Page.
Kia-kia (Dracontomeluvi dao) 143

Kia-kia (Pometia pinnata) 148

Kila 170

Kilkil 119

KILOG 98, 99
Kinasaikasai 116

Kitakita 116

Kiting-kiting 161

Kokatmon 142

Kolis 189

Koliung 102

Kolokotingan 152

Komon 116

Kopakopa 190

Korig 130

Kotmo' (Dillenia sp.) 156

Kotmok (Dillenia sp.) 166

Kotmok (Terminalia edulis) 185

Kubi (Artocarpus cumingiana) 102

KIIBI (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Kubi (Artocarpus lanceolata) 102

Kubi (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 103

Kubi (Artocarpus subrotundifolia) 103

Kubi (Beilschmiedia cairocan) 108

Kubi (Phoebe sterculioides) 113

Kubi (Pometia pinnata) 148

Kubilan 110

Kudkud 213

Kugik 148

Kulak 151

Kulasi' (Avicennia oficinalis) 206

Kulasi' (Lumnitzera littorea) 183

KULASI' (Lumnitzera racemosa) 183

Kulatingan (Parinarium sp.) 144

KULATIngAN (Pterosperum obliqu-

um) 152, 163

Kuliaan 170

Kulilem 160

Kulimbaning 138

Kulimpapa 203

Kuling-babui 135

Kuling-manuk (Aglaia luzoniensis)

footnote 132

Kuling-manuk (Carallia integerrima) .... 181

Kuling-manuk (Dysoxylum turczani-

nowii ) 136

Kulipapa (Vitex aherniana) 208

Kulipapa (Vitex parviflora) 208

Kulis 159

Kuliskulis 104

Kulitingan 114

KULITOM 200

Kuliuan 108

Kupang (Albizzia marginata) 117

Kupang (see Cupang) (Parkia timor-

iana) 123

Kupang-babae 117

Kupang-bunduk (Albizzia marginata).. 117

Kupang-bunduk ( Wallaceodendron

celebicum) 126

Kupang-kupang 145

Kuriat 169

Kuribu 169

Kurig 145

Kurimau 166

Kulong-kulong 162
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Kulukutingan 152

KUNDING > 123

KTTEASAM 189

Kuruskurus 104

Kuttu 159

Kuyau-kuyau 203

KTJYTJSKUYUS 103

Labalaba 148

Labang 173

Labid 96

Labig 96

Labik 96

Ladiangau 89

Lagarai 180

Lagasa' 180

Lagasak. 180

Lagilagi 189

Lago' (Myristica sp.) 107

Lago* (Pygeum preslii) 115

Lagut-ut 138

Lahi-lahi 130

Laho 107

Laian 98

Laiusin 114

Lakolako (Koordersiodendron pinna-

turn) 144

Lako-lako {Palaquium sp.) 195

Laknab 184

Lamilan 165

LAMIO ^ 143

LAMOG 179

Lanat ( Litsea sp.) 110

Lanat (Neolitsea vidalii) 113

Lanete (AUaeanthus luzonicus) 101

LANETE (Wrightia laniti) 204.205

Langarai (Bruguiera caryophylloides) .. 180

LAiTt^ABAI (Bruguiera parviflora) 181

Langari' (Bruguiera parviflora) 181

Langka 102

Langkangan 114

LAn&IL (Albizzia lebbeck) 117

Langil (Albizzia retusa) 118

Langil (Albizzia saponaria) 118

Langin 116

LaiTgip 116

Lang'og 114

Langoog 1 1

4

Lanipga' 137

Laniti' 204

Lansones-gubat 132

Lanuk 211

Lanusi 102

LANXITAN (Bonibycidendron campylo-

siphon) 149

Lanutan (Cyathocalyx globosus) 105

Lanutan-puti' 113

Lanutan, White 106

Lanuti' 204

Lapak 106

Lapat 195

Larak 104

Lasila' ( Lageratroemia piriformis) 176

Lasila' (Terminalla comvntana) 184

Lasilak (Lageratroemia piriformis) 176

Lasilak (Terminalia comintama) 184

Lasilasan 184

Lasona 136

Page.

Latauan 105

Latuan 105

Latuba 179

Lauan (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Lauaan (Dipterocarpus vernicifluua) .... 165

Lauaan (Parashorea plicata) 167

Lauaan (Pentacme contorta) 168

Lauaan (Shorea eximia) 168

Lauaan (Shorea malaanonan) 170

Lauaan (Shorea polysperma) 171

Lauaan na puti' (Pentacme contorta) .... 168

Lauan family 162

Lauan (Parashorea plicata) 167

Lauan-na-puti (Shorea malaanonan).... 170

LAUAN, WHITE (Pentacvie contorta) 168

Lavuan 213

Laya 203

Letis (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Letis (Shorea polysperma) 171

Liba 100

Libas (Garuga sp.) 129

Libas (Octomeles aumatrana) 175

Libas-na-puti* 175

Libato 183

Libato-puti' 151

Libtuk 152

Lichee 147

Liemban 193

LIGAA „. 148, 149

Ligaan 195

Ligaian 195

Ligamen 148

Ligas (Buchanania sp.) 142

LIGAS (Semecarpu^ cuneiformis) 146

Ligason 129

Lignum-vitae, Philippine 191

Lilit 93

Limes 197

Limiggien 148

Limo-limo 210

Linab 175

Linau 176

Lingabunu 142

Lingog 206

LINGO-LINGO 209

Lipauen 203

Lipote 188

Lipus (Dipterocarpus affinis) 164

Lipus (Dipterocarpus vernicifluus) 165

Liput 164

Lipuut 164

LISAK 213

Lisikan 173

Litis 164

Lito' (Hopea pierrei) 166

Litok (Shorea malaanonan) 170

LIUSIN 114

Liusin family 113

Liusin-gubat 115

Liusin-pula' 161

Logo 184

LOKTOB 177

Longboi 188, 189

LONGLEAF MOLAVE 208

Lontong 153

Loob 93

I^osoban 149
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Lubagran 189

Lubanayong 138

Lubeg 190

Lukabban 178

Lukoan 103

Luktub 177

Lumakau 140

Lumampao 94

Lumangog {Terminalia calaviansanai) .. 183

Lumangog (Terminalia quadrialata) 186

Lumanog {Terminalia calamansanai) .... 183

Lumati 176

LTTMBANG 139

Lumbang-batu 139

Lumbang-banukalad 139

Lumbang-gubat 139

Lumbanau 132

LTTMBAYAO 155

Lumbayao-batu 155

LUMBIA 97

Lumboi 188, 189

Lumpian 176

Lumuluaa 114

Lunas (Bamhusa vulgaris) 92

Lunas {Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Lunas (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Lunas-batu 99

Lupak 147

Lupal 147

LupaiTga 148

Lupangan 148

Lupigi {Dracontomelum dao) 143

Lupigi (Wallaceodendron celebicum) 126

Lutub 173

Luyong 96

Mabalud 213

Mabantut 183

Mabayaon 190

Mabulo (Diospyros discolor) 199

Mabulo (Myristica sp.) 107

Mabulong-gubat 107

Macaasim family 187

MACAASIM (see also Makaasim) 188,189

Madalo 148

Madiabug 132

MADRE-CACAO 120

Magaboling 170

Magabuluan 213

MAGABUYO 99, 100

Magaklud 176

Magakombo 190

Magalapalali 156

Magalayau 122

Magalibas 144

Magalolo 183

Maganhop-sa-bukid 117

Magapisa 140

Magasinoyo 171

Magatalulong 176

Magataru 140

Magatli 156

Magayau 152

Magbuabang 113

Magdau 126

Maghabuyo 99

Maghubo 184

Magilik HO

Page.
Magitlumboi 138

Magkono _ 191

Maglalopoi 184

Maglangka 148

Magsantol 136

Magsinolo (Shorea eximia) 168

Magsinoyo (Aglaia luzonienaia) 182

Magtabigi 131

Magtalisai {Terminalia calamansanai)^ 188

Magtalisai {Terminalia edulia) 185

Magtalisai {Terminalia nitens) 185

Magtalisai {Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Magtalisai {Terminalia quadrialata) 186

Magtalisi' {Terminalia nitens) 185

Magtongod 181

Magtongog 180

Magua 181

Magugahum ^ 176

Maguliok 142

MAGULIPAK 153, 154

Maguripak 158

Maguyabud 144

Mahogany, African 188

Mahogany, Bataan 171

Mahogany, Derham 126

Mahogany, Philippine 170, 171

Mahogany, South Pacific 170

Mahuyan 200

Maidbaid 210

Makaasim {see Macaasim) 189

Makaasim 190

Makabalo 177

Makabonglo 136

Makadaeg 143

Makatu 108

Makau {Agathis alba) 89

Makau {Dracontomelum duo) 143

Makitarim 165

Makopa (Aglaia clarkii) 131

Makopa (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Makopang-gubat 131

Makulab 98

Malaaduas 135

Malaanonang (Parashorea plicata) 167

Malaanonang (Pentacme contorta) 168

MALAANONANG (Shorea maXaanonan) 170

Malabago _ Ill

Malabalabang 172

Malabalunu 142

Malabangkal 213

MALABATINO 204

Malabato 166

MALABAYABAS 191

Malabobonau 186

MALABOG 145

Malabogo 121

MALABOHO 153, 154

Malabokbok 103

Malabohok 97

MALABONOT 153, 154

MALABTTLAK 150

Malabulak family 150

MALABTJl^t^A (Nothophoebe malabo-

ntfa) 113

Malabunga (Sterculia sp.) 168

MALABUNOG ^ 160, 161
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Malacacao 153

MALACADIOS 108

MALACATMON 156, 157

MALACMALAC 195, 197

Maladisai 139

Maladita 204

Malagabi {Terminalia nitens) 185

Malagabi (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Malagahanip {Albizzia lebbekoides) 117

Malagahanip (Albizzia marginata) 117

Malaganit 117

Malagasaha 153

Malagaitman (Diospyros mindanaerisis) 201

Malagaitman (Diospyros plicata) 200

Malagaitman (Diospyros curranii) 200

MALAGAITMON (Diospyros curranii) .. 200

Malagangau (Anisoptera curtisii) 163

Malagangau (Shorea balangeran) 168

Malagangau (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Malagibuyo 99

Malagiso' (Shorea polysperma) 172

Malagiso' (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Malagmat (Pygeum sp.) 115

Malagmat (Shorea polysperma) 171

Malahagis 188, 190

Malaigang (Dillenia sp.) 156

Malaigang (Parinarium sp.) 114

Malaigang (Vitex aherniana) 208

Malaigmo 99

Malaigot 188

MALAIKMO ,-. 99, 100

Malaikmo family 99

Malaiohot 197

Malaiyau 143

Malakadios (Allaeanthus glaber) 100

Malakadios (see Malacadios) 108

MALAKALUMPANG 153, 154

MAXAKALUMPIT 183

Malakamanga l'?4

Malakapai (Alangium longiflorum) 193

Malakapai (Alangium meyeri) 193

Malakayan (Parashorea plicata) 167

Malakayan (Pentacme contorta) 168

Malakayan (Shorea eximia) 168

Malakayan (Shorea squamata) 172

MALAKAYAN (Shorea sp.) 173

Malakna 189

Malakopa 189

Malalamba 165

Malaligas 142

Malalimon 104

Malaliring 156

Malamabulo 107

Malamangga (Semecarpua sp. ) 146

Malamangga (Sideroxylon ducUtan) 197

MALAMBlNfeAN 100

Malamulauin 210

MALANANGKA 103

Malangau 141

Malapaho' (Anisoptera curtisii) 163

Malapaho' (Dipterocarpus vernicifluus) .. 165

MALAPAHO' (Mangifera monandra) .... 145

Malapaho' (Mangifera altissima) 144

Malapalikpik 177

Malapanau 168

Malapangi . 176

Page.

Malapapaya family 192

^ALAPAPAYA (Polyscias nodosa) 192

Malapapaya (Sterculia sp.) 153

Malapiga (Parinarium sp.) 114

Malapiga (Tristania sp.) 191

Malapiga (Xanthostemon verdugonia-

nus) 191

MALAPINGGAN 175

Malaputat (Terminalia oocarpa) 186
Malapuyau (Diospyros pilosanthera) .... 200
Malapuyau (Parinarium sp.) 114

Malarambo 136
Malaruhat (Eugenia benthami) 189

Malaruhat (Eugenia brevistylis) 189

Malaruhat (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Malaruhat (Eugenia clausa) 189

Malaruhat (Eugenia glaucicalyx) 189
Malaruhat (Eugenia mananquil) 190

Malaruhat (Eugenia saligna) 190

MALARURAT (Eugenia similis) 188,190
Malaruhat-na-puti (Eugenia claviflora) .. 189
Malarungon 152
Malasa.psap 152

Malasabon 141

Malasagad ng
MALASAGING (Aglaia diffusa) 131

Malasaging (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Malasamat 99

Malasambong-batu 198

Malasampalok (Albizzia lebbekoides).... 117

Malasampalok (Albizzia marginata).... 117

Malasantol (Aglaia everettii) 132

MALASANTOL (Sandoricum vidalii) .... 136
Malasapsap 192

Malasiko HO
Malasinoro (Pentacme contorta) 168

Malasinoro (Shorea eximia) 168

Malasinoro (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Malasinoro (Shorea squamata) 172

Malasinoro (Shorea sp.) 173

Malatagum (Cassia javanica) 119

Malatagum (Hopea philippinensis) 165

Malatagum (Hopea pierrei) 166

Malatagum (Planchonia spectabilis) 179

Malatagum (Terminalia comintana) .... 184

Malatagum ( Wallaceodendron celebi-

cum) 126

Malatalang 200

MALATAMPUI 188, 190

Malatapai (Alangium brachyanthum) .... 193

MALATAPAI (Alangium longiflorum).. 193

Malatapai (Cyathocalyx globosus) 105

Malatapai family 192

Malatbang 170

Malatiaong (Pentacme contorta) . 168

Malatiaong (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Malatibig 213

Malatigi 117

MALATINTA (Diospyros maritima) 201

Malatinta (Diospyros nitida) 201

Malatoko 118

Malobo 153

MALATUMBAGA (Aglaia harmsiana) .. 132

Malatumbaga (Aglaia llanosiana) 132

Malatumbaga (Amoora aherniana) 133

Malatumba.irr. ( IJomoliuin luzonievse) .... 175
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Malatumbaga (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Malatumbaga-babae 133

Malatugon 110

Malatubig 213

Malausa 210

Malay-a 113

Malayambo 190

Malbog 212

Malibato 168

Malibog 145

Maligang (Aglaia diffusa) 131

Maligang {Eugenia sp.) 188

MALIKMIK 195, 196

Malinab 118

Malingaggok 99

Malipaga 148

Malitambing 140

Malium 165

MALUBAGO 150

Malubago family 149

Maludbalud 213

MALUGAY 147

Maluklik 114

Malumbayabas 191

Mamakau 143

Mamangkas 197

Mamata 147

MAMBOG (Nauclea junghuhnii) 212

Mambog {Neonauclea sp.) 213

Mamonak 132

Mamungkalion 195

Manalu 146

Manamu 208

Manang 171

MANANGKIL 190

Manaong 186

Manapo (Anisoptera curtisii) 163

Manapo (Sindora sup«i) 125

MANARING 98. 99

Manapuyog 171

Manbalunu 142

MANCONO 191

Mandaraua 172

Mandos 139

MANGACHAPXJY (see also Mangga-
chapui ) 166

Mangaluas 148

Mangaris 121

MANGASINORO (see also Manggasi-

noro) 173

MANGGA 145

Manggachapui {see Mangachapuy) 166

Manggachapui {Hopea foxworthyi) 166

Manggachapui {Hopea pierrei) 166

Manggachapui {Shorea eximia) 168

Manggachapui {Shorea negrosensis) 170

Manggachapui {Shorea polysperma) 171

Manggachapui {Shorea teysmanniana) .. 172

Manggachapui {Shorea sp.) 173

Manggala 160

Manggapole 144

Manggasinoro {see Mangasinoro) 173

Manggasinoro {Hopea acuminata) 166

Manggasinoro {Parashorea plicata) 167

Manggasinoro {Shorea eximia) 168

Liangj^asinoro {Shorea malaanonan) .... 170

Page.

Manggasinoro {Shorea teysmanniana).. 172

Manggasinoro {Shorea sp.) 172

MANGGASIRIKI 98, 99

Manggatarim 165

Manggatsapui {Mangifera monandra) .... 145

MANGGIS {Koompassia excelsa) 121

Manggis {PoTnetia pinnata) 148

Manggoorang 171

Manghas 140

Mangian 142

MANGKAS 197

Mangkono 191

Manglati 176

MANGO 145

Mango family 142

Mangongkong 99

Mangosteen family.......... 157

Mang^Vove family 179

MANICNIC 195, 196

Manihai 109

Manikbubuyo 99

Maniknik {see Manicnic) 196

Manili 171

Manilig 194

Maninila 160

Manipnip 196

Manloab 98

Manogarom 201

Manogtalisai 196

Manomano 192

Manumbaga 107

Mantabig 185

Mapipi 110

Mapilig 83

Marabikal 200

MARABITAOG 158

Marabohok 97

Maragabulo 198

Maragatau 213

Maragaued 99

Maragutau 132

Maramatam 189

MARANG {Litsea perrottetii) 110,112

Marang {NeoUtsea vidalii) 113

MARANGGO 134

Marasantog 144

Maratayum 116

Maratekka 118

Maratiga 118

Marautong {Euphoria cinerea) 147

Marautong {Zizyphus sp.) 148

Margabolo { Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Margabolo {Knema sp.) 106

Margadilau {Neonauclea sp. )....•. 213

Margadilau {Phoebe sterculioides) 113

MARGAPALI {Dehaasia triandra) 109

Margapali {Nothophoebe malabunga) .... 113

Margapali-kulilisiau .:. 112

MARIIG 189

Marimau 140

Marumangkas-na-lalaki 197

Marurugi 92

MATAMATA {Aglaia elaeagnoides) 132

Matamata {Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Matamata {Aglaia luzoniensis) 132

Matamata {Aglaia turczaninowii) 133
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Matamata {Euphoria cinerea)..

Matambokal
MATANG-USA
Matangal .

Page.

.... 147

.... 174

110, 111

.... 181

Matangan 171

Matang-hipon 148

Matangid 171

Matang-ulang (Adenanthera inter-

media) 116

Matang-ulang (Aglaia harynsiana) 132

Matobato {Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Matobato {Homaliuin villarianum) 175

Maupat 184

Mayapis (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Mayapis (Parashorea plicata) 167

Mayapis (Pentacme contorta) 168

Mayapis (Shorea exima) 168

Mayapis (Shorea polysperma) 171

MAYAPIS (Shorea squaniata) ...^ 171

Mayapis (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Mayauban 190

Mayusip .•. 196

Melmel 126

Melmer 126

MIAO 135

Miapi :. 206

Milipili 129

Minanukai 148

MINDANAO CINNAMON 109

MINDORO PINE 90

Mitla :. 177

MOLAVE „ 208

Molave family 206

MOLAVE, HAIRY LEAF 209

MOLAVE, LONGLEAF 208

Mompon .-. 109

Motong-botong 179

MOUNTAIN AGOHO 98

MOUNTAIN TAPINAG 154

Mugis .-. 144

Mulabog .• 145

Mulauin 208

Mulawin-asu (Premma nauseosa) 207

Mulauin-asu (Vitex turczaninowii) 210

Mulawin-asu (Vitex spp.) 207

Mulawin-babae 207

Mungilkil 190

Murauin 208

Murauon .-. 208

Nabulong 177

Naga 124

Naghubo ( Lagerstroemia piriformis).... 176

Naghubo (Term^inalia comintana) ...^ 184

Nagusip 108

Nala 124

NANGKA 102

Nangka-nangka 197

Nara 124

Narang-dauel (Cassia javanica) 119

Narang-dauel (Walla^eodendron celehl-

cum) 126

NARIG 173

Narik .-. 178

Narra 124

Narra family 116

Nathubo 176

Page.

Natileg .-. 98

NATO (Palaquium luzoniense) 196

Nato (Sideroxylon duclitan) 197

NATO PUTI' _ 198

NATO, WHITE 198

fJgarit 190

Ngarosaiigis 140

f^iran „.... 105

f?girikngik 119

fjgirik-ngirik 119

fjgoiongoi ..- 204

Niket .•. 108

Nigi (Xylocarpua granatum) 138

Nigi (Xylocarpua obovatus) 138

Nigi-puti' 151

Oak family 98

Odiau .„ 124

Oghayan 172

Oiakia ,. 148

Oi-oi 201

Olaian , 98

Olensago 89

Ol-ol ,. 90

OIos-olos 110

Onaslum .-. 140

Oplai 203

Opong-opong (Palaquium sp.) 196

Opong-opong (Sterculia sp.) 153

Oras 94

Oratan 99

Oris 144

Oris-nga-purau .-. 180

Paagahan 116

Paang-baliuis 186

Paang-daraga 193

Pagakson „ .• 165

PAGATPAT 178

Pagatpat family 177

Paghubo „ 184

Paglumboien 145

Pagpagan .•. 195

Pagsahing (Canarium villosum) 129

Pagsahingin (Canarium, luzonicum) 128

PAGSAHlNl&IN (Canarium villosum).. 129

Pagsahingin (Dipterocarpu^ grandi-

florus

)

164

Pagsahingin (Dipterocarpus hasseltii) .. 164

Pagsahingin (Dipterocarpus vernici-

fiuus

)

165

Pagsahingin (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Pagsaguau 145

Pagulingin 159

Pagulingon 159

PAGURlN&ON _ 159

Paho' 144

Pahu* 144

Pahuhutan 144

PAHUTAN 144

Pakak (Artocarpvs communis) 101

Pakak (Artocarpus treculiana) 108

Pakak (Semecarpua sp.) 146

Pakaran 196

Paihapi _ 163

Paina* (Hopea philippinenais) 165

Paina' (Kingiodendron alternifolium) 121

Paina' (Sindora supa) 125
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Pait 188

Paitan {Dehaasia triandra) 109

PAITAN {Eugenia coatulata) 188,189
Paitan (Eugenia similis) 190

Palakpalak „ ^ _ 196

Palaien 98

Palalan 178

Palali 156

Palang 184

Palang-batu 133

Palansrkomog 142

Palanto 146

Palatangan (Aglaia harmaiana) 132

Palatangan (Albizzia procera) 118

Palatangen (Apha/nomyxia cumingiana) 133

Palatinau 202

Palatpat 178

Palau .: 165

Paleng 142

Pali 119

Palina' .-. 121

Paling 179

Palinlin 142

Palma brava 96

Palm family 94

Palo de hierro 191

Palogapig {Heritiera litoralia) 152

Palogapig (Tarrietia sylvatica) 155

Palokpalok 196

Palomaria (CaLophyllum inophyllum) .... 158

Palomaria (Kayea paniculata) 161

Palomaria (Kingiodendron alternifo-

lium) 121

PALOMARIA DE LA :^LAYA (Calo-

phyllwm inophyllum) 158

Palomariang-babae 161

Palonapoi (Quercus sp.) 98

Palonapoi {Tarrietia aylvatica) 155

Palo-negro (Diospyros foveo-reticulata) 200

Palo-negro {Diospyros plicata) 200

Palong 107

Palongapoi 152

Palosapis (Anisoptera curtisii) 163

Palosapis (Anisoptera thurifera) 163

Palosapis (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Palsahingin (Dipterocarpus vernici-

fluus) 165

Palsaingin (Canarium villosum) 129

Palsaingin (Dipterocarpus grandi-

florus ) .•. 164

Paluahan (Dysoxylum decandrum) 135

Paluahan (Dysoxylum cverettii) 135

Palumut 158

Pamalalien (Dillenia sp.) 156

Pamalalien (Dipterocarpus grandi-

florus ) 164

Pamalalien (Dipterocarpus pilosus) 164

Pamalalien (Dipterocarpus vernidfluus) 165

Pamalauagon 176

Pamalitien .„.•. _ 110

Pamansagan 172

Pamantulen (Dipterocarpus grandi-

fiorus) - 164

Pamantulen (Dipterocarpus vernici-

fiuus) 165

P^marauagon 177

Pa«e.

Pamarnisen 164

Pamatagin 136

Pamayabasen (Litaea sp.) 110

Pamayauasen (Shorea balangera/n) 168

Pamayauasen (Shorea guiao) 169

Pamiasin 116

Pamiklatin 158

Pamilin 142

Pamilingan 115

Pamiltaogen (Calophylum cumingii) 158

Pamitaogen (Calophyllum blancoi) 158

Pamitaogen (Calophyllum inophyllum) 158

PAMITAOGEN (Calophyllum whit-

fordii 159

Pamittaogen (CalophyUum cumingii).... 168

Pamitaoien 158

Pamitlatin 158

Panagitmon 200

Panagulingon 159

Panakitin 158

Panalsalan 164

PANAO (Dipterocarpua vernidfluus).... 165

Panasi 197

Panau (Dipterocarpus grandiflorua) 164

Panau (Dipterocarpua hasseltii) 164

Panau (Hopea basilanica) 166

Pangahutan 144

Pangalisokloen 203

Pangal-lingaen 162

Pangalusiten 183

Panganan 98

Pangapaktulen 140

Pangarangin 140

Pangardisen (Bombycidendran campy-

losiphon ) 149

Pangardisen (Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Pangi 103

Panginahauan 174

Panglifigaen 152

PANGLONGBOIEN (Eugenia clausa) 188, 189

Panglongboien (Eugenia claviflora) 189

Panglongboien (Eugenia mananquil) .... 190

Panglongboien (Eugenia similis) 190

Panglongboien (Neonauclea sp.) 213

Panglumboien (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Pangmanggaen 144

PANGNAN - 98, 99

Pango' 188, 189

Pangolaksien 203

Pangot 188

Pangugok 1^88

Pangugot 188

Paniggaian (Hopea plagata) 165

Paniggaien (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Pansaket 186

Pantauon 213

Panting-panting 183

Panungsungan l'^*

Pao 142

Papagan 1^^

Papasil 183

Papayu H^
Pappagan (Buchanania sp.) 142

Pappagan (Mimvsopa elengi) 196

Parabukung 1'^'^

Parak ^^2
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Parasablut 110

Paria 107

Parina' i Kingiodendron alternifolium) .. 121

Parina' (Pinus insuUtris) 90

Parina' (Sindora supa) 125

Paronapin (Heritiera littoralis) 152

Paronapin (Tarrietia sylvatica) 155

Paronapoi (Heritiera littoralis) 152

Paronapoi (Tarrietia sylvatica) 155

Paronot 179

Parugan 106

Pasak (Bassia betis) 194

Pasak (Mimusops elengi) 195

Pasak (Parinarium sp.) 114

Pasaklak 140

Pasinggan 92

Pasoso 190

Pasnit 203

Pata 171

Paton 92

Patpat 178

Patsahingin 165

Payapa 99

Payena' (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Payina* (Kingiodendron alternifolium).. 121

Payina' (Sindora supa) 125

Pedada 178

Pedis 160

Peris 160

Persimmon 198

Philippine ironwood 191

Philippine lignum-vitae 191

Philippine mahogany 170, 171

Philippine teak 176

Piadak 138

FIAGAO (Xylocarpus granatum) 138

Piagau (Xylocarpus ohovatus) 138

Pianga 194

Piangan 194

Piapi (Avicennia alba) 206

Piapi ('Avicennia officinalis) 206

Pilig 96

Pili-pili 132

Pikpik-uag (Artoca/rpus superba) 103

Pikpik-uak (Aglaia multifoliola) 133

Piksik 206

Pilauai 128

Pilaui 128

Pildis 160

PILI 128

Pili family 128

Pilukau 133

Pine family 89

PINE, BENGUET 90

PINE, MINDORO 90

Pinggapinggahan 211

Pinkapinka 210

PINKAPINKAHAN 210

Pipi 118

Pipisig 206

Pipisik 206

Pirara 178

PIRIS 160, 161

Pirokalau 148

Pisa 129

Pisak (Hopea pierrei) 166

Pisak (Shorea guise) 169

Page.

Pisek (Shorea guiso) 169

Pistula 119

PRICKLY NARRA 124

Polai 203

Poli 113

Pototan (Bruguiera caryophylloides) .... 180

POTOTAN (Bruguiera eriopetala) 180

Pototan (Bruguiera gymnorrhiza) 180

Pototan (Bruguiera parviflora) 181

POTOTAN-LALAKI (Bruguiera caryo-

phylloides) 180

Puguran 140

Pugaui-itim 200

Pulangi 160

Pulit 138

Pundung 206

Pungo' 165

Pupuut 136

Pusopuso (Buchanania Bp.) 142

Pusopuso (Litsea sp.) 110

PUSOPUSO (Neolitsea vidalii) 113

Pusopuso (Quercus sp.) 98

Pura' 172

Putat family 178

PUTAT (Barringtonia spp.) 178

Putat (Planchonia spectabilis) 179

PUTIAN (Alangium meyeri) 193

Putian (Beilschmiedia sp.) 108

Putian (Cyclostemon sp.) 140

Putian (Dehaasia triandra) 109

Putian (Sideroxylon macranthum) 198

Putian (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Putig 140

Putik-putik : 189

Pututan (Bruguiera eriopetala) 180

Pututan (Bruguiera gymnorrhiza) 180

Puyugan 138

Quiebra-hacha 166

Rangas 142

Rattan 94, 95, 96

RED LAUAN ~-. 170

Rimas 101

Ringas 142

Rirau 197

Rubian 184

Rugian 92

Rungon 181

Rungus 142

Sabidug 184

SABLOT 110, 111

Sabong-kaag 114

SACAT 185

Sadai 148

Saga'sa' 183

Sagat (Pterocarpus sp.) 124

Sagat (Vitex parviflora) 208

Saget (Terminalia calamansanai) 183

SAGIMSIM 189

Sago palm 97

Sahing (Canarium luzonicum) 128

Sahing (Canarium, villosum) 129

Sahing (Pinv^ insularis) 90

Sakat (See Sakat) (Terminalia nitens) 185

Sakat (Terminalia calamansanai) 183

Sakat (Terminalia edulis) 186

Sakat (Terminalia oocarpa) 186

Sakat (Terminalia pellucida) 186
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Saket (Terminalia calamansanai) 183
Saket (Terminalia pellucida) 186
Sai 169

Salabsalab 166

Sala'sa' 183

Salaisai 184

Salamagri 126

Salamingai (Aglaia bicolor) 131

Salamungai (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Salamungi (Aglaia turczaninowii) 133

Salang 89

Salangrgigi' 118

Salangkugi' 118

SALAKIN 133

Salaking-pula 131

Salalangin 121

Saldana 131

Saleng (Agathis alba) 89

8ALENG (Pinus insularis) 90

Salifungan 114

Salikugi' 118

Salindagat 148

BAUNGKXTGI' 118

Salingkuki' 118

Salikut 196

Salimbubu 154

SALINGGOGON 159. 160

Salingkapa 208

Salisai 184

Salit 90

Sallapugud (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Sallapugud (Hopea plagata) 165

Salngan (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Salngen (Aglaia laevigata) 132

Salngen (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Salong (Pinus insularis) 89

Salongan (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Salongsalong (Vatica mangachapoi).... 173

Salongsalongan (Vatica mangachapoi).. 173

Saloyong 205

Salsal 119

Salulung 176

Salungkugi' 118

Salutin 114

Sambag 126

Sambak 126

Sambalagan 144

Sambrit 142

Sambulauan (Eugenia sp.) 188

Sambulauan (Koordersiodendron pinna^

turn.) 144

Sambulauan (Santiria nitida) 130

Samburagat 183

Samiling 108

Samondo 185

SAMPALOK 126

Sanai 129

Sandana 132

Sanga 115

Sangai 122

Sangginggi 118

Sangkuyung 138

Santias 147

Santing 188

SANTOL 136

Saongsaongan (Canarium villosum) 129

Sapang 118

Page.
Saplid (Shorea teysmanniana) 172
Saplig (Shorea negrosensis) 170
Saplit (Albizzia rettisa) 118
Saplit (Albizzia aaponaria) 118
Saplungan (Aglaia harmsiana) 132

Saplungan (Hopea plagata) 166

Saplungan (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Saputeng-hulo 199

Saraa 96

Sarabsaban (Hopea plagata) 165

Sarabsaraban (Hopea pierrei) 166

Sarangan 114

Sarga 144

Saripongpong 164

Sarrai (Octomeles sumatrana) 176

Sarrai (Shorea guiso) 169

Sarrai (Shorea sp.) 173

SASALIT 207

Satinwood 136

Saung (Vatica m^ingachapoi) 178

Saungan (Vatica mangachapoi) 178

Saungsaungan (Vatica mangachapoi) .... 178

Sauriri 116

Sayong 130

She-oak ^ 97

Siakal 166

Siangkugi 118

SIBUCAO 118

Sibukau 118

Sigaadan 114

Siggai (Hopea plagata) 166

Siggai (Shorea guiso) 169

Sikukok 208

Silang-batu 194

Similing 108

Sinabang 92

Sinaligan (Anisoptera thurifera) 168

Sinaligan (Cordia myxa) 206

Singangdagat 206

Slngaudagat 206

Sintiyas 147

Sintog 118

Sitaldag 98

Sitan 165

Siyau (Hopea acuminata) 166

Siyau (Shorea sp.) 173

SOUTHERN LANETE 206

South Pacific mahogany 170

Spanish cedar 130, 137

SPINY BAMBOO 91

SUDIANG 127

Sudiang family 127

Sugar palm 95

Sukad 166

Sulipa (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Sulipa (Gymnartocarpus woodii) 103

Sulu-sulo' (Terminalia caXamansanai) .... 183

Sulo-sulo' (Terminalia nitens) 185

Sulo-sulo' (Terminalia pellucida) 186

Sulusulungan 129

Sumuandud 139

SUPA 126

Supengun 126

Susulin 202

Susung-karabau 160

Suting-gimba 104
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TABA 191
Tabag 172
Tabagid 197
Tabak 172
Tabalangi 116
Tabangau 177
Tabataba 132
Tabau (Celtis sp.) 99
TABAU (Lvmnitzera littorea) 183
Tabau (Lumnitzera racemosa) 183
Tabigi (Xylocarpus granatum) 138
TABIGI (Xylocarpus obovatus) 138
Tabila 163
TABON-TABON 114
Tabuli 103
Tadiang-kalabau {Aglaia harmsiana) .... 132
Tkdiang-kalabau (Dysoxylum decan-
drum) 135

Tadkan 196
Tadlangau 116
Tadok 158
Tagangtang 142
Tagasa' 181

Tagbangau 177
Tagatoi (Mimusops elengi) 195
TAGATOI (Palaquium foxworthyi) 196
Tagga* (Pterocarpus sp.) 124
Tagga' iVitex parviflora) 208
Taggai (Hopea plagata) 166
Taggai (Shorea guiso) 169
Taggai {Shorea polysperma) 171

Taggat (Pterocarpus sp.) 124

Tagilumboi 190

Tagit 185

Takka' 124

Tagkan 196

Tagolo lis

Tagutugan 110

Taguntungan 152

Taiwanak 92

Takalpi 98

Takaran 196

Takdangan 114

Takki-na-gayang 108

Taklang-anak (CaraUia integerrima) .... 181

TAKLANG-ANAK (Garcinia dulcis) .. 160,161
Takloban 119

Tako 185

Takuban (Parashorea plicata) 167

Takuban (Shorea eximia) 168

Takugan 148

Takulau 168

Takulau bianco 149

Takung 152

Takupan 148

Talamitam 190

Talang-bundok 107

Talang-gubat (Diospyros ahernii) 200

TALANG-GUBAT (Diospyros copelarv-

dii) 199

Talang-idong 140

Taligaan 144

Talihagan 107

Talimorung 141

Talingaan ( Pterosperwrn sp.) 152

Talingaan (Taxotrophis Hidfolia) 104

Page.
Talinganan (Garuga sp.) 129
Talinganan (Pterospermum sp.) 153
Talipopo 195

Talipugud 193
Talisai (Terminalia eduLis) 186
TALISAY (Terminalia catappa) 184
Talisay family 182
TALISAY-GUBAT 186
Talisi* (Terminalia catappa) 184
Tallan 132
Taloto' 152
Talulong 141

Talulung 176

TALXJTO 152
Tamarind 126
TAMAYITAN 104

Tamayuan family 104

TAMBALAU (Knema heterophylla) 106
Tambalau (Myristica sp.) 107

Tambau 107

Tambing 118

Tambis 188, 190

Tambulauan 188

TAMBXJLIAN 110
TAMIL 200
Tamil-lalaki 201

Taming-taming (Dysoxylum decan-

drum) 135

Taming-taming (Hopea philippinensis) 165

Tamok (Pterospermum sp.) 153

Tamok (Shorea polysperma) 171

Tamok (Shorea teysmunniana) 172

Tampui (Eugenia calubcob) 189

Tampui (Eugenia xanthophylla) 190

Tamulauan 191

Tanabog 148

Tanag-lalaki 139

Tandang-isok 122

Tandu 161

Tandul 181

Tanga 115

TAif&AL (Ceriops tagal) 181

Tangal (Ceriops roxburghiana) 181

Tangal (Terminalia edulis) 185

Tangalin 116

Tangas 146

Tanghal 181

Tanghas (Dolichandrone spathacea) 210

Tanghas (Wrightia sp.) 204

Tangid 105

Tangile (Shorea negrosensis) 170

Tangile (Shorea polysperma) 171

Tangili (Bassia ramiflora) 194

Tangili (Palaquium sp.) 196

Tangili (Shorea sp.) 173

TaiTgiling-bangohan 132

Tangiling-kompol 196

Tangiling-palokpalok (see also Tan-
GUILIi) 196

Tangisan 184

Tangisang-bagio 141

Tangit 105

Tangitang (Alstonia scholaris) 203

Tangitang (Paralstonia clusiucea) 204

TANGLIN 116

Tanglon 11«
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TA^feUILE (see also Tangile) 171

Tanitan 203

Tanobong 148

Taoto' 152

Tapang 121

Tapgas 114

TAPINAG 154

TAPTJLATJ iPinus merkusii) 90

Tapurau (Vatica mangachapoi) 173

Taradak 141

Tara-tara 107

Tarau (Livistona rotundifolia) 96

TARAU (Livistona sp.) 97

Tarongatingan 153

Tautu „ 152

Tayataya 185

Tayum-tayum 141

Teak (Fagraea fragrans) 202

TEAK (Tectona grandis) 207

Teak, Philippine 176

Teca (Fagraea fragrans) 202

Tegam 213

Tekum 213

Tekun 213

TERXTKAN 108

Tewanak 92

Tewi 210

Tiakdog 98

Tianug 189

Tiaong (Pentacme conitorta) 168

TIAONG (Shorea teysmanniana) 172

Tibigi 138

Tibungau 132

TIGA (Trisiania sp.) 191

Tiga (Xanthostenion verdugonianus) .... 191

Tigaui 148

Tigian 118

Tikal 96

Tikalod 98

Tikam 110

TIKIM 213

Tikis 96

Tiklik 98

TIKOKO 209

Tili 116

Tilis 116

Timak 93

Tinaan (Eugenia claviflora) 189

Tinaan (Lagerstroemia piriformis).... 176

TINAAN-PANTAI 141

Tinadan 191

Tinagj 118

Tindalo (Cassia javamica) 119

Tindalo (Intsin acuminata) 120

TINDALO (Pahudia rhomboidea) 122

TiiTgantingan 153

Tingkal 141

Tingkayad 196

Tiok 142

Tipolo (Artocarpus communis) 101

Tipolo (Artocarpus ovatifolia) 102

Tipolo (Artocarpus trecuUana) 103

Tipuho (Artocarpus trecuUana) 103

Tipurus 196

Tiranglai 173

TIRORON (Neonauclea philippinensis) 214

140866 18

Page.

Tiroron (Neonauclea sp.) 214

Tiroron (Terminalia comintana) 184

Titau 89

Tiwi 210

Tohog 186

Tokod-langit 146

Tongog 181

Toob 139

Toog (Bischofia javanica) 139

TOOG (Terminalia quadrialata) 186

Toon 130

Topo 146

Tras 141

Tua 139

Tuaan 121

TUAI 139

Tualing-bakulau 119

Tubhas 110

TUCANG-CALAO 131

Tuel 139

Tugas (Vitex parviflora) 208

Tugas (Vitex turczaninowii) 210

Tugaui (Pometia pinnata) 148

Tugaui (Shorea polysperma) 171

Tui 144

Tukud-langit 192

Tulus 164

Tumbarila 129

Tumbong-uak 141

Tumutugaui 171

Tumulubo 103

Tungud (Ceriops tagal) 181

Tungug (Ceriops tagal) 181

Tungug (Ceriops roxburghiana) 181

Tuog 186

Tuol 139

Tuwe (Bischofia javanica) 139

Tuwi (Dolichandrone spathacea) 210

Uakatan 182

Uao 99

Uas-uasa 114

Uban 179

Ubanan 172

Ubien (Artocarpus cumingiana) 102

Ubien (Artocarpus lamellosa) 102

Ubien (Artocarpus rubrovenia) 103

Udayu 99

Ugau 107

Uging 159

Ugingen 159

Ugob 101

Uiakia 148

Uisak 213

ULAIAN 98, 99

Ulalo 99

Ularog 99

Uli 89

Uling 169

Ulingon 159

Uliuan 108

ITNIK 117

Unip 117

Uos 154

Uoos 164

Upak 154

Upong-upong 186

Urarog 99
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Uratan 99

Uringon 159

Uris 144

Urisan 144

TTBtTNG 202

Urung family 202

Usiu (Dinochloa scandens) 93

Usiu (Schizoatachyum dielsianum) 93

Uyok 142

Valaivaian 211

VIDAL'S LANUTAN 149

Vitali 124

Vutalau 158

White baticulin 110

White lanutan 106

WHITE LAUAN 168

Page.

WHITE NATO 198

Wisak 213

YACAL (Hopea plagata) 165,166

Yacal bianco (Vatica mangachapoi) .... 173

Yakal {Hopea acuminata) 166

Yakal {Hopea basilanica) 165

Yakal (Hopea foxworthyi) 166

Yakal (Hopea pkiUppinensis) 165

Yakal (Isoptera borneensia) 167

Yakal (Shorea balangeran) 168

Yamban (Shorea balangeran) 168

Yamban (Shorea guiso) 169

Yamban-aromui (Palaquium sp.) 196

Yauaan 167

ZIGZAG BAMBOO 93

Zitan 165
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